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Social cities 

Overview

Australians have made enormous progress in thinking about how 
to make cities more productive and sustainable. Yet we lag 
behind in understanding what makes a social city – a city that 
helps to connect us with other people. 

Humans are social animals: relationships are critical to our 
wellbeing. A lack of social connection leads to loneliness and 
isolation, experiences far more harmful than previously realised.  

There are worrying signs that isolation and loneliness are 
increasing in Australia. Data shows that people’s friendships and 
neighbourhood connections have diminished over the past two 
decades. Our changing population means these trends could get 
worse. 

Already a quarter of Australian households consist of people living 
by themselves and this is the fastest growing household type. 
People living on their own are more likely to experience 
loneliness. Australia is an ageing society, and older people have a 
higher risk of isolation, as do other groups like sole parents and 
people with limited English.  

What does this have to do with cities? The way we build and 
organise our cities can help or hinder social connection. At worst, 
failed approaches can ‘build in’ isolation, with long-term damage 
to quality of life and physical and mental health. 

For example, inefficient urban transport networks see much of our 
day swallowed up by commuting, leaving us less time for friends 
and family. It is simpler for people to get together to play sport if  

training grounds are available nearby, and it is easier to organise 
a picnic if you can walk to a local park. Streets can prioritise cars 
or pedestrians. Being able to move easily by car is convenient, 
but heavy traffic in residential areas diminishes contact between 
neighbours. We tend to hurry past a building that presents a blank 
wall to the street, whereas an open facade can create inviting 
spaces to stop and talk. 

This report explores these and other aspects of our cities. While it 
is not comprehensive, it draws together a wide range of current 
knowledge into a single document. A clear thread running through 
our findings is that people attract people: we like (and need) to be 
around one another. 

Of course we are not suggesting that city design is the answer to 
every challenge. Many influences on the quantity and quality of 
social connection are not related to urban form. Nor are we 
suggesting there is a crisis – relative to many countries, indicators 
of social connection in Australia remain positive. But if our cities 
are to absorb larger populations and improve quality of life for all, 
they will need to meet our social as well as our material needs. 

Many issues facing our cities are enormous, difficult, and 
expensive to tackle. Residents often feel they have no say in 
decisions affecting them. But improving social connection is not 
necessarily hard or costly. In many cases big returns can come 
from small outlays, as shown by examples in our appendix. 
Conversely, the loneliness and isolation that result from neglect of 
our social needs will cost individuals and society dearly. After all, 
cities are for people.   
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Social cities 

1. What is social connection, why is it important, and what does it have to do with cities?  

1.1 Social connection is critical to our wellbeing 

Social connection refers to our relationships with others. More 
specifically, social connection is meaningful, positive interaction 
between people. It makes us feel that we matter, that we are 
engaged with others and that we are embedded in networks of 
mutual appreciation and care.  

We form connections at three different levels: intimate personal 
and family relationships, links with a broader network of friends, 
relatives and colleagues, and collective connection – our feeling 
of belonging in our communities.1 All these levels of connection 
are important – from the close regular contact with loved ones to 
incidental interactions on the street. 

Research shows that social connection is crucial to wellbeing. 
This is not surprising. Humans have evolved in an environment 
where group membership is essential to survival. Neuroscience 
research suggests that over tens of thousands of years our need 
to deal with other people fundamentally influenced the structure of 
the human brain. In a literal sense, the need to socialise and 
connect made us who we are today.2  

Reflecting this, people place great value on personal relationships 
and understand that they are a fundamental source of happiness 
and wellbeing. If you ask a room full of people to close their eyes 
and visualise what is most important to them, the majority will 

                                                                                       
1 Cacioppo and Patrick (2008) 
2 Ibid. 

invariably report thinking of family and friends.  

There is a deeply ingrained idea that people will always seek to 
satisfy material needs (like the need for food and shelter) before 
worrying about psychological needs (like the need for human 
contact). However, close study of human behaviour suggests this 
idea is misleading: the Young Foundation's fieldwork reveals 
young people going without food in order to keep their mobile 
phones topped up, leading the Foundation’s former chief 
executive, Geoff Mulgan, to conclude that “the human need for 
connectedness” outweighs “almost everything else”.3 

The true importance of social connection becomes most apparent 
when it is absent. Loneliness can be severely damaging. 

It is worth noting that there is no opposite for the word ‘lonely’ in 
the English language, just as there is no opposite for the word 
‘thirsty’. When we are not lonely – and we spend about 80% of 
our waking hours in the company of other people – a fundamental 
need is being met. 

Loneliness can have serious health consequences, with a similar 
impact to high blood pressure, lack of exercise, obesity, or 
smoking.4  Loneliness also has a major impact on how we assess 
our own health: as Figure 1 shows, people who feel lonely once a 
day or once a week, rate their personal health much lower than 
people who only feel lonely once a month or once a year. 

 
3The Young Foundation (2009), p.26  Mulgan (2010a) 
4 House, Lambis and Umberson, as cited in Cacioppo and Patrick (2008), p.5  
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Social cities 

Figure 1: Frequency of feeling lonely and self-assessed health, 
Australia, 20095 

 

There is growing evidence that people with strong social 
connections live longer. This is due to social relationships 
themselves, not just because of associated health benefits such 
as increased exercise or improved mental health.6 

Indeed, the impact of a Chicago heatwave on the elderly shows 
that social connection can make the difference between life and 
death. Anything that facilitated social contact, from being a 
                                            

member of a social club to owning a pet, was associated with an 
increased chance of survival. 

5 The scale is 1 (poor) to 100 (excellent), Franklin and Tranter (2011) 
6 Holt-Lunstad, et al. (2010), This meta study looked at morbidity data for more 
than 300,000 people over an average time span of 7.5 years and found “a 50% 
increase in odds of survival as a function of social relationships”. A number of 
the studies assessed linked social support to better immune function and slower 
disease progress. The review found that social connection exerts an 
independent effect on the risk of death. 

Fewer people died in neighbourhoods where people knew and 
trusted their neighbours, than in a nearby area with weak social 
connections.7 Australian research also shows that older people 
with stronger networks of friends live longer.8 

It’s no surprise that solitary confinement is considered among the 
worst of punishments. The sensation of loneliness and the 
sensation of physical pain are both created by similar neurological 
processes, so loneliness can be seen as a social form of pain,9 
and can have a bigger effect on wellbeing than physical pain or a 
low income (see Figure 2). 

The importance of social connection to health and wellbeing 
means that, for many people, improved relationships are a much 
more realistic path to a better life than increased income. 
According to the Australian Unity Wellbeing Index, on a median 
household income it would take around $36,000 to improve 
wellbeing by 1%, with the figure rising to astronomical levels for 
people earning higher incomes.10 

 

                                            
7 Klinenberg (2002), pp. 46; 110, quoted in Harris (2008) 
8 Giles, et al. (2005) 
9 Cacioppo and Patrick (2008) 
10 Cummins, et al. (2011) 
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Social cities 

Figure 2: Loneliness, pain, income & wellbeing, Australia, 201111 

 
 

At a societal level, this is known as the ‘Easterlin paradox’ after 
US economist Richard Easterlin, who argued that beyond a 
certain level of GDP, increases in income do not significantly 
increase happiness. The Easterlin paradox has been contested,12 
but it remains clear that for wealthy societies and individuals there 
is not a straightforward link between income and people’s sense 
of wellbeing. 

This prompted British Prime Minister David Cameron to instruct 
the Office of National Statistics to devise a new way of measuring 
wellbeing. He noted that while western societies have 

                                                                                       
11 The Personal Wellbeing Index (0-100) is based on satisfaction with seven life 
domains. Around 74 to 77 can be considered a normal range. 
12 For example, see Stevenson and Wolfers (2008)  

experienced decades of rising GDP, “levels of contentment have 
remained static or have even fallen”.13 Similarly, in 2008 French 
President Nicholas Sarkozy commissioned a team led by 
economists Joseph Stiglitz, Jean Paul Fitoussi and Amartya Sen 
to attempt to come up with “more relevant indicators of social 
progress” than GDP.14  

Concepts like wellbeing and happiness may be difficult to quantify 
but there is a growing recognition that we need to refine our tools 
of measurement and analysis to understand what makes a 
successful society.  

Social connection is central to these concerns. It underpins many 
features of how people interact and how societies function. It 
contributes to building social capital, social trust, social cohesion 
and social inclusion, but is not identical to them (see Figure 3). 

Through our social connections we share information, resources 
and skills. This makes communities more dynamic and more 
resilient. Interactions with others inform our expectations of them 
and teach us about social norms.15 In essence, social 
connections make us a part of society. Without them, we could 
not establish the mutual expectations and trust that are the 
foundation for economic exchange and a healthy democracy. 

 
13 Cameron (2010) 
14 Stiglitz, et al. (2009) 
15 OECD (2011b) 

Source: (Cummins et al., 2011) 

000’s 
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Figure 3: Untangling the jargon 

A city without people would just be an empty collection of roads and 
buildings. Social connection – meaningful, positive interaction – is the 
vital ingredient that transforms architecture, engineering and people into a 
place with character and culture. Social connection is linked to, but distinct 
from, other concepts that are invoked to describe successful communities:  

Social capital “refers to features of social organisations such as networks, 
norms and trust that facilitate co-ordination, and co-operation for mutual 
benefit”.16  

Social trust is the level of confidence we have that others will behave 
according to social norms, or act as they say they are going to act.17 

Social cohesion refers to common values and civic culture, social order 
and social control, social solidarity and a shared sense of belonging.18 

Social inclusion refers to people having the resources, opportunities and 
capabilities to participate in all aspects of life, so that they can meet their 
basic needs and “live in dignity”.19 This includes opportunities for 
education and training, work, and engaging in community activities.20 

Successful cities have high levels of all four: social capital, trust, 
cohesion and inclusion. These are goals to strive for. Social connection 
is an essential building block that helps us to achieve them. 

 

                                            
                                           

16 Putnam 1993: 35 
17 Productivity Commission, (2003) Social Capital: Reviewing the Concept and 
its Policy Implications 
18 Jenks and Jones (2009) 
19 Cappo (2002) in VicHealth (2005) 
20 Commonwealth Of Australia (2010)  

1.2 Is there a problem? 

The few internationally comparable statistics relating to social 
connection suggest that Australia is doing quite well. A high 
proportion of people have relatives or friends they can count on in 
a time of need, and a high proportion of people feel that most 
people can be trusted.21  

This is good news, but there are trends, both in Australia and 
elsewhere, that show social connection is declining. A study in the 
US found that the number of people who said they had no-one to 
talk to about important matters more than doubled from 10% to 
25% between 1985 and 2004.22 Even critics who challenge these 
figures agree that Americans' “core discussion networks” (circles 
of close confidants) have shrunk by about a third and become 
more restricted to family members over this period.23  

Nearly half of all older people in the UK consider the television to 
be their main form of company. In 2006 more than half a million 
older people spent Christmas Day alone.24 In Australia our 
average number of friends has fallen in the last twenty years, as 
has the number of local people we can ask for small favours (see 
Figure 4). At the same time, church attendance has fallen and 
there has been a decline in the number of Australians who are 

 
21 On the first measure, Australia ranks sixth out of 41 countries, and fifth on the 
second, OECD (2011b). For trust, figures from Australian Bureau of Statistics 
(2011), which includes responses to the same question, “most people can be 
trusted”, were compared to the OECD data. 
22 McPherson, et al. (2006) 
23 Hampton, et al. (2009) 
24 The Young Foundation (2009) P.109 
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Social cities 

active members of organisations (such as sporting clubs, school 
parents’ and citizens’ groups or business associations).25 

 
Figure 4: Ability to ask locals for help and number of friends, 
Australia, 1984 and 2005  
 

Source: (Leigh, 2010) 

                                            
25 Leigh (2010) 

Not only do some aspects of social connection appear to be 
declining, and at risk of falling further, they are unevenly 
distributed. People on lower incomes, and people with disabilities, 
have lower trust in others, creating a barrier to social connection 
for groups who already suffer other forms of disadvantage.26  

Since some of the factors that have been blamed for this decline 
are likely to intensify, the downward trend in social connection 
could continue. Impersonal technologies are becoming more 
prevalent,27 for example. Over time, our comparatively high 
residential mobility could make it harder for people to connect with 
their neighbours and communities.28 

Perhaps most significantly, the demographic groups that are most 
vulnerable to social isolation are growing: our population is getting 
older, more ethnically diverse, and has a rapidly growing 
proportion of single-person and sole parent households. 

One-person households are the fastest-growing household type in 
Australia, expected to grow from 24% of all households in 2006 to 
28% in 2030.29 People in one-person households are much more 
likely to experience loneliness. As Figure 5 shows, compared to 
people in larger households, they are more than three times as 
likely to experience loneliness more than once a day.  
                                            
26 In addition, people on lower incomes also have lower relationship satisfaction, 
Cummins, et al. (2011) 
27 Andrew Leigh identifies impersonal technologies, (e.g. online shopping) as 
one reason for the decline in Australia’s social capital, Leigh (2010) 
28 Australia has the second highest rate of residential mobility in the OECD, 
OECD (2011a). This rate could rise even further in response to housing 
shortages, tight rental markets, and the divergence of economic growth in 
different regions. 
29 Department of Infrastructure and Transport (2011), p. 29 
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Social cities 

Figure 5: Frequency of loneliness and household size, Australia, 
2009

Source: (Franklin and Tranter, 2011) 

Being a single parent living with dependent children is another 
risk factor for loneliness.30 The number of one-parent families is 
also projected to increase strongly, rising by between 40% and 
77% over the 25 year period from 2006 to 2031.31 

People with limited English are more likely to be socially isolated 
and to have limited face-to-face contact with people outside their 
household (see Figure 6). A rapidly growing proportion of the 
population is born overseas, and within this group, a growing 
proportion is from outside the main English-speaking countries – 
especially since 2001.32  

 

                                            
                                           30 Flood (2005) 

31 ABS (2010)   
32 Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (2011) 

Figure 6: No face-to-face contact with family or friends living 
outside household in past week, Australia, 2010 

 

Source: (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011) 

These data are at an aggregate level, and different people have 
different needs for social connection.33 Privacy and solitude are 
also important (and are very different from loneliness or isolation). 
There is no such thing as an ‘ideal’ level of connection that should 
be imposed on everyone. 

Beyond a basic minimum, individuals have different preferences 
for the amount of interaction and connection they want. However, 
for everyone, some level of connection is critical to wellbeing. 

 
33 Cacioppo and Patrick (2008) explain that different needs for social interaction 
are influenced by genes and environmental factors, pp. 23-24 
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1.3 What does this have to do with cities? 

The Grattan report The cities we need34 argued that when 
evaluating how our cities are doing, we should ask how well they 
address people’s needs. These needs are both material and 
psychological. In policy and political terms, material needs tend to 
be prioritised – in part because they are easier to measure and 
influence. But psychological needs such as social connection are 
just as important, and cities play a role in whether they are met. 

Of course many factors have an impact on social connection that 
are not directly linked to cities. They include individual 
dispositions, income, family situation, health, crime, culture and 
countless others. 

But cities provide many essential ingredients for social connection 
– despite the fact that they have often been represented as sites 
of loneliness and alienation (see Figure 7). Cities are places 
where large numbers of people come together to benefit from 
interacting with each other. Urban transport allows people to 
move around to see family and friends. Cities provide places for 
us to meet: homes, cafes, libraries, parks, footpaths, sacred 
places, and so on.  

Proximity, mobility and shared spaces are important because, 
despite other ways of connecting, face-to-face contact remains a 
crucial way to develop and sustain our personal relationships. As 
Schluter and Lee note, trust, sympathy, respect, understanding, 
loyalty and co-operation – qualities at the core of social 
connection – come more easily through direct contact.35 Online 
                                            

relationships complement, rather than replace, direct contact.

34 The Grattan Institute (2010) 
35 Schluter and Lee (1993) 

36  
Studies show that people communicate more through the Internet, 
and collaborate more effectively, when they are in closer 
proximity.37 

Cities can help social connection, or hinder it. They can be so 
poorly organised that they are hard to get around – a problem not 
just for getting to work, but also for seeing friends and family and 
participating in social activities.  

A city that ‘builds in’ isolation through its housing options, 
transport accessibility, and other features, can have significant 
consequences for the strength of people’s relationships and for 
physical and mental health. 

Of course, the physical by itself does not determine what 
happens. Design is not destiny. People often find ways to meet 
despite physical obstacles. Conversely, the best-designed spaces 
don’t guarantee connection. Overt attempts to engineer social 
interaction can backfire as people often withdraw when they feel 
their privacy is under threat. The right balance flows from an 
interaction between physical structures and social organisation. 

This interaction often depends on fine details of design, which 
means that ‘people-friendly’ arrangements can sometimes be 
counterintuitive and difficult to achieve. For example, individual 
business owners might feel more secure when their shops are 
protected at night by roll-down shutters. However, a row of 

                                            
36  Internet support from 'unmet' internet friends has no relationship to wellbeing 
Cummins, et al. (2008) 
37 Wellman, et al. (2006);Mok, et al. (2010);Takhteyev, et al. (2011) 
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Social cities 

shuttered businesses creates an empty streetscape that feels 
unsafe and deters foot traffic, which reduces security.  

A lively street might prove better at reducing crime and anti-social 
behaviour than physical security measures such as shutters or 
CCTV cameras, but this would require a significant number of 
business owners to agree to remove their shutters, maintain lit-
window displays and perhaps continue to trade into the evening. 

To see that cities influence social connection, we need only reflect 
on how badly things can go wrong. Places like Cabrini-Green in 
Chicago, Fountainwell Place on the Sighthill Estate in Glasgow 
and Broadwater Farm in London were ambitious attempts to 
create low-cost housing that fell into decline.38 These failures, and 
others like them, resulted from a combination of flawed urban 
design and misguided social policy. Examples like this show that 
understanding social connection is important, not just for 
decisions about existing areas of our cities, but also as we 
continue to build new communities on greenfield sites. 

Another important element of feeling connected is whether 
residents have a ‘sense of belonging’ to where they live. Knowing 
neighbours, feeling safe on the streets and living in an area with a 
distinctive character can help to create this sense of belonging. 
So can having spaces and activities in the city that encourage us 
to mix, both with those from our own networks, or of similar age 
groups and backgrounds and with people who are very different. 
Cities can and do help set the signals for engagement and 
interaction. 

                                            
38 The Young Foundation (2010b) 

 

Figure 7: Imagined cities 

The industrial revolution helped to create both the modern city and the 
modern novel, so it’s hardly surprising that in 19th Century fiction, cities 
were frequently portrayed as inherently anti-social. Observing the harsh 
realities of their day, writers from Dostoyevsky to Dickens represented the 
city as a place of alienation, where “materialism hardened the heart and 
diminished compassion, altering our sense of human scale, our sense of 
community”.39  

Disconnected from tradition and nature, city dwellers were depicted as 
culturally rootless and morally adrift. The desolate city found its antithesis 
in idealised accounts of village life, where residents were still grounded in 
the seasonal rhythms of agriculture that bound them together as a 
community. 

Of course, there are alternative narratives. The city can be a place of 
excitement and opportunity, offering escape from the strictures of country 
life. Today cities often provide the setting for romantic comedies. But the 
image of the bad city remains a powerful strain in contemporary culture. 
Think of the urban crime genre or science fiction: in novels, films and TV 
dramas, cities are frequently portrayed as isolating, lonely, dangerous and 
soul-destroying places. 

History suggests that negative literary representations are a poor guide to 
human experience. There has been no let up in urbanisation since the 
mid 19th Century and there is strong evidence that people thrive in cities: 
that city dwellers generally live longer, healthier, richer and more fulfilling 
lives than their country cousins.40 Nevertheless, our perceptions of the 
city continue to be shaped by its literary representations. Perhaps this is 
no bad thing, since the alienating and lonely city of Dostoyevsky’s 
imagination gives a warning of what cities could be like if social 
connections fail. 

                                            
39 Lehan (1998), p.4 
40 Glaeser (2011) 
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1.4 What this report aims to do 

The significance of cities for social connection is not a new 
understanding. Many people over many years have dedicated 
their careers to making our cities more ‘people-friendly’.  

But, because good design for social connection can often be 
counter-intuitive, it continues to be hard to value. Combined with 
the demographic and other trends described above, this means 
that social connection needs to be incorporated into our decision 
making about cities, just as we think about economic and 
environmental impacts. 

Each chapter in this report discusses how cities affect social 
connection at a different spatial level. We start with the overall 
structure of the city and then look at neighbourhoods, streets, and 
individual buildings.  

This structure may tend to over-emphasise the physical form 
ahead of what is really at stake: the interaction between the 
physical and social. However, a spatial analysis provides a 
convenient and familiar way to order the material, and to signpost 
potential points for intervention and change.  

The primary aim of the report is to make the case that social 
connection is important and to put it higher on the agenda of 
everyone involved in making our cities better places. It is not 
aimed solely, or perhaps even primarily, at government because 
there is no single policy lever to pull, and no single responsible 
authority to do the pulling. Governments, businesses, community 
organisations and individuals all have a role to play.  

For this reason, we deliberately don’t highlight one or two things 
that could be done. Instead, in an appendix, we provide practical 
examples of things that have worked in Australia and overseas to 
foster social connection in cities. 

1.5 What this report does not do  

This report is not driven by a belief in physical determinism. The 
physical structure of a place can influence social behaviour but it 
is only one factor among many.   

Nor are we suggesting that everyone should interact more, or that 
we should all be friends with our neighbours. As discussed above, 
the capacity to enjoy privacy and solitude are also cherished 
characteristics of successful cities.  

Some readers of early drafts of this report questioned ‘why a 
serious organisation such as Grattan was looking at such a fluffy 
issue’, when other urban challenges loom so large. This is an 
understandable response, but the fact that an issue has received 
relatively little attention does not make it unimportant. It does 
present additional challenges: for example, it means the evidence 
base is not as extensive as it is with other issues, making it harder 
to compare potential policy options and opportunity costs. One 
aim of writing this paper is to highlight the fact that we need better 
evaluation of what works and what doesn’t, precisely so that such 
questions can be answered.  

Finally we acknowledge that this report is not comprehensive. 
There will be important ideas, examples and research that we 
have missed – and we encourage readers to point them out to us.  
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2. City structure 

The shape of our cities can make it easier, or harder, for people to 
interact with each other. Where we live, work and meet, and how 
we travel between these places, has a big impact on how much 
time we have to connect, and who we can meet face-to-face. 

Social connection is becoming more widely recognised as an 
important goal in the design of streets and the architecture of 
buildings (discussed in later chapters). However, when major 
decisions about transport infrastructure and land use are made, 
social connection is rarely given the same priority as movement of 
people and goods for employment and commerce.  

This chapter discusses how mobility, commuting, and the 
functions of different parts of the city influence our ability to 
connect with each other.  

2.1 Mobility 

People need to get around the city in order to get to work and do 
the shopping, to travel to see friends and family, and to participate 
in sporting, cultural and community activities. But transport 
“serves a greater purpose than merely moving people from one 
location to another”.41 Mobility enhances wellbeing by helping 
people feel “in control and autonomous, competent and 
connected with others and the community at large”.42 

                                            

                                           

41 Stanley, et al. (2011) 
42 Ibid. 

Transport therefore has a significant impact on social 
participation. In Melbourne, one in four people with limited access 
to transport have difficulty participating in activities at least once a 
week.43 People who suffer transport disadvantage are also more 
likely to report being isolated due to time pressure and having 
lower levels of wellbeing.44  

In many parts of Australian cities, not having a car is a huge 
barrier to mobility. People who live in outer suburbs and have low 
incomes – a factor associated with reduced mobility – do not feel 
they miss out on activities due to transport, as long as they have a 
car.45 However a lack of alternative transport options essentially 
means many households are forced to own a car (or perhaps two 
cars), even when this causes financial pressure on other parts of 
their budget. It also renders many households vulnerable to 
changes in petrol prices and mortgage costs.46  

Many people who cannot afford a car, or cannot drive, are not 
well served by public transport. As Figure 8 shows, those who 

 
43 This compares to 14% among people with low transport disadvantage, 
Delbosc and Currie (2011).  
44 The proportion of respondents with high transport disadvantage that reported 
being isolated due to lack of time: 43% (sometimes) and 13% (frequently). For 
people with low transport disadvantage the figures were 38% and 6%. Personal 
wellbeing scores were 3% lower. Ibid. 
45 Research in Melbourne found that these households report lower difficulty 
accessing activities than the overall metropolitan sample. Currie (2009). 
Research in the UK has also identified car ownership as an important 
determinant of travel barriers to social activities, Social Inclusion Unit (2003). 
46 Dodson and Sipe (2006) 
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have the greatest need for public transport often have the least 
access to it. In Melbourne, almost 8% of areas with the greatest 
need for public transport have no access at all. By contrast, areas 
with lower than average transport needs are much better 
served.47  

Even being able to get onto public transport does not guarantee 
mobility over a wide area. As the examples in Figure 9 show, the 
distance that you can travel in a reasonable amount of time varies 
greatly in different areas. Typically, the destinations that can be 
reached are more limited from the outer suburbs, where taking 
public transport involves a larger time cost.48 

Another problem is access to public transport on weekends, when 
many social trips and meetings happen, particularly for young 
people.49 As the maps in Figure 9 illustrate, even in areas with 
rich public transport options, such as central Adelaide, the 
distance people can travel in 45 minutes falls sharply on 
weekends.  

                                            
47 No access is defined as living more than 400m from bus and tram stops and 
more than 800m from train stations. The research defines transport need 
according to: accessibility distance from the CBD; number of adults without a 
car; people aged over 60; people with a disability pension; low income 
households; adults not in the labour force; students; and children aged five to 
nine years-old 
48 When time costs are taken into account, it is cheaper to commute by car than 
by public transport in Melbourne’s outer suburbs – almost $700 a year in a new 
car and almost $3,000 a year in a new car. Bureau of Infrastructure Transport 
and Regional Economics (2011) 
49 For example, Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel and Activity (VISTA) data 
indicate that in Melbourne 75% more social trips happen on a weekend day than 
on a weekday. 

Figure 8: Transport supply and need groups, Melbourne, 2006 
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Social connection is only one reason we move around the city, 
but it is important. Some groups, particularly people who rely on 
public transport, face barriers that limit their options to visit and 
meet people, increasing their risk of social isolation. This 
suggests that more can be done to balance social connection with 
the other objectives for transport systems. 
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Figure 9: How far you can travel on public transport in 45 minutes 
from two different starting points, Adelaide50 
 
      6PM weekday              6PM Saturday              6PM Sunday 
 

 

     CBD                      areas that can be reached 
   starting point       areas that cannot be reached 
 

Source: Grattan Institute 
 

2.2 Commuting 

Mobility has a direct impact on social connection by determining 
who people can see and where they can go. But it also has an 
indirect impact by influencing how long it takes to get to work, and 
how much time is left over for other things. Given that so many 
Australians travel to work or study each weekday, it is not 

                                            
                                           

50 Starting points are Thebarton (inner west) and Greenwith (north east). 
Assumes maximum of 15 minute ride or walk to get to stations/stops. Indicative 
estimates generated using Mapnificent 

surprising that commuting is commonly discussed. However, the 
discussion often overlooks commuting’s impact on social 
connection.  

There have been many studies on the economic cost of 
congestion. In 2007, the Bureau of Transport and Regional 
Economics estimated the avoidable cost of congestion in capital 
cities in 2005 at $9.4 billion.51 Over one third of this represented 
private time costs caused by trip delays and uncertainty. Revised 
calculations by the Bureau in 2011 using a different methodology 
suggest that traffic volumes (and therefore congestion costs) may 
have been overestimated in the 2007 study,52 but the impact of 
congestion on economic productivity remains a focus of public 
policy. There is also a growing awareness of the environmental 
costs of travelling to work, particularly in relation to carbon dioxide 
emissions. Yet there has been less emphasis on the impact 
commuting has on people’s relationships. 

In America, Robert Putnam found “a simple rule of thumb: every 
10 minutes of commuting results in 10% fewer social 
connections”.53 Commuting also erodes relationships in Australia. 
Parents spend less time with their children as commuting time 
increases – one study found that over 10% of working parents 
spend more time commuting than they do with their children.54  

Longer commuting times are also associated with spending less 
time socialising, and with not being a member of a sporting group 
or community organisation. The Australian Work Life Index found 

 
51 Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics (2007) 
52 Economics (2011) For discussion see: Loader (2012) 
53 Putnam (1995) 
54 Flood and Barbato (2005) 
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that workers with long and very long commute times have the 
worst outcomes in terms of work-life balance.55 Reflecting the link 
between commuting and social activity, more than half of 
commuters said they would spend more time with their family and 
friends if their commuting time was significantly reduced.56 

As well as reducing time for social connection, longer commutes 
are linked to lower overall wellbeing and life satisfaction (see 
Figures 10 and 11). If long journeys to and from work are causing 
this reduction in wellbeing, they are also having a secondary 
impact on social connection, because low wellbeing makes us 
less likely to connect with others.57 

Historically, commuting distances have risen more rapidly than 
commuting times as new technologies (such as the car) and 
better infrastructure (such as the freeway) enable workers to 
travel further, at a faster rate.58  Whether technology and 
infrastructure can keep pace with the growth of Australian cities is 
an open question. The mean weekly commuting time for full-time 
workers in major capital cities rose from 4.8 hours to 5.2 hours 
between 2002 and 2006.59 Averages obscure an uneven 
distribution of travel times, with residents in the outer suburbs 
generally facing longer commuting times (see Figure 12).60 

                                            
55 Pocock, et al. (2007) 
56 Results (52%) are from a survey of over 1,500 commuters in Australian capital 
cities. Spending more time with family and friends was the most popular 
response, followed by more exercise (51%) and more sleep (50%) IBM (2011) 
57 Cacioppo and Patrick (2008), p. 33 
58 Pooley and Turnbull (1999) 
59 Wilkins, et al. (2009). . 
60 The gap in one-way average commuting time between inner and outer 
suburban residents was six minutes for Melbourne (2007-08) and seven minutes 
for Sydney (2005-06). Department of Infrastructure and Transport (2011) 

Figure 10: Commuting time and average reported life satisfaction, 
Germany, 1985-1998 

 
 
Satisfaction scale = 0 (completely dissatisfied) to 10 (completely satisfied). 
 
Source: (Stutzer and Frey, 2008) 
 
Figure 11: Commuting time and reported wellbeing, USA, 2009 

Source: (Crabtree, 2010) 
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Figure 12: Median peak travel commute times, Sydney, Perth, 2010 
 

Source: (Department of Infrastructure and Transport, 2011) 

The experience of commuting itself does little to encourage social 
connection. Most commuting in Australia is done by driving, and 
some researchers have suggested that car commuting is 
particularly harmful to social connection.61 Driving to work is 
usually done alone and typically features unpredictable stops and 
starts, being stuck in traffic and competing with other drivers, who 
are often perceived as rude. Over 80% of Australian drivers find 
their commute stressful and frustrating.62 

But public transport can also cause social withdrawal, and even 
rudeness. Passengers are often forced into uncomfortable 
proximity. Research shows they respond with defensive strategies 
different from their normal behaviour.63 These range from 
innocuous signals that you don’t want to talk, such as listening to 
music, using phones or facing away from people, to using bags as 
a barrier, deliberately coughing or even, as one person reported, 
“acting crazy” to gain more personal space.64  

Some degree of crowding (and related defensive behaviours) on 
public transport is inevitable if the system is to maximise 
passenger numbers. However, the public transport experience 
could be improved and the potential for positive interactions 
enhanced, by offering faster, more frequent, more reliable 

                                            
61 Putnam (1995);Leigh (2010) both point to car commuting as one reason for a 
long-term decline in social capital. 
62 Reasons given included start-stop traffic (57%), low speed (36%) aggressive 
drivers (30%) and unreliable journey time (26%) – perceived driver aggression in 
Brisbane was among the highest in the world, IBM (2011) 
63 Thomas (2009) links this to the disrespect implied by ignoring personal space, 
and feelings of loss of control.  
64 Hirsch and Thompson (2011), from a study on passenger reactions to rail 
overcrowding in five Australian capital cities. 
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services and cleaner, quieter, more comfortable vehicles. 65 
Commuters might also be encouraged to engage more with fellow 
travellers if shared waiting areas (such as platforms and bus 
stops) were enhanced, potentially with the physical presence of 
platform announcers or ‘greeters’, to make travellers feel safer 
and better informed about delays and cancellations.66 We can 
also make small, personal efforts, which influence others, such as 
thanking bus drivers.67  

Regardless of the experience of public transport, however, 
improved and expanded services would increase social 
connection and wellbeing by increasing mobility, enabling people 
to make more trips and do more things. This is particularly the 
case for people with limited transport options. Recent research 
shows that people place a far higher value on the potential to 
make additional trips than standard economic modelling suggests, 
leading to the conclusion that “the value of significant transport 
service upgrades ... will be substantially greater than has hitherto 
been estimated”.68  

2.3 Deciding how land is used 

Deciding how cities grow, what different areas are used for, and 
the kind of development that happens, all have a big impact on 
social connection. These choices help determine the distribution 

                                            
65 Land use planning also affects commuting times and public transport 
crowding, as discussed below. 
66 Thomas (2009) notes that in most public transport, seating is primarily 
adjacent and cramped, making it “socially crippling”. 
67 Ibid.  
68 Stanley, et al. (2011) 

of people and places to connect, as well as the distribution of 
congestion and mobility. 

One vital factor is the location of jobs relative to housing and 
relative to other jobs. Moving some jobs out of the city centre can 
reduce the time we spend commuting. This only works if jobs are 
relocated close to public transport, but it has been successful in 
Singapore, Stockholm and Tokyo, and has been adopted as 
policy in Perth and Brisbane.69  

Land use decisions also affect social connection by determining 
how far people have to travel to get to places where they can 
connect with others, such as cafes, libraries, shops, parks, 
churches or other people’s homes.  

Where possible, there are benefits to having destinations within 
people’s neighbourhoods, and within walking distance. It helps to 
create a sense of belonging, and promotes lively, active streets 
that make people feel connected.70 If shops, services, jobs and 
community facilities are relatively close to each other, it also 
allows linked trips, so one journey can achieve several things.  

Mixed-use zoning, where commercial, retail and residential 
activities are located in the same area, can bring destinations 
closer to where people live. It can also help if enough people live 
                                            
69 Bernick and Cervero (1997);Malone-Lee, et al. (2001);Burke, et al. (2011) 
70 Lund (2002);Leyden (2003);du Toit, et al. (2007). Lund and Leyden both found 
that walkable neighbourhoods increase social interaction. However, the literature 
is mixed. For example, in an Australian study, du Toit et al found no clear-cut 
relationship, although there was an association between walkability and 
increased community belonging. Despite this, between the time saving local 
shops and services can provide, the sense of community they promote, and the 
benefits of active streets (discussed below), where possible it seems like 
distributed, walkable shops and services are beneficial. 
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in an area to make local businesses and services viable. Figure 
13 shows estimates of the population needed to support a range 
of facilities. If this population is too spread out, the facilities are 
close to fewer households. 

Figure 13: Indicative population thresholds for facilities 
 

 
            Dwellings, 1000’s 

 

Source: McPherson & Haddow (2011) 

Finally, it is important to consider whether any proposed changes 
to the structure of the city, such as highways, roads, re-zonings, 
or new greenfield developments do more to connect people and 
places, or more to separate them. 

2.4 A sense of belonging 

Extensive research has been carried out in the UK to understand 
what makes people feel they belong. Central to this work is the 
premise that people can instinctively sense acceptance – and 

therefore connection – from groups such as family, colleagues, 
their neighbourhood, and society. They do so through informal 
‘feedback circuits’ which can either reinforce a sense of belonging 
or make individuals feel excluded. The work can help explain why 
some long-standing residents feel they no longer belong in a 
neighbourhood or city, or, conversely, why in some places 
newcomers feel at home.71 

Figure 14: Indian Aussies portraits 

 

Source: Michel Lawrence, Egg Digital 

                                            
71 Commission on Integration and Cohesion (UK) (2007) 
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An example of messages about whether particular groups belong 
in their city is the response to a series of attacks on Indian 
students and taxi drivers in Melbourne in 2010. The attacks 
prompted a debate about racism in Australian society, and saw 
disturbing terms such as “curry bashing” enter the lexicon. 
Individuals, community groups and government came up with a 
range of initiatives to counter the attacks and try to reset the 
‘feedback circuits’ that were making Indian Australians feel 
excluded.  

Web designer Mia Northrop’s Vindaloo Against Violence 
campaign saw about 17,000 people eat curry at Indian 
restaurants on the same evening as a mark of solidarity with the 
Indian community. She said she wanted to show the community 
that it is “welcome and entitled to feel safe here”.72  

An exhibition of 40 larger-than-life portraits of Australian Indians 
mounted in Federation Square, gave a clear signal at a landmark 
site that the city valued the presence and contributions of Indian 
Australian residents (Figure 14).  

                                            
72 Edwards (2010) 
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3. Neighbourhoods 

Life is more local than most people realise 

John Helliwell73 
 

A neighbourhood is more than just the area surrounding our 
home. Spending time with others in our neighbourhood helps us 
feel we belong there. Knowing other people in the area can 
contribute to our wellbeing and sense of identity.  

A lot of social contact takes place in our local area. Figure 15 
shows that for Melbourne residents a large proportion of weekend 
trips for social purposes are short, meaning to places close to 
home.74 Surprisingly, proximity is even important when we 
interact online – people tend to communicate more with people 
close to where they live.75 

As well as accounting for a lot of our social connections, local 
relationships have a bigger impact on wellbeing.76 Canadian 
                                            

                                           

73 Professor John Helliwell, an economist and wellbeing researcher has found 
that patterns of social interaction, like trade, are much denser and more local 
than often assumed, Helliwell and Wang (2011). 
74 These data do not show the proportion of trips that originate from people’s 
homes, but it is likely to be high. 
75 This has been found in numerous studies, for example, Wellman, et al. (2006), 
and Mok, et al. (2010), who found a sharp drop in social ties as distance 
increased from one to 20 miles. See also Wellman, et al. (2006) and Takhteyev, 
et al. (2011), who found that 39% of global Twitter tiers are between people in 
the same metropolitan area, mostly within in easy driving distance. Proximity of 
authors has also been linked to higher quality academic research, Lee, et al. 
(2010). 
76 Fowler and Christakis (2008) 

research shows that people who trust their neighbours enjoy 5% 
higher wellbeing. For people who feel a sense of belonging in 
their community, it is 11% higher. The benefit of local belonging is 
greater than the combined benefit of feeling a sense of belonging 
to the nation as a whole, and to the state or territory.77 

Figure 15: Social trips on the weekend, by distance and area, 
Melbourne, 2007 
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All neighbourhoods are different, and people who live in the same 
area often think about it in very different ways. However, there are 
some ways that neighbourhoods can help people to connect. 
These include providing common places where people can spend 

 
77 Helliwell and Wang (2011) 
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time, bringing people together through local events and activities 
and fostering a local sense of identity. 

3.1 Places to meet 

Neighbourhoods are made up of places. Neighbourhoods that 
encourage social connection include a mix of places where 
people can meet and interact, both deliberately and by chance.78 
They can be parks and other green spaces, public squares, and 
places for specific activities, such as community centres, sports 
grounds, cafes and shops.79 A diverse mix of such places can 
meet the needs of different people within a neighbourhood.  

Public spaces  

Some spaces for social connection are public resources. They 
include parks, libraries, community centres and public sports 
grounds. They are places where people can meet, hold group 
activities and feel a sense of belonging. 

Sports facilities are important places for social connection 
because sport and exercise often involve shared goals, teamwork 
and regular interaction. In Australia, people who take part in sport 
and physical recreation have more contact with friends and family, 
and more friends they can confide in (see Figure 16). It is 
important that opportunities to exercise are close by – evidence 
indicates that living close to places for physical recreation makes 
people much more likely to use them.80 

                                            
78 Harris (2008), p. 52 
79 Abu-Ghazzeh (1999); Williams and Pocock (2010); Baum and Palmer (2002) 
80 The evidence is summarised in Kent, et al. (2011), p. 57. Especially see 
Wendel-Vos, et al. (2007);Sallis and Glanz (2009). 

Figure 16: Physical recreation & social networks, Australia, 200681 
 

 
 

Source: (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009)
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81 The standard error for “no recent contact” is high, so that estimate should be 
interpreted with caution 
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Parks are one of the most important places to meet and spend 
leisure time with family and friends, and can be particularly 
important when private outdoor space is lacking. Parks also 
connect us to people from outside our circle of family and friends. 
A study of more than ten thousand residents in the Netherlands 
found that “people with more green space in their living 
environment feel less lonely”.82 

There is no doubt we value good public parks: just think how 
proximity to a park can increase property prices. But 
measurements of available green space can be misleading. A 
study for the City of Brimbank in Melbourne's west found the area 
had an adequate amount of open space, but that much of it was 
“barren, unattractive and undeveloped”.83  

As a result, the city’s parks were not well used. Cultural reasons 
were often used to explain this: it was suggested that some ethnic 
communities did not like spending leisure time outdoors, or that 
as newly arrived migrants they were too busy working to visit the 
park. However, the re-development of Kevin Wheelahan Gardens 
suggests otherwise. After the playground equipment and seating 
was redesigned and upgraded (see Figure 17), Council officers 
immediately noticed increased activity in the park, with more 
children using the playground. 

This indicates that the quality of open space is just as important 
as the quantity. A small park that is well maintained and watered, 
with established trees to provide shade, vibrant flower gardens for 
visual pleasure, quality seating and creative playgrounds, will be 

                                            
                                           82 Maas, et al. (2009) 

83 Brimbank City Council (2008) 

used far more actively than a park that is far larger but less 
inviting. In fact without appropriate design, parks can be too big 
for comfort. In his pioneering work William H Whyte demonstrated 
that people prefer to congregate on the edges of public spaces 
(see Figure 18). So if seating and play equipment are stranded in 
the middle of large open areas they will not get much use, 
because people will feel exposed and vulnerable. This is 
particularly true when a park is bounded by busy roads, blank 
walls and fences or vacant and derelict land. 

Some of the most successful parks are intimate mini-parks or 
'pocket parks'. Pocket parks are often created on irregular-shaped 
patches of land that are too small for building, or on vacant lots 
between other developments. Sometimes the developers of major 
projects are required to include pocket parks as part of their 
planning approval. In response to the sub-prime mortgage crisis, 
the City of Los Angeles is transforming foreclosed properties into 
pocket parks with the aim of adding amenity and raising the value 
of surrounding houses and neighbourhoods at the same time. 

In the 1980s in the UK, Northamptonshire planner Alan Teulon 
pioneered the idea of pocket parks by involving local residents in 
identifying, creating and maintaining small, local parks. This 
evolved into the Doorstep Greens program that, for a small 
investment, has transformed more than 100 neglected public 
areas into popular green spaces. Strong public engagement and 
volunteering has helped to keep costs and vandalism down. The 
process of developing these pocket parks has brought local 
residents together and helped to foster social connection.84 

 
84 Natural England (2006) 
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Figure 17: Kevin Wheelahan Gardens, Sunshine, Melbourne - 
before and after 

 

 

Source: Brimbank City Council 
 

Figure 18: William H Whyte and public spaces 
 
In 1969, William “Holly” Whyte wondered how newly created squares, 
parks and footpaths in New York were actually being used. Armed with 
cameras, notebooks and research assistants, he set off to find out. 

By systematically watching people Whyte identified behavioural patterns 
that help explain why some public spaces are more successful than 
others. He found that people prefer the edge of a space because it 
creates a feeling of safety and provides a good view of what is going on.  

People like to be able to choose between sun and shade and are more 
sociable in seating that faces other seats. Above all, people like to be 
around other people. 

These findings appear self-evident, 
but are often overlooked. As Whyte 
said: “It is difficult to design a space 
that will not attract people. What is 
remarkable is how often this has 
been accomplished.”  

Well-designed public places increase 
land values, improve business 
returns, create venues for civic 
activity and improve the feel of an 
area. Most importantly, they create 
opportunities for us to connect with 
one another, because as Whyte 
said: “What attracts people most, it 
would appear, is other people.” 

Sources: (Whyte, 1980); Project for Public Spaces: http://www.pps.org/ 
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The presence of public places is not enough to ensure they are 
successful. Employees at one council told us about a consultation 

y 

hat 
s, community websites and 

n 
s, 

s 

d 
 

                                           

where people were asked what kind of services and facilities the
needed. They replied that they wanted a community centre. They 
didn’t realise they were meeting in their community centre. Clearly 
more effort was needed to communicate what facilities were 
available, and how they could be used.  

There are lots of ways to let people know about local places t
can aid social connection. Clear sign
advertising can all help. Paid guides or volunteers can inform 
people and answer questions. For example, in some new 
neighbourhoods, a ‘greeter’ visits each resident after they move i
to tell them about local community organisations, sports facilitie
shopping areas and transport options. 

It is easy to overlook the potential for social connection offered by 
places that primarily provide another service, such as librarie
(see Figure 19). Other places have unrealised potential. Many 
neighbourhoods have public facilities, such as school halls and 
sporting facilities, that are under used. Efforts to make these 
places available to the community have been made overseas an
in Australia, but implementation of the programs has sometimes
fallen short.85 

 

 

                                           
85 Examples include the UK’s “extended services” program, American national 
anti-obesity policies, and, in Australia, school partnerships and the Building the 
Education Revolution program. McShane (2012) 

Figure 19 Social activities in the library, Victoria, 2005  
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Source: (State Library of Victoria, 2005) 

 

Private spaces  

Private spaces such as shops, cafes, restaurants, shopping 
centres or hairdressers can be as important for social connection 
as they are for buying goods and services. Like the public places 
discussed above, they are places where people can spend time 
and be around other people. These ‘third places’ allow casual 
connection with strangers, or somewhere to meet friends, without 
imposing threatening or invasive interaction.86 

Being able to connect with others can increase people’s 
enjoyment of shopping and influences their decisions about where 

 
86 Oldenburg (1989) 
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to shop.87 Smaller, locally-owned shops can also help give people 
a sense of identity, and can better reflect the specific needs, 
culture and background of individual local areas.88 

To foster social connection, it helps for shops to be close to home 
and easy to get to. Then customers can return and get to know 
people that work and shop there. Ultimately, our local shops can 
become part of how we think about ourselves and our local 
community. A Queensland woman explained in one study: 

“When you live in an area like this, where the shops and the 
offices and the living area are all close together, it forms a 
nice bond. ... It is – it makes a lovely community.” 89 

The shared activity in third places may not always be directly 
linked to the usual purpose of the space in question. For example, 
the City of Stirling in Perth uses trained volunteers to provide a 
free walking group for older people. The group walks at the 
Karrinyup Shopping Centre Mall twice a week because the 
shopping centre is safe, air-conditioned and has even flooring.  

3.2 A local sense of identity 

Feeling a sense of local identity is linked to increased trust, 
improved wellbeing, and greater community participation. All of 
which, in turn, create opportunities for social connection. There 
are several ways neighbourhoods can help social connection, 
including though their layout, local events and participation in 
decision making. 
                                            

                                           
87 Johnstone and Conroy (2008) 
88 Mehta (2007);Johnstone and Conroy (2008) 
89 Williams, et al. (2009) 

Neighbourhood layout  

People need to make sense of their environment – we hate being 
disoriented and confused.90 The layout of a neighbourhood can 
help us feel oriented, and give us a sense of territory and 
belonging. Physical evidence of ‘edges’ that mark the boundary of 
a neighbourhood can contribute to a sense of common identity, 
while still being welcoming to visitors. These boundaries can use 
natural features, such as a river or hill, or incorporate symbols 
such as gateways or signs.  

Distinctiveness in style can have a similar effect. “People who live 
in the area will think: this is my city, my quarter and my street, 
while outsiders will think: now I am visiting others in their city, 
quarter or street.”91 Conversely, an area that feels anonymous 
does little to promote a sense of ownership or belonging. 

Neighbourhood layout clearly plays a role in bringing people 
together. However, research on neighbourhood structure 
suggests no clear answer as to what type of layout works best. 
Some studies report that grids produce increased contact and a 
greater sense of community92, while other studies suggest that 
cul-de-sacs promote more familiarity between neighbours.93 

It is likely there is no ideal urban form. Different communities may 
benefit from different approaches. However, we do know that 
successful neighbourhoods balance privacy with enough activity, 
diversity and interest to stimulate people and engage them with 

 
90 Kaplan and Kaplan (1982) 
91 Gehl (2010) p101 
92 Hillier and Shu (2000) in Cozens and Hillier (2008) 
93 Sanoff & Dickerson (1971), Smith (1973) and Appelyard (1981) in Ibid. 
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the local environment. There is also evidence that walking 
promotes a sense of local identity and social connection. 
Residents in ‘walkable’ neighbourhoods are “more likely to know 
their neighbours, to participate politically, to trust others and to be 
involved socially”.94 As well as opening up opportunities for social 
connection, walking helps us to map our neighbourhood in our 
mind (see Figure 22).  

Local Events 

Like local shops or sporting clubs, local events can bring people 
together and promote a shared sense of identity.95 Examples 
include open-air concert and theatre performances, street 
festivals, farmers’ markets, craft fairs and school fetes. 
Community festivals can celebrate local identity and they create 
greater social benefits when they align with the values of the 
community and maximise local volunteering and participation.96 

Another example is Clean up Australia, an annual national event 
that is organised on a neighbourhood basis to bring together 
residents for the common purpose of removing litter. The result is 
not only a cleaner environment, but also opportunities for people 
to work together and get to know each other people in their 
neighbourhood. 

 

 

                                            
94 Leyden (2003) 
95 Allen, et al. (2005);Duffy (2006) 
96 Gursoy, et al. (2002);Small (2007) 

Figure 20: Clean up Australia Day, Perth 
 

Source: Clean up Australia 
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watching and providing a place for people to exchange goods or 
share lawnmowers and other equipment.99 
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Figure 21: Neighbourhood relationship changes as a result of 
participation in local website, London, 2010 
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Source: (Harris and Flouch, 2010) 

Local participation and decision-making 

Another way to encourage a local sense of identity is to create 
opportunities for people to make decisions about their 
neighbourhood. Helping to shape the future of the local area 
creates a sense of stewardship and promotes connection with 
other residents.97 

A 2008 report by the Young Foundation presents a series of case 
studies of projects that engage residents at the neighbourhood 
level. The report concludes that “local projects which involve 
residents working together to create visible change to their 
neighbourhoods are a good way of creating meaningful 
connection between neighbours”.98 Residents can be involved in 
decisions about parks or community facilities, and might work 
together to maintain and improve these shared spaces. 

Local email lists, neighbourhood social networks and ‘hyper-local’ 
websites can be an effective way to share information and link 
people into decision-making about the future of their area.  

Studies of three successful neighbourhood websites in London 
found that communication extended beyond online interaction, 
and significantly increased participants’ local connections and 
sense of belonging (see Figure 21). A website for Harringay in 
northeast London has 4000 members in a community of 8000 
people. The site has become an important feature of community 
life, providing local news, details of activities such as bird 

                                            
                                            
99 Mulgan (2010b) 

 

97 Baum, et al. (2000);Helliwell (2011);Semenza (2003) 
98 Hothi, et al. (2008) 
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Figure 22: Drawings by children who walk or are driven 
to school 
 

As well as creating opportunities for social connection, 
walking around a neighbourhood helps people map it in 
their mind. This makes it familiar and lets people identify 
things they want to do in their local area in the future. 

In a VicHealth study on children’s independent mobility, 
children at five schools were asked to draw pictures titled 
‘this is a map of my neighbourhood’ and ‘how I got to 
school and what I saw on the way’.   

Children who walked to school drew pictures like the one 
on the left. They included street names, identified friends’ 
houses and described people and places in detail. Children 
who were driven to school often drew a car as the central 
focus, and abstract or unrelated images divided into 
different windows (like the picture on the right). 

The study suggests that children who walk to school are 
better oriented and better connected to their local 
community and the people who live there.  

 
Sources: (VicHealth, 2011); (Lee, H., 1989); for a 
discussion of children’s independent mobility and their 
social connectedness, see (Love and Whitzman, 2011) 
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4. Streets 

People have always lived on streets. They have been the 
places where children first learned about the world, where 
neighbours met, the social centres of towns and cities. 

Donald Appleyard 

At least a third of all developed land in cities is consumed by 
space for vehicles, most of which is streets. In the especially car-
focussed cities of the US, the average rises to around half. In Los 
Angeles, an estimated two-thirds of urban land is primarily for 
vehicles.100   

Since streets take up so much space, it is worthwhile devoting 
attention to how they are designed and used. This chapter will 
focus on different types of streets: arterial roads, commercial 
streets and residential streets. 

4.1 What is a street for? 

In a heavily car-dependent society such as Australia there is a 
tendency to think of city streets primarily as transport routes, 
thoroughfares for vehicles to drive along, often with as little 
hindrance as possible. But streets are also places for connecting 
with others – for playing, for sharing food and drink, for talking, for 
shopping and for watching the world go by.  

Being on lively streets satisfies our need to be around other 
people and leads to chance encounters. It opens up opportunities 
for the sort of voluntary, incidental interactions that build trust, and 
                                            

that Jane Jacobs described as “the small change from which a 
city’s wealth of public life may grow”.

100 Southworth and Ben-Joseph (2003), p. 5 

101 It is also on the street that 
we are most likely to meet those who live closest to us – our 
neighbours. 

It can be helpful to think of streets as being like rooms in a house 
with different functions. A corridor is a link to other rooms and is 
primarily a place for moving through rather than for staying. A 
lounge room, on the other hand, is a place for sitting and 
socialising. It will be furnished appropriately with comfortable 
chairs and thought will be put into the atmosphere created by the 
choice of lighting and decoration. 

A major highway is like a corridor – it is primarily a transport route 
and not generally a pleasant place to stop and stay. A residential 
street is more like a room: a place where people reside. Vehicles 
need access but if cars dominate then the street will lack intimacy 
and comfort. It will be like a lounge room where our attempts to 
relax are constantly disrupted by a stream of people walking past.  

The different uses of streets can be classified into two types of 
primary activity: moving activity (walking, riding, driving) and 
staying activity (chatting, sitting or window-shopping). Of course, 
as Figure 23 illustrates, most streets are used for a mix of 
                                            
101 Jacobs (1961), pp. 56, 72, see also Gehl (1987). By ‘walking around with her 
eyes open’ the untrained Jane Jacobs had an enormous impact influence on 
debates about cities. Her insights were based on a particular place and time 
(Greenwich Village in the 1960s) and some of her arguments have since been 
proved incorrect, yet Jacob’s perspective on how street life can turn a 
neighbourhood into a community remain important. 
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residential, commercial and transport uses – in other words they 
have varying degrees of both ‘movement function’ and ‘place 
function’. 

Figure 23: Street functions 

 

Adapted from (Department for Transport (UK), 2010) 

4.2 Arterial roads 

It is an established policy objective to enhance public transport 
systems in Australia’s growing cities to cope with commuter flows 
and to upgrade rail links to shift more freight from road to rail. Yet 
even if these ambitious plans are achieved, efficient urban road 
transport networks will remain important, particularly if there is 
continued rapid growth in delivery services (driven in part by the 
rise in online shopping). Therefore, it is essential to clearly identify 
the major arterial roads and freight routes where vehicle traffic is 

prioritised and to separate these routes as much as possible from 
other uses. The SmartRoads program in Victoria employs this 
approach.102 

In a society with high levels of private car ownership, an efficient 
road network is important for social connection. It enables us to 
get together with friends and family, attend public events and so 
on. However, as discussed above, many streets are not solely 
thoroughfares for vehicles. Commercial and residential streets 
can be particularly important for social connection.  

4.3 Commercial streets 

People prefer to do things in lively streets because people are the 
biggest attraction for other people. We tend to congregate within 
the same parts of public places, even when open space is 
available. When we stop to talk, we gravitate to the most 
congested part of footpaths and open spaces.103 Consequently it 
makes commercial sense to design lively shopping streets. 

Walkability 

One way to create an active street is to have well-designed 
pedestrian areas. Streets with footpaths that are wide enough,  
are shaded – particularly by trees – and have public seating 
attract more pedestrians.104 Shorter blocks, frequent pedestrian 
crossings without long waiting times, and removing obstacles can 

                                            
102 VicRoads 
103 Whyte (1988) 
104 See Mehta (2007) for a useful review of literature on these features 
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also help people walk from place to place in a shorter time, 
encouraging more pedestrians to use the street.  

The benefits of good footpath environments are reflected in the 
value pedestrians place on them. UK research based on stated 
preference surveys suggests that improving the pedestrian 
environment on ten high streets (totalling 24 km) would result in 
annual public benefits of up to £4.3 million a year (see Figure 24).  

This methodology is indicative rather than exact. Asking 
theoretical questions about how much a pedestrian would be 
willing to pay for improved local streets cannot yield precise 
predictions of increased value. However, it is a useful starting 
point and the finding is supported by a positive association 
between the quality of the pedestrian environment and local 
property prices and rents.105 There are also other important 
benefits of high quality pedestrian environments, such as 
improved mobility for people with disabilities.106   

While the cost and benefits of transport infrastructure for cars are 
routinely modelled to inform investment decisions, using this 
approach for pedestrian infrastructure is much less common. 

                                            
105 CABE Space (2007) 
106 Both apartment values and shop rents were estimated to rise by 
approximately 5% for each point in the Pedestrian Environment Review System 
(PERS) scale. The impact on people with disabilities was not assessed. Ibid. 

Figure 24: Perceived value of street improvements for pedestrians, 
London, 2007 (£1,000s)107 
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107 The scenarios are increases of one and three points, in Pedestrian 
Environment Review System (PERS) categories: quality of environment; 
personal security; permeability; user conflict; surface quality; maintenance; 
lighting; legibility; dropped kerbs/gradient; obstructions; and effective width. 
Calculations of public benefit take into account the number of pedestrians and 
time spent walking.  
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Some aspects of good pedestrian design need to be considered 
at an early stage of urban planning, but most can be achieved in 
established areas, often at a low cost. One way to identify 
opportunities to improve footpaths is a walking audit. In 
preparation for the 2012 Olympic Games, Transport for London 
commissioned an audit of major pedestrian routes from a train 
station to an Olympic venue in East London. 

The audit used specialised software to highlight areas with the 
worst walking conditions and identified more than 100 “quick 
wins” where inexpensive improvements could be made. They 
included improving kerbs at crossings and removing redundant 
barriers that block footpaths.108 

Diversity 

Good physical design of pedestrian areas is not enough to ensure 
lively streets. As Figure 25 illustrates, in commercial and mixed-
use streets this needs to be combined with variety and activity at 
a human scale, which is encouraged by certain types of 
businesses and building facades.  

Diverse businesses, with windows to look into and with 
personalised frontages, prompt people to linger and window-shop. 
This increase in staying activity makes streets livelier and is self-
reinforcing, because “people come where people are”.109  

                                            
108 Clark and Davies (2009) 
109 Gehl (2010)p.65 

 

Figure 25: Liveliness on two similar street corners, Boston, 2005 
 

                          Corner 1                                         Corner 2 

 

Good physical features – wide footpaths, ample street furniture, trees 
and varied facades built up to the footpath – do not attract people on 
their own. They should be coupled with a variety of things to do, such 
as community gathering places, and a rich mix of stores and land uses.  

The diagram shows two physically similar blocks on the same street in 
Boston. They are a similar size, have street furniture, are well 
maintained, and feature historic buildings with many entrances. Each 
dot is a person seen during study observations. 

A bank takes up the whole building at Corner 1. At Corner 2 are several 
small shops with window displays. There is also a cafe that is a local 
gathering place and has outdoor seating. This combination of good 
physical features and varied activities results in a much livelier street.  

Source: (Mehta, 2007) 
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Narrower frontages, greater commercial variety in a block, unique 
displays and signs are more often associated with independent 
retailers than chain stores.110 

Small businesses also often have local owners whom customers 
can get to know, which helps foster recognition and connection.111 
Businesses that provide outdoor commercial seating also provide 
a strong motivator for people to stay, chat, or people-watch if 
they’re on their own.112 

Buildings with varied facades at street level contribute to variety 
through nooks, alcoves and ledges that provide visual interest, 
places for people to stand, for children to play and buskers to 
perform.113 However there is no doubt that finding the right 
balance between traffic, pedestrians and commercial activity is 
not easy (see Figure 26).  

Planners can design streetscapes that feel intimate, have varied 
street furniture and street art, and have mixed commercial uses 
where appropriate. But streets that are walkable and lively can 
also be promoted through grassroots efforts. 

In America, a community organisation, Better Block, makes 
improvements to run-down streets. It focuses on blocks that could 
be good pedestrian areas, but that have vacant buildings and 
poor pedestrian infrastructure. Community activists and groups 
provide temporary seating, landscaping, lighting, bicycle lanes 
and pedestrian zones. They also set up pop-up shops, stalls and 
public performances.  
                                            
110Whyte (1980);Whyte (1988);Mehta (2009) 
111 Mehta (2009) 
112 Mehta (2007);Mehta (2009) 
113 Mehta (2009) 

 
Figure 26: The evolution of a street 
 

Swanston Street is the spine of Melbourne’s CBD. Lined with shops and 
cafes, it is home to landmark buildings and serves as a key transport 
hub where nine tram routes funnel into the city.  

Balancing the competing interests of various users is a challenge. In the 
20th Century traffic began to dominate all other activities. In 1992, 
Swanston Street was closed to private cars. Pavements were 
significantly widened, trees planted and public art installed. The result 
was a sharp increase in pedestrian traffic.   

The changes were hotly contested, but in 2008, when newly elected 
Lord Mayor Robert Doyle proposed restoring cars to Swanston Street, 
he met strong resistance. Few wanted to return to the noisy, polluted 
and congested street of the past. 

The Lord Mayor changed his mind and Swanston Street is being re-
developed to give tram-travellers, cyclists and pedestrians even greater 
priority over motor vehicles. Tour buses have been moved out, taxis will 
follow and authorities want to shift delivery vehicles to loading zones in 
adjacent streets. 

Four new tram ‘superstops’ with ‘full disability 
access’ were promised to resemble ‘mini city 
squares’, but when the first stop opened in 
late 2011 it was greeted with loud complaints 
about the way it mingled pedestrians, tram 
passengers and cyclists in a common area. 
Finding the right balance in Swanston Street 
looks certain to be an on-going process. 

Sources: (Adams, 2010; City of Melbourne, 2011) 
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igure 27: Bottom-up street improvements 
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T

street improvements. In many areas, this has convinced local 
governments to make some of the improvements permanent 
has led to new businesses renting vacant buildings.114   

In New York, ‘pop-up cafes’ in parking spaces were successfully 
piloted in 2010 and 2011. In 2012, businesse
apply to set them up over summer. In return, the new seating 
areas must provide a continuous barrier on the traffic side, 
maintain sightlines, and be clearly labelled as public spaces, n
just for customers of the cafe or restaurant.115 Both approac
show how crucial individuals and businesses are to making 
successful streets (see pictures in Figure 27). 

4.4 Residential streets 

Neighbours, everyb
little understanding you 

Neighbours theme song 
 

sidents of Ramsay Stre

our lives – something borne out in empirical research. Using large 
data samples from US and Canadian surveys, economist John 
Helliwell and political scientist Robert Putnam found frequent 
connections with friends, family and neighbours were “associate
with systematically higher assessments of subjective well-

                                            
114 betterblock.org 
115 New York City Department of Transportation (2011) 
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being”.116 Of course neighbours can be a source of tension
conflict too, which leads David Halpern to quote the idiom that 
‘good fences make good neighbours’: we place a high premium 
on privacy and the ability to “withdraw behind our own front door
so as to avoid a neighbour we dislike or find tedious.

 and 

” 

for 

at 

h ently 

117 

Halpern says that a street design that attempts to force 
neighbours to interact will fail by producing strategies of 
avoidance. The ideal design “creates easy opportunities 
neighbours to interact with each other” but enables them “to 
choose when and where they will interact”.118 The Young 
Foundation proposes a model of modern-day neighbouring th
has three characteristics:  

1. wareness of the siA tuation of other residents 
2. Respect for their privacy 

 if help is needed119 3. Readiness to take action
 

T ere oesn’t seem to be a single street layout that consistd
promotes neighbourliness. Several studies have found that grid 
layouts help people stay connected by maintaining lines of sight 
better than winding streets with cul-de-sacs.120 However, other 

                                            

studies suggest that different street layouts can work in different 
social, cultural and environmental contexts.

116 Frequent interaction with friends was most important while family contact was 
only slightly more important than that with neighbours. Helliwell and Putnam 

n (2010a) 
oss (2009) found that a UK mining community 

ith rows of terrace housing to a new village 
ort due 

people who live on streets with faster traffic are around half as 

                                           

(2004) 
117 Halpern (2010) p.100 
118 Ibid. 
119 The Young Foundatio

er and Twigger-R120 Spell
relocated form a traditional village w
with a dendritic layout suffered unwanted isolation and lower social supp
to loss of visual access. Lund (2003) found a link between grid layouts and 
social interaction in California. 

121  

Nevertheless, we can identify particular factors that have a 
significant and measurable impact on neighbourly relations in 
residential streets: traffic volume and crime. 

Traffic  

In his pioneering work on streets, Donald Appleyard showed that 
residents in a street with light traffic flow (2,000 vehicles per day) 
had three times more friends living in the street (and twice as 
many acquaintances) than residents on a street with heavy traffic 
flow (16,000 vehicles per day). 

The heavily trafficked street had little or no sidewalk activity while 
on the street with light traffic, front steps were frequently used for 
sitting and chatting, and there was play and casual conversation 
on the pavement.122    

More recent studies confirm the impact that traffic has on the time 
people spend on the street. In New York, 44% of people who live 
on streets with heavy traffic say they respond by going out less 
often. This compares to only 7% of people who live in medium 
traffic areas, and 3% of people in light traffic areas.123 In Basel, 

 
121 Cozens and Hillier (2008). For a useful review of literature on this topic see 
Kent, et al. (2011) 
122 Appleyard (1981) See also http://www.pps.org/articles/dappleyard/ 
123 Data are from 2005. Heavy, medium and light traffic areas have 16,000, 
8,000 and 2,000 vehicles per day respectively. New York City Streets 
Renaissance (2006) 
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likely to spend time talking to other people on the street, or 
supervising their children on the street (see Figure 28). 124 

Studies also support Appleyard's thesis that vehicle traffic c
out opportunities to develop and sustain neighbourhood 

rowds 

mobility and residential 
ant 

relationships. A recent study in Bristol found that people living on 
streets with heavy traffic have far fewer friends and 
acquaintances in the street than those living in quiet streets. The 
difference is particularly marked in relations between people who 
live on opposite sides of the road (see Figure 29). As participants 
in heavy-traffic streets said, “the traffic’s like a mountain range, 
cutting you off from the other side of the road”, and “people just 
go from their cars to their houses”. 125 

Anyone who both drives and lives in a city is conscious of the 
inherent trade-off between vehicle 
amenity. When we are behind the wheel speed is often import
to us; at home, the speed of other drivers can be a 
neighbourhood curse.126 However, the benefits of lighter traffic for 
social connection gives weight to the argument that staying 
activities are more important that moving activities in residential 
streets: they are more like lounge rooms than corridors and we 
should furnish them accordingly.  

                                            
124 Sauter and Huettenmoser (2008).  
125 Hart and Parkhurst (2011) 
126 Engwicht (1999) p.129 

Figure 28: Activities in public space by street type, Basel, 2005 

 
Figure 29: Average social connections by street traffic, connection 
type, side of the street, Bristol, UK, 2008 
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There are many ways to shift the role of streets from the car-
dominated default. The first and most obvious is to reduce speed 
limits in residential streets. In recent years the default speed limit 
in built-up areas in many Australian cities has been reduced from 
60 to 50km/h. Road safety experts say Australia should follow the 
Swedish example and further reduce residential speed limits to 
30km/h, a speed below which pedestrians have dramatically 
improved chances of surviving the impact of being hit by a car.127 
Perhaps counter-intuitively, a significant reduction in speed limits 
is predicted to have only a minor impact on average travel times 
128  

Another approach is to create shared streets, where pedestrians, 
cyclists and drivers all have equal rights and streets are designed 
to reflect this. Forms of shared streets have been introduced in 
some Australian and New Zealand cities and in many European 
countries.129  

Successful shared streets are clearly distinguished from other 
streets around them, with the entrance indicated by signs, plants, 
ramps, or narrowing. Within the shared space, speed limits are 
kept low, between 6km (walking pace) and 20km/h. Often, shared 
streets have no physical distinction between different surfaces for 
cars and pedestrians. This means that both drivers and 
pedestrians have to look out for each other and use eye contact 
and hand gestures when they negotiate the space, which in itself 
helps increase social connection.  

                                            

                                           

127 Archer, et al. (2008) 
128 Ibid. 
129 European countries with priority pedestrian or shared zones include France, 
Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK. 

Figure 30: Shared street roadsigns, Netherlands, Sweden, UK 
 
 

       
 
 

Shared streets can increase safety and tend to be supported by 
locals, but the evidence of their impact on social connection is 
inconclusive.130 This may be the result of a lack of adequate data 
and suggests that further research is needed. While there have 
not been many detailed assessments of how shared streets affect 
social connection, as with many aspects of urban development, 
community engagement in planning and design, and active efforts 
to encourage changes in behaviour seem to help.131   

 
130 Ben-Joseph (1995) and Barrel and Whiehouse (2004) (cited in York, et al. 
(2007)); Moody and Melia (2011). Biddulph (2010) is the most recent meta-
analysis of Home Zones (residential shared streets) in the UK. He finds a clear 
majority of survey respondents report no improvement in sociability. It is 
important to note, however, that: some survey response rates are low; only 
perceptions of social interaction are recorded; surveys occur soon after changes 
to streets; and the inclusion of deprived areas could skew results. Evaluation 
elsewhere in Europe is limited, Heydecker and Robertson (2009). 
131 Biddulph (2010) notes that the only Home Zone where many residents 
reported improved sociability (over 40%) was for a less ambitious redesign, but 
one accompanied by extensive street events and consultations. 
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Figure 31: West Terrace Adelaide – a proposed redesign that 
creates better spaces for pedestrians 

Source: HASSELL & Integrated Design Commission SA 
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Crime and violence  

For many people a perceived rise in local threats – particularly to 
children – has shrunk the public space they regularly use. This 
limits the amount that people see each other, reducing the 
likelihood of widespread trust. In turn, this makes people feel less 
safe, and less likely to spend time in public places, creating a 
vicious cycle, as Figure 32 illustrates.  

Figure 32: Feeling unsafe in the street - a feedback loop 

 Institute 

e of many 
factors that influence the incidence of crime, but it can have 
impact.132 Crime prevention through the design of the physical 
environment has become a prominent approach in Australia. All

 
132 A study of two areas in the Gold Coast found that crime prevention design at 
a street and dwelling level had an impact on crime rates, Minnery and Lim 
(2005). An international review, Cozens, et al. (2005), also demonstrates that it 
prevents crime. 
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states have some form of code or guideline aimed at reducing 
crime through the built environment, and there have been 
proposals to amend the building code to include crime preven
objectives.

tion 

One way streets can deter crime is by increasing visibility. 
 street 

us 

 or physical barriers to limit 
 
e 

 

sonal 

                                           

133 

Allowing people to see who is nearby makes people on the
feel more secure. It also makes people less likely to commit 
crimes because they feel a greater risk of being seen. Ways to 
increase visibility include ensuring clear lines of sight, making b
shelters transparent, making fences semi-transparent, and 
installing good street lighting.134  

Another approach is using symbolic
access to parts of the street. Examples include gating alleyways
or entrances to apartment buildings, or demarcating private spac
with signs or changes in street materials. However, these 
approaches can also backfire. While they can create physical 
barriers to crime, they can also reduce surveillance and with it,
deterrence against crime and support for social connection. 

Streets where people feel a strong sense of ownership – per
ownership of their property and collective ownership of the street 
– also deter crime. In particular, well-maintained properties and 

                                            
133 Cozens (2008). Clancey, et al. (2012) suggest that Victoria’s guidelines are 
comprehensive and a good model for other jurisdictions. 
134 As discussed in the chapter on neighbourhoods, improved visibility, 
particularly lines of sight, also facilitate connections between neighbours. 

streets seem to reduce crime, particularly when combined with 
passive surveillance.135 

As well as street environments and lines of sight, the strength of 
relationships between neighbours also has an effect on crime and 
safety. As well as enhancing the amenity of residential streets to 
encourage activity and connection, informal events can help 
building neighbourhood networks.  

In the UK, a Big Lunch is held every year, where neighbours eat 
lunch together, often in their street. The event was first held in 
2009 and last year around two million people took part.136 When 
they were asked about the benefits of the Big Lunch, 89% of 
people said it encouraged a sense of community, 74% reported 
new relationships they would like to continue, and more than half 
the attendees said they felt less isolated. In October 2011, the 
second ever Big Lunch was held in Mosman, Sydney, as part of 
the Mosman Festival Open Day.  

 
135 See the literature review in Marzbali, et al. (2012), which also finds that in 
Penang, Malaysia, Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) 
reduced rates of victimization, which in turn reduced fear of crime. 
136 For more information, see www.thebiglunch.com 
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5. Buildings 

There is no doubt whatever about the influence of 
architecture and structure upon human character and 
action. We make our buildings and afterwards they make 
us. They regulate the course of our lives. 

Winston Churchill, 1924 

Shelter is one of the most basic human needs. We spend most of 
our time in buildings, so they have a strong influence on how we 
live.  

This chapter will consider both commercial and residential 
buildings; how they interact with their surroundings and how they 
are designed inside. 

5.1 Commercial buildings 

There is a body of literature that argues that buildings should be 
designed and constructed at a human scale.137 This is less a 
matter of how big or tall a building is than how a building ‘lands’ 
on the street.  

Many landmark buildings make a dramatic architectural statement 
when viewed from a distance, but have a disappointing interface 
with the rest of the city at ground level. As described in the 
previous chapter, blank walls discourage people from spending 
time on a street; they tend to increase their walking speed and 

                                            

                                           

137 See for example Gehl (2010) 

hurry past.138 This can be compounded by the canyon effect: 
stretches of tall buildings in a row funnel wind and limit the 
amount of sunlight reaching the street.  

Zoning laws and planning rules can have a dramatic impact on 
the interface between building and street. For example, in 1957 
Chicago imposed a cap on the floor-area-ratio (FAR) of office 
buildings – that is the ratio of total floor area to the size of the 
parcel of land on which the building is located.139  Developers 
were able to get a bonus on the FAR (allowing them to add extra 
height), if they provided sidewalk arcades and setbacks from the 
street. The system did result in some “civic space” amenable to 
pedestrian movement, but it also produced “barren” concrete 
plazas that were designed primarily to meet the criteria for 
winning a height bonus, without much consideration of how they 
would be used.140  

The Sears (now Willis) Tower in Chicago was the world’s tallest 
building for almost a quarter of a century and a major tourist 
attraction. Yet the raised plaza at its base was “swept by high 
winds and inaccessible from three of its four sides”, presenting 
passing pedestrians instead with blank marble walls.141  

Such problems arise when a building is considered in isolation 
rather than as part of the broader urban fabric, since the spaces 

 
138 Ibid.p.79 
139 This is also known as a ‘floor space ratio’, ‘floor space index’ or plot ratio. 
140 Schwieterman and Caspall (2006) p.90 
141 Ibid. Pp 91-92 
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between buildings can be just as important as the buildings 
themselves. Plazas fail when they are poorly integrated into 
patterns of pedestrian movement, and interrupt street frontages 
that have active shopping strips. There is also a risk of having too 
many plazas without enough activity to fill them.142  

Over time, Chicago’s bonus system has been amended so that it 
is more like a restaurant menu. It offers developers a range of 
options that can be negotiated with the planning department – 
including winter gardens, riverwalks, public art and through-block 
connections.143  

The interior of buildings is also important to social connection, 
providing places for interaction in businesses and government 
offices. 

Steve Jobs used building design to promote interaction and 
collaboration when he ran Pixar, an animation company. He 
believed the best meetings happen by chance, so he arranged 
Pixar’s office around a central atrium to bring people from different 
areas together. However, he soon found that it would take other 
design features to encourage people to go there.  

He used a series of escalating tactics to drive employees to the 
atrium. First, he moved mailboxes to the area, then meeting 
rooms, then the cafeteria, coffee bar and gift shop. Ultimately, he 
even tried to ensure that the only toilets in the building were 

                                                                                       
142 Paumier (2004) p.74 
143 Schwieterman and Caspall (2006)p.94 

located there. According to employees, the approach worked and 
spontaneous meetings and information sharing increased.144 

A local example of innovative building design is the way in which 
the Youth Mental Health Centre was added to the Brain and Mind 
Research Centre in Camperdown, Sydney. The centre houses 
medical researchers, medical practitioners, social workers, 
community organisations and of course, it’s open to clients.  

Barriers between different groups of people are broken down as 
they enter the facility, without the security clearances common in 
medical facilities. Inside the building, shared spaces are prioritised 
over small, compartmentalised offices. There is an emphasis on 
creating spaces to interact; tea rooms and lunch areas are shared 
between patients, their families, clinicians and researchers. There 
is a strong emphasis on places for informal interaction, particularly 
the stairwells and bridges that link different levels and buildings 
because “most critical decisions in hospitals are made on 
stairwells”, according to the Centre’s Director.  

These architectural decisions are reportedly helping to change 
clinical practices. The psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, 
general practitioners and other staff are more likely to see 
themselves as part of a group providing care and support. Even 
more importantly, the Centre seems to be attracting many more 
people who are usually less likely to seek help – the Centre 
reports that around half of its patients are young men, as opposed 
to around one quarter in typical mental health facilities.145  

 
144 Isaacson (2011);Lehrer (2012).  
145 Martin (2011);Ryan (2011) 
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The experiences of buildings such as the Sears Tower, the Pixar 
building and the Brain and Mind Research Centre suggest that the 
standard practice of awarding architecture prizes when buildings 
are first completed might be reconsidered. It might make more 
sense to award a prize three or five years later, when it is possible 
to get a better idea of how the building, and the space around it, is 
inhabited.  

5.2 Residential buildings 

The interface with the street is just as important to residential 
dwellings as it is to commercial buildings, regardless of whether 
the housing stock in question consists of apartment blocks, 
terraces, or detached homes.  

Studies in many different countries show that having ‘soft edges’ 
to residential buildings makes it more likely that people will see 
each other and interact. Characteristic features of soft edges are 
entrances that face the street, and a semi-private area (such as a 
front yard, porch or steps) that acts as a buffer residential 
buildings and public spaces. 

These semi-private areas are places where residents, neighbours, 
and passers-by are all ‘allowed’ to be (see Figure 34).146 As well 
as helping people connect with each other, they promote passive 
surveillance, deterring crime and increasing feelings of safety, 
security and community.147 

 

                                            
146 Jacobs (1961);Gehl (1986);Jacobs (1993);Gehl (2010) 
147 Macdonald (2005);Gehl (2010) 

Figure 33: Hard and soft edges 
 

 

 

Sources: (Gehl, 2010); Grattan Institute 
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In Australia, these features are present in many sought-after types 
of housing, such as terraces. In these houses, semi-private places 
are a buffer between the street and the front door, which is the 
primary entry and exit. There are clear lines of sight into the street 
and front verandas can be personalised. 

Figure 34: Private, semi-private and public space 

 

Adapted from (Macdonald, 2005) 

 

Efforts to promote buildings that link public and private spaces 
can increase social connection. In Vancouver’s downtown area, 
there are several design requirements for large residential 
developments that promote safe, lively streets and social 
connection. They include individual entries for all ground-floor 

homes, underground or hidden parking garages, and terraces or 
gardens at all ground-floor residential entries. 

In a study of how these features work, Macdonald (2005) found 
that the small number of ground-floor homes (2% of the total) 
made a decisive difference in visual appeal, street life and social 
interaction. This is because the ground level is at eye-height and 
can work at a human, pedestrian scale, with a regular rhythm of 
gardens, entry steps and doors every seven or nine metres.  

When residential buildings have ‘hard edges’ – when areas facing 
the street are minimal, sterile or dominated by closed garage 
doors – people’s sense of community can suffer. A South 
Australian woman in one study explained: 
  

“You don‘t get to see your neighbours at all... there are no 
gardens out the front, because everything is low 
maintenance and full of pavers ... Since the days of 
automatic roller doors, people just drive their car in, shut 
the door and go inside.”148 
 

The essential design characteristics Macdonald identifies for 
maximising the use of private and semi-private space are shown 
in Figure 35. As these features show, it is important to balance an 
active, visible street frontage with enough privacy for residents.149   
If buildings fail to protect privacy and people have no options to 

                                            
148 Williams, et al. (2009) 
149 A review of the literature on built environments and health (including social 
connection), found “there is a threshold to be found between high and low 
densities for the formation of social networks and social interaction generally. 
People need to be able to retreat to their private space, but they also require 
opportunities to randomly interact, Kent, et al. (2011),  

Private Semi-
private

Public
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escape into solitude, they tend to withdraw from interacting 
outside their homes. 

 

 
Figure 35: Essential characteristics for ground-floor dwellings to 
promote life on the street and active semi-private spaces 

 

Source: (Macdonald, 2005)  
 

 

 

In ‘multi-unit dwellings’ – buildings with more than one household 
– well-designed, shared private spaces can enable social 
interaction between residents. Observational research has shown 
which kinds of spaces work best. As with many previous studies, 
research in Taiwan found that places with a visual focus, seating, 
plants and play areas were much more likely to feature social 
interactions (see Figure 36).150  

Responding to the benefits of such shared places, some 
developments are making them a higher priority. Conventional 
apartment buildings can also provide more and better places for 
resident interaction. At M Central in Sydney, the 400 residents 
have a 2600 m2 park-style roof garden, with green spaces, water 
features and a barbeque area. 

The distribution of such spaces within a building is also important. 
For example, residential aged care facilities with small lounges 
distributed through the development, or which include restaurants 
and cafes, have more social interaction among residents.151 

As well as the kinds of areas that are obvious places to connect, 
there is also potential to use more mundane places in shared 
buildings, such as corridors and stairwells. As Figure 36 shows, 
paths between places (routes) and where these paths intersect 
(nodes) are the shared area where people are most likely to be. 
However, interactions in these areas are low.  

 

                                            
150 Whyte (1980); Kuo, et al. (1998) 
151 Evans and Vallelly (2007);Evans (2009) 
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Figure 36: Social interaction and design elements in three high-rise 
developments, Taiwan, 2005 

 

Source: (Huang, 2006) 

Enhancing these areas to encourage people to linger – for 
example by providing seating, plantings or a visual focus such as 
artwork – would increase opportunities for incidental social 
connection. 

5.3 Innovation in residential housing 

As noted at the beginning of this report, the fastest growing 
household type in Australia consists of people living alone. 
Average household size is declining and the demographic profile 
of the community is ageing, with the number of Australians aged 
85 or over predicted to quadruple in the next four decades from 
0.4 million (or 1.7% of the population) in 2010 to 1.8 million (5.1% 
of the population) in 2050.152 

Given these demographic trends, it is worth considering the 
potential to innovate in established housing systems. 

There are many traditions of households living together with a 
combination of shared and private spaces – the most obvious 
being the large, multi-generational extended family. Increased 
mobility and declining family size means that such arrangements 
are rarer now than in the past, although it is worth noting that the 
number of multi-generational households in Australia – that is 
households that consist of two or more generations of related 
adults – has increased by 27% in the past 25 years.153  

As the population ages, increasing numbers of older Australians 
will live alone in houses built to accommodate entire families. It is 
worth investigating whether there might be ways of facilitating and 
encouraging sub-lease arrangements that would allow older 
Australians to share their homes with tenants. The potential 
benefits might include extra income, extra support, increased 
availability of affordable housing, and greater social connection.  

                                            
152 Productivity Commission (2011) 
153 Liu and Easthope (2012) 
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One contemporary example of innovation in residential 
arrangements is cohousing, which emerged in Denmark in the 
1970s. Today around 10% of new housing in Denmark is 
cohousing, encouraged by policy settings and funding 
arrangements such as government-sponsored and guaranteed 
construction loans, and specific legislation that clarifies the legal 
basis for cohousing.154 Cohousing has spread beyond Denmark, 
particularly in northern Europe and America.155 

The term ‘cohousing’ might conjure up images of communal living, 
but in practice cohousing is often very close to conventional 
household arrangements. In some cases, it is simply a row of 
houses where the fences between the back yards have been 
removed to create a shared garden, shed and laundry.  

Shared facilities, shared paths and shared green spaces can 
bring people together, and provide a visual coherence that 
promotes a collective identity.  

Just as in conventional residential neighbourhoods, however, 
successful cohousing often uses semi-private spaces, such as 
verandas and patios, as a buffer between private homes and 
common areas. This helps to balance community life with 
personal privacy. When these design features are combined with 
meetings to make decisions about the community, shared meals 
and social events, they can provide both incidental and structured 
social interaction, generating a strong sense of connection that 
increases wellbeing.156 

                                            
154 Williams (2005);McCamant and Durrett (2011), p. 35 
155 Williams (2005); Urban Coup (2010) 
156 Williams (2005)[b]; Brenton (1998) 

Figure 37: Hearthstone Cohousing Community, Denver, USA 
 

 

Source: Flickr copyright altopower   

Cohousing gives residents opportunities for meaningful social 
interaction, but it doesn’t need to dominate their lives. In a 
cohousing complex in California people spend on average just 
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under 6% of their time in communal spaces, and a little less that 
that interacting with other members of their community.157 

Retirement villages and independent living units in residential 
aged care facilities can be seen as contemporary examples of 
cohousing, where residents continue to enjoy the privacy of their 
own home, while sharing facilities, communities and services. In 
Europe and America, cohousing is becoming a prominent option 
for older people who want to maintain their independence, but 
also need greater support from others.158 

Cohousing is in its infancy in Australia, but communities have 
been established in Adelaide, Hobart and Perth and two new 
developments are nearing completion in Melbourne.159  

                                            
157 The figures are based on a study covering one month and are 5.9% and 5.4% 
respectively, Williams (2005), p. 209 
158 Brenton (1998), in Denmark a majority of the newest cohousing 
developments target older people, and senior cohousing is also increasingly 
popular in America, Abraham, et al. (2006) 
159 Holtzman (2011) 
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Conclusion 
Without relationships we wither – individually and collectively. Yet 
our understanding of the human dimension of cities lags behind 
understanding of economic and environmental issues. The 
‘productive city’ and the ‘green city’ are both further developed in 
thought and policy than the ‘social city’. Of course economic 
activity and a clean environment are essential to thriving cities, 
but cities must also help people to connect with one another. 

Social connection – meaningful, positive interaction – occurs at 
different levels, all of which are important: from the close, regular 
contact with loved ones to incidental interactions on the street. 

If we lack the full range of social connection, then our basic 
psychological needs are not met, putting us at risk of suffering 
from loneliness – a condition that is linked to poor health and 
wellbeing. It’s now recognised that loneliness is up there with high 
blood pressure, lack of exercise, obesity, and smoking as an 
indicator of shortened life expectancy. 

This adds weight to our argument that we need to give greater 
weight to social connection in the way we build and organise our 
cities. The demographic changes underway in Australian society 
make the task all the more urgent and more challenging. 

Already a quarter of Australian households consist of people living 
on their own and this is the fastest growing household type. Sole 
parent families are also increasing in number and the Australian 
population is getting older. People living alone, single parents and 
older people are all groups at higher risk of experiencing 
loneliness. 

We are not suggesting that cities are the only important factor. 
There are many influences on the quantity and quality of social 
connection that are not related to urban form. Nor are we 
suggesting that there is a crisis – relative to many countries, 
indicators of social connection in Australia are generally positive. 
But if Australian cities are to absorb larger populations and 
improve quality of life for all residents, they need to do a better job 
of meeting our psychological as well as our material needs. 

In planning, building and redeveloping our cities, we consistently 
consider such factors as financial cost, economic productivity and 
environmental footprint. The social impact of projects, however, is 
rarely given equivalent emphasis. Perhaps this is not surprising. 
Material needs like housing (shelter) and income (jobs) are more 
familiar and easier to quantify, yet there is strong evidence that an 
adequate level of social connection is just as critical to our 
wellbeing. 

Many of the issues facing our cities are enormous, difficult, and 
expensive to tackle – and residents often feel they have no say 
about decisions affecting them.  

However, improving social connection is not necessarily hard or 
costly. As many of the examples in the ‘ideas’ appendix to this 
report show, individuals and small groups can often make a real 
difference without massive investments of public money. 

On the other hand, the loneliness and isolation resulting from 
neglect of our need for relationships with others will cost us dearly 
– as individuals and as a nation. 
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6. Appendix – ideas for social connection 
in cities 

The challenge in identifying measures to improve social 
connection in Australian cities is that there is no single policy lever 
to pull and no single responsible authority. But this also means 
that social connection can be improved in many ways by many 
actors, without waiting for official stamps of approval or bucket-
loads of public money. Some projects might involve government 
at Commonwealth, state or local level but individual citizens, 
organisations or businesses can carry out others independently. 

The list below is not intended to be prescriptive, because what 
works in one place may not be appropriate in another. Nor is it an 
exhaustive catalogue of what is possible. Rather it is intended as 
a prompt: examples of initiatives from around Australia and the 
world, to stimulate ideas, research and action. 

Ideas are clustered under the themes: 

x changing the urban landscape; 

x bringing people together; 

x moving people; and 

x learning more. 

 

 

To avoid a list cluttered with 'www's all references are 
hyperlinked, so if you are reading a printed copy of this report 
please refer to the online version at the Grattan Institute website 
(www.grattan.edu.au) to follow the digital trail.  

Each initiative has also been tagged with a code, suggesting who 
might carry it out: 

A = anyone 

B = business 

CO = community organisation 

LG = local government 

SG = state government 

FG = federal government 
 

6.1 Changing the urban landscape 

Official pop-up parks (LG) 

Under-used or derelict spaces are converted into a temporary 
public park with the approval of local government. The project 
may be a test run for a permanent public park as happened in 
Brooklyn, it may take over a street during warmer months of the 
year, as is the case in Yarraville or it may constitute the 
‘meanwhile’ use of an area that is slated for redevelopment in the 
longer term, such as the pop-up park in Dandenong.  
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Figure 38: Pop-up park, Yarraville, Melbourne 

Source: Simon Leo-Brown, ABC Online 

Unofficial pop-up parks and gardens (A, LG, CO, B) 

Public artists and social activists combine to bring people together 
to re-imagine a city space as in Beirut’s Green the Grey project. 
Every year International PARKing day is used to draw attention to 
the city space occupied by motionless vehicles, metered on-street 
car parks are transformed into temporary gardens, art 
installations, picnic spots and play-spaces. Many Australian cities, 
including Adelaide and Brisbane, have PARKing day activities, 
sometimes with the support of local government.  

The guerrilla gardening movement has a similar philosophy, 
encouraging anyone “interested in the war against neglect and 
scarcity of public space” to get involved in planting and cultivating 
edible or decorative gardens on land that has been abandoned or 
neglected by its legal owner. Some guerrilla gardens work 
clandestinely under the cover of night, while others garden openly 
to encourage public participation.  

Pavements to parks (B, LG) 

In New York, cafes and restaurants can sponsor the conversion of 
on-street car parks outside their premises into temporary outdoor 
seating areas. The business owners essentially lease the parking 
spaces from the city, and are responsible for the associated costs 
and maintenance. However, anyone can sit in the space, 
regardless of whether they buy something from the restaurant. 
The idea questions “whether the highest and best use for street 
space along narrow sidewalks is storing cars”.  

San Francisco’s streets take up a quarter of the city’s land area, 
more space than all of the city’s parks. The “Pavement to Parks” 
project temporarily reclaims “wasted space” on “excessively wide” 
streets and quickly and cheaply converts it into public plazas and 
parks. The success of these temporary parks is then evaluated to 
decide whether the temporary closure should be a long-term 
community investment. While business owners sometimes fear 
that the loss of street-side car parking will reduce trade, the 
opposite often happens, with increased pedestrian and bicycle 
activity more than compensating.  
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Figure 39: PARKing Day 

Source: Tom Hilton 
 

Bring activity to under-used spaces (A, B, CO, LG) 

The Renew Newcastle project was set up to help solve the 
problem of Newcastle’s empty city centre. While there were long-
term prospects for the redevelopment of the Newcastle CBD, in 
the short term many sites were boarded up, falling apart, 
vandalised or decaying. Renew Newcastle encouraged artists, 
cultural projects and community groups to use and maintain these 

buildings in the short to medium term. By generating activity, the 
project brings new life to a neglected and run-down area, and 
thus increases the commercial viability of permanent 
redevelopment.   

The Renew Newcastle model has been expanded into a national 
project, Renew Australia, which works to find short and medium 
term uses for buildings that are currently vacant, disused, or 
awaiting redevelopment. Artists, cultural projects and community 
groups are engaged to activate and maintain these buildings until 
they become commercially viable or are redeveloped. 

The Creative Spaces initiative in Melbourne helps visual and 
performing artists to find suitable and affordable spaces to 
develop, exhibit or perform their work. Creative Spaces acts as a 
broker, linking artists with building owners who are willing to hire 
out, lease, or share under-utilised spaces for a limited period of 
time (such as an office building or warehouse that is temporarily 
or partially vacant pending re-development). Creative Spaces 
helps to maintain activity in areas that might otherwise become 
empty and neglected.  

The Better Block Project in the US also sets out to transform 
previously abandoned city areas into active centres, although it 
opts for more guerrilla-style tactics. Rather than wait for detailed 
site analysis, funding, or long-range plans, the project takes a 
single city block and redesigns it for a day. The redesign is done 
with as little money as possible and often subverts regulations: 
local small businesses and artists occupy empty storefronts, 
temporary awnings and seating are constructed on footpaths, and 
bike lanes are painted on the street. In some cases, the changes 
become permanent.  
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Provide more games and activities in parks (LG)  

Australian parks tend to be supplied with play equipment 
designed primarily for children and/or fields for organised team 
sports. However adults of all ages can also be encouraged to 
share games and exercise. The St Kilda Botanical Gardens has a 
giant chess set and several table-based chess boards. In Beijing, 
many parks and many courtyards in housing compounds have 
public table tennis tables, which are used by young and old. 
Beijing's residential areas are also scattered with simple-to-use 
equipment designed for gentle aerobic and muscle-building 
exercise suitable for people of all ages.  

Figure 40: Public table tennis in the park 

 
Source: Grattan Institute 

 

Figure 41: Urban exercise equipments, China 

 

Source: (Gehl, 2010) 
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Public and community art (FG, SG, LG, B)  

Public art can help to make spaces distinct and interesting, add 
character to neighbourhoods and provide a focus that draws 
people together. Anish Kapoor's 'Cloud Gate' is one famous (and 
expensive) example, but public art need not be permanent or 
costly. By transforming familiar local landscapes, temporary 
interventions can be bring people together and spark 
conversation and debate.  

For 12 days during the 2006 Commonwealth Games, a tram 
decorated in the style of a Karachi bus circled Melbourne, 
carrying 80,000 passengers for free. The W-11 Tram project was 
so popular that the tram was brought back for a second series of 
Friday afternoon journeys, with on-board hosts engaging in 
conversation, performance and hospitality.  

The New York Public Art Fund sponsors a range of temporary 
projects such as Olafur Eliasson's Waterfalls. Public art can also 
be sponsored by private and corporate philanthropy or enshrined 
in building codes. ‘Per cent for art' programs require major 
construction projects to commit up to 2% of the budget on art. 

Community arts projects can also help to make public spaces 
safer and more sociable. The arts organisation Contact Inc. was 
contracted to run a project with young people at a North Lakes 
Westfield mall in Queensland in response to increases in racism 
and violence. Up to 250 young people participate in a weekly 
program that includes hip-hop workshops. Since the project 
began there has been a significant reduction in theft, graffiti and 
violence in the mall. 
 

Figure 42: W-11 Tram

 

Source: Mick Douglas 
 

Promote active street fronts (SG, LG)  

The design and development overlay for Melbourne's CBD 
requires buildings with ground-level street frontages to provide “at 
least 5 metres or 80% of the street frontage as an entry or display 
window to a shop and/or a food and drink premises”. Such rules 
ensure ground floor frontages are pedestrian-oriented, add 
interest and vitality to city streets and contribute to city safety by 
providing lighting and activity. As discussed in the chapter on 
buildings, design standards to encourage active streets can also 
be set for the ground floor of residential developments. 
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Promote mixed-use streets (LG, SG)  

Strict zoning laws designed to protect residential amenity can lead 
to perverse outcomes that discourage walking and increase car 
traffic by squeezing out neighbourhood businesses such as milk 
bars or corner stores. More flexible regulations can support small-
scale, low-impact local retail or commercial activity (e.g. art 
studios, shoe repairs, cafes). 

Slow traffic in residential streets (SG, LG) 

The strong evidence that high traffic volumes reduce neighbourly 
interaction and friendships is an argument for trialling and 
evaluating reduced speed limits of 30 kilometres an hour and/or 
shared activity zones in residential streets.    

Walking audits (A, CG, LG) 

Assessing the urban environment from the perspective of 
pedestrians can identify changes to improve walkability, often at 
low cost (such as re-programming a pedestrian crossing light to 
reduce waiting times).  

Victoria Walks provides a guide to conducting walking audits. 
Walking increases opportunities for face-to-face social contact 
and helps people to map their neighbourhood in social terms. 
Improved walkability also enhances the social life of people with 
limited mobility and increases property values (as reflected in the 
increasing use of ‘walk scores’ by real estate agents). 

Figure 43: Pedestrian activism to enhance 
walkability  
 

 

Source: Celia Wade-Brown, Living Streets Aotearoa 

Urban land conservancy (A, B, LG, SG, FG) 

Australians are familiar with organisations such as Trust for 
Nature that set aside private land in perpetuity to protect 
environmental assets. An urban land conservancy works in a 
similar way, except that the land is set aside for social purposes. 
The Denver Urban Land Conservancy uses a mix of private, 
philanthropic and public money to acquire, develop, and preserve 
urban land as “community assets”. The land could be used for 
affordable housing close to public transport, for schools, or office 
space for non-profit organisations.   
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6.2 Bringing people together 

Out-of-hours use of schools (CO, SG, LG, B) 

Increased evening, weekend and holiday use of school buildings 
and sports grounds would create new opportunities for social 
connection. Policies exist to promote this idea, but implementation 
is complicated by overlapping jurisdictions (Commonwealth, state, 
local) and by issues such as insurance and liability.  

The NSW guidelines for community use of public schools are 
dauntingly detailed. Funding under the Commonwealth’s BER 
(Building the Education Revolution) required schools to provide 
community access to new libraries and multipurpose halls “at no, 
or low, cost”, yet there was little or no public engagement on the 
design of these facilities to ensure they would actually meet 
community needs. Research suggests that it takes an active 
process of community engagement to achieve shared use of 
school buildings.  

Sharing household resources (A, B, CO, LG)  

According to one estimate, the drills in private homes are used an 
average of 12 to 13 minutes over their lifetime.160 People in the 
same neighbourhood might have tools they rarely use, or a 
garden they don’t have time to cultivate. Under the rhetoric of 
'collaborative consumption', websites such as Share Some Sugar 
in the US or Open Shed in Australia match locals to share 
resources (either for free or for a modest rental). 

 
                                            
160 Botsman and Rogers (2010) 

Sharing Homes (A, CO, LG) 

Many older Australians live alone in large homes and need just a 
little support and companionship to remain independent. The 
Wesley Homeshare program matches older householders with a 
reliable and friendly person, who shares their home rent free in 
return for assistance in the home. Many successful matches have 
involved international students. By swapping a room for some 
support the model allows older people to stay in the community 
where they have established social connections and helps to 
break down cultural and generational barriers. 

Personalised care networks (A, CO, LG) 

The social networking application TYZE was developed in 
Canada as a way to coordinate support around a vulnerable 
individual, such as a frail older person or someone living with a 
disability or chronic illness. TYZE can be used to schedule visits, 
doctors appointments, meals etc. in a way that links neighbours, 
family, friends and helps combats isolation and loneliness. 

Hyper-local websites and other online networks (A, B, LG) 

A great deal of online communication takes place between people 
who are already in close proximity to one another. Hyper-local 
websites encourage neighbourhood social connection by sharing 
local news, posting information about events, debating planning 
issues and lobbying government. A hyper-local website can be an 
online, interactive version of an old fashioned notice board.  

Hyper-local websites such as Kings Cross Environment in London 
or Fitzroyalty in Melbourne began life as the initiative of a single 
energetic resident. Others are started by community groups or by 
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property developers keen to build social links in newly established 
neighbourhoods such as Caroline Springs. Email lists and social 
networks can augment local websites. Experience from Singapore 
shows a virtual community can be created even before the 
physical neighbourhood is built, enabling people to get to know 
one another before they become neighbours.  

In the US, EveryBlock is a platform for hyper-local news and 
information – local residents can use it without someone having to 
design and maintain a separate website. EveryBlock combines 
media coverage of neighbourhoods, civic information, and 
discussion boards. 

Big Lunches (LG, CO) 

The Big Lunch is an annual event designed to encourage as 
many people as possible to have lunch with their neighbours “in a 
simple act of community, friendship and fun”.  

Neighbourhood clean up days (A, CO, LG, B) 

Clean up Australia Day is a national event organised by 
neighbourhood, which brings local residents together for the 
common purpose of enhancing the environment. A similar 
initiative is adopt-a-park, a program that encourages local 
residents to become park 'guardians', assisting with maintenance, 
enhancement and passive surveillance of nearby green spaces. 

 

 

Figure 44: Clean up Australia Day 

 

Source: Hocking Industries, Flickr 
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Walking Groups 

The Heart Foundation facilitates walking groups in local 
neighbourhoods. Led by volunteer organisers the groups aim to 
promote social as well as physical activity. Some groups walk in 
shopping centres because they provide safe, comfortable all-
weather environments, which can be important for some older 
walkers. 

Walking school bus (A, LG, SG, FG)  

A way of walking primary-age children to and from school that 
also encourages neighbourhood cooperation and increased social 
contact. The 'bus' is supervised by a minimum of two parents – 
one 'driving' the bus from the front and another 'conducting' from 
the rear. Children can 'catch' the bus at points along the route. 

Dog walking areas (LG) 

Designated dog-walking areas can provide more than just 
exercise for pets. The shared interest (dogs) encourages 
conversations and interaction. At Semaphore Beach in Adelaide, 
dog walkers have formed a club that produces a calendar, raises 
funds and donations of pet food for animal shelters. The club also 
provides mutual support, walking dogs when owners are unwell, 
or finding new homes for dogs whose owners can no longer look 
after them. 

 

 

 

Community gardens (LG, SG) 

Community gardens are often “more about community than they 
are about gardening”. They offer places where people can 
“gather, network, and identify together as residents of a 
neighbourhood”.161  A study on the Waterloo Public Housing 
Estate in Sydney found that community gardens “contribute to a 
positive sense of community”, are “a place for friendship” and 
“provide opportunities for gardeners to show their generosity 
towards each other in different ways”. The benefits go beyond the 
gardeners themselves, and extend to others on the estate, 
providing “many positive opportunities for cross-cultural 
interactions”.162 An evaluation by Urbis found that the benefits of 
garden projects on public housing estates included reduced 
vandalism and other opportunistic crime, higher feelings of safety, 
improved health and well-being.163  

Creating shared histories (CO, LG) 

Local history projects can take help residents in a local area to 
develop neighbourhood identity and a shared sense of belonging. 
Projects can include guided historical walks, talks, recording oral 
histories, guided podcasts, memorials and signage. 

                                            
161 Glover (2002) 
162 Bartolomei, et al. (2003) 
163 Urbis (2004) 
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Figure 45: Princes Pier piles preserved as sculptural heritage, Port 
Melbourne 

 

Source: Grattan Institute 

 

 

6.3 Moving people 

Investment to expand and upgrade urban public transport would 
enhance mobility and social connection, particularly for those who 
cannot drive or afford a car. Given the long lead times for 
infrastructure development and the commitment of governments 
to balanced budgets, there is little prospect of a transformation of 
existing networks in the short term. It is therefore worth trialling 
and evaluating other, more immediate, measures to see whether 
they can improve the public transport experience at relatively low 
cost. They might include:  

x increase efforts to give buses and trams greater priority over 
other vehicles on city roads (e.g. separate lanes, priority traffic 
signals);  

x employing public transport greeters at stops and stations; 

x re-orienting schedules to meet social needs (e.g. more 
weekend and night services); 

x mapping the mismatch of between public transport need and 
supply in order to better fill the gaps; 

x spreading peak traffic to stagger commuting and reduce rush-
hour crowding (e.g. discount early bird tickets, staggered 
starting times for schools and businesses); and   

x decentralising employment from the CBD to suburban public 
transport hubs (this is policy in Brisbane and Perth). 
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6.4 Learning more 

This report brings together a lot of what we know about social 
connection. But there is much more that we can learn. For 
example by: 

x measuring access to places that are good for social 
connection (including parks, shopping areas, cafes, and 
sports facilities) and using this to inform urban planning –
WalkScore could be a starting point; 

x identifying and publicising the characteristics of successful 
shared spaces in multi-unit residential buildings and office 
buildings (so that developers and consumers can understand 
what works);  

x implementing and evaluating training programs, such as those 
provided by the US Project for Public Places, which are used 
to build skills in creating successful public spaces; 

x auditing planning laws, credit rules and other regulations to 
ensure that they do not inadvertently discriminate against 
innovative housing arrangements such as co-housing;    

x evaluating public spaces using observational study (of the 
kind pioneered by William H Whyte) to determine how those 
spaces are used and consider whether improvements are 
needed; and  

x developing new ways to measure social interaction – for 
example automated video analysis, analysis of smart phone 
data, or research using smart phone apps, such as 
Mappiness. 
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APPLICATION TO CONSIDER INCLUDING 
1 RIVER PARADE HALLETT COVE 

VOLUME 5854 FOLIO 527 
INTO THE NEW MARION COUNCIL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

ALLOWING FOR FURTHER SUBDIVISION 
 
SUMMARY 
The Marion Council Development Plan includes the rezoning of certain areas of Hallett Cove, however, does not allow for rezoning 
of “Coastal Policy Area 21”, of which 1 River Parade is part of. 
 
As stated in the included in APPENDIX A titled; “Coastal Policy Area 21,” there are a number of points that we would like to 
highlight as set out in the document under OBJECTIVES and DESIRED CHARACTER: 
 
OBJECTIVES 

1. Residential development which is sensitive to the particular topography of the area and which has minimal visual and 
environmental impact. 

o 1 River Parade Hallett Cove is flat land featuring one (1) dwelling  
o Development of this land would have no greater visual impact, rather it would blend or become in keeping with 

current developments in its immediate proximity. 
o All surrounding land including Marine Avenue and River Parade have already supported significant subdivision 

with River Parade almost 90% of original land titles being subdivided. 
 

2. Residential development that mitigates the impacts of natural hazards such a sea level rise and flooding from the Field 
River through sensitive siting and design. 

o Coastal Policy Area 21 currently states:  
§ Site levels are at least 4 metres Australian Height Datum 
§ Building floor levels are at least 4.25 metres Australian Height Datum 
§ There are practical measures which can be undertaken on-site to protect the development against an 

additional sea level rise of 0.7 metres, plus an allowance to accommodate land subsidence until the 
year 2100 
 

§ A recently commissioned engineering report has 1 River Parade Hallett Cove at 8.5 metres 
AHDATUM which is 4.5 metres above the required metres Australian Height Datum of 4.0 metres 

 
DESIRED CHARACTER 

1. Development should not result in the removal of mature trees in a road reserve that contribute positively to the landscape 
character of the locality. 

a. There is no mature native flora on the property nor are there bordering the property on the road or reserve. 
 

2. Land in the coastal area may be subject to coastal flooding and erosion and this risk will increase with sea level rise due 
to climate change. Protection strategies addressing the flooding and erosion risk are required. New development should 
be built to specific site and floor levels to minimise these risks. 

a. Coastal Policy Area 21 currently states:  
i. Site levels are at least 4 metres Australian Height Datum 
ii. Building floor levels are at least 4.25 metres Australian Height Datum 
iii. There are practical measures which can be undertaken on-site to protect the development against an 

additional sea level rise of 0.7 metres, plus an allowance to accommodate land subsidence until the 
year 2100 
 

iv. A recently commissioned engineering report has 1 River Parade Hallett Cove at 8.5 metres 
AHDATUM which is 4.5 metres above the required metres Australian Height Datum of 4.0 metres 

 
  



 

3. Buildings and subdivision of land will reflect the existing pattern and scale of nearby development. 
a. Refer to the images in this document that are areal views of River Parade and surrounding areas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

b. These images and site maps reflect that 1 River Parade Hallett Cove is one of the very few remaining sites that 
have not been developed therefore by that very nature, in its present form is out of step with the existing patterns 
and scale of nearby developments. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. If developed, 1 River Parade would indeed reflect the existing pattern and scale of nearby development, referring 

to the development currently underway just mtrs away from 1 River Parade, which on Grand Central Avenue and 
Heron Way, which displaces all natural vegetation making way for man made structures. In Addition, surrounding 
developments are also categorised in your documents as SOUTHERN HILLS POLICY AREA 16 of which 
development criteria remains the same as COASTAL POLICY AREA 21 

 
d. At 1087 Square metres (excluding the road provision of 25.75 sq mtrs) 1 River Parade is well within the size 

required for the new rezoning for a detached dwelling of 400 square metres.  



 

COASTAL POLICY AREA 21 
Key policy changes 
New minimum site dimensions apply to encourage appropriate housing diversity on appropriate sites. 
A house (dwelling) should have a minimum allotment area, width and depth not less than that shown in the following table: 
 

 

 
 
SOUTHERN HILLS POLICY AREA 16 
Key policy changes 
New minimum site dimensions apply to encourage appropriate housing diversity on appropriate sites. 
A house (dwelling) should have a minimum allotment area, width and depth not less than that shown in the following table: 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 

APPENDIX A 
Marion Council  

Zone Section  
Residential Zone 

Coastal Policy Area 21 
 
  Coastal Policy Area 21  
Refer to the Map Reference Tables for a list of the maps that relate to this policy area. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

1 A policy area primarily comprising detached dwellings at low densities. 
 

2 Residential development which is sensitive to the particular topography of the area and which has minimal visual and 
environmental impacts. 

 
3 Residential development that mitigates the impacts of natural hazards such as sea level rise and flooding from the 

Field River through sensitive siting and design. 
 

4 Development that contributes to the desired character of the policy area. 
 
 

DESIRED CHARACTER 

The desired character is a high quality residential environment containing site appropriate houses set in attractively landscaped, 
relatively large gardens. This desired character is also derived from the existing prevailing character where it is based on low-
density detached dwellings of a variety of architectural styles on relatively large, sloping allotments. The importance of the 
landscape character, the protection of existing trees and vegetation and the re-vegetation of land are all emphasized in recognition 
that the policy area should contribute to a scenic coastal landscape. 

 
Development should not result in the removal of mature street trees in a road reserve that contribute positively to the 
landscape character of the locality. 

 
Land in the coastal policy area may be subject to coastal flooding and erosion and this risk will increase with sea level rise due to 
climate change. Protection strategies addressing the flooding and erosion risk are required. New development should be built to 
specific site and floor levels to minimise these risks. 

 
Buildings and subdivision of land will reflect the existing pattern and scale of nearby development. 

 
 

PRINCIPLES OF DEVELOPMENT CONTROL 

Land Use 
1 The following forms of development are envisaged in the policy area: 

 
▪ detached dwelling 
▪ group dwelling. 

 
Form and Character 
2 Development should not be undertaken unless it is consistent with the desired character for the policy area. 

 
3 Development including roads and parking areas should be protected from sea flooding by ensuring all of the following apply: 

 
(a) site levels are at least 4 metres Australian Height Datum 

 
(b) building floor levels are at least 4.25 metres Australian Height Datum 

 

(c) there are practical measures which can be undertaken on-site to protect the development against an additional sea level rise of 
0.7 metres, plus an allowance to accommodate land subsidence until the year 2100. 



 

 
4 Development should avoid or mitigate the potential impacts of sea level rise and flooding adjacent the mouth of the Field River 

through intelligent siting and design based on sound coastal management practices. 
 
5 Dwellings should be designed to have a maximum site coverage of 35 per cent of the allotment area and a maximum floor area 

ratio of 0.4. 
 
6 A dwelling should have a minimum site area and a frontage to a public road and site depth not less than that shown in the following 

table: 
 

Detached 700 18 30 

Group 700 24 45 

 
 
  

Dwelling	Type	 Minimum	Site	Area	other Minimum	Frontage	Width Minimum	Site	Depth
than	for	affordable	housing (metres) (metres)	
(square	metres)	
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Planning Zones - by description

Caravan and Tourist Park

Coastal Conservation

Coastal Open Space

Commercial

Conservation

Defence Establishment

District Centre

Hills Face

Industry

Local Centre

Metropolitan Open Space System

Mineral Extraction

Neighbourhood Centre

Open Space

Primary Production

Racecourse (Morphettville)

Regional Centre

Residential

Suburban Activity Node

Urban Employment

The zones depicted here are approximate only. 
For more accurate information see the relevant 
zone maps in the Marion Development Plan.

Produced by ICT, City of Marion, September 2014



25th September 2017

Submissions

Housing Diversity DPA

Chief Executive Officer

City of Marion

DearSir/Madam

Thank you for your letter inviting me to give feedback on proposed changes in

planning. Firstly may I say that any subdivision or planning permission given that

will impact of direct neighbours either behind or to the side should involve the

persons that are going to be affected by it.

In NSW the neighbours that are going to be affected are sent a letter outlining

the proposed changes and given a chance to object at the planning stage. In

South Australia no such courtesy is given and the only recourse is to appeal after

the building is started or completed when the neighbours realize what a

detrimental effect is has on their life. This leads to possible litigation and bad

feelings.

In an area where ocean views are involved this loss of this can impact on the

value of the property that is compromised. Also allowing anyone to go from single

storeyto double story impacts on privacy.

My property at 11 Galatea street in Hallett Cove has been compromised by

planning permission that was given to 10 Rainbow street. My ocean view has

been lost it is a ramshackle collection of buildings that are being self built and to

me it is a monstrosity that I wonder how ever planning was ever granted. When

eventually the second story is started it will impact on my privacy.



This sort of planning permission should not be allowed without the neighbours

who will be compromised by it should have a chance to object at the planning

stage. To object when it is already part or fully built will cause financial loss to the

builder which is not fair to either party.

Please have some consideration for the neighbours and please allow them to

object by informing them or proposed changes at the planning stage or the

council may find itself facing multiple litigations. If you propose sub-divisions

please take into account my views.

I had planned to retire at this property but will now probably sell and incur

financial loss.

Yours faithfully

Q'

SUSANJOHNSON

3/109 Ctovelly Road

Randwick2031



5 Coolinga Rd 

Marino SA 5049 

10-10-2017 

0402 330 854 

rco10398@bigpond.net.au 

 

TO :-Submissions - Housing Diversity DPA 

City of Marion 

PO Box 21 

Oaklands Park SA 5046 

 

Please regard this as my submission in response to the Draft Development Plan. 

 

It is pointless commenting on the detail in this document. 

 

The simple facts of the matter are that the SA Government has decided that the population of 

SA needs to increase by 545,000 over the next 30 years. This is based on the mistaken view 

that such an increase in necessary to increase /maintain our prosperity, when in fact adding 

more people to SA’s population will decrease the quality of life for existing South Australians. 

 

Given said SA Government has decided on such a stupid policy, it is clear they have now 

lumbered  councils with the task of implementing it. 

 

Councils (including Marion) have therefore been required to prepare amended development 

plans to accommodate a proportion of the proposed 545,000 increase, whether it is in the 

interests of existing ratepayers or not. 

 

The plan put up for consultation is quite well prepared, but as it is based on a flawed premise, 

it is pointless commenting on it. 

 

I therefore suggest that the Marion Council advise the Minister that no plan that aims to 

accommodate more people in the Marion Council area (e.g. through higher density housing)  

will be supported by Council. However, it will use the opportunity to refine the existing zoning 

plans to correct anomalies and errors, and make sensible adjustments shown to be 

appropriate. 

 

I request the opportunity to speak at any public meeting held as part of the consultation. 

 

Bob Couch 
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To the Marion City Council 
 

Dear sir, 
 
We write to you to express our concern about the proposed rezoning in 
various parts of the Council's districts but in particular changes mooted in the 
suburb of Marino, as proposed in "Southern Policy Area 16" where we live. 
 
We appreciate that there is some pressure to allow for denser housing but 
consider that it should be more carefully thought out in terms of where this 
may be most appropriate rather than the indiscriminate blanket approach 
proposed for our suburb. 
 
The area of Marino is obviously a hills and seaside location and its appeal is 
largely for its views and vegetation.  This would in our view be under distinct 
threat should the character of the suburb be altered.  The proposed changes 
would definitely impact on views given the densities proposed as there would 
be far less space between buildings due to the take up of more land space for 
each block.  This factor would also limit the ability to retain the vegetation that 
is part of the atmosphere generated here. 
 
Looking at the bigger picture, higher density living in this area would also 
contribute to potential health problems by limiting the pollution absorbing 
qualities that everyone appreciates by living in this dense natural vegetation 
area.  This would also have a flow-on effect on the native fauna that inhabits 
this suburb. 
 
We also consider that to lump all areas in the same boat re the higher density 
living for all areas does not necessarily make sense given the points raised 
above and is not fair to those who have invested their life savings to get what 
we rightly should expect to retain.  There are many areas in metropolitan 
Adelaide and in particular foothills where it has been agreed by planners that 
blocks need to be of larger proportions (e.g. Blackwood estate and even 
Flagstaff Hill let alone 5 hectare blocks in the outer metro areas.  .We assume 
that limitations to subdividing in Marino up till now has been for good reason 
too or why have those limitations up till now? 
 
From the financial perspective, this suburb's residents contributes some of the 
highest rates in the City of Marion.  The reason is in a major part due to the 
fact that many of the homes have views and space - it is a unique amenity 
that would be under threat.  Whilst you can no doubt get more revenue from 
more homes, we consider that if this change to density was decided, values of 
many of the homes would in fact drop with very little financial advantage to the 
City.  At the very least, current residents deserve to retain the ambience that 
they have paid a great deal to enjoy which surely deserves serious 
consideration.  There are many smaller homes in the area and it is a furphy to 
use down sizing as a legitimate reason for the change.   
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The cement hill area of Marino may be a different matter as it is effectively a 
'green fields' site and could be zoned of semi-dense development given its 
location. 
 
We ask you to be more discerning regarding our beautiful suburb and indeed 
make it exempt from the proposed zone change. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Hans van Bavel 
Dan Jonsson 

20 Forrest Ave, MARINO SA 5049 



 

City of Marion Housing Diversity Development Plan (DPA) Amendment 
Marino Community Forum, 1 November, 2017 
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Notes from the night -  

Thank you to all of those 50+ people who attended our DPA forum on Wednesday night (1-

11).It was a highly successful, engaging and informative forum. 

We had three representatives from Marion Council presenting and Councillor Tim Guard was 

in attendance.  

In addition to David Melhuish, Senior Policy Planner, City of Marion, two local consultant 

building professionals presented their perspectives on the changes; Angela Davison -

Principal of Town Planning HQ and Geoff Alexander, Principal of Alex Star Building Design 

and Certification.  Mr Jason Cattonar, Manager of Council’s Development and Regulatory 

Services, also provided invaluable information and responded to many of the questions 

posed.  All are highly experienced, qualified and expert planners 

Ric Bierbaum (MRA Committee) was the convenor and facilitator for the evening and we 

anticipated he would need all his skill on this topic. 

The Council set out an overview of the broad City wide changes for this extensive DPA and 

followed up with some more specific comparisons between the current rules and the 

proposed rules.  They highlighted the fact that the change was to provide a consistent 

approach to the whole of the southern area, where previously there were 3 policy areas 

before. David presented the changes in respect of block sizes, frontages set-backs and 

heights, designed to allow more subdivision and the potential for smaller and more diverse 

housing options including the idea of ‘ageing in place’ e.g. by way of subdividing a large 

block, building 2 houses , selling one to help fund the development and living in the other. 

There were of course other scenarios presented as well. 

The City of Marion also provided some analysis of the impact of the changes, including 

highlighting that in sheer numbers of dwellings, the current proposal would allow up to 450 

new homes over the whole of the southern area or an increase of 5% beyond the current 

potential.  There were some recent statistics from DPTI specifically relating to Marino which 

have not yet been verified and therefore could not be shared. 

 It is difficult to extrapolate precisely, but Marino has some 4000 homes currently. In simple 

terms that would equate to approximately 200 extra homes; however, with adjustment for 

Marino topography, the amount could be closer to say 100-150) 
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The Council’s representatives made it clear that the DPA was not yet completed and that 

they welcomed and needed to hear from the community on the proposal and were open to 

changes that better reflect community needs. 

Angela Davison’s presentation made it very clear why she chose Marino and the parallels 

to the South of France were well received!!  She was in favour overall for housing diversity 

and the need for change with some reservations about the details.  She suggested that 

perhaps the parameters on block sizes could be reviewed and finetuned to better reflect the 

Marion context and pattern of current subdivision, particularly the block widths.    

Changing the proposed minimum block width from 20m to 17m would result in more blocks 

being eligible than currently proposed and maintain some consistency of streetscaping as a 

result.  She estimated up to 50 % of the blocks in Marino could be subdividable in that 

scenario., significantly more than the DPTI yield analysis would suggest. 

She did also make it very clear that the current DPA proposed rules did not really reflect or 

respond to the true characteristics of Marino, in terms of amenity and what makes Marino 

special.  Nor does it address the issues that residents are naturally protective of e.g. views 

and nature. She was advocating for higher quality design with materials and construction 

that better reflects the beachside character of Marino. For this to happen there the DPA 

would need to have alterations to the quantitative provisions and the Desired Character 

Statement and Principles of Development Control.) 

Sustainability and the environmental impacts of the DPA were touched upon briefly by 

Angela’s colleague Kinda (MRA committee member, Architect/Landscape Architect) stressing 

that with increased diversity and density it was important to develop better community 

connections via establishing more shared spaces and facilities for people to interact in 

support of the increased density, such as parks, community gardens and public buildings.  

 

Geoff Alexander provided another perspective. Whilst he was in favour of the principle of 

housing diversity and the need for change he was very concerned that the changes would 

be seen as an opportunity for developers to capitalise on the change disproportionate to 

individual owners and to exploit the system to maximise the capacity of the sites to generate  

profit whilst being detrimental overall to residents’ amenity. 

Geoff made a good case for, back to basics, in terms of what the DPA is attempting to 

achieve it. 

It is evident that the purpose of development control—to manage risks and avoid negative 

impacts to neighbours and future generations—has been lost. Current assessment practice is 

disproportionately focussed on micro-level details that do not warrant such levels of 

attention. (Quote from Planning SA doc) 

He went on to demonstrate that in terms of the sometimes intangible need by all residents 

for their “amenity” to be protected. The current DPA provides no device to really protect 

those aspirations and if the new rules were followed the resulting building envelope (3D 
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form) would comply but would seriously impact on the very amenity we wish to protect. He 

noted that in the adjoining council area ( Holdfast Bay) they do have provisions for amenity 

to override the basic rules, so why not in this City of Marion DPA? 

Geoff believes the change is very “pro-developer” and not about “appropriate development” 

within the context of Marino. It should undergo substantial changes to better reflect the 

local context and include a more performance based framework to enable development to 

be modulated to balance the need for diversity with the need to reduce impact on amenity. 

Given Geoff’s portfolio of work, which includes many residential developments he should be 

applauded for his courage to speak out so passionately.  

Geoff and Angela were not that far apart in their views and managed to highlight the 

complexity of this DPA and to stress the need for sensitivity to the local amenity and 

character. 

Q&A 

We then moved on to Questions from the community for the panel made up of the speakers 

facilitated by Ric. 

As always there are more questions than answers, as many people rose to make very 

thoughtful and impassioned statements and posed considered and diverse questions 

including:. 

• Detailed questions on the application of the current and proposed rules - 

workshopped and answered by the panel as well as possible. 

• Statements about the negative impacts of increasing population and the impression 

that this was a political pre- election debacle – noted as a comment 

• Concerns about the increased traffic and parking – discussed in terms of issues with 

“battle axe blocks” but not really addressed 

• Several case studies, questions and concerns around the development process and 

the ability of Council to truly control development and not impact on the amenity of 

neighbours. Many questions and examples cited about developments that were 

eventually approved but appeared to have flouted the rules with significant impact 

on the amenity of adjoining owners. The extreme, well known example was 

mentioned as testimony to the planning approval process being far from perfect. 

• Recognition from residents, one in particular, that they would like to see immediate 

community members involved in the approval process regardless of the statutory 

requirement to consult. – noted as a comment 

• Several concerns over the need to rush the process for something as significant as 

this not only for Marino but the whole city. – The timeframes for DPA consultation 

and development are driven by the State government. 

• Questions also related to the level of influence  the community could expect to have 

in the feedback process, particularly given the degree of concerns and the limited 

time Council has to review, adopt and amend the DPA by the deadline of Dec 1, and 

that it will need to get through a general council meeting on Nov 27? – State 

Government has given little room for manoeuvre!! 
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• Can we/council push the State Government at a political level to amend the 

timeframe and extend the process in the light of the concerns and the limited 

consultation process? - State Government have given little room for Council to 

manoeuvre!!, so we could try 

• Other specific questions were asked in regard to the Council’s views on 

‘hammerhead’ developments, the level of consideration in calculating housing 

density in the Marino area that was given to the impact that the Cement Hill 

development will also have on increased housing numbers and densities etc 

David Bagshaw brought the session to a close with a summation of what he had heard and 

his professional view as an architect. In essence, he noted how big and complex the task 

was and how hard it was to truly imagine the impact of the changes as the information 

provided was very generic.  As thorough as the presenters were, more case studies or live 

examples are needed to help people understand the impact in Marino. He noted that there 

needed to be more modelling of the impact beyond “statistical yield”. He recognised the DPA 

has little emphasis on “amenity” and “essential character” of Marino.  He suggested that 

Marino needed to be treated as a “Special Area” and its essence protected and enhanced 

through the DPA; it needs more guidelines not only for individual development but zones to 

ensure the character of streets and neighbourhoods are consistent rather than haphazard 

development with little regard to neighbourhood. Overall it is seen as a good idea but it is 

too little too soon, and too early to be decisive about whether it is good or bad in its current 

or slightly amended form?  

Ric thanked residents and the speakers for their time and effort in presenting their views 

and that it had been a most useful and full discussion on the impacts and issue facing the 

community.  He emphasised the complexity of the issues raised and the challenges faced in 

accommodating the wide ranging needs expressed by the audience in further revisions off 

the DPA.  He also noted that there is a lot for community members to absorb and respond 

to and that they should accept the offer by the Council to direct their concerns and 

suggestions to them before 14 November. Public submissions can be made via a survey. 

http://www.makingmarion.com.au/housing-diversity-dpa 

Ric then reminded all participants to make sure they fill in the ‘MRA Have Your Say’ on line 

survey by November 5 to ensure that their views about the key issues confronting Marino 

are known and reflected in the strategic plan being developed. An overview of the key 

results of this survey will be presented at the Annual Public Meeting (AGM) on Thursday 16 

November at 7.30pm at the new  Kauri Community & Tennis Centre Seacliff.  All Marino and 

Kingston Park residents are most welcome to attend 

Glenys Brokenshire reminded us all at the end of the Fund My Neighbourhood campaign 

which includes several local community projects, but most importantly the Marino 

Community Hall proposal to revamp the hall and make it even more flexible and attractive to 

the community 

 

 



I am supportive of the DPA.  I applaud Council’s brave move to decrease minimum lot sizes and 
encourage housing diversity in the suburb of Marino.    
 
I am seeking additional consideration of Marino’s character in relation to the qualitative and 
quantitative provisions in the DPA’s drafted Policy Area, I do not want to see the suburb set aside in 
a ‘Character Zone’, ‘Character Area’ or other titles involving ‘character’ or for that matter 
‘heritage’.     
 
I consider it is possible to achieve amendments within the life of the current DPA, albeit some 
additional time might be sought from the Minister by Council to allow for an urban character 
analysis.  
 
The matters that I’d like to see addressed are: 

1. A further reduction in minimum frontage widths for new development so that the pattern 
of development over time is reflective of the idiom increased residential density.   

a. For example I consider that on land with a slope of less than 1 in 8: 
i. minimum frontage for a detached or semi detached dwelling site could be 

in the order of 8.5 metres whereas the Development Plan Amendment has 
arrived at a 10 metre frontage minimum.   

ii. Minimum frontage for row dwellings could be 8 metres rather than the 
proposed 9 metres. 

iii. Other dwelling types (group, residential flat) could be 17 to 18 metres. 
iv. Possibly more for steeper blocks but not substantially.  

b. I consider the 8.5 metre frontage minimum to be more in keeping with the existing 
pattern of subdivisions which is approximately 17 metres to 18 metres as an 
average.  Some are wider at 20 metres but this is not the norm.   I have attached 
two graphic representations to show you what I mean – you’ll see a few streets for 
starters where the existing housing lots are around 17 metres wide – and if they 
were to be divided ‘down the guts’ the width of resultant allotment would be 8.5 
metres.   

c. This is appropriate in my view and not reliant on unnecessary amalgamation of 
neighbouring allotments.   

2. The desired character statement keeping with the valued aspects of the existing built 
character – particularly in terms of building materials including timber, rocks and stones – 
coastal gardens and native vegetation.  But also character in terms of setting within 
sites.  The wording needs time and good consideration, preferably achieved by seeking 
some additional time from the Minister.   

3. Further reduction in the minimum lot size for properties adjacent train stations within the 
policy area to 175m2 to 200m2 per allotment with a 3 storey height limit.   

4. The manner in which Marino can be represented in the DPA – maybe it is a discrete Marino 
Policy Area or Marino Precinct within the Residential Zone however I wouldn’t like to see 
the word ‘character’ or ‘heritage’ included in that name.  

5. Some modelling conducted and provided for discussion. 
6. Possibility that Seacliff Park shares many of the attributes of Marino and that opportunities 

in that suburb could be similar to those developed for Marino.  How that gets dealt with in 
a Policy sense may be something worth the administration’s exploration.  

7. Council’s commitment to provision of public open space and enabling community facilities 
and services. 

 
In my opinion Marino can continue to evolve as a great place to live.  With excellence in 
architectural design encouraged via the desired character statement, objectives and principles of 
development control this suburb can maintain those aspects that set this neck of the woods apart 
from the rest of South Australia.  
Angela Davison 0419846435 



 

Town Planning HQ Pty Ltd 
 

Town Planning HQ Pty Ltd as trustee for The Davison Family Trust  
716 Anzac Highway Glenelg South Australia 5045   ABN 82 593 497211 

T:08 83585346 M:0419846435 www.townplanninghq.com.au admin@townplanninghq.com.au  

                           applications      strategy      investigations 

 
 

14 November 2017 
 
The Chief Executive Officer 
Corporation of the City of Marion 

City of Marion 
PO Box 21 
Oaklands Park  SA  5046 
 
Dear Sir 
 
Re: Roberto Simmons, 69 The Cove Road, Marino 
 Property Owner affected by the Development Plan Amendment 
 In particular proposed Residential Zone, Southern Policy Area 16 
 
Town Planning HQ Pty Ltd has prepared this submission on behalf of the owner of 69 
The Cove Road, Marino.  Roberto has owned the land for 25 years and is supportive of 
the DPA.   
 
Background 
 
In 2014 and on behalf of the property owner Roberto Simmons, Town Planning HQ Pty 
Ltd prepared a development application seeking Development Plan Consent for two 
detached two storey dwellings at his vacant 1,498m2 allotment at 69 The Cove Road, 
Marino.   
 
The land has frontages to The Cove Road and to the Coastal Trail.  
 
The frontage to The Cove Road is 34.8 metres and the depth of the allotment is at 
least 55 metres.   
 
The proposal at that time was for the following: 
 

Dwelling 1 Dwelling 2 

Site Area   770.0 m2 
Frontage to Cove                14.8 m 
Ground Floor   168.2 m2 
Lower Ground Floor   93.6 m2 
Garage – double   36.4 m2 
Useable POS   169.0 m2 
Maximum height            8.09 m 
Cove Rd setback                 14.05 m 

Site Area   728.0 m2 
Frontage to Cove               20.0 m 
Ground Floor   132.1 m2 
Lower Ground Floor    88.5 m2 
Garage – double   38.9 m2 
Useable POS     173.0 m2  
Maximum height      9.0 m 
Cove Rd setback                   8.5 m 
 

 
Determining that the likelihood of success was poor, Mr Simmons finally withdrew the 
application.    
 
 
 
 

http://www.townplanninghq.com.au/
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He has been looking forward to the opportunity to support an application to increase 
residential densities in Marino. 
 
There are some matters that would improve the DPA as follows. 
 
It is considered that the minimum frontage outlined in the Development Plan 
Amendment could be further reduced as marked in red on Council’s DPA table:  
 

 
 
This would better reflect the existing allotment pattern through the bulk of Marino 
and would enable the achievement of greater densities and a better pattern of land 
division over time.  
 
It is suggested that the desired character statement be bolstered to identify the 
valued aspects of the existing built and natural character – particularly in terms of 
detailing and the use building materials including timber, rocks and stones – coastal 
gardens and native vegetation.   
 
It is reasonable to note that Council can play a role in the achievement of Desired 
Character by demonstrating a commitment to provision of public open space and 
enabling community facilities and services. 
 
Marino can continue to evolve as a great place to live.  With excellence in 
architectural design encouraged via the desired character statement, objectives and 
principles of development control this suburb can maintain those aspects that set this 
neck of the woods apart from the rest of South Australia.   Please liaise with me by 
telephone on 8358 5346 or email to angela@townplanninghq.com.au   I look forward 
to Roberto and Anna finally building the houses of their dreams on their vacant, 
undeveloped land at 69 The Cove Road, Marino. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Angela Davison MBEnv. MPIA M.AITPM 
Managing Director 
 
 

mailto:angela@townplanninghq.com.au


Written submission on the
HOUSING DIVERSITY

DEVLEOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT

To the Chief Executive Officer, City of Marion by 5:00 pm Tuesday 14 November 2017, via
either:

Post: PO Box 21, Oaklands Park SA 5046

Email: housingdiversitydpa@marion.sa.aov.au

Online: www.makingmarion.com.au

Note: Copies of all public submissions will be available for inspection by interested persons
at the Marion Council Offices (245 Sturt Road, Start) from Wednesday 15 November 2017
until the conclusion of the public hearing, and will also be available for viewing on the
Housing Diversity DPA webpage at www.marion.sa.gov.au/housina-diversity-dpa

Submitter Details (required)
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Note: The details supplied above will be recorded as the person / organisation who lodged
the submission

[^ I would like to be heard at the public hearing

Submission Questions (optional)

Questions 1 to 10 are suggestions only and there is no requirement to complete them, or all
of them, as part of your submission. If you prefer not to answer them, you may skip to the
other comments and supporting documents section of the form (question 9) to complete your
submission.

1. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a landowner / occupier?

'es D No D Unsure

Comment ^-c^/^- 7'cA/v) /?i= -oo/s^" eye ^/^f^.^'o ,9^'" -^
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2. Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor Zone" along Marion Road?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

3. Do you support the proposed "Suburban Activity Node Zone"?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

4. Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains Policy Area 10"?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

5. Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills Policy Area 16"?

D Yes 13 No B Unsure

Comment SEC^I^J-- o^~ -7'/-/c- /£/./= //f 7~/ aj o^ TH e /^Ao^^f/i£S
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6. Do you support the proposed changes to the Residential Character Policy Area 15?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

7. Do you support the proposed changes to Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones?

d Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

8. Do you support the proposed change to the Coastal Conservation Zone in Hallett Cove?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

9. Other comments / submission details (please attached additional pages and supporting

documents as required)

•T'/-/^ f-/fL.i-J ^^'•^f^ ^o^^-f ^ ^-D 'f^v ^i^J^/i/A'^/0'^
^
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.(please attach additional pages as necessary)
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Southern Hills Policy (new)

An area comprising attractive low
density residences in a variety of

architectural styles. The new policy

area should facilitate greater diversity
of housing types, while having due
consideration of the sloping nature

ofthe land and associated potential

Suburban Activity Node Zone (new)

This zone will allow for six-storey buildings

surrounding Marion Regional Centre and

Oaklands Crossing to create a zone that
features a range of medium and high-density

residential developments supported by a mix
of compatible land uses. Buildings of up to
fourstoreys are also anticipated along train
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Marion Council

Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment

Introduction

This representation is made with particular reference to how this proposed
Development Plan Amendment (DPA) will affect the existing development within the
Hills Policy area.

In general, I believe that this DPA should not include the Hills Policy area into the
proposed Southern Hills Policy area, but instead should set the Hills Policy area apart
as an area of significant beauty and specific character that should be protected and
maintained, and not degraded and devalued by the potential for much higher density
development.

I do not believe that this DPA adequately reflects the character and amenity and
features that are important to, and enjoyed by residents of the Hills Policy area and
does not protect what is of value to them. I also believe that it fails to recognise the
history behind what has created this area as the iconic jewel of the south that it is.

Below are specific comments that identify the areas of concern within this DPA that I
believe need significantly more thought before they are considered for any
implementation strategy.

Comments

I do not believe that it is appropriate to incorporate the Hills Policy Area 1 1 into the
proposed Southern Hills Policy area 16. There may be other areas that have similar
characteristics within the other amalgamated policy areas that should be incorporated
into the Hills Policy area, but due to the unique characteristics of this area it is not
appropriate to annex it to the general suburban area of the southern suburbs policy
area.

I believe that there are some documents that have been overlooked, and are of
importance to the consideration of this Development Plan Amendment (DPA),
including, but not limited to, "The Hills Face Zone Review 2004" by the Government of
SA to which the Marion Council was an interested party, and also "the system we
want" review into the planning system carried out by the State Government in 2014.
These documents give guidance as to what is appropriate in these steeper areas and
areas bounding the Hills Face Zone, and also provide some guidance as to what the
community is seeking to achieve for sustainable development.
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I do not believe that this DPA adequately addresses a number of these issues

The Hills Face zone Review 2004

In the overview of the key conclusions this review states under Development Plan
policy changes, that they are required to (amongst other things)

• amend zoning policies in zones adjacent to the HFZ through Councif PARs to ensure
development is complementary to the HFZ, especially in terms of height form, cotour and
siting.

The Hills Policy area 1 1 is one of these Zones. This Zone provides for a buffer of
larger allotments with predominantly steep slopes between the more highly developed
land on the plains and back into areas like Trott Park and Sheidow Park and some
areas of Hallett Cove

At pages 6 and 7, this document goes on to state:

The Vlewscape

• amend zoning policies to provide a consistent approach in adjacent zones to ensure
development is sensitive to the HFZ, especially in terms of height, form, colour and siting using
best practice policy models

Residential land uses
• adopt clearer provisions for the development, extension and redevelopment of dwellings,

including:
• control of siting, form, bulk/design footprint/ building envelope, colours (including repainting) and

materials, clearance of vegetation, minimum allotment size, maximum slope, cut and fill limits,
reestablishment of native vegetation and fire hazard protection

• facilitate better site specific design approaches eg split level rather than single storey or multi
storey

• make development of dwellings noncomplying in the most sensitive areas (eg areas of high
visibility, high-extreme bushfire risk, steep slope, high conservation value, proximity of a
watercourse), complementing the Bushfire Summit outcomes

• incorporate specific design based principles of development control in development plans
• incorporate guidelines/policies for landscape and use of indigenous species

land division

• strengthen controls for land division in the Zone including greater controls over allotment
boundary realignments to ensure no unreasonably small allotments are created to ensure
preservation of the natural character of the Zone

These are the policies that are intended to be in place for the Hills Face Zone, which
identifies that Dwellings are non-complying, and that predominantly open space is the
desired use of the land. The proposed Southern Hills Policy area enables allotments
of as little as 300m2 to be created adjacent to the hills Face Zone, with buildings as
high as 9m, or greater if Council so desires, as it is not noted that buildings over this
height are non-complying. The creation of these smaller allotments will inevitably lead
to larger multi storey dwellings of greater height and are not appropriate in an area
that adjoins the Hills Face Zone, and is prominently visible from the plains and coast
and other areas of scenic beauty.
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Under the heading of Residential Development it states:

Policy improvemenfs for these adjacent zones will need to be addressed but at this stage the
impact of better policy in areas already largely developed will be minimaf at best, except where
major extensions and rectevetopmenf occur.

As identified later, this proposed DPA will enable allotments that were previously
restricted to be 750m2 to 1100m2 minimum sizes to be reduced to 300m2 and 450m2,
which effectively enables a duplication of the density of development in this area
adjacent to the Hills Face Zone. I believe that this becomes equivalent to enabling
major redevelopment, and as such policy improvement to protect this area adjacent to
the Hills Face Zone is necessary

It concludes the section on Residential Development with:

Present Devetopmen^ Ptan policies provide a relatively clear level of guidance for residential
ctevetopmenf, covering tocatfon, fire safety, colours and matenafs, etc and providing for dwellings
over 2 stones to be non-compl/mg. However, the adminfefration of these podcfes has tended
toward minirrn'smg the impact of devetopment rather than outright refusal. These existing policies
shou;d be enhanced by more specific design principles and through more restrictive provisions
particularly dealing with redevelopment of existing properties in the Zone and in adjacent areas.

You will note that this recommendation is to provide more restrictive redevelopment of
existing properties within the adjacent areas. The current DPA opposes this strategy,
providing significantly liberal redevelopment opportunities to this sensitive area.

On Page 14 it identifies that in 2003, policies (which I believe include Hills Policy Area
11) were included in the Marion Development Plan to reduce the impact of
development in the foothills area. In recent times, the Marion Council has lost sight of
that vision and have approved increasingly larger buildings that provide a detrimental
effect on the scenic value of this area, and this DPA further reinforces that loss of
direction.

• amencf zoning policies in adjacent zones to ensure development is sensitive to the HFZ, especially
in terms of height, form, colour and siting refer to City of Burnsicfe ancf City of Marion policies for
foothills zones approved in 2003

at page 21 it identifies:

2.9 Development In Adjacent Zones
2.9.1 amend zoning policies in zones adjacent to the HFZ to ensure development is

complementary to the HFZ, especially in terms of height, form, colour and siting eg City of
Burnside and City of Marion policies for foothills zones approved in 2003

2.9.2 amend the Planning Strategy and implement foothills Plan Amendment Reports through
Council Statements of Intent
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The System we want 2014

This document was produced by an Expert Panel put together by the State
Government and identified a number of key deficiencies within the current assessment
system, not the least of which, is that

It is evident that the purpose of development control—to manage risks and avoid negative
impacts to neighbours and future generations — has been lost. Current assessment practice is
disproportionately focussed on micro-level details that do not warrant such levels of attention.

Note that the chair of this panel was also instrumental in the writing of the Development
Act and as such has an intimate knowledge of the intent of the Development Act and
the controls that were intended.

This DPA provides for substantial intensification of development, and due to the
allotment sizes, and particularly on the sloping sites, will substantially increase the
negative impacts to neighbours and future generations. This was highlighted recently
with the development on the Cove Rd, which was an over intensification of the
development of the area and has now caused significant negative impacts to not only
the developer, but to the adjoining property owners. It has pitted neighbour against
neighbour and created a negative amenity in an area that was once harmonious. This
has also occurred in Trumara Rd, where infill development has over developed sites
and destroyed the amenity of the location.

Another area that this review highlighted was that consultation and involvement from
the community must be "meaningful". This is actually not an easy term to define, but
generally it means that the consultation must be useful in some way and produce a
constructive outcome. To this end, the notification and consultation should produce a
result that ensures the intent of the policy is maintained and the outcome reflects that
intent. Where an application does not result in Category 2 or 3 consultation, the default
position of the assessing authority should be to avoid negative impacts to the adjoining
properties. This DPA does not provide that, and in-fact I believe encourages
development that will produce disharmony within the community.

Communities must be engaged meaningfully in decision-making processes, from the earliest
stages of strategy and policy-setting. (page 12 the system we want)

Who makes planning decisions, how they are made, and how the community can participate in
them is fundamental to the planning system. The panel consistently heard a strong desire for
transparent decisions that are focussed on what matters most, based on meaningful input from
community members and integrated with other policy settings, (page 23 the system we want)

citizens have a right to be informed openly and honestly about planning issues that
affect them

citizens have a right to have reasonable, meaningful and ongoing opportunities to
participate in planning processes
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citizens should be given opportunities to participate in planning processes as early as
possible to enable consideration of their views (page 40 the system we want)

This DPA has not included anything that encourages the meaningful participation into
a planning decision in relation to the Southern Hills policy area (there are no procedural
matters or identification of notification categories). What this DPA does attempt to do
is put a procedural matter into a Principle of Development Control and attempts to
state that despite not meeting the Objectives of good development, certain
developments will be considered as reasonable (despite them clearly not being
reasonable). I will expand on this later.

The Development Plan Amendment

I will concentrate on the affect that this DPA has on the Hills Policy Area 11 in
particular, as this is the area that affects me directly, and I believe is the area that will
be of most concern to existing property owners and future generations.

Above I have identified a couple of key documents that I believe should be considered
and added to the References list

"Accords with the planning strategy?"

As noted above, I do not believe that the amalgamation of Hills Policy area 1 1 into the
new southern Hills policy area 16 accords with the planning strategy for the State. I
believe that it opposes the intent of maintaining an open and low density area of
residential development adjacent to the Hills Face zone, particularly on areas of
sloping land with scenic outlooks, that provide a backdrop to the views from the plains.

I also believe that it opposes the intent of the Development Act, to minimise the impact
on adjoining property owners.

I believe further that this DPA opposes directly the Object of the Development Act at
Section 3 which states that a Development Plan is to:

(c) to provide for the creation of Development Plans—
(i) to enhance the proper conservation, use, development and management of land and

buildings; and
(ii) to facilitate sustainable development and the protection of the environment; and
(iia) to encourage the management of the natural and constructed environment in an

ecologically sustainable manner; and
(iii) to advance the social and economic interests and goals of the community; and

I believe that the increased allotment density and increased housing heights and
densities associated with the smaller allotment sizes within the Hills Policy area, is not
encouraging the proper conservation of the land, particularly adjoining the Hills Face
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Zone, and does not facilitate sustainable development and the protection of the
environment.

The proposed changes encourage development that will have detrimental affects on
the natural and constructed environment, which will provide significantly negative
affects on the social and economic interests of the existing residents and the
community in general.

It is well documented that this location gains a significant amount of its amenity from
its stunning views, and what the existing residents enjoy are the iconic views available
over the sea, coast and city. These are some of the most valuable views in the city
and removing these will not be an advancement of the social and economic interests
of the community. Examples of the social and economic value of the Hills Policy area,
and Marino and Hallett Cove in particular, which the development plan should be
protecting from inappropriate infill development are, for example stated in the articles
noted below:

Large number of $1 million-plus homes for sale in Hallett Cove and Marino as buyers look for
ste//ar views

i:ngoni) lioisvnri:, ConsiCily MR;;:,^iK)er

Docnmbc-ir -13, 2(116 1:43pm

Resort Style Marino house for sale

/Jy Krisii-i 0/og, Tlie Adveilisor

./a/«/c)/y^,'), ',1)1 :i -/U;:i/ci;n

https://www.homelv.com.au/marino-marion-adelaide-qreater-south-australia

which rates Marino as the 7th best suburb in greater Adelaide with some of the
following comments:

"Quite suburb, views, large blocks"

One of the few remaining suburbs in Adelaide with large blocks, great views. Transport is

main available via a train and the suburb tends to attract families. Properties vary more large

and old beach style shacks. There are still affordable houses to be found.

"Adelaide's best kept secret"

Marino is an absolute hidden gem. Affordable able housing on large blocks with breathtaking

v/ews of the coast and the city. The train line makes the city very accessible, just 30 minutes

in to and out of the city. There is very little through traffic which makes the streets quite and

safe for children. The Marino to Hallett Cove boardwalk is amazing!

"Fall in love with Marino"

Marino is the only place I would ever want to live in S. Australia, a short walk to the pubs and

hub of Jetty Road Brighton without the noise the car fumes and noisy drinkers, it is quiet at
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night, and one feels safe being out after dark.

Fantastic views down the coast both ways, wonderful rocks where young children can fish

and hunt for crabs, great little supermarket just up the road, or for bigger shops the Hallett

Cove shopping centre, nowhere better to live in SA.

It is acknowledged that in some locations, sensitive infill development may be
appropriate, which will also assist the economic interests of some members of the
community, however, the DPA must consider the interests of all of the members of the
community, and as such must provide development controls that only enable one
member to gain economic interest, if it does not remove economic or social interest
from another member. I believe that this is also reinforced in the Australian
Constitution, where the Government can not make an Act which permits the taking of
property from a person without just terms. And so in the provision of enabling one
person to gain economically, it must not make another suffer economically.

"Compliments policies of adjoining Council Development Plans?"

In the adjoining Zone within the Holdfast Bay development plan, which has some
similar attributes to the Hills policy area, however has more of a coastal aspect than a
sloping land aspect it states under the desired character:

Infill development outside of the Policy Areas will not compromise the suburban character but
will progressively increase dwelling densities through unobtrusive small-scale developments.

Most of the area adjoining the Hills policy area is outside of a policy area and so this
statement identifies what is intended in the adjoining zone. It identifies that the existing
character will not be compromised, and where infill development occurs, it will be small
scale, and unobtrusive. This is in opposition to what is proposed as the changes to
the Hills Policy area, in which two storey development on small allotments (half the
size of the existing character) will be encouraged.

Even where the Holdfast Bay plan identifies that two storey development may be
appropriate to the west of Brighton Rd, it identifies a building height of 7m, whereas
the Marion DPA recommends 9m

As such, the proposed density and scale of buildings enabled in the current DPA is
not consistent with that of the adjoining Council area and the current height limits in
the Hills Policy Area should be amended to be 7m, instead of the proposed 9m, and
potentially a trigger of 9m making a development non-complying would be appropriate,
as it is in the Burnside development plan, that was referred to earlier due to having
similar characteristics to the Marion development plan in areas adjoining the Hills Face
zone.
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It is noted that the policy area 15 "Residential Character" is also receiving a reduction
of the allotment sizes. Of approximately 12% from 420m2 to 375m2, whilst the Hills
Policy area is having a reduction, depending on the slope of the land, of approximately
50% from 700m2 to 350m2 or 64% from1100m2 to 400m2. This is a substantial
change in the character of this area and is inappropriate for an area of this significance.

"Issues arising from investigation'

Under the policy area analysis for Hills Policy area 1 1 it states:

Residential areas in the Marino, Seavlew Downs, Seacombe Heights and Darlington areas are

covered by the Hills Policy Area 11 and are generally quite deep (greater than 40 metres) and
narrow (between 15 and 21 metres). The Hills Policy Area 11 also covers the coastal parts of Halle Cove,

west- of The Cove Road. Without amalgamation, the forms of development possible on the narrower

allotments are limited, particularly In steep areas, {my highlighting)

Amalgamation of this Policy area into the Southern Hills Policy area would be
inappropriate specifically because of these reasons. It is, no doubt, the reason the
policy area exists currently and more intense development is not appropriate, as has
been identified above.

The achievement of higher density housing including semi detached, row, group and residential flat

dwellings is more likely on wider allotments. Within some of the northern sections of Darlington,

Seacombe Heights and Seaview Downs within around 500 metres ofSeacombe Road, have relatively lower

gradients and range in allotment size between 800 and 1,000 square metres. Frontages range from

around 18 to 25 metres and depths from around 36 to 45 metres. Opportunities for a wide variety
of dwelling types are therefore considered likely in these areas.

A more specific identification of appropriate allotments may be required rather than a
blanket consuming of the whole policy area

The Hills Policy Area 1 1 currently seeks for low density dwellings on new allotments no less than 700

square metres, which does not provide for housing choice and in particular prevents older residents
to remain in the area whilst 'down sizing'. Parts of Darlington, Seacombe Heights and Seaview

Downs within the Hills Policy Area 11 have reasonable access to the Marion Regional Centre and

several Neighbourhood Centres, whilst the land area in close proximity to Seacombe Road incorporates a
relatively gentle grade, enabling greater densities with reduced likelihood of inappropriate earthworks

and other issues associated with infill development on sloping sites, such as privacy impacts, (my
highlighting)

There are already options available for residents to remain in the area and 'downsize'
as there are already a number of housing options from small units and residential flat
buildings, to small to moderate houses, and larger houses, there are also isolated
areas that it is possible to develop infill residential buildings, or options to convert
existing housing stock from large individual houses to multiple dwellings within the
existing building, which do not appear to have been considered or encouraged. - eg:
an existing two storey 4 bedroom dwelling may easily be converted to two 2 bedroom
townhouses or flats without altering the external appearance.

As identified on the Cove Rd, even development on a site that should already have
been at least 700m2 creates significant issues of privacy and removal of amenity and
to enable development of twice this intensity will devastate the local community and
what it holds as important.
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The assessment of the issues relating to the Hills Policy area concludes with:

For these reasons, it is considered appropriate to reduce the minimum allotment area and
frontage width for detached and group dwellings in the Hills Policy Area 11 taking into account the

gradient of sites, and to consider allowing other dwelling types, such as semi detached, row and
residential flat dwellings.

I do not believe that there has been any tangible reason identified as to why the
reduction in allotment size is appropriate, and as such should not be considered as
appropriate for the Hills Policy area to be altered in this manner

I will not concentrate on Policy areas 10 and 18, except to say that it may be
appropriate again, for some of these areas to be incorporated in Southern Hills Policy
area, but not others, and site specific analysis will be necessary to determine the
appropriateness of their inclusion or exclusion, based on the reasons given above.

Range of Dwelling Types

Currently the range of dwelling types is limited within the Hills policy area, due to its
proximity to the Hills Face Zone, and to the gradient of the land and the potential for
issues between adjoining land uses. I do not believe that an intensification of the
number and scale of buildings in the Hills Policy area is warranted, except to say, as
noted above, that the conversion of an existing large dwelling to two dwelling units
within the same existing built form may be appropriate.

Topography

Allowing allotment sizes based on land slope is considered reasonable. The slopes
used should be reflected from the safe design standards of the Footing Code AS2870
and similar in consultation with experts in the field, perhaps geoscience Australia. I
believe that landslip is possible at slopes greater than 1 :8, and likely at slopes greater
than 1:5, depending on if it is a filled site, cut site, or the depth of rock or type of soil.
Land division on sites greater than 1:8 in grade should be discouraged and on sites
greater than 1:5 should be considered non-complying (a safe driveway according to
AS2970 has a maximum grade of 1:5 and so access to these sites may not be possible
anyway). The areas with the steeper grades (greater than 1 :8) should be incorporated
in the Residential Hills Policy area and have land division and building heights
restricted accordingly.
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Minimum Site Areas

Minimum site area comparison - proposed changes

Dwelling type

Detached

Semi-detached

Row Dwelling

Residential flat building

Group dwelling

'dependent on site gradient

Cement Hill Policy Area

10

420m~

' 'dependent on building height

Current policy

Hills Policy Area 11

700 - 1,100m •

700-1,100m'*

Southern Policy Area

18

420m2

350m-

280m2

250-300m2>*

300m2

Proposed

Southern Hills

Policy Area 16

350-400m2'

350-400m-'

300-350m'1

300-400m--*

300-400m2'

As identified previously there is a significant, and in my opinion inappropriate,
reduction in allotment size in the Hills Policy area 1 1 incorporating a minimum 50%
reduction in allotment size. And also incorporating an increase in the intensity of
development to enable very dense development that may include row dwellings and
residential flat buildings. This is simply inappropriate for this zone.

Likewise, the frontage of allotments being approximately halved means that the
intensity of development and the potential for large impacts on the amenity of existing
residents is unacceptable.

Stormwater and Flooding

The DPA has identified that the intensification of development will intensify the amount
of hard surfaces and impermeable surfaces that will increase runoff and potential for
flooding. Adequate wetlands and the like are not able to be provided when individual
allotments are simply divided in half, unlike in new larger development areas where
retention/detention areas are able to be incorporated in the design. The idea in this
DPA is for onsite water retention and detention systems. I fully support onsite water
reuse systems, however, for these to be effective, large storage systems need to be
provided such that the water caught during the wet winter months can be reused during
the dry summer months. There is nothing that identifies how a development which
potentially duplicates the amount of impervious surface will be designed to reuse water
onsite. For this to be effective, there must be policy which requires a certain amount
of water storage on site and should be proportionate with the size of the building. A
simple suggestion of 5000 Gallons (22500Litres) for a house containing up to 3
bedrooms or rooms that could be used as bedrooms, and an additional lOOOGallons
for every bedroom thereafter may be an appropriate starting point. For this to be
effective, the water must not only be stored, but used, and so connection of this water
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to the hot water system of the house, may be an appropriate and safe way in which to
reuse this water such that the system produces a significant retention and detention
effect.

This then raises an issue of allotment size, as a water storage tank of that size will
take a space approx. 4mx4m out of the private open space, again identifying that it
may not be appropriate to consider allotments of this size as infill allotments.

Another concern that is not identified in the DPA in relation to water is the aging SA
Water infrastructure. When land is divided in the manner proposed an amount is paid
to SA Water for infrastructure improvements. This has been shown to be
unsatisfactory over the years, with increasing water pressure and volumes being
forced through aging infrastructure, it is a daily occurrence to hear of burst water
mains. There is nothing within this DPA to ensure that the ad-hoc land division that
will occur as a result of this DPA will not result in overstressing of the aging
infrastructure for water, or for that matter, telecommunications or gas or power.

Southern Hills Policy Area 16

I will primarily comment based on the effect on the hills Policy area 11, as I believe
that is where the predominant conflict comes in this proposed DPA

OBJECTIVES
1 A policy area primarily comprising low scale, low density housing.

The proposed principles of development control do not encourage low scale or low
density development in this area (with particular reference to the Hills Policy area 11)
the Principles enable the doubling of the number of allotments and an intensification
of the development, which is likely to incorporate two storey development as the
predominant form due to the desire to obtain the views that may be available. This is
neither low scale, nor low density.

2 Development which is sensitive to the particular topography of the locality

The principles do not encourage development that is sensitive to the specific amenities
that are available in this area due to the orientation and locality of these allotments in
relation to the slope of the land, which has an aspect over the sea, coast and city that
is iconic only to this area of the city.

3 Development that reflects good residential design principles.

This is a largely subjective objective as to what constitutes good residential design
principles. Whilst the development plan advocates in its sections on sloping land, low
profile developments that follow the slope of the land and do not dominate the skyline
or require large amounts of cut and fill or have ground floor levels elevated above
natural ground level, this is not what is seen in the approvals granted. See Cove Rd
and Trumara Rd for examples of this (amongst others)

4 Development that contributes to the desired character of the policy area.

I will expand on this below, but the desired character of the policy area does not reflect
what is seen to be valuable within the Hills Policy area 11 as identified above.
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DESIRED CHARACTER
This policy area encompasses the residential areas south of Seacombe Road, incorporating generally
established residential areas in the suburbs of Darlington, Seacombe Heights, Seaview Downs,
Seacliff Park, Marino, Hallett Cove, Sheidow Park, Trott Park and O'Haltoran Hill. Land is typically
undulating with some areas of steeper terrain. The existing character of streetscapes is largely
derived from single-storey detached dwellings built since the 1960s, which incorporate generous front
and rear setbacks. Two storey dwellings of a larger scale have become more predominant in areas
closer to the coast with sea views and occasionally on elevated sites with views of the Adelaide
metropolitan area.

Recent development incorporating two storey development, particularly in areas with
views to the sea, coast or Adelaide plains has caused the community great harm and
concern as they have become dominant features of the landscape. They have pitted
neighbour against neighbour, and developer against resident. Two storey
development should not be considered an 'of right' development, but a privilege only
once you have demonstrated that the existing character and amenity will be
maintained for the existing residents - see the Cove Rd, Trumara Rd as examples,
also see Stephenson v Holdfast Bay Council, which identifies that a single storey
dwelling may be appropriate if another development will negatively effect the adjoining
properties, and also Hutchens v Holdfast Bay Council which also identifies that it is
unreasonable to grant consent to a two storey dwelling if it will affect an adjoining
property's amenity, which was also reinforced in Paior v Marion Council.

The desired character of the policy area is an attractive residential area comprising predominantly low
density dwellings exhibiting a variety of architectural styles. Future development of land within the
policy area will contribute to a mix of housing densities and housing types to improve housing
diversity when compared to the existing housing stock. In particular, higher densities are anticipated
to occur in close proximity to centres, public transport routes and public open spaces and on land with
minimal gradient.

The DPA does not adequately separate out areas with minimal gradient from the areas
with steeper slopes and greater risk of harm through overlooking, overshadowing and
removal of amenity such as privacy, sunlight and views.

Natural features within the policy area warrant protection from inappropriate development and
earthworks ,and include the varied natural topography, natural watercourses and steep gullies, and
interfaces with adjoining areas of open space including the Hills Face Zone and coastal land. .

These natural features should include the iconic and substantial views available over
the sea, coast and city. These are a substantial part of the amenity of the locality and
the value of the area and warrant protection from inappropriate development. This
protection should be afforded to views available from both public and private land such
that the enjoyment of living in this area is not diminished. Where a view is available
driving along a road, or from a public reserve, it should be afforded as much protection
as it would be from a private residence, or from a lookout.

Future development will be designed to be considerate of the topography of the area, with limited cut
and fill and associated retaining walls. Split-tevet housing is encouraged on sites with a steep land
gradient to minimise the need for earthworks and to reduce impact of development upon the
landscape and adjoining land. In instances where sites have a substantial land gradient, site areas
may need to exceed the minimum for the relevant dwelling type to avoid excessive earthworks.
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This statement identifies that there is a need to limit the impact of new development
upon the landscape and adjoining land. This impact includes becoming a visually
dominant feature of the landscape or skyline, as well as issues of removal of amenity
from adjoining properties. The principles proposed do not follow this, and one in
particular (which I will expand on later) specifically opposes this.

The built form, siting, architectural and landscape design of individual sites should make a positive
contribution to the streetscape and character of the locality.

As noted above, this is not supported by the principles of development control for this
policy area, and particular reference to one principle shall be expanded on later.

Building design will be of a high architectural standard and incorporate features that reduce the bulk
of the development and add visual interest, such as variations in height, roof form, colour and
materials, the provision of balconies and porticos and facade articulation.

The failure to control the bulk of the development will cause significant angst in this
zone if it is not carried out correctly. The reduction in bulk is not simply achieved using
articulation, colours and materials, or variations in height. The objectives of
development control that are within the bulk of the Development Plan give some
guidance as to why the reduction in bulk should be considered. These objectives will
be explored later in more detail, but broadly speaking, are there to protect the amenity
of the adjoining development. This proposed DPA opposes that concept, and I will
expand in more detail about that later.

Buildings should not exceed two storeys in height and sites of steeper terrain should be developed at
lower densities. Where buildings and extensions (including decks) are proposed on sloping land,
particular attention will be given to the protection of the privacy and amenity of neighbouring
properties and the avoidance of construction problems involving retaining walls and fences on
boundaries.

This statement needs to be considered with a lot greater strength than simply part of
the desired character, and should be considered as an objective, or principle of
development control and rewarded appropriately to suit. A statement like, 'on sites
where the slope of the land contributes to overlooking, loss of privacy or loss of
amenity such as views or sunlight, single storey, low profile development should
prevail' may be considered for a Principle of development control.

In localities where a high level of overlooking is common due to the natural topography or existing
built form, some overlooking from new development is anticipated, however new development should
not exacerbate privacy impacts and should employ design and siting techniques to protect the privacy
of adjacent land where appropriate.

As noted above, this is of high importance and should be considered as a principle,
not just as part of the desired character, and should encourage only single storey, low
profile development on such sites

Amalgamation of land is desirable to provide opportunities for more efficient and appropriately
designed medium density development, particularly in close proximity to Hallett Cove District Centre.

Undercroft car parking will be avoided on flat sites and sites that slope down from the street level.

Development should not result in the removal of mature street trees in a road reserve that contribute
positively to the landscape character of the locality.

These last three paragraphs also appear more like principles than part of the desired
character.
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PRINCIPLES OF DEVELOPMENT CONTROL
Land Use
1 The following forms of development are envisaged in the policy area:
affordable housing
domestic outbuilding in association with a dwelling
domestic structure

dwelling

dwelling including a residential flat building
dwelling addition
small scale non-residential use that serves the local community, for example:

a child care facility
D health and welfare service
D office
a open space
D primary and secondary school
D recreation area

D shop
supported accommodation.

Form and Character
2 Development should not be undertaken unless it is consistent with the desired character for the
policy area.

The desired character should be strengthened to protect the amenity that is currently
enjoyed, and its correlation with the Hills face zone, steeply sloping land and
spectacular views currently enjoyed in Hills Policy area 11

3 Where a distinctive and attractive streetscape character exists, development should complement
the scale, bulk, siting and positive elements of existing dwellings.

Principle 5 below opposes this. There needs to be greater consideration of what the
positive elements of existing dwellings consists of. Not just the appearance externally
of the dwelling, but how the dwelling is enjoyed, what amenity is enjoyed from within
the dwelling etc.

4 Development should be designed and sited to relate to the slope of the land, so that the amount of
cutting and filling of the natural ground profile is minimised.

Sounds good in theory, it is the implementation of this by development officers that
has caused concern in recent development applications - see Cove Rd, Trumara Rd
etc. Stronger guidance is necessary to ensure the design and relationship to the slope
of the land is maximised so that the affect is minimised.

5 Where a proposed development would interfere with any view, vista or prospect presently available
from land in private ownership, such interference will be reasonable and anticipated if the proposed
development complies with the relevant guidelines and desires of this Development Plan, including
height, setbacks, building envelopes, building form and massing.

I have to provide significant representation on this principle as it opposes everything
that is good planning. As noted above, it is in opposition to Principle 3, it is also at
odds with areas of the Desired character, it is in opposition to principle 6 below as well
as principle 7 and principle 8.

This principle is in opposition to the Object of the Development Act which says when
creating a development plan

(c) to provide for the creation of Development Plans—
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(i) to enhance the proper conservation, use, development and management of land and
buildings; and

(ii) to facilitate sustainable development and the protection of the environment; and
(iia) to encourage the management of the natural and constructed environment in an

ecologically sustainable manner; and
(iii) to advance the social and economic interests and goals of the community; and

This principle does not advance the social and economic interests and goals of the
community and does not enhance the conservation, use, development and
management of buildings. It must be noted that the definition of conservation is to
preserve or maintain unchanged, to retain, to make lasting etc, and this principle
specifically enables the destruction of a view, which is part of the proper use of an
existing dwelling, which should be maintained in an ecologically, economically and
socially sustainable manner.

Consider the economic interests of the community, and consider them using the triple
bottom line principle, which advocates that the economy is made up of three parts,
financial, social and environmental. Some people break social into cultural as well,
but in this instance they are considered together. The financial affect of this Principle
means that an adjoining property owner may suffer significant financial loss due to a
proposed development diminishing the views and amenity. This is not advancing the
interests of the community. The social affect is that it pits neighbour against neighbour,
and developer against resident, removing what is supposed to be a pleasant
neighbourhood in which to live. Again this is not advancing the social or economic
interests of the community. And environmentally, this principle enables dominant built
forms to prevail which will dominate the skyline and remove the vistas and views of
the natural environment, as well as the built environment over the plains. Again this
is a failure to advance the environmental goals of the community.

This principle is at odds with Objectives 1,2,3 and 4 of this proposed policy area, in
that it promotes higher density development that is not sensitive to the slope of the
land and fails to reflect good residential design as it will promote buildings of excessive
bulk and scale, and will fail to contribute positively to the desired character of the zone
as it permits the removal of the enjoyment of the zone from existing residents.

This Principle is at odds with Objectives 1,3,4,5 of the Orderly and sustainable
development section of the Marion Development plan, se above relative to
economical, and pleasant environment, and the continuance the enjoyment of an
existing land use.

1 Orderly and economical development that creates a safe, convenient and pleasant environment
in which to live.
3 Development that does not jeopardise the continuance of adjoining authorised land uses.
4 Development that does not prejudice the achievement of the provisions of the Development
Plan.

5 Development abutting adjoining Council areas having regard to the policies of that Council's
Development Plan.

And also Principle 9 of that section

Q.Vacant or underutilised land should be developed in an efficient and co-ordinated manner to not
prejudice the orderly development of adjacent land.

It is at odds with Objective 3, 4 under Coastal areas as it permits intrusion into areas
of high visual amenity which form a background to urban areas and removes public
access visually to these coastal areas
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3 Preservation of areas of high landscape and amenity value including stands of vegetation,
shores, exposed cliffs, headlands, islands and hill tops, and areas which form an attractive
background to urban and tourist areas.

4 Development that maintains and/or enhances public access to coastal areas with minimal impact
on the environment and amenity

It opposes Principle 2 under Design and appearance as it doesn't minimise the impact
of the bulk and scale of the building on the adjoining properties, and does not maintain
the pattern of buildings

2 Buildings should be sited with respect to side and rear property boundaries to:
(a) maintain or enhance the amenity of adjoining properties in terms of noise, privacy and
sunlight
(b) minimise the impact of bulk and scale of development on adjoining properties

(c) maintain the character of the locality in regards to the patterns of space between buildings
(to the side and rear) and the opportunity for landscaping.

It offends the objectives 1 ,2 and 3 of interfaces between land uses. Whilst the use of
the adjoining land may also be a residential dwelling, it is still a separate land use to
that of a proposed development. This proposed principle encourages adverse impact
and conflict between adjoining land uses, and causes considerable stress and other
adverse affects on the health of the community and removes the amenity of the
community, and does not protect the existing development from the affects of a
potentially large incompatible development.

1 Development located and designed to minimise adverse impact and conflict between land
uses.

2 Protect community health and amenity from adverse impacts of development.

3 Protect desired land uses from the encroachment of incompatible development.

The proposed Principle is at odds with Principle 2 on the interface between land uses,
which states

2 Development should be sited and designed to minimise negative impacts on existing and
potential future land uses desired in the locality.

Note that the wording of that principle follows closely to the aim of the Development
Act identified from "the planning system we want" earlier.

Principle 5 in the interfaces between land uses is also at odds with this proposed
principle

5 Sensitive uses likely to conflict with the continuation of lawfully existing developments and land
uses desired for the zone should be designed to minimise negative impacts.

The Proposed principle offends the objective of Siting and visibility as it denies the
protection of scenically attractive areas and coastal and rural landscapes

1 Protection of scenically attractive areas, particularly natural, rural and coastal landscapes.

It also offends Principles 1,2,3,4,5 of Siting and visibility as it does not encourage the
minimalisation of the visual impact of the proposed building, does not encourage the
reduction of visibility from public roads, particularly where that visibility encroaches on
an area of high scenic value, and does not promote buildings that are not dominant
features of the skyline

1 Development should be sited and designed to minimise its visual impact on:
(a) the natural, rural or heritage character of the area
(b) areas of high visual or scenic value, particularly rural and coastal areas
(c) views from the coast, near-shore waters, public reserves, tourist routes and walking trails
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(d) the amenity of public beaches.
2 Buildings should be sited in unobtrusive locations and, in particular, should:

(a) be grouped together
(b) where possible be located in such a way as to be screened by existing vegetation when
viewed from public roads.

3 Buildings outside of urban areas and in undutating landscapes should be sited in unobtrusive
locations and in particular should be:

(a) sited below the ridgeline
(b) sited within valleys or behind spurs
(c) sited in such a way as to not be visible against the skyline when viewed from public roads.
(d) set well back from public roads, particularly when the allotment is on the high side of the
road.

4 Buildings and structures should be designed to minimise their visual impact in the landscape,
in particular:

(a) the profile of buildings should be tow and the rooflines should complement the natural form
of the land
(b) the mass of buildings should be minimised by variations in wall and roof lines and by floor
plans which complement the contours of the land
(c) large eaves, verandas and pergolas should be incorporated into designs so as to create
shadowed areas that reduce the bulky appearance of buildings.

5 The nature of external surface materials of buildings should not detract from the visual character
and amenity of the landscape.

The proposed principle offends the objective of building on sloping land as it permits
negative visual impacts

1 Development on sloping land which minimises environmental and visual impacts and protects
soil stability and water quality.

The Principles under building on sloping land are also offended by this proposed
principle

2 Development and associated driveways and access tracks, including related earthworks,
should be sited, designed and undertaken in a manner that:

(a) minimises their visual impact

I believe that I have demonstrated how offensive this proposed principle is to what is
considered good residential design, using the existing Objectives and Principles within
the Marion Council Development Plan. This proposed principle also offends the
established case law, which shows that a view is an amenity and should be provided
with the same protection as other amenities within the Development Plan such as
sunlight, privacy and the like, and shows that despite a proposed building meeting the
parameters set out in this principle, the proposal will be unreasonable if it offends the
Objectives and other Principles of the Development Plan. This was the outcome in
Stephenson v Holdfast Bay, and in Paior v Marion, and in Hutchens v Holdfast Bay
and as such this proposed principle or anything like it has no place in any Development
Plan.

6 Development that would be prominently visible should:
(a) achieve a profile that blends with the topography of the land
(b) avoid the use of bright and highly reflective external materials and finishes
(c) incorporate existing vegetation wherever possible and additional landscaping to assist in reducing
the apparent bulk and scale of the building and any site works.

See above

7 The visual dominance of garages and carports on the streetscape should be minimised.
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8 Development of more than one storey in height should take account of the height and bulk of the
proposed building relative to dwellings on adjoining land by:
(a) incorporating stepping in the design in accordance with the slope of the land
(b) where appropriate, setting back upper storeys a greater distance from all boundaries than the
lower storey.

Two storey development may not be appropriate in some parts of the policy area and
this should be identified and clarified

9 Residential development in a battle-axe configuration should not be developed unless all of the
following can be satisfied:
(a) a "handle" of at least 4.6 metres width is provided that gives access to the rear of the site,
comprising a driveway of 3.0 metres minimum width and landscaping strips of 0.8 metres minimum
width along both sides of the driveway
(b) all dwellings are sited to ensure that they are at least partially visible from the street frontage
(c) fencing along the battle-axe driveway between the primary road frontage and the main face of the
dwelling closest to the street is avoided or minimised in height and constructed of a suitable material
to maintain an open landscaped character
(d) dwellings are set back an appropriate distance from the battte-axe driveway.

10 A dwelling should have a minimum site area (and in the case of residential flat buildings and group
dwellings, an average site area per dwelling) and a frontage to a public road and site depth not less
than that shown in the following table:

Dwelling Type

Detached
Seml-detached

Row

Group
Residential flat
building

Average Site
Gradient

Less than 1-
in-8

More than 1-
in-8

Less than 1-
in-8

More than 1-
in-8

Less than 1-
ln-8

More than 1-
in-8

Minimum Site
Area (square
metres)

350

400

300

350

300

400

Minimum Frontage Width

Other Road Arterial Road
(metres) (metres)

10 12

12

9

10

20

20

12

12

12

20

20

Minimum Site
Depth
(metres)

20

20

20

20

45

45

The reduction in options for site gradient and allotment sizes is not appropriate and
appears to be based on arbitrary numbers. In the Hills Policy Area there are three
slope considerations, less than 1:10, between 1:10 and 1:5 and greater than 1:5.
Whilst these are still arbitrary, they are based more closely on the land slip values,
and also on the ability to construct an appropriate dwelling on an allotment of this
grade.

These numbers are based on the area of land for a dwelling, and should be related to
the ability to divide land. The size of allotments created should be relevant to the slope
of the land, and the ability to provide safe access, and a site that is not subject to land
slip, it should be considered as to how a possible dwelling on the land will be able to
be constructed to minimise its visual impact, reduce cut and fill, minimise overlooking
and overshadowing etc.
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As access to an allotment with greater than 1:5 gradient is not practical, in a way that
meets the Australian Standard, these gradients should not be permitted to have land
division, and should be considered non-complying for land division. This does not
detract from the ability to construct a suitable dwelling on an existing piece of land with
this gradient, however the dwelling needs to accord with the appropriate provisions of
the Development plan.

The division of land on allotments with greater than 1:10 gradient should be again
dependant on the ability to construct a suitable dwelling that meets the principles and
objectives of development control, and it may be appropriate to put a principle in that
states that a building on an allotment of land created after the implementation of this
development plan (insert appropriate date) must not exceed a certain set of
parameters as far as height and width etc goes, to ensure that existing development
is not devastated by the new development. One such example could be that the
building does not intersect a line parallel to the ground and 5m above the ground.
These parameters should be considerably more conservative than the general
provisions that would enable green fields development of higher density as it does not
affect the existing development. This enables the division of land, and the appropriate
infill development without destroying the existing amenity of the area.

11 Dwellings should be designed to have a maximum site coverage of 40 per cent of the allotment
area and a maximum floor area ratio of 0.6.

With allotment sizes of 300m2 to 450m2 in areas with sloping land this is a concern.
This produces housing with a maximum footprint of 150m2 to 225m2, or a maximum
total floor area of 270m2. In the Hills Policy area there are dwellings of much greater
footprint than this that are also two storey. Developers will attempt to construct
dwellings of similar size and status to those that are existing and will be pushing these
boundaries all the time. In this Policy area, it is not uncommon to have housing that
averages 400m2 floor area, and so a dwelling that is in keeping with the existing
character of the area would be inappropriate on one of these smaller allotments. This
will then create a greater 'mish mash' of development styles and further diminish the
character of this area.

It is noted that there are no Procedural matters associated with this new policy area

Things to consider for procedural matters:

Non-complying development

• Land division on land with a slope greater than or equal to 1:5
• any building with a building height from its lowest footing to highest point greater

than or equal to 9m

Category 2 Development

• any building greater than 6m overall height from its lowest footing to highest
point, or greater than 1 storey

• land division creating between 4 and 10 allotments
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• land division on land with greater than 1:8 slope
• any building that may reasonably be considered to negatively affect the amenity

of an adjoining property in terms of overlooking, bulk and scale or diminishing
of views

I would like to be considered for making representation at a public meeting if one is to
be held.

Yours Faithfuly

Geoff Aexander

Contacts:

33 Trumara Rd Marino 5049

Ph 0400 251 245

Email: geoff@alexstar.com.au
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25 Westcliff Court,
MARINO SA 5049

Tel-0427 693 080

Housing Diversity DPA.
Chief Executive Officer,
City of Marion,

PO Box 21,
OAKLANDS PARK SA 5046

31st October 2017.

Dear Friends,
COMMUNITY CONSULTATION.

Thank you for your recent advices regarding "Shape your Suburb", and the opportunity for me to

respond to the plans Council wish to sanction for the future of the suburbs held within our Council
Zone.

The only concern I have relates to the new Southern Hills Policy. I note the dark green shaded
section in the extreme southerly location, as illustrated in your enclosed brochure, only extends part

way along the coast heading in a northerly direction. I consider this Coastal Conservation Zone

should extend ALL THE WAY ALONG THE COAST/CLIFF TOP to the Council's northern boundary to
Seacliff.

Holdfast Council (previously Brighton City Council) has allowed residential development along their
section of coast line which has completely scarred the coastal sand dunes and beaches under their

jurisdiction. Further high rise development (Minda etc) is completely out of character to the
adjoining land holdings and should never been approved.
Our section of coastlirie needs preservation and protection. The cliff section should not be abused,

and profited from, by greedy developers and to preserve the coastal walking trail.
No doubt you are aware that this coastal strip is very susceptible to any damage by storms and

human interference of any kind in view of its shattered shale/rock nature and subsequent slippage.
I recommend Council classify the cliff top and any vacant land along this strip as coastal conservation
zone to stop further plunder of our wonderful coast line and adjoining cliff top walking trail.

Thank you for your consideration,

Yours, fi^fylly,
/\ll///i'i-H^
S/iW/M<l i A

/IGd/M/'u~^

Robert Hugh^s.
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Robert Tokley

From: susan brunner <scbrunnerjones@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, 24 October 2017 4:53 PM

To: Electronic Mail

Subject: Community Consultation - housing diversity dev. - plan amendment

Homeowner:  Susan Brunner, 2 Barula Rd, Marino 5049, 8298-6699 scbrunnerjones@gmail.com 

 

Length of residence at this address:  40 yrs 

 

Topic:  possible sub-dividing of existing allotments, Marino Rocks area - traffic impact 

 

Area of concern:  Vehicles already have difficulty turning R out of Schofield Rd and onto Brighton Rd 

(heading south).  This is caused by a combination of 2 lanes of traffic heading out of town along Brighton 

Rd and by the speed of traffic coming down "cement hill" towards town (heading north).  In addition, I've 

noticed a line-up of vehicles attempting to turn L out of Schofield Rd in order to head towards town.   

 

The volume of traffic at that intersection has increased over the 4 decades  

I've lived on Barula Rd. 

 

I've also noticed careless drivers coming along Cove Rd, crossing the RR tracks at Marino Rocks station, 

and then turning L onto Newland Ave.  This seems to be caused by: 

a) some drivers not yielding - or sufficiently slowing down - when they get to the T-junction at that RR 

crossing;  

(b) some drivers treating the entire Schofield Rd - Newland Ave - Cove Rd as a type of speedway. 

 

Three sets of neighbours along Cove Rd have told me this careless driving 

as well as the traffic congestion at the junction with Brighton Rd  

are caused by the lack of egress points along Cove Rd. 

 

Question:  When/If the Council does decide to increase housing density in this area, will the Council also 

give a commitment to rate payers that it will work with the relevant govt dept(s) to add roads in-and-out of 

this area via Cove Rd?  If YES, will construction of those new roads be done in-sync with increasing 

housing density? 

 

- susan brunner 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

This email has been scanned by City of Marion's MessageLabs Email Security System. 

For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 
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City of Marion, 

                          As a current home owner in the suburb of Seaview Downs, I write to you to strongly 

oppose the changes outlined in the Housing Diversity Development Plan (DPA) for our suburb, zoned in 

the Southern hills policy.  

The council has a responsibility to protect the rights of people who have invested their life 

savings into residing in an area that is cohesive with their values and felt protected somewhat 

by the current policies and zoning laws in place. People who reside in this area that may 

desire otherwise were aware of the regulations in place and should they have wished for 

different regulations, considered buying in an area that was consistent with their needs 

(there are many areas that support subdivision of property in surrounding suburbs).  

 

We purchased our home for a premium price in 2015 such that we can enjoy living in a suburb that is 

relatively quiet, safe and private.  Also important to us is the surrounding gardens and vegetation that 

we enjoy on walks around our neighbourhood and the community spirit that is fostered by living around 

people with similar values and mutual respect for each other’s space.  The house itself is old, outdated 

in many areas and with some structural issues- we paid the high price to be in a suburb that did not 

allow subdivision and had zoning policies that supported the retention of the current character of the 

neighbourhood. Already we have lost our privacy in our backyard by the council allowing a 2 storey 

house to be built at number 10 Wilson Avenue that is not consistent with the current character of our 

street  and has caused much distress to all the residents on our street in our loss of light / privacy / 

unobstructed skyline that we so valued. The very thought of further development, including 2 

residences, possibly each 2 stories high such as seen in Sturt, Dover Gardens and Seacombe Gardens will 

destroy the ambience enjoyed by the current residents of the area who value their gardens, privacy and 

peace.  

Allowing development and subdivision will outprice families wishing for garden space for their 

children. 

When we were searching for a house to buy, we originally wished to buy in Seacliff Park where we could 

still walk to the beach but be in a suburb with lots of vegetation and have a house with a full sized, fairly 

flat private backyard. The combination of developers moving into the area and the overdevelopment 

through Dover and Seacombe Gardens resulted in less availability of such blocks and caused increased 

competition and steep price rises over this period. This is devastating for younger families who despite 

working hard in professional careers and saving a deposit, just see their plans become increasingly out 

of reach due to overdevelopment. There is currently no first home owners grant and with high house 

prices, stamp duty and bank fees alone came to $25000 to buy my house (2 years savings for me). This 

does not include selling costs. Is the council going to subsidise these costs to people like myself who 

will need to move if they become surrounded by concrete and garage doors as a result of changing 

policies. One of the first things I was taught to consider when buying a home is to look at the policies for 



the area to ensure longevity of what you are investing in. I did not just invest in a house. I invested in an 

area that I believed would continue to offer vegetation, birdlife, privacy, space and the retention of 

homes suitable to families with children requiring play space.  

Parks and playgrounds, although valued, do not suffice all the needs of families with young children.  

These areas require constant supervision of the children, often do not have hygienic amenities, offer no 

privacy / comfortable rest areas for pregnant and breastfeeding women (who often have other 

children).  Do not have quiet safe areas to put children requiring a sleep down, whilst the older children 

continue to play. Require negotiation with other members of the public for space and with other 

children that may have anti social behaviour. Require parents of young children to pack large amounts 

of food, water, belongings to service little one’s needs when there for an extended time. Often leave the 

parents (who now both have to work to pay for a house) exhausted as there is no opportunity for them 

to relax. Do not provide an alternative (eg -go inside) when the weather turns unsuitable.  My home, 

does not just provide for our family, but for many of our friends, who cannot afford a home with such 

a space as an area for our children to play whilst the adults can have some time to socialize and relax 

knowing that their children are in a safe, contained area and the house provides all the amenities 

above that a park does not. After attending our home, many of our peers in our Mother’s group have 

sold their newly built and modern fit out homes on divided blocks for older houses with a full sized yard 

as they can see how important this is to their children. 

 We have a responsibility to future generations to retain some such homes for those who wish to raise 

their families in the traditional Australian manner without having to relocate to the country. Once 

everything has been divided, we cannot go back. It is only the developers who are profiting from this. 

You are selling our youth’s freedom and childhood.  

It is true that not every family will be able to have such a home, but it does not only benefit the family 

who owns the home but their community of family and friends who visit, and may not have this for 

themselves.  

The proposition that elderly people are wishing to downsize and remain in the same spot is poor 

reasoning.  

Really? How many elderly people have requested this? Most the elderly I know value their gardens and 

habitat for wildlife. They also concede that it is shameful that children now grow up with no backyard as 

they enjoyed and with their families. Most elderly would not want to sabotage this for future 

generations. As home owners, we are simply custodians for the time we dwell there and then it is 

someone else’s turn. This is why regulations exist, so that the wants of a few do not infringe the needs 

of the general community. There is now plenty of suitable housing in neighbouring suburbs catering for 

the elderly in Dover and Seacombe Gardens. Some housing suitable for families needs to be retained. 

Seriously, most elderly could not be bothered with finding somewhere else to live for a year whilst 

rebuilding takes place, negotiating contracts and builders, selling the other half to pay for it. They would 

rather purchase a place where they can see what they get. The council have latched on to the requests 



of a few to suit their agenda. I would like to see evidence that majority of residents support this. The 

onus should be on the council to provide us with evidence of a majority vote, not the other way around.  

 

Congestion. 

The area south of Seacombe road to Majors road (namely Seacombe Heights, Darlington, Seaview 

Downs and Seacliff park) is not one that can be used as a general thoroughfare. No access / exits exist on 

the southern end (reserve), eastern side (hills and south road) and very little on the western side 

(Brighton road). A large increase in dwelling numbers that will be seen with smaller block sizes as per 

the new zoning will result in all the traffic flowing through the streets that exit to Seacombe road. This 

combined with increased use of on street parking  will result in significant traffic hazards to those 

relatively few streets providing an exit. Residents have paid extra in their house prices to not be part of a 

thoroughfare and should not be subject to this. In addition, the incline on the streets and undulating 

landscape in these areas can already pose safety issues with visability of oncoming traffic and more cars 

parked on the roads and more driving through will only increase this factor. 

Environment. 

Smaller block sizes will negatively affect natural  environment as follows: 

-less vegetation and soft surface treatment 

-loss of habitat for Fauna 

-drainage issues with higher run off due to gradient, more impervious surfaces and less vegetation 

-noise issues due to gradient providing an ampitheatre like environment 

-no buffering of noise from vegetation as is currently the case ( as no room for sufficient vegetation) 

-overlooking and overshadowing due to the sloping topography and lack of vegetation 

-higher heat on hard surfaces  (roof, paving and the like) due to lack of shade and vegetation 

South Australia is the hottest state in Australia with climate change only to make this worse. We need 

vegetation to buffer this and also to reduce the cycle of climate change increasing. To live in a suburb 

that is predominately buildings and concrete will result in overreliance on airconditioning, people 

remaining indoors therefore an increase in social isolation, obesity and mental health issues. These are 

real concerns that are happening in our community ( I work in Health and my Brother is a meteorologist 

so we can actually see the increase in these trends when development affects people as such). To 

sacrifice our environment to make developers rich is a negligent community. People are meant to exist 

in harmony with their landscape, not develop every square inch and leave no habitat. Our council 

regulations are meant to protect our communities  and the residents that reside within. 



Current home owners in Seaview Downs are already experiencing issues with cracking and stability in 

their homes due to the nature of the clay soil and drainage issues from run-off. Overdevelopment in this 

area will further perpetuate these issues. In addition, the very nature of the soil and incline of this area 

makes it unsuitable for the type of dwellings proposed in the new zoning regulations. 

In closing: 

We are a close community in Seaview Downs. I have yet to cross paths with anyone who supports the 

proposed changes by the council as outlined in the DPA. In addition, the council has provded no 

evidence or statistics to demonstrate that their aging in place rationalization is actually a majority view. 

Even if it was- this is a short sighted view that only supports the wishes of one section of our 

community- what about our future generations and youth- are there to be no family homes with 

backyards for them? I am, and always have been a strong advocate of the needs of elderly in our 

community being a dedicated registered nurse at the Repatriation General hospital for 17 years, 

however in this case, I believe there is an abundance of suitable housing close by for elderly people, and 

as previously stated, I do not think most of the elderly people I know would like to simply tear down 

their house that they have looked after and maintained for decades and taken pride in. The generations 

that came before were from the depression era and do not like wastefulness and disrespect for 

property.  

My Mother is a long term home owner in Seacombe Gardens (37 years). At 69, she has no desire to 

‘downsize’. Nor do her neighbours of a similar age who value their gardens. The development in this 

area has rendered an unattractive suburb with street after street displaying little vegetation and rows of 

garage doors. We do not wish for the same here and bought in the hills facing zone for this reason.  

As indicated by my neighbours, Nicolle and Dennis Mitchell, I too question who is driving these decisions 

and who is representing us. Why are our elected members Janet Byram and Nick Westwood not on the 

urban planning committee? Who then is our representative and why have they not spoken to the 

residents of this area before even developing such plans? 

Also quoting my neighbours who put it so well: 

What has changed since 28 April 2016 when page 203 ‘Hills Policy Area 11’ of Marion Councils 

Development Plan stated ‘The landscape character warrants protection from inappropriate 

development and earthworks’ which had a 700 sq metre minimum block size. 

Past development plans have protected our hills face for good reason. Once our valuable hills face has 

been build on there will be no going back. 

The term council representative entails an obligation to represent the community of residents that 

reside within an area. Our opinion should count for we are the ones who have invested in this area in 

the purchase of our homes. You need to listen. We will not accept these changes and are willing to 

escalate our objection if our opinions are not heard. 



Sara Gage, Michael Spyker and our daughter Emma who so loves her backyard and walking around our 

beautiful suburb. 

4 Wilson Avenue 

 Seaview Downs , SA  

5049 
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Robert Tokley

From: DM <mitchelldenn@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, 9 November 2017 7:44 PM

To: Housing Diversity DPA; Janet Byram; nickwestwood@marion.sa.gov.au; 

agd@agd.sa.gov.au; dpti@sa.gov.au

Subject: OPPOSITION TO - Housing Diversity DPA - City of Marion November 2017

City of Marion, 

 

Please find this email in strong opposition to the current proposed changes to rezoning and land sizes. 

We reside in Seaview Downs and paid a premium to live in a suburb with what we consider adequate space 

for our chosen lifestyle.  This includes not having neighbouring dwellings in close proximity.  We have no 

wish to see our quality of life eroded with multiple dwellings per site, site areas as small as 300 sq metres 

and two storey buildings overlooking our private space. 

We wish to be heard at the meeting on Monday 20 November 2017. 

 

 

 

We are opposed based on the following: 

 

1) Councils ineffective dealing with current densities of housing and associated issues. 

     - dogs barking 

     - dogs at large 

     - dogs menacing 

     - smoke from fires (at times noxious and health depleting) 

     - illegal dumping of rubbish 

     - illegal parking 

 

A rate payer at the City of Marion meeting of 19 October 2017 to discuss rezoning stated despite repeatedly 

following Council directives they had been unable to resolve the issue of people parking across their 

driveway.  Councils instructions to this person were contradictory in the extreme with the result being 

frustration and anger on the part of the complainant.  Council staffs statement regarding the proposed 

lengthening of car parking outside Row homes and the like were completely off the mark.  This persons 

issue was not with the parking space provided but with Councils continuing lack of enforcement regarding 

those breaking the law.  Despite raising related safety aspects with Council staff on numerous occasions the 

issue remained unresolved. 

 

We too have endured numerous issues which remain to date as a result of Councils ineffectiveness, 

contradictory advice and lack of resolution. 

 

If higher densities of housing are permitted we cannot see how the current Council inadequacies will cope 

with up to three times as many dwellings and the rise in associated issues. 

 

 

 

2) Council persisting with housing densities they have publicly stated are inappropriate and have caused 

significant issues with the suburbs of Dover Gardens and Seacombe Gardens.  Having addressed the issues 

of too high density for Dover Gardens and Seacombe Gardens in the proposed rezoning, Council is now 

proposing to inflict these same inappropriately high densities on our valuable Hills Face suburbs of 

Darlington, Seacombe Heights, Seaview Downs and Seacliff Park. 
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Council are placing a higher value on low density housing for relatively level suburbs on the plains whilst 

proposing higher densities (similar to those currently deemed inappropriate in Dover Gardens and 

Seacombe Gardens) for our valuable Hills Face. 

We note neither of our Elected Members Janet Byram nor Nick Westwood were on the Urban Planning 

Committee to determine block sizes and understand BOTH were opposed to the proposals put forward by 

the Committee. 

 

 

 

3) Smaller block sizes will negatively affect natural environments as follows 

            - less vegetation and soft surface treatment 

            - loss of habitat for Fauna 

            - drainage issues with higher run off due to gradient, more impervious surfaces and less vegetation 

            - noise issues due to gradient providing an amphitheatre like environment 

            - no buffering of noise from vegetation (no room for sufficient density of vegetation) as is currently 

the case 

            - overlooking due to the sloping topography and lack of vegetation 

            - higher heat on hard surfaces (roofs, paving and the like) due to lack of shade and vegetation 

            - the result will be more reliance on air-conditioning which itself will generate more heat and noise 

 

 

 

4) Council are using the 'Age in Place' argument for driving their land size decisions.  Surely the ability for 

the elderly to sell off or build a single storey dwelling in their back garden would satisfy those wishing to 

remain in their homes or communities without the need to move.  Having spoken with a number of elderly 

residents, NONE are willing to move out of the suburb, knock down their homes, redevelope their site and 

move again to return to the same address.   

 

It would appear the only ones to benefit from the ability to knock down a family home and rebuild a block 

of Flats will be Developers for profit and Council for increased rates.  Multi storey dwellings are not suited 

to those wishing to 'Age in Place'.   

 

With Developers capacity to pay a premium for single housing stock in the area, many families wanting 

garden space will be priced out of the market, making way for multi storey dwellings.  This has already 

been a reality for those in Seacliff and neighbouring areas. 

 

 

 

5) Council lacks local knowledge by proposing Seacombe Road and areas to the south (uphill) for a distance 

of 500 metres be higher density so public transport can be utilised.  Current bus timetables have two buses 

per hour operating along Seacombe Road between Brighton Road and Morphett Road, wholly inadequate 

for residents to rely on as their primary means of transport.  Cars are required to ferry residents relatively 

short distances due to the above stated public transport inadequacies combined with the hilly terrain which 

makes foot travel unsuitable.  More residents will equate to more cars. 

 

 

 

6) The same Councillors proposing our suburb for three times as many homes and their occupants as are 

currently in existence are also proposing to halve our valuable open space at Cadell Street Reserve to create 

a Dog Park.  Our amenity will be lessened causing a number of significant issues so dogs can run around 

behind a fence.  Local residents are being advised to use Gully Road Reserve, a reserve Google maps shows 

to be 2.2 km away with a walk journey time of 29 minutes.  Factor in the hilly terrain, children, play 

equipment and provisions and nobody living near Cadell Street Reserve will be making that trip unless in 
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their car.  Certainly not the pedestrian friendly environment Council is stating as being a focus of rezoning.   

 

The unsuitability of the proposed Dog Park is evident, Council choosing to ignore the Dog and Cat 

Management Boards guidelines in the placement and planning of this facility. 

 

 

7) Marion Council has stated their decisions are in keeping with adjoining Council policies and name 

Mitcham as one such Council.  This is inaccurate as Mitcham Councils 'Residential Foothills Zone' - 

Consolidated 21 April 2016 - which encompasses Hills Face suburbs states; 

     a minimum site width of 12 metres 

     a minimum area of 700 sq metres for detached dwellings   

     and a per dwelling minimum area of 500 sq metres for group   

These are in fact aligned with City of Marion CURRENT zone parameters.  Mitcham Council has no 

current planning amendments being undertaken.  This was confirmed by City of Mitcham and Department 

of Planning Transportation and Infrastructure. 

 

 

 

8) With notification to rate payers of the proposed changes being scant - many we spoke with did not 

receive the 'To The Householder' white envelope in their letter box nor did they receive the Messenger 

Community News;  also many elderly in our Community do not have Internet access - it is likely adversely 

affected residents will be unaware of the proposals and have limited capacity to respond.   

 

Were Council intent on notifying the maximum number of rate payers in an efficient and transparent 

manner a simple notice included in the current Rates Due would have sufficed.  This did not occur.  

 

 

 

9) The decision to rezone at this time is being Council driven with proposed parameters being decided on by 

Council.  With state elections early in 2018, there is no certainty the current state governments planning 

aspirations will be in line with those of the next government.  This could all be a hastily concluded exercise 

for no reason. 

 

If rezoning must be considered then allowing for current 1000 sq metre blocks to be divided in two will give 

a 100% increase in population.  To allow blocks of Flats, Row and Group dwellings on areas as small as 

300 sq metres will be to seriously diminish the amenity of our Hills Face areas that warrant protection for 

lifestyle, visual and environmental reasons. 

 

 

 

What has changed since the 28 April 2016 when page 203 'Hills Policy Area 11' of Marion Councils 

Development Plan stated 'The landscape character warrants protection from inappropriate development 

and earthworks' which had a 700 sq metre minimum block size; maximum of 35% coverage with a 

maximum floor ratio of 0.4? 

Past Development Plans have protected our Hills Face for good reason.  Once our valuable Hills Face has 

been built on there will be no going back.   

Nicolle and Dennis Mitchell 

Cadell Street  

Seaview Downs SA 

5049 
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______________________________________________________________________ 

This email has been scanned by City of Marion's MessageLabs Email Security System. 

For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 

______________________________________________________________________ 



Mr &mrs R Giggins
6 Wilson Avenue
Seaview Downs

Regarding the southern hills policy Area16

The planning of putting more houses closer together has many
problems . Firstly over loading existing service.
,water .sewerage, .car parking .
Difficult for bins to be emptied as everyone now as at least two cars

New houses with parents with children
Will want schools (at present there is not enough schools )

Build new estates with schools, better transport services,
Less strain on existing services (Sewerage and water)

If you are building multi storey buildings , it should be remembered that
Adelaide can be subject to earth quakes . (one in the fifties and one earth
tremors in the seventies ) The epicentre was at Darlington .
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Robert Tokley

From: Robyn <robyndirect@hotmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, 14 November 2017 10:43 AM

To: Electronic Mail

Subject: Proposed block size changes

 

Attn:  Development and Regulatory Service Department.  

Regarding re-zoning in Seaview Downs. 

Good morning, 

As long-term residents of over 20 years in Seaview Downs, we are very concerned about talk we 
have heard concerning sub-dividing existing housing blocks so that a house may be built on an 
area as small as 350 square metres. This would change the existing environment dramatically, 
increasing traffic, noise, street parking and pollution. 

People have bought houses in the Seaview Downs area because of the zoning regulations which 
have been in place for many years, and expected them to continue. The larger blocks give 
children space to play outside in these properties, which is good for their health, and promotes 
community involvement.  

We strongly oppose any changes to the zoning regulations for this area to prevent developers 
moving in and changing the unique environment that already exists.  

We await your response. 

Paul & Robyn Bent.  

 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

This email has been scanned by City of Marion's MessageLabs Email Security System. 

For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 

______________________________________________________________________ 



City of Marion
245 Sturt Road
Sturt. 5047.

Attention Development and Regulatory Service Department.

Regarding re-zoning in Seaview Downs.

As long-term residents of over 50 years in Seaview Downs, we are very concerned about
talk we have heard concerning sub-dividing existing housing blocks so that a house may
be built on an area as small as 350 square metres. This would change the existing
environment dramatically, increasing traffic, noise, street parking and pollution.

We already have considerable traffic both morning and afternoon, because of drop-off and
pick-up of children attending the nearby Seaview Downs Primary School. There is also a
danger to children walking to and from school.

People have bought houses in the Seaview Downs area because of the zoning regulations
which have been in place for many years, and expected them to continue. The larger
blocks give children space to play outside in these properties, which is good for their
health, and promotes community involvement.

We strongly oppose any changes to the zoning regulations for this area to prevent
developers moving in and changing the unique environment that already exists.

We await your response.

Regards,
Bronte and Francine Thomas
5, Gooroonga Street
Seaview Downs. 5049.

12th. November 2017.



12 October 2017 

 

 

Housing Diversity DPA,  

Chief Executive Officer, 

City of Marion 

PO Box 21 

Oaklands Park 

SA 5046 

 

This letter specifically opposes the amalgamation of the existing policy area hills 11 into a 

Southern Hills policy area and the reduction of the dwelling area requirements to 350 to 400 m². I 

would also like an opportunity to speak on the 20th November at 6.00pm in a public meeting. 

It is with a great deal of concern that I read the proposed changes by the Marion Council on the 

planning requirements for the current Hills policy area 11 to amalgamate it with policy area 10 and 

18 to form a Southern Hills policy area. Then to change the development requirements for this 

revised area to 350 to 400 m² per dwelling. With the opportunity to increase multi-story 

developments.  

This change significantly undermines the character and amenity of the suburbs, making them less 

liveable and less desirable for those who currently live there. 

By your own admission this type of development has significantly damaged the character of the 

northern portion of the council area where it has been allowed to proceed in an unplanned manner. 

(p9) resulting in traffic congestion, excessive on street parking, and incompatibility with the existing 

street scape character. 

In addition to these identified issues, critical environmental and infrastructure issues arise, but have 

not been identified or resolved in the document. The only comments are that they are working on 

these or making policies about these for the future. Unfortunately, once the zoning has changed, 

and significant development has taken place, when the lack of critical environmental infrastructure 

planning will become apparent. It would not be possible to remove all the housing that has caused 

the problem, so will be stuck with the current problems that afflict the northern areas of the Council. 

There is nothing in this document to suggest that these will in any way be mitigated or have in any 

way been planned for. 

To address these specifically,  

With regard to parking, it is stated in the document that there are at least two adults in over 70% of 

the homes in Marion, which means that each dwelling requires two car parks, as a minimum 

regardless of the number of bedrooms.  

It is also stated that families make up a significant proportion of the Council area. There is no 

provision in this plan to compensate for the loss of recreational green space surrounding existing 

homes with any form of community green space. The overall result is lack of opportunity for children 



to participate in physical activity around their home. This is surely not desirable in terms of the 

overall State development plan.  

The loss of green space has a number of other effects quite apart from the loss of play areas and 

recreational areas around the home. This will increase the amount of run-off, as water will not be 

absorbed by the soil, this will result in increased flooding and infrastructure requirements to 

mitigate this. As well as potential changes to water tables, and soil movement which may have 

detrimental effects which have not been determined.  

The loss of green space also contributes to the urban heat island effect, while lawns and trees 

provide cooling in hot weather, brick and concrete retain heat and radiate this into the environment. 

Making the spaces and dwellings hotter and requiring additional energy to maintain temperature 

internally, and reduces the comfort level externally. 

These changes, in addition to the loss of amenity from a reduction in the plants and lawns 

surrounding homes reduces the appeal of a suburb and depresses values of existing dwellings within 

that area. 

So, in summary the changes reduce the quality of the environment, increase the costs to the 

community, and decrease the value of the properties in those areas. 

In the context of the overall plan, with the intent to increase the options within the Council for 

diverse types of dwellings, the following things should be considered. 

Firstly, the cost of downsizing is not mitigated by urban infill of the type proposed. In many cases the 

cost of a smaller dwelling is similar to existing larger dwelling. 

The proposal to provide additional apartment style accommodation spread along the main road 

corridors and close to public transport is more attractive as a relocation option than unstructured 

infill. 

Of particular concern with the increased density of dwelling along main road corridors, is the fact 

that inadequate car parking will be provided. With two adults expected per dwelling two car parks 

will be required per dwelling.  Our public transport is not sufficient in frequency or reliability for 

people to dispense with cars even on main roads. Cars will still form an essential part of the 

transport mix for those dwelling in these apartments. They are likely to be younger and requiring 

late-night transport, and if you’ve ever tried to get a bus at three in the morning good luck. We do 

not want to see the back streets around the main roads full of cars and unusable. Restricting access 

to main road businesses and facilities. 

One thing that Marion Council does have that is unique is the significant opportunity to better 

leverage, the location of Marion shopping centre coordinated with Oakland’s station. 

This allows the construction of world-class apartment living to at least 100 m, adjacent to a major 

shopping centre and significant transport hub. The inclusion of significant apartment complexes with 

shared amenities i.e. gyms, pools, barbecue areas, underground parking would allow a significant 

increase in the density. This would be attractive due to proximity to transport and shops, and may 

even allow residents to reduce the number of cars (some complexes have shared rental cars further 



reducing the need for independent vehicles).  These complexes would support a vibrant cafe and 

entertainment precinct adjacent to any developments. Linking higher density office accommodation 

to this type of developments would also increase the attractiveness of the developments. Either in 

the same buildings or adjacent buildings. The NSW urban centres such as Chatswood, or Parramatta 

are examples of how these developments can improve the vibrancy of a suburb. 

I would urge you please do not replicate the problems that have already been created in the Council 

area through poor management and planning in the northern parts of the Council, in the southern 

parts of the Council. 

As a resident for over 30 years one of the reasons I am here is because of the 800 m² block, and the 

traditional Australian family way of life. I have paid a premium for the property to enjoy this and 

raise my family in this environment. 

I do not believe it is appropriate for the Council to eliminate this option in this area when there is no 

need to do so.  

Previous planning understood this and provided a variety of options within the Council area for 

different styles of living to be maintained. Housing trust areas primarily were converted into higher 

density urban infill areas.  More traditional suburban areas were maintained with the quarter acre 

block providing room and space for families to raise children. 

The option of creating international standard high density living has not been explored and would 

provide another option within the Council without devaluing and destroying the inherent value in 

the suburb, and devaluing the properties of all those who have invested in the area. 

So, in conclusion: I strongly reject this proposal, as it will  

• Repeat the currently admitted planning policy failures in the northern area of the Council. 

• Devalue the amenity of the Council areas, especially in the current Hills zone. 

• Reduce the options available within the Council for different styles of living. 

• Reduce the green space and environmental amenity of the suburb. 

• Reduce the domestic recreational options within the suburb. 

• Place increased burden on the infrastructure with no real understanding of how the costs of 

this structural failure will be distributed. 

• Lacks a comprehensive plan to deal with the issues identified as potentially arising. 

• Devalue the properties in the area as they are crowded out by inappropriate developments. 

 

Regards 

 

 

Robert Lloyd 

46 Braeside Avenue 

Seacombe Heights 

SA 5047 
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Housing Diversity DPA, _. j

Chief Executive Officer, - • - - —J

City of Marion

PO Box 21

Oaklands Park

SA 5046

This letter is in response to the Development Plan for Consultation for the amalgamation of the

existing policy area hills 11 into a Southern Hills policy area and the reduction ofthe^welling area

requirements to 350 to 400 m2. Refer to 4.5 and 4.6 Pages 63-68

Having read the proposed changes by Marion Council on the planning requirements for the current

planning requirements for the current Hills policy area 11 to amalgamate it with policy area 10 and

18 to form a Southern Hills policy area with the view of this revision of block requirement to allow

change for 350 to 400 m2 per dwelling plus provide opportunities for increased dwellings to be

multi-story developments,(p68)

I am only addressing issues pertinent to the Hills Face Policy

• Changes, particularly in Seacombe Heights and Seaview Downs will undermine the leafy,

spacious dwellings conducive to family living

• Disadvantage home owners who made selective choices to invest in family homes under the

Hills face policy by increasing the density and allowing for 2 storey buildings

• Reduce house greenery space conducive to families with children (planned environmental

landscaping and area is a requirement under present policy)

• Reference to older residents downsizing (p63) implies residents want to live in same area in

smaller house without consideration that residents selected hills face because of size and

restrictions for development

• Council legitimising planned changes of residential subdivision on Hills Face by similar ad hoc

higher density planning that it acknowledges was a mistake (P9)

• Lower density housing was and remains the attraction for the Southern Hills face residents

as this is the diversity within Marion Council (P9) rather than smaller dwellings elsewhere

In addition to the above the following are general comments and further issues.

• There needs to be more transparency indicating the drivers behind the proposed change of

Hills policy

• Proposal did not undergo consultation for the recommendation with residents in these areas

• Existing Hills Face Property owners invested heavily into their properties and abided by the

rules that council now wants to change

• Traffic and parking congestion has increased and can be linked by the type of development

that Marion Council acknowledges was wrong in planning and yet the Council still wants to

increase density in areas and so make it more widespread
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• "Environmental de-greening" is rapidly increasing, thereby decreasing children's play areas

and drastically increasing heat in these compacted dwelling further placing great pressures

on the electricity grid

• Security issues and high fencing are on the increase, diminishing the character of a friendly

family neighbourhood

• Marion Council has an increase of small house rental properties at the expense of

diminished residential home owners

• 2 generation home and family owners choices to live in large area homes are disregarded

• Council focussing on decreasing larger blocks to smaller ones makes suburb less attractive

• Value of houses will drop

• Greater transparent liaison required between Council with government to improve

infrastructure e.g water run-off, main road and arterial road congestion, off street parking

greater use of electricity, housing design that is conducive to our climate

Living in the Marion area from 1958, both in Warradale and Seacombe Heights for the last 40 years,

am appalled how Marion Council lately, has diminished the character of our area by their own

admitted lack of planning that has drastically changed the area from family residential to one of

congested rental properties, diminished the greenery, increased concrete jungles and increased

suburban parking congestion. There is a concern that in the overall changing character of the

proposed changes to the Hills Face Policy that the Marion Council wishes to increase and create an

enclave of rental properties congested living and decrease the diversity of choice provided by the

present policy into which existing residents bought into.

I would appreciate the issues raised in this letter to be addressed at a public meeting where

residents specifically from the Hills Face zone are invited by letter to attend and provided with the

opportunity to speak

Furthermore, I welcome a written response to this letter and would be happy to engage in further

discussion and consultation.

v.i

Valentina Vmogradoff

91Braeside Avenue

Seacombe Heights

SA 5047
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Dear Mr Skull, 

Re:  Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment 

We act for P & K Elliss, the registered proprietors of Lot 11 Main South Road, Darlington. The relevant 

Certificate of Title is attached. 

Our clients have requested MasterPlan to prepare a submission on the Housing Diversity Development 

Plan Amendment, that was released for public consultation purposes, with a closing date for receiving 

submissions of 14th November 2017. 

Summary Position 

Our client’s land is located within the Residential Zone, Marion Plains Policy Area 10. The site is bound by 

the Neighbourhood Centre Zone to the east and Commercial Zone to the south. Our client’s land is 

separated by the remainder of the Residential Zone to the west by the Southern Expressway, as depicted 

in the attached Zone and Locality Plan. 

The Zoning of our client’s land has come to incorporate these elements as a result of a historic aberration 

through the construction of the Southern Expressway. Our client’s land retains no link with the remainder 

of the Residential Zone to the west.  

As such, our clients request that the DPA be amended to include Lot 11 Main South Road within the 

Neighbourhood Centre Zone to provide a more orderly and sustainable pattern of development and 

efficiently use this underutilised parcel of land. 

The Subject Site and Locality 

The subject site is located between Main South Road to the south-east and the Southern Expressway to 

the north-west. The site is an irregular elongated shape, orientated in a north-east, south-west direction. 

Housing Diversity DPA 

Chief Executive Officer 

City of Marion 

P.O. Box 21 

OAKLANDS PARK  SA  5046 
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The site is formally described as Lot 11 in Deposited Plan 85665, Hundred of Noarlunga and comprises 

the whole of the land described in Certificate of Title Volume 6075, Folio 107. 

The site currently contains a recently constructed retail showroom towards the south-western corner of 

the site. The remainder of the site towards the north-east is vacant. There is an existing valid Development 

Approval for the construction of two retail show rooms located centrally and to the north of the site. 

The existing retail showroom is constructed of tilt up concrete external walls and located on the western 

and northern boundaries. The building presents to an internal driveway with a large roller door, front 

entrance steps and ramp, porch, front door and numerous adjacent domestic scaled windows. 

Vehicle access is accommodated from South Road via a right of way over the adjacent property to the 

east, across an existing car park aisle. Car parking associated with the retail showroom is located towards 

the southern corner of the site. 

The subject site has no direct street presentation to Main South Road, being located behind commercial 

development with that frontage. The rear of the site presents to the Southern Expressway and the 

adjacent veloway. 

The locality predominantly consists of commercial development fronting either side of Main South Road, 

with Flagstaff Hotel representing a dominant feature. Beyond the commercial development is generally 

low density residential development. 

Visual amenity in the immediate locality could most generously be described as moderate, with no 

defined rhythm in the streetscape. Notably, views are obtainable across the Adelaide plains and to 

Flagstaff Hill. 

The built form within the locality varies, including numerous small-scale shop fronts including retail, 

takeaway and restaurant uses and larger-scale commercial development further to the south such as 

caryards and equipment hire facilities. 

Existing Zoning 

The Residential Zone includes a strong residential focus, with the intention to increase housing choice 

through the development of vacant and underutilised land in a coordinated manner. Non-residential uses 

are envisaged where they are of a nature and scale that serves the local community and are to be 

consistent with the character of the locality. 
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The residential focus of the Residential Zone is not considered to be consistent with the relevant 

attributes of the subject site given its isolation from the remainder of the Zone. The segmenting impact of 

the Southern Expressway to the site’s west, limits the opportunity for residential development to integrate 

with the remainder of the Zone. Further, the immediate locality does not include characteristics typical of 

the suburban nature generally associated with the Residential Zone. The Neighbourhood Centre Zone 

adjacent to the eastern boundary provides a significant character influence for the site, contrary to that of 

a generic suburban residential setting. 

The subject site sits ‘behind’ the Neighbourhood Centre in parts, with the exception of the central and 

northern section that share a boundary with a large common car park. Each of these characteristics 

provides evident land use interface issues for future residential development on the subject site, 

particularly at ground level. Noise, traffic and extended hours of operation for the commercial uses 

represent significant amenity implications. 

Current progressive urban design thinking for centres encourages the inclusion of non-residential 

development at ground level and residential above within a single building to reduce land use interface 

issues for residents such as noise, traffic and land use frequency. It is generally recognised these interface 

issues are reduced for residents located above ground level. 

Given the site’s proximity to the Neighbourhood Centre Zone with a long eastern boundary adjacent to 

the common car park, the physical characteristics and orientation of the land provides a natural 

coordination with the Centre. Further, these same elements represent evident interface conflict issues in 

the event that ground level dwellings are to be developed on the site. 

The site constraints are considered to significantly restrict the potential for ground level residential 

development that incorporates amenity elements consistent with those intended within the Residential 

Zone. Non-residential development at ground level is considered to more closely align with the site 

specific characteristics. 

Site Suitability 

The intention of the Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment in relation to existing 

Neighbourhood Centre Zones, is ‘to help create active, vibrant centres that meet the needs of their 

surrounding community’, including the key elements as relevant to the subject site of: 

• street level facilities that consist primarily of retail, service or office use; and 

• upper floor uses that may include offices but generally residential. 

We note that key policy changes to the Neighbourhood Centre Zone relating to the development 

potential of the subject site include: 
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• to encourage dwellings located above non-residential development (the current policies 

encourage dwellings ‘in conjunction with’ or ‘behind’ non-residential development); 

• introduce a maximum building height of four stories; and 

• the application of relevant building envelopes to minimise the impact on adjacent development. 

The subject land provides an excellent opportunity to successfully implement these intentions and allow a 

stimulus for the growth and upgrade of the existing Centre. Non-residential development at the ground 

floor level is able to be effectively integrated within the existing centre adjacent to the existing communal 

car park. In addition, the site provides an excellent opportunity for well-designed residential development 

above ground level to a height up to four stories. The upper level dwellings would have generous views of 

the Adelaide Plains and Hills while providing additional density in a strategically appropriate location with 

excellent access to shopping, services and regular public transport. In addition, given the absence of 

adjacent residential development, the potential scale conflict of a four-story building is negated. 

In our view, the subject site is eminently suitable to achieve the development intentions of the 

Neighbourhood Centre Zones, as amended. 

Expansion of Neighbourhood Centre Zones 

The Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment includes an appetite for the expansion of 

Neighbourhood Centre Zones. We note that the DPA proposes expansion of the two Centres in Park 

Holme and Marion. 

The intention of expanding the Neighbourhood Centre Zones is to provide further density and greater 

integration of residential development within the Centres and to enhance their function through 

pedestrian friendly design. The inclusion of adjacent underutilised sites is intended to further that 

endeavour. 

Lot 11 Main South Road represents an underutilised allotment with similar characteristics to those 

considered at Park Holme and Marion. Lot 11 is partially vacant and strategically located adjacent to the 

Neighbourhood Centre Zone with a wide frontage allowing effective integration. Additionally, the size of 

the allotment and its location adjacent to the Southern Expressway provides an ideal site for integrated 

development for reasons previously stipulated. 

Given the appetite of the Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment to expand Neighbourhood 

Centre Zones and incorporate underutilised allotments with strategical important attributes, it is our view 

that Lot 11 Main South Road is consistent with that intention, warranting investigation and addition. 
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Proposed Action 

We request that the DPA be amended to include Lot 11 Main South Road, Darlington - currently located 

in the Residential Zone - within the Neighbourhood Centre Zone. 

Please be advised that our clients, through their representative, wish to be heard in support of this 

submission at the scheduled Public Hearing. Please advise the writer of the time and venue nominated for 

the Public Hearing.  

Yours sincerely 

 

Stewart Hocking 

MasterPlan SA Pty Ltd 

enc: Certificates of Title. 

Zone and Locality Plan. 

 

cc: Phil Elliss (via email). 
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14 November 2017 REF No.: 00536-001 

 

City of Marion 

PO Box 21 

OAKLANDS PARK SA 5046 

Attention: Chief Executive Officer 

By website: http://www.makingmarion.com.au/housing-diversity-dpa/survey_tools/housing-diversity-dpa 

 

Dear Sir, 

RE: HOUSING DIVERSITY DPA – SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF DLH PROJECTS 

Ekistics Planning & Design acts for DLH Projects (‘DLH’) in relation to a potential mixed-use development 

proposal at 934 Marion Road, Sturt.  The site is within the area affected by the Housing Diversity Development 

Plan Amendment (‘the DPA’).  Accordingly, DLH has a strong interest in the policy changes proposed by the DPA 

and wishes to provide the following submission for the Council’s consideration.  

1. Background 

DLH provides specialist property development services to a diverse range of clients and has successfully 

completed a number of small to medium-scale residential infill projects within the metropolitan area.  DLH has a 

particular interest in the southern suburbs and demonstrated a strong commitment to investing in the City of 

Marion to achieve high quality development outcomes.  

DLH is now pursuing a medium density, mixed use development on land at 934 Marion Road, Sturt which would 

encompass ground floor retail (café or similar) with two levels of residential apartments above.  Given the 

proximity of Flinders University, the residential component of the development may be tailored to provide 

apartments suitable for students.   

Importantly, the proposed mixed use development will complement the existing group of shops which adjoin 

the subject land to the north and will assist to establish ‘shop top’ housing adjacent an identified strategic 

growth area known as ‘Laffer’s Triangle’ and along an identified ‘strategic transport route’ (Marion Road).  

The Council’s DPA proposes to introduce a ‘Suburban Activity Node Zone’ over the subject land which will 

greatly assist to achieve the mixed-use, medium development outcome sought for the site while also 

complementing the proposed Suburban Activity Node Zone that is being introduced by the Minister for Planning 

on the opposite side of Marion Road.  For this reason, DLH strongly supports the DPA as it relates to this specific 

site. 
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2. Subject Land and Proposed Development  

2.1 Subject Land and Zoning 

DLH has secured a site at 934 Marion Road, Sturt which is more formally identified as Certificate of Title Volume 

5334 Folio 763.   The land is in the order of 900m2 in area with a frontage of approximately 30m to a service 

lane which provides access to Marion Road.  The land has a depth of approximately 30m, is generally flat and 

does not appear to contain any Significant or Regulated Trees. 

Adjoining the subject land to the north, on the corner of Macklin Street, is a small group of shops which do not 

appear to be performing to their full potential and which provide limited off-street parking.  Residential 

development is located to the west and south while land to the east, on the opposite side of Marion Road, is 

currently vacant.  

More broadly, the subject land is located reasonably close to the Flinders Medical Centre and Flinders 

University.  The Tonsley Innovation District and Westfield Marion Shopping Centre are also located within the 

broader locality of the subject land. 

Currently, the land sits within the Residential Zone and Northern Policy Area 13 of the Marion Council 

Development Plan.  The current Zone and Policy Area seek low to medium density housing and list some forms 

non-residential development such as shops, consulting rooms and offices as non-complying forms of 

development where they have a gross leasable floor area of 150m2 or greater.   

Mixed-use, medium density development outcomes are not specifically anticipated by the current planning 

controls and an application of this nature would most likely trigger a Category 3 notification process which 

would provide third party appeal rights. 

2.2 Proposed Development 

While the proposed development is still in concept form, it is likely to involve a mixed-use building of three 

storeys in height with retail and car parking at ground floor and apartments above.  The ground floor retail is 

likely to be modest in size (approximately 200m2 gross leasable floor area) which will complement the existing 

small-scale shops which adjoin the site to the north.  The proposed residential element on the first and second 

floors is also likely to be modest with one or two bedrooms apartments to suit the student or affordable 

housing market.  

Importantly, the proposed development will be based on ecologically sustainable design principles and may 

embrace the Nightingale Housing model that is emerging within a number of inner-city locations in Melbourne 

and Sydney.  According to their website, Nightingale Housing: 

… is a not-for-profit social enterprise that exists to support, promote and advocate for high-quality 

housing that is ecologically, socially, financially sustainable. 
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The stated aims of Nightingale Housing are to: 

1. Advance environmental sustainability through design (including sustainable transport options); 

2. Build social connection, connection to services and community management; 

3. Contribute positively to neighbourhoods and urban culture through quality urban design; 

4. Promote affordability by providing access to housing purchase at below market price; 

5. Minimise the on-going costs of living in the housing through design; 

6. Educate designers, potential home owners and the public in deliberative development and sustainable 

housing models; and 

7. Involve groups of purchasers in cooperative / syndicate / collective planning and participation. 

A ‘sketch design’ of the proposed development is provided in Figure 1 below with inspiration images sourced 

from a number of existing Nightingale Housing projects.  This design shows the eastern elevation with the 

existing shops in the foreground.  Key features include the continuation of a shop front along the Marion Road 

service lane with residential apartments located above.  Parking will be provided at-grade to the rear of the 

shop.  More detailed plans are provided as Appendix 1. 

Figure 1 Sketch Design 
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While the height of the proposed development is higher than the two-storeys desired by the current Residential 

Zone, it is closely aligned with PDC 11 of the proposed Suburban Activity Node Zone which anticipates a 

minimum of two storeys and a maximum of three storeys in this location.    

Importantly, the proposed development is also closely aligned with the following key extracts from the Desired 

Character of the Suburban Activity Node Zone: 

Residential development will be primarily in the form of residential flat buildings, row dwellings, semi-

detached dwellings, serviced apartments and other forms of accommodation that meet the needs of 

students and aged persons. The location of high density housing and other forms of targeted 

accommodation will take into account its proximity to education and employment facilities, and public 

transit services. 

--- 

Outside ‘Core Areas’, smaller scale non-residential uses will be encouraged at street level, with residential 

units and/or other forms of accommodation located on upper floors. 

--- 

Buildings will contribute to the provision of a coherent public realm by framing the street space and 

adjoining private and public open space. To promote pedestrian oriented development, building entrances 

will be oriented to the street and on-site parking areas will be located beneath or behind buildings. 

On this basis, the proposed development will help to achieve Council’s overarching vision for the Suburban 

Activity Node Zone while also helping to revitalise and activate the locality.  Increased density in this location will 

also assist to support the adjoining existing shops on the corner of Macklin Street and the Marion Road service 

lane. 

2.3 Traffic 

A preliminary traffic impact assessment has been prepared Phil Weaver and has been included as Appendix 2.  

This assessment, which was based on a review of the concept plan, an inspection of the locality and surveys of 

existing traffic movements, concludes that: 

The volume of traffic generated in either the am or pm peak hour period associated with the proposed 

development would not be significant and would not result in capacity issues on the adjoining road 

network. 

While a more detailed traffic impact assessment will need to be prepared once the design has been finalised, it 

is clear that the proposed zoning will not result in a form or intensity of development that would exceed the 

capacity of the existing road network or require significant infrastructure upgrades.  
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3. The DPA 

3.1 Suburban Activity Node Zone 

We have reviewed the DPA and are pleased to note that the proposed introduction of the Suburban Activity 

Node Zone will support the mixed-use, medium density outcome sought for the subject land.  We’re also 

pleased to note that the proposed rezoning will complement the proposed zoning by the Minister on the 

eastern side of Marion Road in the area known as Laffer’s Triangle.  In this way, the Council is establishing a 

consistent planning policy framework for this southern portion of Marion Road which will encourage 

complementary development outcomes on both side of the road while also facilitating a transition in scale and 

intensity towards the west and the more traditional residential areas of Sturt. 

Importantly, the proposed Zone reflects and responds to the existing small-scale shops adjoining the subject 

land and will provide additional development opportunities to allow this ‘corner store’ development to reach its 

full potential and provide services to the anticipated increased residential development in the locality. 

On this basis, the proposed Suburban Activity Node Zone in this location is strongly supported. 

3.2 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide 

We note that the proposed Suburban Activity Node Zone clearly responds to the following key policies of the 

30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide: 

P1.  Deliver a more compact urban form by locating the majority of Greater Adelaide’s urban 

growth within existing built up areas by increasing density at strategic locations close to public 

transport. (Map 2) 

P2.  Increase residential and mixed use development in the walking catchment of:  

•  strategic activity centres* 

•  appropriate transit corridors 

•  strategic railway stations. 

P5.  Encourage medium rise development along key transport corridors, within activity centres and 

in urban renewal areas that support public transport use. 

P10.  Allow for low impact employment activities in residential areas, such as small scale shops, 

offices and restaurants, where interface issues can be appropriately managed.  

P36.  Increase housing supply near jobs, services and public transport to improve affordability and 

provide opportunities for people to reduce their transport costs. 

With the above in mind, the rezoning of the subject land to Suburban Activity Node Zone is closely aligned with 

the directions of the 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide and implements a number of specific policies within this 

important strategic document. 
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4. Conclusion 

DLH Projects has successfully completed a number of small to medium infill residential projects within the City 

of Marion and is now keen to progress a mixed-use, medium density development at 934 Marion Road, Sturt.  

This proposed development, which will complement the existing small-scale shops on the adjoining allotment to 

the north, will take advantage of the site’s location along Marion and its proximity to the Flinders Medical 

Centre, Flinders University, the Tonsley Innovation District and the Westfield Marion Shopping Centre. 

While the design of the development is yet to be finalised, the proposed ground floor shops and associated car 

parks with residential apartments above is closely aligned with the intent and policies contained within the 

proposed Suburban Activity Node Zone.  In addition, the proposed zoning reflects and implements the key 

policies of The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide while also establishing a consistent policy framework for both 

sides of Marion Road in this strategic location.  Finally, an initial traffic impact assessment has confirmed that 

the proposed zoning will facilitate a type and intensity of development that will not exceed the capacity of the 

existing road network. 

For these reasons, DLH Projects strongly supports the proposed zoning of the land and requests that Council 

maintains this element of the DPA in its current form. 

 

We look forward to your favourable consideration of this submission and would be pleased to provide any 

further information where required.  In addition, we can advise that, DLH Projects wishes to present at the 

Public Meeting on Monday 20 November 2017. 

 

Yours Sincerely 
 
 
 
Kieron Barnes 
Senior Associate 

 

cc  Daniel Harris – DLH Projects 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 1. Preliminary Architectural Plans 
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Appendix 2. Traffic Impact Assessment 



 

  
File: 160-17 
 
 
 
14 November 2017 
 
 
 
Mr Daniel Harris 
DLH Projects 
PO Box 143 
BRIGHTON SA 5048 
 
Dear Daniel, 
 
PROPOSED MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT - 934 MARION ROAD, STURT - REVIEW OF 
TRAFFIC ISSUES 
 
I refer to our recent discussions in relation to a proposal to redevelop the above site as a mixed 
use development to accommodate residential and commercial activities. 
 
More specifically, I note that the subject site is located within an area identified by the City of 
Marion’s Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment (DPA). This proposed DPA would 
create a new zone described by Council as a Suburban Activity Zone, the outcome of which would 
provide for developments of greater intensity than currently permitted within these areas. 
 
I understand your initial discussions with Council planning staff have identified concerns in relation 
to the access arrangements of the subject land, relating to the existing serviced roadway on the 
western side of Marion Road. I have therefore assessed both the current access arrangements 
and the potential traffic impacts associated with the redevelopment of the subject site within the 
following report. 
 
Existing Situation 
 
The subject site is located along the service road on the western side of Marion Road, to the north 
of the intersection of Marion Road with the Southern Expressway. 
 
The subject section of this service road extends along Marion Road for a total distance of 
approximately 200m and is constructed with a kerb to kerb width of 6m. This roadway is restricted 
to a one-way (northbound) traffic flow with access (entry only) provided at the southern end of the 
service road from both Marion Road and Ralph Street, Sturt. Drivers are able to turn both left and 
right into the service road from Marion Road. 
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The subject section of the service road intersects with Macklin Street to the north of the subject 
land and provides exit only onto Marion Road approximately 90m to the north of the intersection 
with Martin Street i.e. south of Travers Road. 
 
The subject land is currently occupied by a residential dwelling and is located immediately to the 
south of a group of shops on the south-western corner of the intersection of Macklin Street with 
the service road. 
 
Parking in front of the subject site, and essentially along the western side of the service road is 
unrestricted including the area in front of the subject land. However, parking is prohibited on the 
eastern side of this roadway. 
 
An Inspection of the locality during the evening period on Friday 10th November 2017 and 
identified, amongst other matters, that:- 
 

 There is not a capacity issue with traffic entering the service roadway from either Marion 
Road or Ralph Street, and 

 
 A significant proportion of traffic entering the service roadway, turns left into Macklin Street 

to access the residential areas to the west of the subject site. 
 
In order to quantify the above traffic movements, surveys of traffic using the subject section of 
service road were conducted between 3.00pm and 6.00pm on Monday 13th November 2017 and 
between 7.30am and 9.30am on Tuesday 14th November 2017. These surveys consisted of 
volumes of traffic using the service roadway in these periods, including:- 
 

 The number of vehicles entering the service roadway via both Marion Road and Ralph 
Street, and 

 
 The number of vehicles travelling north along the service road to exit onto Marion Road or 

turning left into Macklin Street. 
 
Analysis of the survey results identified that:- 
 

 The peak hour periods occurred between 7.45am and 8.45am in the morning period and 
between 5.00pm and 6.00pm in the afternoon period, and 

 
 The majority of vehicles turning left into the southern access point from Marion Road were 

then turning left into Macklin Street during the morning peak hour period. This suggests 
that these vehicles are using Macklin Street as a through route to avoid delays on the 
arterial road network during the am commuter peak hour period. This is supported by 
analysis of the traffic surveys which identified that the volume of traffic turning left into 
Macklin Street from the service road essentially halved from the 43 movements recorded 
between 8.30 am and 8.45am to 23 movements between 8.45am and 9.00am. 
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The directional movements during the above periods are summarised in Figure 1 below. 

 
   Figure 1: Existing am (pm) peak hour traffic volumes 
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Full details of the results of the traffic surveys are included within an appendix to this report.  
 
Proposed Development 
 
While I understand that the design of the proposed development has not been finalised, you have 
indicated that the proposed development would consist of ground floor commercial areas with 
residential dwellings located above. I understand that it is proposed to provide:- 
 

 A café within the commercial area of 200m², 
 
 A total of 16 dwellings which will most likely comprise 8 one bedroom dwellings and 8 two 

bedroom dwellings, and 
 

 On-site car parking within a basement car parking area. 
 
Traffic Assessment 
 
The existing development on the subject site would have a capacity to generate approximately:- 
 

 10 trips on a weekday, and 
 
 1 trip in the pm peak hour period. 

 
Based on the traffic generation rates within the “Guide to Traffic Generating Developments” 
report prepared by the Roads and Traffic Authority of NSW, I consider that the proposed 
development would generate of the order of:- 
 
Residential Component 
 

1. One bedroom dwelling 
 
 Daily vehicle trips: 5 trips per dwelling, 
 
 Weekday peak hour vehicle trips: 0.5 trips per dwelling, 

 
2. Two bedroom dwelling  

 
 Daily vehicle trips: 6.5 trips per dwelling, 
 
 Weekday peak hour vehicle trips: 0.65 trips per dwelling, 

 
Café Use 
 

 Daily vehicle trips: 60 trips per 100m² gross floor area 
 
 Evening peak hour vehicle trips: 5 trips per 100m² gross floor area. 
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On the basis of the above standard, I calculate that the proposed development would generate 
approximately 212 trips on a weekday and 20 trips during the pm peak hour period as summarised 
below:- 
 
Daily vehicle trips  
 
Land Use Daily trip generation 

rate 
Units / area Trips 

Cafe 60 trips / 100m 200m² 120 trips 
Residential - 
 
One bedroom 
 
Two bedroom 

 
 
5 trips / dwelling 
 
6.5 trips / dwelling 

 
 
8 
 
8 

 
 
40 trips 
 
52 trips 

Total   212 trips 
 
However, the volume of weekday traffic associated with the café would potentially be less in the 
event that this facility is not open in evening periods. Furthermore, a proportion of traffic to be 
generated by this component is likely to be existing traffic. Hence, the additional volumes of traffic 
associated with this land use are likely to be lower than suggested by the RTA traffic generation 
rates. 
 
Peak hour trips  
 
Land Use Peak Hour trip 

generation rate 
Units / area Trips 

Cafe 5 trips / 100m 200m² 10 trips 
Residential - 
 
One bedroom 
 
Two bedroom 

 
 
0.5 trips / dwelling 
 
0.65 trips / dwelling 

 
 
8 
 
8 

 
 
4 trips 
 
5.2 trips 

Total   20 trips 
 
I forecast that approximately three quarters of traffic generated by the residential component of 
the subject development would exit the site with one quarter entering in the am peak hour period. 
Hence, there should be of the order of 8 vph exiting the site and 2 vehicles entering the site 
associated with this land use component. 
 
In the pm peak hour period, there would typically be two thirds of traffic associated with a 
residential land use entering the site with the remaining one third of traffic exiting the site. Hence, 
there would be of the order of 7 entry and 3 exit movements associated with the residential 
dwellings. 
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Assuming that there would be an equal proportion of arriving and departing traffic generated by 
the cafe, there would be of the order of 5 entry and 5 exit movements associated with this land 
use during either the am or pm peak hour periods. 
 
On the above basis, I calculate that volumes of traffic generated by the proposed development in 
peak hour periods would be as follows:- 
 

 7 vehicles arriving and 13 vehicles departing the site in the am peak hour period, and 
 
 12 vehicles arriving and 8 vehicles departing the site in the pm peak hour period. 

 
I therefore calculate that the volume of traffic on the section of the service road adjacent to the 
immediate south of the subject site would increase from 177 to 184 trips in the am peak hour 
period. In this same period the volume of traffic on the service road to the north of Macklin Street, 
would increase from 46 vph to a maximum of 59 vph, assuming that all traffic leaving the site 
would exit onto Marion Road. 
 
In the pm peak hour period, the volume of traffic using the section of service road to the south of 
the site, would increase from approximately 54 to 66 movements. 
 
In the pm peak hour period, the volume of traffic on the service road to the north of Macklin Street 
would increase from 41 vph to 49 vph. 
 
The volume of traffic generated in either the am or pm peak hour period associated with the 
proposed development would not be significant and would not result in capacity issues on the 
adjoining road network.  
 
On the above basis, I consider that there would remain more than sufficient capacity on the service 
road to accommodate the proposed development. 
 
Road Crashes 
 
A review of the Location SA Map Viewer website indicates no significant history of road crashes 
associated with the access points of the service road with:- 
 

 A total of 4 crashes identified in the section of Marion Road, adjacent to the right turn 
storage lane, in the 5 year data collection period. However, it is unclear whether these 
crashes were associated directly with the entry point into the service lane or were related 
to traffic accessing the Southern Expressway / continuing south along Marion Road, and  
 

 No details of any crashes on Marion Road adjacent to the exit point from the service road.  
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Summary and Conclusions 
 
This report has been undertaken in order to assess the forecast traffic generation associated with 
a potential mixed use development on land located at 934 Marion Road, Sturt. 
 
The subject land is currently occupied by a single residential dwelling. It is proposed that the site 
could potentially be redeveloped as a mixed use development accommodating:- 
 

 A commercial component of 200m² with potential use as a café, 
 
 A total of 16 residential dwellings consisting of 8 one bedroom and 8 two bedroom 

dwellings, and 
 

 On-site car parking. 
 
The above assessment has identified that, at most, the subject development would generate 20 
vehicle movements on the adjacent road network in any one hour period. 
 
However, given the one-way nature of the service road, there would be only an additional 13 
movements on any portion of this road. 
 
On the above basis, it is considered that the potential increase in traffic using the service roadway 
will not result in capacity or safety issues. Hence, the potential development of a relatively small 
scale mixed use development is supported on traffic grounds. 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Phil Weaver 
Phil Weaver and Associates Pty Ltd 
 
Enc  
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Response to Suburban Activity Node 

 

 

I support the Suburban Activity Node Zone “Transition area” only, however recommend it  

not be restricted to this small-portion of Marion Council and should be integrated further 

throughout Marion’s suburbs along transport corridors. 

 

In my experience as a builder, smaller affordable housing has been largely sought by: a) 

senior demographic looking to downsize, b) single parents and c) first home buyers. For 

interconnected communities and greater wellbeing of all Marion citizens, these 

demographics should not contained to small pockets along main roads.  

 

I propose focus should be put on 1-2 storey affordable group developments with shared 

community space and focus on Eco design. 

 

Decreasing homes to 80-100m2 and focusing on Eco design will allow for more affordable 

homes to buy and affordable to run. 

 

Focus on community living allows healthy integrated communities 

 

Eco design allows for more green spaces, water catchment areas and self-sustainability 

through permaculture. 

 

Group developments allow for more on street car parks 

 

It is for this reason I don't support the Suburban Activity node "Core area or other area” I 

would recommend densities be only 3 storey with large focus on community living. 

Larger buildings become run down quickly because all owners have to agree on 

maintenance and buildings are harder to maintain. Individual homes are easier to maintain 

as the home owner can be responsible for their own home. Apartment blocks seem to age 

quickly. This phenomena leads to depreciation of building blocks and reduction of rents. 

Creating low economic areas. 
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Robert Tokley

From: Neil Prosser <neilorlorraine@gmail.com>

Sent: Friday, 6 October 2017 4:38 PM

To: Electronic Mail

Subject: Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment (DPA) Feedback & concerns.

As a resident ratepayer living in the Seacombe Gardens area (Miller Street) I wish to raise concerns 

regarding the above plan and its impact in relation to Suburban Activity Node Zones - "Core and 

Transitional". 

 

1. The Marion shopping Centre has considerable parking facilities on ones first observation of the area but 

when you observe the parking situation on a weekend, during school holidays or any other special occasion 

you will discover that all parking facilities are full with many persons, buses and heavy vehicles seeking 

parking on Sturt Rd, Diagonal Rd and Morphett Streets as well as in side streets all around the Centre due to 

insufficient parking facilities. I find that the proposal to increase the density of shops and accommodation 

around these streets to up to 6 stories high shows little foresight as to the problems that will eventuate from 

this additional traffic. In addition to this congestion for current traffic, consideration must be given for the 

amount of additional parking that will be required for persons attending these shops or living above them. 

Most families now find that they require two motor vehicles as both parties work and need to travel to quite 

distant locations to find employment. In addition they need to travel to take children to school and child care 

centres. With this density housing and high rise buildings there is no provision for parking and most people 

will park in the nearest streets.There is just not sufficient room for this type of development in this area. 

 

2. My second point follows on from here looking at the "Transitional zones" and the wider general housing 

surrounding these areas. Currently the streets of Seacombe Gardens that I traverse regularly are congested 

with parking on both sides of very narrow streets. Ramsay Avenue is a typical example of where two 

storeyed dwellings have been and continue to be erected with traffic needing to weave ones way through, 

often waiting for oncoming traffic to pass before proceeding. The streets of these older suburbs have not 

been designed for this amount of traffic and the additional parking required for higher rise buildings. 

 

I am aware of the TOD's scheme and of the benefits that it can bring but on this occasion and at this 

particular shopping area additional consideration must be made to cover the parking and traffic that will 

result. Whether this is onsite (under the constructions) or above ground it must be taken into account. The 

TOD's scheme works on the principle of people utilising public transport but in this situation  people come 

from and travel to locations much wider that our main corridors of transport. 

 

Yours sincerely 

Neil J Prosser 

22b Miller Street 

Seacombe Gardens. 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

This email has been scanned by City of Marion's MessageLabs Email Security System. 

For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 
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Robert Tokley

From: Ian Gardiner <irgardian@yahoo.com.au>

Sent: Monday, 23 October 2017 8:36 PM

To: Housing Diversity DPA

Subject: Submission for Housing Diversity DPA

Written submission on the HOUSING DIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT 

  
Ian Gardiner 
13A Ulva Avenue 

Warradale 5046 

  
Affected address as above 

irgardian@yahoo.com.au        
0407644008 

  
I do NOT support the proposed ‘Suburban Activity Node Zone’,   (both Core and Transition). 
  
To the Chief Executive Officer 
City of Marion 

  
My address is 13A Ulva Avenue Warradale. 
I understand my side of the avenue is in the Node Core area and the opposite side is in the Node 
Transition area. Consequently my side could have up to 4 storeys for blocks < 2000 sq m or 6 storeys for 
bigger blocks whereas the other side is limited to 2 or 3 storeys. Furthermore buildings my side have no 
minimum for setback on the side boundary and primary road boundary (is Ulva Ave a primary road ??). 
  
These are massive changes to existing regulations and most unfair and unreasonable. 
  
At present there are not even any 2 storey houses in Ulva Avenue. Over the past 3-4 years several small 
blocks of single storey units and several single storey houses have been built here. In fact 2 new single 
storey houses are currently under construction opposite my place. So under these new plans we will end 
up with high rise buildings in the street mixed in with all the existing single storey dwellings which people 
have purchased fairly recently. This is very unfair on existing residents and will spoil the appearance and 
liveability of what is a pleasant quiet residential area. 
  
I would urge those in Council responsible for the development of this proposal to visit Ulva Avenue and try 
and envisage how any building above 2 storeys would look !  
  
Your description of Core area mentions shops and cafes on the ground floor and apartments above. Surely 
this is not what is intended for streets like Ulva Avenue ??? 

  
I strongly believe the building regulations in Ulva Avenue should remain as they are. 
At the very minimum the whole of Ulva Avenue should be part of the Transition zone. After all Ulva 
Avenue is a minor residential backstreet and not even a through road so really these changes don’t make 
sense.  
  
I am very stressed by this proposal particularly as the house next door is very old and at some stage it will 
be knocked down and the block redeveloped. This means I will be living with the threat of potentially a 4 
storey (or even 6 storey) going up next door and possibly built on my side boundary !! Apart from a huge 
imposing building there will be no privacy at all when I am sitting in my courtyard and this situation will 
apply to 5 other units near mine as well. Also the value of my property would plummet. 
   
Ulva Avenue is quite narrow and already has some parking issues given its proximity to the Aquatic Centre 
and Marion Shopping Centre. This problem will be greatly exacerbated and will eventually lead to a serious 
accident. 
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My unit is at the end of a row of 4. For some planning reason my property was only allowed a carport 
(which is on the boundary). The other 3 units have garages. Can you explain why this is the case and also 
please advise if a property could still be built on the side boundary where my carport is ? 

  
I urge the Marion Council to reconsider the proposed building heights and Core Zone boundaries and to 
reduce building heights and redefine the Core area to be only on main roads. 
  
  
Ian Gardiner 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

This email has been scanned by City of Marion's MessageLabs Email Security System. 

For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 
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Written submission on the
HOUSING DIVERSITY

DEVLEOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT

To the Chief Executive Officer, City of Marion by 5:00 pm Tuesday 14 November 2017, via
either:

Post: PO Box 21, Oaklands Park SA 5046

Email: housin.qdiversitydpa^marion.sa.gov.au

Online: www.makincimarion.com.au

Note: Copies of all public submissions will be available for inspection by interested persons
at the Marion Council Offices (245 Start Road, Sturt) from Wednesday 15 November 2017
until the conclusion of the public hearing, and will also be available for viewing on the
Housing Diversity DPA webpage at www.manon.sa.ciov.au/housinci-diversity-dpa

Submitter Details (required)

Name: S\\Q^^ ^ SVe^Wn V-e.n-\p\'£->>V\c.\

Organisation Name (where relevant):

Postal Address: 1^ VV-Vxv^ C\^^ \t~K^rcT;r\c-v\€-

Affected Address: '~|^ \^V~^-~Y C\\^ ^^oy^^c^aV-^

Email: <^Vf;v~r^)W^\c\s:^-] •y^)c^m\A. Co^v -
c^

Phone: t-vvVv^H^SH-

Note: The details supplied above will be recorded as the person / organisation who lodged
the submission

D I would like to be heard at the public hearing

Submission Questions (optional)

Questions 1 to 10 are suggestions only and there is no requirement to complete them, or all
of them, as part of your submission. If you prefer not to answer them, you may skip to the
other comments and supporting documents section of the form (question 9) to complete your
submission.

1. Are ypy directly affected by the DPA as a landowner / occupier?

E3/Yes D No D Unsure

Comment Oo\- \--\<^o\cu ^^\V y^-*0£^Y\/ \%> ^3^V^\v^ "\L€
\

<H*\^r \C5-\v—i ^c^avV-^i \<fcAe &^-.

1 I Pag e



2. Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor Zone" along Marion Road?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment —'

3. Do you support the proposed "Suburban Activity Node Zone"?

D Yes D No 0/0nsure

Comment ~-\Yc\^v ^Xe V^VW^^c\ -

4. Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains Policy Area 10"?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

5. Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills Policy Area 16"?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment
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6. Do you support the proposed changes to the Residential Character Policy Area 15?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

7. Do you support the proposed changes to Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment —"

8. Do you support the proposed change to the Coastal Conservation Zone in Hallett Cove?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

9. Other comments / submission details (please attached additional pages and supporting

documents as required)

"PWcr;^ S^' o^cdsec\ VWo •

.(please attach additional pages as necessary)

3| Pag e
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Do you support the proposed "Suburban Activity Node Zone"
Answer: Unsure

My husband and I along with my Sister and her husband purchased
the original house on 7 Hobart Avenue Warradale in approx. 2011.
We subdivided the block and built two semi detached single storey
dwellings for our retirement homes in approx. 2013. We built our homes
to the council specification including the 6 star energy rating which
placed most of our windows facing North.
We have installed solar panels on the Northern face of our Roof and
enjoy living here very much. We have grave concerns for your new
development plan proposal on how it will effect our quality of life.

From the information you have provided in the Suburban Activity Node
Zone fact sheet, speaking with your staff at information sessions and
visiting the Marion Council office it appears in the new development plan
our worse case senario is, we could have a multi storey structure built on
our North facing side boundary 1 meter (space between our fence and
our property) from our Lounge/ Dining and kitchen windows and our outside
entertaining area. As it appears there is to be no side boundary setback within
the core area. Your staff have also had difficulty advising us what our rear
boundary setback would be within the core area due to the fact sheet
makes reference to the Interface height provisions in relation to Residential
Zone boundary, these set back requirements apprears to be unclear for the
position of our dwelling and we would like this information clarified.

We would like to be given some reassurance that the owners of newly built
properties already built within the Suburban Activity Node Zone can expect

a quality of life within our home for the life of their homes for example,
sunlight, no overshowing and a right to privacy. You would expect these newly
built home should have a life expendancy of another 30 years plus.

We would like to see processes put in place by the Marion Council to look
after the owners of these newly built dwellings in the Suburban Activity Node Zone.
For example by having a buffer zone of no high rise development next to
these properties or ensure the Developers give the owners cash
compensation so the owners have an opportunity to move to another
dwelling within the nearby area with a like for like dwelling with no out
of pocket espenses.

We look forward to your reply.
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Written submission on the
HOUSING DIVERSITY

DEVLEOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT

To the Chief Executive Officer, City of Marion by 5:00 pm Tuesday 14 November 2017, via
either:

Post: PO Box 21, Oaklands Park SA 5046

Email: housin.qdiversitydpa@marion.sa.aov.au

Online: www.makincimarion.com.au

Note: Copies of all public submissions will be available for inspection by interested persons
at the Marion Council Offices (245 Sturt Road, Sturt) from Wednesday 15 November 2017
until the conclusion of the public hearing, and will also be available for viewing on the
Housing Diversity D PA webpage at www.manon.sa.Qov.au/housinci-diversity-dpa

Submitter Details (required)

Name: \ts?\-\\. \%\\\ W<V\\^.^
~Y

Organisation Name (where relevant):

Postal Address: ~~\ \\C\^Q.\-\ s^c<-^C
/

Affected Address: '~\ \\^a,\-\ S<V\<^\<^

Email:

Phone: tA°Wy^<^C

V,u\-\-YAr\f.

V\CA-'VOA3\^
t

•nQAio.

^A^.

Note: The details supplied above will be recorded as the person / organisation who lodged
the submission

D I would like to be heard at the public hearing

Submission Questions (optional)

Questions 1 to 10 are suggestions only and there is no requirement to complete them, or all
of them, as part of your submission. If you prefer not to answer them, you may skip to the
other comments and supporting documents section of the form (question 9) to complete your
submission.

1. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a landowner / occupier?

D Yes D No ^Unsure

Comment

1 | Pa g e



2. Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor Zone" along Marion Road?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

3. Do you support the proposed "Suburban Activity Node Zone"?

D Yes D No-E3 Unsure

Comment

4. Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains Policy Area 10"?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

5. Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills Policy Area 16"?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

2 I Page



6. Do you support the proposed changes to the Residential Character Policy Area 15?

a Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

7. Do you support the proposed changes to Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

8. Do you support the proposed change to the Coastal Conservation Zone in Hallett Cove?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

9. Other comments / submission details (please attached additional pages and supporting

documents as required)

.(please attach additional pages as necessary)
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Do you support the proposed "Suburban Activity Node Zone"
Answer: Unsure

My husband and I are owners of a property at 7 Hobart Avenue Warradale
which is part of the Suburban Activity Node Zone.

We built this house in 2013 along with my sister and her husband who reside
at 7A (2 semi detached dwellings). Thinking the house and position
will serve us well in our retirement.

When building these homes we had to met all Council specification,
Including 6 star energy rating with the majority of the windows
facing north. On Council request we had to change the plans to
comply with the open space area needed in the back yard, paid
extra for foundations so the water would run away from the
house and now it seems after 4 years none of this matters any
more.

We have put a lot of time, money and love into these homes
and we would like some reassurance that we the owners of
these newly built dwellings can expect to have sunlight, no
overshadowing and privacy, because if multi storey building are
built adjacent to our homes we will have none of that.

We built these home meeting all of Concil specification hoping
to spend the next 30 years here. If the proposed plan go ahead
around us we would like to see processes and procedures
put in place to provide cash compensation to be able to
move within the area to a similar home.

Look forward to a reply
Kerry and Bill Atkins
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Written submission on the j DA!| /^7 /
HOUSING DIVERSITY i-^ ' /5////^/-—-.^.

DEVLEOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT

To the Chief Executive Officer, City of Marion by 5:00 pm Tuesday 14 November 2017, via
either:

Post: PO Box 21, Oaklands Park SA 5046

Email: housin.qdiversitydpa^marion.sa.gov.au

0 ^ "

Online: www.makinflmarion.com.au

Note: Copies of all public submissions will be available for inspection by interested persons
at the Marion Council Offices (245 Start Road, Start) from Wednesday 15 November 2017
until the conclusion of the public hearing, and will also be available for viewing on the
Housing Diversity DPA webpage at www.marion.sa.cjov.au/housing-diversity-dpa

Submitter Details (required)

Name: _/y}/L -^ ,77^5 U> /-^^M^M^

Organisation Name (where relevant):

Postal Address: /^ C'.^V/) ^t/^i/^ U^/?/Ul/^C>^^ <./^. So^/^
7

Affected Address:

Email:

Phone:

Note: The details supplied above will be recorded as the person / organisation who lodged

the submission ^ ^m^QLP ^f^- .

D I would like to be heard at the public hearing

Submission Questions (optional)

Questions 1 to 10 are suggestions only and there is no requirement to complete them, or all
of them, as part of your submission. If you prefer not to answer them, you may skip to the
other comments and supporting documents section of the form (question 9) to complete your
submission.

1. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a landowner / occupier?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

1 I Page



2. Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor Zone" along Marion Road?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

3. Do you support the proposed "Suburban Activity Node Zone"?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

4. Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains Policy Area 10"?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

5. Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills Policy Area 16"?

a Yes D No D Unsure

Comment
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6. Do you support the proposed changes to the Residential Character Policy Area 15?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

7. Do you support the proposed changes to Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

8. Do you support the proposed change to the Coastal Conservation Zone in Hallett Cove?

D Yes D No D Unsure

Comment

9. Other comments / submission details (please attached additional pages and supporting

documents as required)

.(please attach additional pages as necessary)
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Annette Adams

laFirstAve {-/{t/H
Warradale 5046

13 November 2017

Submission - Housing Diversity Dpa

The proposed development area along Diagonal Road (between Railway

Tee & Dunrobin Road) is right on a major intersection, turning into these

premises will be a problem for many and they will end up around the

corner in First Ave.

First Ave has already been through much change, leaving the street

difficult to park in and very difficult to exit our properties. There are

often so many cars parked in the street that emergency vehicles would

have great difficulty gaming access.

The newest units are so small and owners/tennents use garages as extra

rooms and therefore cars are parked on the street thereby compounding

the problem. They each have a driveway thereby cutting down the

available space to park cars in First Ave ie 3 driveways replacing 1.

There are a large number of train travellers who also park in this street,

so any change in the area needs to accommodate parking for these

travellers, hopefully this parking will be incorporated in any changes with

the Oaklands Crossing update.

We would also object to the proposal that multi storied housing be

provided down Railway Tee and side streets, we feel these buildings

should be limited to two stories only in keeping with the current

landscape, again, a huge number of homes along here have already been
demolished or developed in some way.

^ /Access to properties for residents

-^ Access for Emergencies Services and the Handicaped.

^ Parking : 1 or 2 parks per unit off street?

^ Rubbish and rubbish collection. We have 3 bins, would it be the

same for multi stoned units? Or would there be large bins with

waste disposal systems from units (noise? Smell?)
^ Stairs or lifts?



^ Would there be access from Diagonal Road?

The area in discussion adjacent to First Ave currently occupied by Dance

Studio, Laundromat etc (but will be inculsive to First Ave) has 5000m2 if
this was one bedroom units at 100m2 = 50 units. This is only on one

level with 5 stories this would mean 250 units. The aesthitics

and amenities would mean great congestion for a small Avenue if no

access from Diagonal Road.

If there was an emergency eg Fire etc it would be chaos there is already

20 residential properties in this small narrow street.

^c^a/>^^.
r^~/i -^oiy



MrAJessup

23 Spruce Avenue

Warradate SA 5046

Submissions

Housing Diversity DPA

Chief Executive Officer

City of Marion,

PO Box 21 Oaktands Park 5046

Housing Diversity DPA - Submission

I would like to comment on Development Plan criteria that matter to me, in particular those

relating to site area, site coverage, frontage width, overshadowing, visual privacy and rear

setbacks. But I am concerned that Council may not enforce these criteria. If so, what is the

point of asking the community to contribute to the DPA if DPA criteria are not going to be

rigorously applied by Council?

Council has, in the past, approved many developments even when one or more of the

criteria are not met. Instead, applications that fail to meet DP requirements are assessed

"on merit" against the DP criteria and are frequently approved "on balance".

I consider myself a reasonable person and as a reasonable person I would expect

development applications that do not meet clearly stated criteria should not be approved.

There is no explanation in the accompanying information as to whether Council will

continue this approach or whether Council will in future apply the criteria more rigorously. I

think an explanation of how Council intends applying criteria is needed so that we can be

fully informed when commenting on this DPA. For example, will Council approve

subdivisions which give frontage width of less than 10m in Marion Plains Policy Area 10?

Yours sincef

Andrew Jessup

18/10/17

ec. Councillor Mr Bruce Hull

Councillor Mr Nathan Prior

Page 1 of 1



                                                                                                                             PO Box 661 

                                                                                                                             Renmark SA 5341 

 

                                                                                                                              4th October 2017 

Housing Diversity DPA 

Chief Executive Officer 

City of Marion 

PO Box 21 

Oaklands Park SA 5046 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

I would just like to provide a written submission in relation to the new Marion Plains Policy area 10 

proposal. I have also provided a submission on line however wasn’t sure if this was actually lodged 

correctly, so wish to lodge this as back up. 

  We own a property located at 89 Lascelles Avenue Warradale South Australia which we purchased 

with the sole consideration to at some time in the future subdividing this property into two down 

the middle and building a semi-detached home to retire in and selling the other piece of land . We 

took considerable time to locate such a property which could be subdivided and in a location which 

we found favourable. This property met all the criteria to allow this subdivision to take place under 

the Northern Area Policy 13 now with the proposed changes we may not be able to achieve our goal. 

We appreciate in the future we could still apply to do the above and it could be given consideration 

and approved but feel why not leave the min frontage width as it currently is so people are fully 

aware of the actual rules and requirements.   

   I feel your considerations for minimum site area’s proposed are acceptable however believe 

setting the minimum frontage width for semi-detached housing to 10 down from 9 is much fairer 

and not disadvantage land owners like ourselves. 

   Hoping this consideration gets a fair hearing and consideration  

 

 

Best regards 

 

 

 

Mark Riedel  

 

 

 



 

 



 

My house to the right overshadowed by the house on my north boundary

 
 

 

Views of my residence overshadowed by the residence on my north boundary.  

 



 

 
 

My house is the house on the right.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Parking immediately opposite my driveway making access to and from my property dangerous and leaving me with no street parking. Note the 

vehicles are too large to fit into the garages of the row dwellings opposite my property which causes the parking hazard and devalues my 

property. 
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14 November 2017 

17-043 DPA Submission 

 

Submissions – Housing Diversity DPA 
Chief Executive Officer 
City of Marion 
PO Box 21 
Oaklands Park, SA 5046 
 

Dear Adrian 

Re: Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment 

I write in regards to the aforementioned Development Plan Amendment (DPA) currently being 
undertaken by Council pursuant to the Development Act, 1993.  

I have been engaged by the Urban Infill Group and Citify, owners of a number of properties 
adjacent to the Marion Regional Centre to examine the DPA and prepare the following written 
submission.   

My clients are broadly supportive of the proposed amendments and Council’s vision for a 
more active and vibrant medium to high density mixed use zone surrounding the Regional 
Centre. However as outlined below they have concerns in relation to the: 

 rear setback provisions proposed for the Core Area; 

 public notification requirements within the Suburban Activity Node (SAN) Zone; and  

 car parking rates for residential developments within the SAN Zone.  

Council are requested to consider the above concerns and make the appropriate adjustments 
to the DPA as outlined below.    

1. Background  

My clients are the owners of land at Warren Court/Diagonal Road, Oaklands Park and Sturt 
Road, Seacombe Gardens described below: 

Site A: 1-3 Warren Court and 308 Diagonal Road, Oaklands Park contained in the following 
Certificates of Title: 

 Volume 6001 Folio 883 as being Allotment 2 in Deposited Plan 76403; 

 Volume 6116 Folio 862 as being Allotment 6 in Filed Plan 147240; 

 Volume 5302 Folio 290 as being Allotment 5 in Filed Plan 147239; and 

 Volume 5739 Folio 112 as being Allotment 6 in Deposited Plan 8023. 

Site B: 215 Sturt Road, Seacombe Gardens, described on Certificate of Title Volume 5169 
Folio 69 as being Allotment 3 in Filed Plan 106194. 

The subject sites are shown on the aerial image below. 

My clients seek to development both sites within the short to medium term with medium 
density residential development, with the additional potential for commercial uses given the 
current intent of the DPA. Both land owners are experienced and successful developers 
having delivered a number of developments across the Adelaide metropolitan area.    
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  Figure 1: Subject sites      Source: Property Location Browser 

2. Intent of the DPA 

The broad intent of the DPA in acknowledging the ‘value of higher density development and 
the role it can play in the activation and vibrancy of activity centres and transit corridors’ is 
supported.  

The proposed increase in density and building height surrounding the Marion Regional Centre 
and transport corridors and the introduction of a wider mix of uses within the SAN Zone to 
drive employment and the local economy is also supported. It is anticipated that these 
changes will lead to an increase in housing choice within an area that offers a full range of 
services, entertainment, employment and transport options for residents.   

3. Review of DPA   

As noted above three areas of concern within the proposed DPA have been identified by my 
clients; these are considered in detail below: 

3.1  Rear setback    

The separation of the SAN Zone into Core and Transition Areas to provide a transition in 
building height and density down to nearby lower density residential zones is supported. The 
DPA proposes to achieve this transition through:   
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 a lower net residential density within the Transition Area (Zone Principle of 
Development Control (PDC) 9); 

 a decrease in building height from 2-6 storeys in the Core Area down to 1-3 storeys in 
the Transition Area (Zone PDC 11); 

 an interface height requirement for sites which adjoin the Residential Zone as shown 
within Figure 2 below (Zone PDC 12);  

 greater setbacks within the Transition Area compared to the Core Area (Zone PDC’s 
13, 14 and 15); and 

 overshadowing restrictions for sites shadowing land within an adjacent zone (Zone 
PDC 18). 

All of these provisions adequately address the desire for a stepping down in density and 
height towards the zone boundary. 

 

 

Figure 2: Excerpt of Interface Height Requirement within SAN Zone PDC 12. 

 

It is noted however that Zone PDC 15 which designates the minimum rear setback for sites 
within the zone defaults to the above interface height provision for developments of three 
storeys and above regardless of whether or not the site is located adjacent to land within the 
same area or zone. 

The impact of this requirement on the ability of sites to achieve the desired increase in density 
and housing choice within the zone is significant; particularly within the Core Area where 
development up to 6 storeys in height is envisaged.  

As shown in Figure 3 below the proposed setback requirement based on a 30 degree angle 
from the rear boundary would push the 4th storey back 20 metres and the 6th storey 30 metres 
from the rear. The resultant stepping of built form to achieve the desired setback angle will 
add significant build costs to projects on account of the structural elements required to 
support each of the subsequent levels midway within the floor below. It also significantly 
reduces apartment yields. This is particularly evident at the 5th and 6th levels where there is 
likely to only be sufficient depth to accommodate one or two apartments across a site at these 
levels.   
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Figure 3: Built form outcome for sites within the Core Area based upon current 
setback angle proposed from rear boundary (based upon 4.5m ground floor height 
and 3m for each subsequent floor) 

In my view the use of a setback angle for rear boundary setbacks for sites which adjoin land 
within the SAN Zone is not necessary given the clear intent of the DPA to increase densities 
in the zone. As noted above there are already a number of provisions within the DPA which 
will enforce a suitable transition of built form around the edges of the zone. To employ a 
setback angle for sites within the Core Area of the Zone, such as those along the southern 
side of Sturt Road, would result in a cumbersome built form that would negatively impact on 
cost and yield with little to no tangible benefit as shown within Figures 4 and 5 below. These 
figures model the setback angle proposed within the DPA for sites within the Core Area on 
the southern side of the Marion Regional Centre between Sturt Road and Kingston Avenue. 
The result shown in Figure 4 is a large area of unused land either side of the rear boundaries 
with a total setback of 40 metres between the fourth levels.   

The requirement for the third level and greater to be setback at an angle of 30 degrees from 
land within the zone is considered to be excessive. It is noted that other Inner and Middle 
Metropolitan Councils have adopted an approach whereby a setback angle of 30 to 45 
degrees (dependent upon orientation) applies to sites which adjoin a different zone and a 
fixed setback requirement applies in all other instances (see West Torrens, Campbelltown, 
and Prospect Councils for examples). Council are requested to adopt a similar approach 
within the DPA for the SAN Zone, and at a minimum for sites within the Core Area. Such an 
approach is shown in Figure 5 below where a setback of 6 metres for third levels and above 
provides for a combined setback of 12 metres between the upper levels of development 
within the Core Area.      
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Figure 4: Example of the inefficient built form which will result on the southern side of 
Sturt Road should Council adopt the current setback requirement within the Core 
Area. 

Figure 5: Resulting built form from a fixed rear setback of 6 metres for third levels and 
greater giving a minimum 12 metre setback between the upper levels.  

 

As a minimum the rear setback for those sites within the Core Area should be changed within 
SAN Zone PDC 15 of the DPA to the following: 

 

Core Area  Minimum setback from rear boundary (metres) 

Single storey building component:  No minimum 

Two storey building component:  3 metres 

Three + storey building component:  6 metres 
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3.2  Public Notification  

The land uses and forms of development listed as Category 1 within the Public Notification 
section of the SAN Zone is supported. Likewise the notion that Category 2 notification is 
triggered/linked to an exceedance of the building height or interface height provisions is 
considered to be appropriate however the current wording results in a much broader 
application of Category 2 notification than is considered to be warranted.   

The current wording states that ‘any development listed as Category 1 and located directly 
adjacent to a different zone that exceeds the Building Envelope and Interface Height 
Provisions’ is Category 2. This would capture those sites within the Core Area fronting Sturt 
Road and Diagonal Zone which adjoin the Regional Centre Zone. This would result in an 
over-height development on Sturt Road being notified whereas an adjoining over-height 
development fronting Kingston Avenue at the rear would not be notified. There appears to be 
no policy reasons for such a situation to occur given the intensity of development and activity 
sought within the Regional Centre Zone.      

Council is requested to review the wording within the Category 2 listing so as to apply only to 
sites directly adjacent to a residential zone.  

3.3  Residential Visitor Car Parking Rates 

It is noted that a fixed rate of 0.25 visitor parks per dwelling is desired within the SAN Zone. 
Such an approach has the potential to result in a high number of visitor parks for 
developments which seek to implement the desired increase in density and dwelling numbers 
across the zone. Whilst it is acknowledged that visitor parks should be provided for residential 
developments it is felt that within the SAN zone with easy access to high frequency public 
transport that a lesser rate could be applied to larger scale residential developments where 
the ability to share visitor car parks is greater. As such Council is requested to consider 
capping the provision of visitor parking or applying a reduce rate for larger residential 
developments over a threshold of 20 units. 

4. Summary 

The overall intent and desire of the DPA to allow for an increase in density and height of 
residential development along with a broader mix of land uses within the Suburban Activity 
Node Zone is supported. This submission requests that the Council make the following 
changes to the SAN Zone provisions within the current DPA: 

 rear setback for the third level and above within the Core Area be fixed at 6 metres;  

 Public Notification table be changed so that Category 2 notification for over height 
development is limited to sites directly adjacent a residential zone; and  

 visitor parking rate be capped or reduced for larger residential developments.  

 

My clients wish to be heard in support of the above submission at the public hearing.  

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

Damian Dawson 

Associate 

 



Ms Pauline Phillips
16ConjgraveSt
OAKt^NDS PARK SA 5046
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COMMUNITY
CONSULTATION :.A.

MARION
CITY OF

September 2017

Dear Householder

The City of Marion is embarking on the biggest change to planning rules in our history and we want to
hear your views. We aim to make our area an even better place to live.

Almost every suburb from Glandore to Hallett Cove will be affected by the proposed changes.

Known as the Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment, the "DPA" will influence how our
suburbs will look and feel. It will set the rules around what can be built where.

Elected Members have listened to community concerns.

Our proposal aims to restrain over-development between Sturt Road and the tram line, taking pressure
off local streets. At the same time, many in the southern part of the Council area have asked us to make
iteasierto subdivide.

We are greatly constrained by State Government insistence to increase development potential to allow
for future population growth, so we've suggested taller developments along some of the main transport
routes.

Enclosed isa flyerwhich summarises the DPAand explains how you can have your say.

For those wanting more detail, visit www.marion.sa.gov.au/housing-diversity-dpa where you can read
the DPA and view a map showing how the changes will affect your suburb.

We are also planning several community information sessions to explain the DPA.

Please submit any feedback to Council by no later than 14 November 2017 so Councillors and staff can
consider your comments. After listening to your views, Council will submit a final draft DPA to the State
Government for approval.

Let us know what you think of it!

Yours faithfully

^^r/T^^y
Kris Hanna
Mayor

t-r^^i

SHAPE YOUR SUBURB
HOUSING DIVERSITY DPA CONSULTATION
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Author

Linley Lutton 

Adjunct Senior Teaching Fellow in Urban 

Planning and Design, University of Western 

Australia 

Academic rigour, journalistic flair 

Retrofitted cities are forcing residents to live with planning 

failures – we’re due for a rethink 
September 5, 2017 6.13am AEST

Australia will probably look back on the current period of attempting to retrofit its capital cities as a 

great demonstration of poor city planning. 

So much for context – authorities are allowing large out-of-place buildings in the higher-density 

retrofitting push. Linley Lutton, Author provided
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Shallow planning ideology rather than common sense is the driver. Justified in the name of sustaina-

bility, the results are often substandard living environments showing no relationship to the local 

context.

Sir Peter Hall, one of England’s greatest modern-day planners, had the view that city planning had 

lost its way and planners lacked an understanding of what makes good cities. This is evident in 

Australian cities today. 

Fifty years earlier, Jane Jacobs, too, had exposed the continual failure of city planning in the US. 

Further reading: What might Jane Jacobs say about smart cities

Modern young cities typically have two broad planning failings: the distribution of single-use land 

zones, and the promotion of car dependency. This dispersed city form means we have to work, sleep, 

shop and socialise in different parts of the city. Everyday life depends on ever-expanding roads and 

freeways. Sociologist Ray Oldenburg warned that the time spent travelling within the city shrinks 

personal and community development time.

Planners now wish to correct past errors by increasing densities, discouraging car dependency, and 

mixing land uses. In principle, these are sound planning strategies inspired by observing older Euro-

pean cities. 

What planners fail to appreciate is the many unique historic, cultural, geographic and climatic varia-

bles that gave rise to the compact European city form. High-density living works in European cities 

where streets are at human scale, buildings are interesting and public meeting places abound. 

The Australian approach is very different. In Australia, high-density means small high-rise apart-

ments, jam-packed home units and minimal public open space. 

Retrofitting Australian cities to satisfy the planner’s desire for change and the developer’s need for 

profit has many implementation problems. Lack of suitable land is the main one. The failure to under-

stand the unique qualities of Australian culture and how people choose to live is another significant 

problem.

While small affordable apartments are suitable at certain times in one’s life, recent research confirms 

the great majority of Australians reject apartment living. Recent studies also show that most Austral-

ians who live in apartments would not choose to repeat the experience.

Just look at the results

Inserting high-rise apartments in existing CBDs can make sense. However, randomly subjecting 

Australia’s existing suburbs to this living environment is seriously questionable. 
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In Perth, for instance, community concerns are routinely rejected along with the huge body of 

evidence of the public health risks associated with poorly located, high-density living. Isolated apart-

ment enclaves, apartments lining highways, crammed unit developments and high-rise developments 

in low-rise town centres are emerging across the city.

Apartment buildings now line highways in Perth. Warnings of the public health risks from noise, heat and pollution are 

ignored in order to maximise profit from developing the little free land available. Linley Lutton
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Further reading: Transport access is good for new housing, but beware the pollution

Imported strategies are a poor fit

Activity centres, activity corridors and transit-oriented developments are the main retrofitting strate-

gies. These imported strategies often lack reality in the Australian context.

Activity centres are intended to replicate self-contained towns where people live, work and socialise. 

Commuting is not required in this utopian existence. 

The idea is good when planning cities anew. However, when retrofitting cities it is simply naive, as 

confirmed by Australian sociologist Bob Birrell. His detailed critique of the Melbourne 2030 planning 

strategy should be compulsory reading for all planners and planning ministers.

Activity corridors are based on the linear city concept proposed by Spanish engineer Aturo Soria. 

Bulky unattractive high-rise apartments destroy the low-key character of many suburban centres. Linley Lutton

Medium-density home units lacking private outdoor living space, trees or landscape are crowded onto sites in suburban 

Perth. Google Earth
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In Western Australia, the utopian images used to sell the concept to the public have universal ingredi-

ents. Multilevel apartments line both sides of the street, with an endless run of ground-level shops, 

offices and cafes. The ubiquitous light rail, cyclists and a few cars complete the image. 

The subliminal message is that cars will be largely eradicated. The linear city model only works, 

however, for the few who live and work along the corridor, so the planners’ belief that cars will largely 

be eradicated lacks reality.

Transit-oriented development where apartments surround a transport hub, usually a train station, is 

an excellent planning strategy well used in Europe. But it is only valid if residents use the train. 

Australian Bureau of Statistics data reveal that, in Perth, 10% or less of people living within walking 

distance of the city’s inner urban stations actually travel to work by train. This inconvenient reality 

does not stop the government approving grossly overdeveloped outcomes near stations. Uninviting 

medium-density developments also occur.

How do we improve our cities?

The long-term sustainability of Australian capital cities requires some form of higher-density living. 

Extended equitable public transport systems are also essential. However, higher densities and public 

transport, of themselves, do not create good cities.

Barren streets like this one near a suburban Perth train station are the result of a planning policy known as Smart Codes. 

Rather than inducing walking, these streets are desolate and uninviting. Linley Lutton
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Cities Urban planning city planning Cities & Policy land use car culture Urban density Apartments

High-density housing density

There are three essential requirements of a good city:

• cities must nurture and stimulate healthy human growth and community development;

• local communities must meaningfully participate in city planning in what Louis Albrechts calls 

planned co-production; and

• the unique cultural and physical context of a city must be respected. 

These imperatives are mostly absent in the push to retrofit Australia capitals. The planning ethos 

must change.

Further reading: What actually is a good city?

The Conversation is a non-profit + your donation is tax deductible. 

Help knowledge-based, ethical journalism today.

Make a donation
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REF: de Donatis Submission

13 November 2017

Mr Adrian Skull
Chief Executive Officer

City of Marion
PO Box 21
Oaklands Park SA 5046
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Level 1, 89 King William Street

GPO Box 2403

Adelaide SA 5001

PH: 08 8221 5511
W: www.futureurbangroup.com

E: info@futureurbangroup.com

ABN: 34 452 110398

Dear Sir,

RE: HOUSING DIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT

We act for the de Donatis family.

The de Donatis family owns four contiguous properties which are affected by the proposed Housing

Diversity Development Plan Amendment ('the proposed DPA').

The properties to which we refer (4, 6, 8 and 10 Chambers Street, Park Holme) are located on the southern

side of Chambers Street and adjacent to the existing Park Holme Shopping Centre.

The de Donatis family is generally supportive of the proposed DPA for the following reasons:

1. The proposed DPA recognises, and rightfully so, that there is no consistent or distinctive character

on the southern side of Chambers Street that is worthy of preservation.

2. The rezoning of these properties, from Residential Character Policy Area 17 of the

Residential Zone to the Neighbourhood Centre Zone, will facilitate a higher density and

a greater diversity of housing in a suitable location that is well-serviced by public transport,

and located within close proximity to public open spaces, services and shops.

3. The rezoning of these properties is also likely to reinvigorate the adjacent Park Holme Shopping

Centre by substantially increasing the number of residents in this location and by creating

a user-friendly environment through the provision of the pedestrian links shown on

Concept Plan Map Mar/4.

4. The newly introduced '30 degree plane' will, if enforced by the relevant authority, ensure that

the occupants of the adjoining residential properties to the south are not affected, to an

unreasonable degree, by the redevelopment of these properties.

Notwithstanding the above, the de Donatis family is somewhat concerned about the distinct lack of

synergy between the Desired Character Statement and Principle of Development Control 5,

and Objective 3 and Principle of Development Control 1.
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For example, you have, on the one hand:

• the Desired Character Statement calling for "residential development in the form of two to four

storey residential flat buildings" (which, by definition, are wholly residential in nature); and

• Principle of Development Control 5 advising that "dwellings should be located only above

non-residential uses on the same allotment, unless the dwelling is located in the Park

Holme Neighbourhood Centre on the southern side of Chambers Street".

You then have, on the other hand:

• Objective 3 calling for a centre which only accommodates "residential development above

non-residential development"; and

• both a standalone dwelling and a residential flat building being omitted from the envisaged forms

of development listed under Principle of Development Control 1.

In light of this reasonable concern, we respectfully request, on behalf of the de Donatis family, that careful

consideration be given to making the following amendments:

1. Insert 'dwelling (on the southern side of Chambers Street)' and 'residential flat building' into

the long list of envisaged forms of development.

2. Amend Objective 3 so that it reads "a centre accommodating wholly residential buildings

and residential development above non-residential development".

3. Amend Principle of Development Control 5 so that it reads "dwellings should be located only

above non-residential uses on the same allotment, unless the dwellings are located in the

Park Holme Neighbourhood Centre on the southern side of Chambers Street".

Thank you for affording the de Donatis family the opportunity to review, and subsequently comment on,

the proposed DPA.

Please note that we intend to elaborate on this submission during the Public Hearing which is scheduled to

be held on Monday, 20 November 2017.

Yours Sincerely

^-^
Fabian Barone

Senior Urban Planner

A
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Marion Council Development Plan

Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment Submission

Michael Hall & Daniella Fabbian-Hall

22 Chambers Street, Marion SA 5043

Phone: 0420 375 675

Date: 13 November 2017

Attention: Housing Diversity DPA, Chief Executive Officer

City of Marion, PO Box21, Oaklands Park SA 5046.

This submission is in relation to Marion Council's Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment.

More specifically, this submission is in relation to the proposed rezoning of the southern side of

Chambers Street from the current Character Residential Zone to Neighbourhood Centre Zone.

These proposed changes are predominantly outlined on pages 56 to 59 of the Housing Diversity

Development Plan Amendment. The proposed changes in summary would allow residential

development up to a maximum of three stories, plus allow for additional non-residential

development (i.e. retail) along the southern side of Chambers Street.

We very strongly oppose any proposed rezoning to Chambers Street.

The opposition to the rezoning, which would potentially create higher density residential housing

along with increased non-residential/retail use, is based on three areas which are already apparent

within the Oaklands Estate area and would be amplified should this proposal be approved:

1. Parking & Traffic Issues

2. Rubbish & Dumping Issues

3. Shopping Trolley Dumping Issues

Local residents are already dealing with significant issues in relation to the above areas. Any

rezoning and potential increase in non-residential land use will compound these issues and

subsequently:

1. Destroy the desired character for the Oaklands Estate area;

2. Significantly increase the risk of vehicle and pedestrian (or cyclist/skateboarder) accidents

with the potential for serious injury or death;

3. Be detrimental to current retail outlets as customers will be unwilling to deal with further

parking issues;

4. Create significant aesthetic issues within the Marion Council area as a result of increased

litter, waste and dumping issues; and

5. Create unrest with Marion Council residents who will be forced to deal with increased

problems when attempting to access their properties.

Details and images highlighting the current problems and how these problems will be compounded

should this proposed rezoning occur are outlined below. All the photos in this submission have been

taken over a two week period highlighting how significant they are.



1. Parking & Traffic Issues:

1.1

Issue

Existing carpark is grossly inadequate to
cater for the Park Holme Shopping Centre.

Impact

i. The Council's Housing Diversity DPA

Analysis (Page 58) notes that the current
5,500 sq/m floor area of the Park Holme
Shopping Centre is higher than the
maximum 4,500 sq/m allowed for as part
of the Neighbourhood Centre Zoning, The
subsequent lack of car parking has had a
massive impact on surrounding streets

and local residents within Oaklands
Estate.

ii. Particularly on weekends, surrounding

narrow streets (Chambers Street and

Whittier Avenue particularly) are clogged
with cars making access for local residents

difficult or impossible (see images).

iii. Cars simply will not use the additional car
parking to the north (on the other side of
Oaklands Road) and are subsequently
using Oaklands Estate back streets.

Residents are constantly having driveways
and access roads blocked which is not
only inconvenient, but potentially creates
safety issues.



1.2 I Increased traffic in both local back streets
and Oaklands Road is creating increased
traffic accident risks.
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i. As a Chambers Street resident we have

already had one accident with a car
parking across our driveway, and been

unable to exit our property multiple times
due to cars and trucks blocking the street
(requests to council for parking tickets to
be issued have not been successful).

ii. Oaklands Estate and surrounding areas

have recently undergone positive
enhancements such as:

a. Development of the Oaklands Estate
Skate Park;

b. Development of the Oaklands Estate
Wetlands; and

c. Addition of a new water slide at
nearby Marion Swimming Centre.

These are positive changes for the area
and combined with nearby schools such
as Westminster College, Oaklands Estate

Kindergarten, Sacred Heart College and
Hamilton High School have resulted in an

increase in pedestrian, cyclist and
skateboard traffic in local streets,
particularly an increase in young children.

However, because of access and parking

issues with the Park Holme Shopping
Centre cars are using Oaklands Estate
back streets to access the centre. This

combination of increased children and
vehicles is greatly increasing the risk of a
serious accidents.

Should the proposed rezoning occur
resulting in high density housing and
potentially increased retail outlets, what is
already a high risk would only increase
further.



1.3 Cars with trailers and trucks in particular
are using the current garden beds as a car

park.
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i. The vegetation and planting promised
when the car park expansion was

approved by Council has not eventuated,

in part because these garden beds are
being used as additional car parks,As a
result the Park Holme Shopping Centre is
aestheticallyvery unappealing.

ii. As a result of the lack of vegetation, local
residents have experienced a range of

flow on issues including:

a. Significant increase in rubbish blowing
out of the centre into residents
properties;

b. Increased dust blowing into nearby
properties because of the dust bowl
nature of the area surrounding the car

park; and
c. Devaluing of housing in the local area

as a result of the unattractive nature

of the Park Holme Shopping Centre

precinct.

Summary:

Parking and traffic issues, particularly on Chambers Street, Whittier Avenue and Beaufort Avenue,

are already significant from an access and safety perspective. It is also obvious from Council papers

that the current retail space already exceeds what is desirable for the area. A change to zoning to

increase housing density and non-residential/retail use would compound the current issues to the

point where the above issues start being felt further afield into Oaklands Estate.



2. Rubbish & Dumping:

Issue Impact

Despite written complaints made to Coles
in regards to rubbish and dumping in the
area surrounding the car park, no action

has been taken. Items regularly dumped
include:

a. Televisions

b. Bags of discarded clothes

c. Food wrappers

d. Couches/Lounges (one of which
remained unmoved even after a

complaint to Coles for approximately
4 weeks)

e. Flyers

f. Cigarette packets
g. Needles

h. Etc

This is clearly destroying the desired
character and aesthetic appeal of the
Oaklands Estate area. However, it is also

increasing the risk of injury for
pedestrians walking to the Park Holme
Shopping Centre.

It is clear that further high density housing
and retail operations will increase this

existing problem.

Summary:

The volume of dumping and rubbish in the area has increased greatly since the expansion of the

Coles supermarket and would increase further should this proposed change be approved. Current

attempts to have Coles and/or Council deal with the problem have been unsuccessful and as a result

local residents and businesses would be further impacted in a negative manner.



Trolleys:

Issue

i. This is a daily occurrence where trolleys
are being dumped in the streets
surrounding the shopping centre. These

trolleys are often left for many days.

ii. By allowing higher density residential
along with potential retail development
across the southern side of Chambers

Street it will encourage trolleys to be
taken further afield. It is already
obvious from the current situation that
trolleys are being removed from the car
park area and having retail outlets over
the road would escalate this issue.

iii. Chambers Street, Minchinbury Street,
Whittier Avenue and Beaufort Avenue
are the streets currently impacted.

However, other streets within Oaklands

Estate would certainly start to
experience problems with dumped
trolleys should this proposal be

approved.

Summary:

There is a very large financial cost to Coles in having such a large number of trolleys being removed

(and in many cases destroyed) and for local residents it is highly undesirable to have these trolleys

dumped in local streets. Any approval to allow retail development across the road from Coles on the

southern side of Chambers Street would act as an encouragement to remove trolleys from the

existing car park and have a significant impact on local residents as well as a financial cost on Coles.



Recommendation: As a local resident dealing with the above problems we strongly oppose

any rezonine of the Chambers Street and would request that we retain

Character Residential Zoning along the full length of Chambers Street.

Alternative Solution: Whilst our very strong position is to retain Character Residential Zoning

along the full length ofChambers Street, th^only ootential alternative

solution could be as follows:

1. Limit the rezoning to the area along Chambers Street from Marion Road to Whittier Street (see

below);

2. Completely close Chambers Street through garden beds, vegetation and other means at the

corner of Chambers Street and Whittier Street (see below); and

3. Retain Character Residential Zoning for the entire area west of Whittier Avenue.

Extend the existing garden bed

across Chambers Street at the

corner of Whittier Avenue therefore

closing Chambers Street at this point

and removing any vehicle access to

Park Holme Shopping Centre to cars

from Whittier Street.
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Limit any rezoning to only the Eastern

end of Chambers Street therefore still

going some way to achieving Council

aims of combining residential and

non-residential use.

_sE

Only local residents would have any

requirement to use narrow local back

streets (shown via the red line) as

these streets would no longer provide

any access to Park Holme Shopping

Centre, thereby eliminating current

traffic, parking and residential access
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The benefits of this alternative proposal are many and include:

1. It would still achieve Council aims of combining residential and non-residential/retail usage,

and bringing closer together residential and retail outlets.

2. Vehicle traffic would no longer have any incentive to use Beaufort Avenue, Minchinbury

Street and Whittier Avenue as back street access to the centre (as there would be no vehicle

traffic or access to the shopping centre from these roads). Therefore all Park Holme

Shopping Centre vehicle traffic would be forced to enter/exit from either Oaklands Road or

Marion Road, which is a far safer and more desirable outcome.

3. Creating a physical garden bect/vegetation barrier blocking Chambers Street at the corner or

Chambers Street and Whittier Avenue would discourage shopping trolleys and other

materials being removed from the centre and being dumped in nearby streets.

4. Residents, particularly those along the far western end of Chambers Street (including our

current residence at 22 Chambers Street) and Whittier Avenue would no longer have the

same issues with access to residences because vehicles would no longer have any

encouragement to use these back streets as access to the shopping centre.

5. Vehicle access generally within Oaklands Estate would be reduced because access to Park

Holme Shopping Centre would be limited to Oaklands Road and Marion Road, therefore

creating a far safer environment for children, pedestrians and cyclists.



Written submission on the
HOUSING DIVERSITY

DEVLEOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT

To the Chief Executive Officer, City of Marion by 5:00 pm Tuesday 14 November 2017, via
either:

Post: PO Box 21, Oaklands Park SA 5046

Email: housinfldiversitvdpa@marion.sa.ciov.au . ..
:

Online: www.makinQmarion.com.au

Note: Copies of all public submissions will be available for inspection by interested persons
at the Marion Council Offices (245 Sturt Road, Sturt) from Wednesday 15 November 2017
until the conclusion of the public hearing, and will also be available for viewing on the
Housing Diversity DPA webpage at www.marion.sa.ciov.au/housinci-diversity-dpa

Submitter Details (required)
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/'
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T

Note: The details supplied above will be recorded as the person / organisation who lodged
the submission

D I would like to be heard at the public hearing

Submission Questions (optional)

Questions 1 to 10 are suggestions only and there is no requirement to complete them, or all
of them, as part of your submission. If you prefer not to answer them, you may skip to the
other comments and supporting documents section of the form (question 9) to complete your
submission.

1. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a landowner / occupier?

Yes D No D Unsure

Comment c^ J\n/^^ ^/I^Q/ -^re. -^ ^.^^ /%'of^/!.
7?v </' 6, y
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2. Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor Zone" along Marion Road?

D Yes D No ZI Unsure

Comment

^ -/^cZc/^<^ ^(^/1^ ^) fi^l ^^v-ct \/\yT^aM ^/ CS^u^y^. 'fo
~D "7~7 ?^

3. Do you support the proposed "Suburban Activity Node Zone"?

D Yes D No ET Unsure

Comment^_SAi^ ^no"-t Q^/^ ^i^/fc-.-^/m m.^tirr^~r —'~r

4. Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains Policy Area 10"?

D Yes D No EfUnsure

Comment ^e^m-u ^^U^V^IL^)^ r/j^ ^ -^c^ 6^ C'icf'^fJi
T

5. Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills Policy Area 16"?

D Yes D No 0 Unsure

Comment cu~> f:J/^^
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6. Do you support the proposed changes to the Residential Character Policy Area 15?

D Yes 0 No D Unsure

Comment ^ C^Q vncrf ^^/-z^-^j^ — /?-/ ^i^c}yl /A^ /'

^ ffnA//^^ . £^/^ . _0 ^

7. Do you support the proposed changes to Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones?

D Yes -D No S3 Unsure

Comment ^^/^/ ^ /7^Z/ ^? ^tff-^U^> ^ m CLLI U>(.

ko^A^fi^^ ^/}£S{^T^J/L(^Y) /&W6^ /^^g?/<//7

im^j^(^ly^}. ^AL-//?//7-7. ^ (-Z-T-W^. _ __t-t-^

8. Do you support the proposed change to the Coastal Conservation Zone in Hallett Cove?

D Yes D No (zfunsure

Comment

9. Other comments / submission details (please attached additional pages and supporting

documents as required)
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^
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(please attach additional pages as necessary)
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Established 1952 
 
PO Box 259 Park Holme  SA  5043   e-Mail:  info@oaklandsestate.org.au    www.oaklandsestate.org.au  

 
 
13th November  2017 
 
Mr Adrian Skull 
Chief Executive Officer 
City of Marion 
PO Box 21 
OAKLANDS PARK    SA   5046 
 
Dear Adrian 
 

HOUSING DIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT (DPA) 
 
The OERA believes that there are two components at issue with DPA Considerations to be 
applied to Residential Character Policy Area 15 (Oaklands Estate). 
They are:  

1. Changes to the Neighbourhood Centre Zone for Chambers Street, Marion 
2. Changes to Residential Character Policy Area (Oaklands Estate) 

 
When considering the changes proposed to the Neighbourhood Centre Zone it is important to 
work with the fundamental premise that no new build should be built in any way to dramatically 
disadvantage owners of adjacent properties. 
 
For this reason the height of the building must throw no shadow onto the property adjacent 
where that property was already present under an older set of building prescriptions.  In this 
location the proposed new multi storey buildings may throw winter shadow across the 
allotments of buildings at the rear.  This would interfere with the right of the incumbent resident 
to grow winter plants along the northern boundary of the property.  The 3 metre boundary height 
should be reduced to 2.1 metres (as close as possible to the permitted regulation fence height). 
 
In this case the OERA recommends that the buildings along Chambers Street should be built as 
2 storey.  At most, the buildings should be restricted at a maximum of 3 storey with no shadow 
line to the southern adjacent properties.  The diagram supplied is misleading to readers 
because it directs them to assume that homes on the southern side are or will be 2 storey 
buildings.   The impact is much greater on the single storey buildings which are already there.  
Our concern is vindicated in recent developments within Marion where there is multi story 
development alongside existing residential and shadowing has not been factored into the built 
form. 
 
In addition to the difficulties of the building heights being included in Council guidelines is the 
lack of comfort the community has for the manner in which Council Officers will administer any 
revised DPA.  Experience shows that there can be no faith in the way that the guidelines will be 
treated and residents adjacent will never be sure that their home will not be built out by a 



Council supported development that is not reflective of the basic design principles in the DPA.  
Living in a state of indecision and threat is never pleasant. 
 
Car spaces must be provided to ensure that there is no long term parking intruding onto traffic 
flow and parking along Chambers Street.  At present there is a 'No Parking' demarcation on the 
southern side of Chambers Street and this should be retained to ensure safe entry and exit from 
the new premises.  For the remainder of parking  in Chambers Street and for the Parkholme 
Shopping Centre, there should be timed parking.  The rear of the buildings must have sufficient 
parking for all permanent tenants of the building, both residents and business tenants, including 
workers. 
 
The existing traffic flow along Chambers Street is already far from ideal.  Chambers St is not 
just used by residents and visitors to the shopping centre.  The pedestrian crossing lights 
installed on Marion Rd to service the bikeway along with the new exit from the shopping centre 
to Oaklands Rd encourages commuters to use this unsafe short cut to avoid the junction of 
Marion and Oaklands/Daws Roads.  There will be an increased traffic flow from the new 
residences in the Neighbourhood Centre Zone with only one legitimate direct road exit (from 
Chambers Street to Marion Road).  The increase in traffic will only put greater pressure on that 
exit.   This must be taken into account when planning and design is considered . 
 
The Neighbourhood Centre Zone high rise component as proposed includes a section of 
Oaklands Road ( from Whittier Ave to Beauford Avenue) that either has restricted access routes 
or a dangerous access exit onto Oaklands Road.  This section should not be included in the 
Neighbourhood Centre Zone at all, particularly in face of this section's non-alignment with the 
shopping centre. 
 
What Open Space/Green Space requirements are planned for the high rise buildings?  The 
State Government has announced that there is to be a 20% increase in green space for the 
metropolitan area.  When contemplating the loss of green space in the construction along 
Chambers Street the community expects that this green space loss will be replaced with 
consideration of the 20% increase as called for by State Government.  It will not be sufficient to 
plant more trees away from where they have been lost.  What local provision is to be made?  
Will Council buy land to open a small green space locally?   
   
Will there be enough mandated space allowed on the new developed blocks to grow trees to 
soften the visual impact of the new buildings?  In our experience of what has happened in the 
existing adjacent neighbourhood centre we do not hold out hope for a well planned, cohesive 
and greener installation if recent approvals and construction are to be the judge. 
 
 
The Oaklands Estate has a hard earned and justified Character Zone recognition.  This is based 
upon the vegetated nature of the area which has been developed since 1952, primarily by 
residents.  This is still a primary focus of this Association.  For some unstated reason, the 
Residential Character Policy Area 15 (Oaklands Estate) is being treated differently from the 
other Area 15 Character Zones.  There should be consistency in this treatment.   If the new 
guidelines are applied as written there will be an impact on the area.  From statements made at 
the information forums to discuss these proposed changes and certainly from experience, we 
are well aware that Council Planning Officers have no intention of keeping within the stipulated 
minimum dimensions for every application.  This creates uncertainty for residents and 
uncertainty for sellers and buyers and has the potential to dramatically change the Estate's 
current form.   
 
One unmeasurable but very real existing issue is driver egress from the Oaklands Estate onto 
Oaklands Road, especially since the traffic light sequence at Marion Road was changed.  The 



problem will be exacerbated by increased traffic because of additional residents, their visitors, 
deliveries and tradesmen.   
 
Green space in the area has already been significantly eroded through recent subdivisions that 
provide a much lesser green space either within the development or the footpath verge.   
Further subdivision, especially with even smaller allotments, will only intensify this loss.  This will 
produce a "Fisher-Price village on astroturf".  (A borrowed quote but definitely applicable).  
Local loss of vegetation cannot be ignored in any residential area, especially one with a focus 
that gains significant kudos from visitors and tourists.  Accompanying resident and visiting bird 
life will be decimated. This is particularly relevant in that we are adjacent to the wetlands and 
there is a very noticeable birdlife spillover into our residential area since the establishment of 
this wonderful asset. 
 
Philosophically, the purpose of a Council is to look after the interests of the people who live in a 
district, pay the rates and are an integral part of the matrix that makes a Council great.  The 
residents believe that they have a right to enjoy the stability of the district that they bought into 
and that Council Officers should work to maintain that right.  The proposal to reduce the 
guideline figures indicates that the Council is not interested in its existing residents but more 
interested in re-arranging the district to meet the needs of developers.  When making a decision 
with such enormous consequences the Council should have surveyed all property owners 
directly.  Residents buy into Oaklands Estate - often at much expense - for both its open space, 
its serenity and stability.   Should they not have been asked what they want instead of pushing a 
concept that is at odds with what we believe is most residents' wishes?  Sadly, we hear from 
many angry residents about smaller allotment outcomes.  It is not reasonable that people should 
live in a climate of uncertainty when they lack real knowledge of how their immediate 
environment will be dealt with by their Council Planners. 
 
Is there any major gain from any party, be it residents or Council, for the mooted changes to 
frontages and minimum site area?  It is the view of the Oaklands Estate Residents' Association 
that there is not.  While we thank Council for their on going support we ask for the reinstatement 
to the existing dimensions which will still allow approval for a number of allotment subdivisions 
to take place.  Keep the Character Areas as consistent as possible.  Keep it simple. 
 

 

 
Thank you for your further consideration.  
 
 
Yours faithfully 

 
President 
Fred Hill   
 
C.c.  
Mayor of City of Marion, Kris Hanna 
Ward Councillors Hull and Prior 
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Dear Sir,   

Re: Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment   

On behalf of P&J Hurley Pty Ltd and Hurley/Symons Pty Ltd, MasterPlan provides this submission in 

relation to the Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment (the DPA).  P&J Hurley Pty Ltd and 

Hurley/Symons Pty Ltd are owners of the Marion Hotel, located at 849 Marion Road, Mitchell Park. The 

Marion Hotel site is directly affected by the DPA.  

P&J Hurley Pty Ltd and Hurley/Symons Pty Ltd generally support the intent of the DPA, but request 

consideration of some specific policy amendments to reflect the well established hotel land use and the 

opportunities for future development of the site.  

The Marion Hotel is a long standing establishment within the Marion Council area. The hotel was 

constructed during the 1960’s. Since its construction the hotel has undergone a number of alterations and 

extensions, the last being in 2007. The owners have recently submitted a development application to the 

City of Marion for consent to undertake alterations to the hotel, which includes casual dining and beer 

garden areas, larger ‘cellar’ associated with the bottleshop, upgraded function rooms and additional 

tourist accommodation.   

Currently the hotel experiences high demand for its accommodation, which currently comprises 12 ‘motel’ 

style rooms. The accommodation is popular with visitors from regional areas of South Australia. Visitation 

is often associated with medical services at Flinders Medical Centre or sporting activities occurring at 

various venues, including the state aquatic centre. Given the identified demand and lack of supply of 

accommodation within the Marion Council area generally, the proposed development seeks to facilitate a 

greater provision of quality accommodation. As proposed, the alterations and additions to the hotel 

incorporate a building comprising ground and four storeys, with the upper floors utilised for tourist 

accommodation, incorporating a total of 64 rooms.  

Mr Adrian Skull 

Chief Executive Officer  

City of Marion 

PO Box 21 

OAKLANDS PARK  SA  5046 

 

By Email: council@marion.sa.gov.au  

 

mailto:council@marion.sa.gov.au
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Neighbourhood Centre Zone 

Currently the Marion Hotel is located within the Neighbourhood Centre Zone. Whilst the DPA rezones 

many sites fronting Marion Road into the Urban Corridor Zone, the DPA recommends the Marion Hotel 

site be retained in the Neighbourhood Centre Zone. It is our respectful submission that the land uses 

currently on the site would be better suited to the Urban Corridor Zone, as they do not have a retail or 

community focus as is the underlying intent of the Neighbourhood Centre Zone. Whilst the Urban 

Corridor Zone is considered more appropriate, the retention of the hotel within the Neighbourhood 

Centre Zone is supported with the addition of further specific policy that recognises the well established 

land uses on the Marion Hotel site.  

A review of the Objectives, Desired Character Statement and Principle of Development Control (PDC) 1 of 

the Neighbourhood Centre Zone make no reference to the “hotel” and “tourist accommodation” land 

uses, which are currently on the site, and are proposed to be upgraded as part of the current 

development application. It is acknowledged that the Desired Character Statement makes specific 

reference to the Marion Hotel, as it states:  

The Marion Hotel site in the Marion/Mitchell Park Neighbourhood Centre could be 

developed up to 6 storeys in heght, but should incorporate transitional built form to respect 

the lower scale residential development to the east. New development will maintain and 

enhance the mature vegetation on the land.  

This statement only relates to built form and not land use. The provisions of the Neighbourhood Centre 

Zone support retail, service and office development at ground level and residential development on upper 

floors. This policy therefore does not recognise or support the hotel and tourist accommodation land uses 

on the Marion Hotel site, which forms a significant portion of the Marion/Mitchell Park Neighbourhood 

Centre. It is therefore our respectful submission that the Desired Character Statement and PDC 1 be 

amended to include appropriate recognition and reference to “hotel” and “tourist accommodation” land 

uses.  

Building Height  

The policies proposed to be introduced to facilitate development up to six storeys in height on the 

Marion Hotel site are supported. The development application submitted for alterations and additions to 

the hotel demonstrates that vertical development can occur and adequately address the interface with 

residential properties to the east. 
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Vehicle Parking  

Principle of Development Control 12 of the Neighbourhood Centre Zone states:  

12 Vehicle parking should be provided in accordance with the rates set out in Table Mar/2 

– Off Street Vehicle Parking Requirements or Table Mar/2A – Off Street Vehicle Parking 

Requirements for Designated Areas (whichever applies).  

On the basis of PDC 12, the Marion Hotel site vehicle parking should be provided in accordance with the 

Table Mar/2A as it is located within a Designated Area. Upon review of Table Mar/2A, it is noted that 

Table 1 relates to “non-residential development (excluding light industry and tourist accommodation) and 

the parking established for tourist accommodation in Table 2 is only applicable in the Urban Corridor and 

Suburban Activity Node Zone. Therefore, in the Neighbourhood Centre Zone where tourist accommodation 

exists and is proposed at a greater scale on the Marion Hotel site there is no applicable parking ratio. It is 

our respectful submission that Table 2: Tourist Accommodation (within Table Mar/2A) be amended to 

include the Neighbourhood Centre Zone, even if this is specifically only for the Marion Hotel site.  

Summary  

On behalf of my client it is our respectful submission that the Marion Hotel would be more appropriately 

located within the Urban Corridor Zone. Should Council maintain the current zoning, namely the 

Neighbourhood Centre Zone, then specific policy should be included that refers to and supports the hotel 

and tourist accommodation land uses and appropriate vehicle parking ratios.  

Should you require any further information or clarification, please do not hesitate to contact me by phone 

on 8193 5600 or 0413 832 616 or by email at juliej@masterplan.com.au. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Julie Jansen 

MasterPlan SA Pty Ltd 
 

cc: Mr Sam McInnes, Hurley Hotel Group. 

mailto:juliej@masterplan.com.au
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Written submission on the
HOUSING DIVERSITY

DEVLEOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT

To the Chief Executive Officer, City of Marion by 5:00 pm Tuesday 14 November 2017, via
either:

Post: PO Box 21, Oaklands Park SA 5046

Email: housin.qdiversitvdpa@marion.sa.ciov.au

Online: www.makincimarion.com.au

Note: Copies of all public submissions will be available for inspection by interested persons
at the Marion Council Offices (245 Start Road, Start) from Wednesday 15 November 2017
until the conclusion of the public hearing, and will also be available for viewing on the
Housing Diversity DPA webpage at www.manon.sa.ciov.au/housinq-diversity-dpa

Submitter Details (required)

Name: flM^CA- - ^>^ ^A^-fc^.

Organisation Name (where relevant):

Postal Address: U'3/ \\ ^>f\^^ Qt> ICA\\c\^[[ flc CQ
Affected Address:

Email: a^\^&c^oc^e r^y7yv^1 ^ >>^^^
Phone: ^r?-? *2~?^>S? ^

Note: The details supplied above will be recorded as the person / organisation who lodged
the submission

D I would like to be heard at the public hearing

Submission Questions (optional)

Questions 1 to 10 are suggestions only and there is no requirement to complete them, or all
of them, as part of your submission. If you prefer not to answer them, you may skip to the
other comments and supporting documents section of the form (question 9) to complete your
submission.

1. Ar^you directly affected by the DPA as a landowner/ occupier?

Ef Yes D No D Unsure , .1 . , ^

Comment _\^^^^-^b e^^fY To /^L^LU. ru-Ld^-^Ta-t-^-^ ^u-^V^a^
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2. Do you support tl-ie proposed "Urban Corridor Zone" along Marion Road?

D Yes D No 0 Unsure

Comment ,

^M
AOC / LC&JJ& g, •1- KJ

/ n ^« ; o ^

/C?

\f^l

( ^ ^AiiAi^
c/
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3. Do you support t)ie proposed "Suburban Activity Node Zone"?

D Yes D NoS'Un?ure

)M JAA. n^A, QAA^^- /</^>c^CV&-Comment

1A\ /|&IA/^^_j £> C
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0
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4. Do .you supportive proposed "Marion Plains Policy Area 10"?

D Yes D No Q^Unsure ^ ^
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^{~
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5. Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills Policy Area 16"?

D Yes D No O'Unsure

Comment_3\1M~ vv^ix aM>r^. /
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6. Do you support the proposed changes to the Residential Character Policy Area 15?

D Yes D No 0 Unsure

Comment M^ OA^Le^/

7. Do you support tjne proposed changes to Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones?

D Yes D No El Unsure

Comment ^Lft^<>. rAfiAi^oJl c6^dl^e^ ^ ^LC^ oJ\^>^'^ ^J^A"\fp^.

T(^, skfiO /4^ lAot'aQA^A uA-t ^u-£+-
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8. Do you support th^iroposed change to the Coastal Conservation Zone in Hallett Cove?

a Yes D No ^Unsure

Comment V^T tv/M^ <^tdl^->r\

9. Other comments / submission details (please attached additional pages and supporting

documents as required)
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.(please attach additional pages as necessary)
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Robert Tokley

From: owen Turner <jillowenturner@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, 28 September 2017 11:52 AM

To: Electronic Mail

Subject: Shape your suburb

Dear Sir/Madam 
 
Thankyou for the opportunity to respond to “shaping your suburb”. 
 
The issue we have is with entering and exiting streets near us onto Daws Rd, i.e..Beaumont, Hendon and 
Beverly sts., Clovelly Pk. There are some multiple dwellings on single blocks of land close to Daws Rd. and 
residents pk. their cars on the st. creating congestion.  I would suggest that no more multiple dwellings 
were approved near Daws Rd to stop further congestion.  
Would a centre line on these rds. help, or perhaps parking only on one side of the rd.  The bus route is 
down Beaumont st and they have a difficult time indeed. 
 
In addition the stormwater drain on the corner of Beaumont st. and Daws rd is inadequate for the area it 
drains, and it overflows on occasions above the level of the gutter and onto the footpath and out as far as 
the middle of the rd. 
 
Thirdly thank you for the second toilet in the Oaklands pk reserve/wetlands. My irritable bowel and I 
breathed a huge sigh of relief when I saw the second toilet today.!!!  THANKYOU. 
 
Yours faithfully Jill and Owen Turner 
2 Rosslyn st 
Clovelly pk. 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
This email has been scanned by City of Marion's MessageLabs Email Security System. 
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 
______________________________________________________________________ 



05 October 2017

Housing Diversity DPA ;' .

Chief Executive Officer
City of Marion ,

PO Box 21
Oaklands Park SA 5046

DEVELOPMENT PLAN SUBMISSION

Thank you for providing the opportunity to address the planning issues for the
City and in particular the Marion Plains Policy Area.

There are several factors that I think should be addressed in formulating any

planning decisions. These opinions are held following my experience as a long-

term resident ofGlengowrie.

Population Growth.

All levels of government seem to be obsessed with population growth as the be

all and end all of all our problems. However, although population growth may

increase spending, improve retail trade, increase rates and taxes revenue no-one

in authority, or those formulating economic policy advise seem to take into

account as where this money is coming from. One only needs to look at the

National, State, Council and private debt numbers to see that this population

growth is being paid for by taxes, through welfare payments or by debt.
Therefore, I think that population growth has become a lazy solution to a major

problem and should not be an underlying basic assumption in addressing

planning policy. When we can all afford to pay our way should be the time to

consider population growth. After all, at the time of writing this letter private

debt in Australia is equal to or, just exceeding GDP.

Practical Planning.

Whilst I appreciate the proposal for the Marion Plains Policy could be a positive
step, assuming this happens, most of the damage has already been done. The
increasing subdivision of standard blocks in the Glengowrie area is proof

positive. I make the following comments and suggestions.

Car Parking.

As each block is subdivided into two or more residences, most have only one

garage space and invariably at least one additional vehicle is parked on the street

causing major congestion in block after block. It would be impractical to insist on

double garages. However, the council should, by one means or another, provide

indent parking in front of each residence. Perhaps the developer should bear the

cost as they are getting a free run from the government. Instead of one street

tree per block, one either end of each indent would further enhance the

streetscape.



Traffic Management.

Whenever a property is being developed temporary parking restrictions should

be placed on the opposite side of the street to the development side. These

restrictions should be in place for the normal working times of the trades people.

This will allow free passage of traffic in both directions. Our ongoing experience

is many streets are being turned into single lane thoroughfares. I have, on

several occasions witnessed vehicles, particularly SUVs, reversing half the length
of the street to either make way for oncoming traffic or to take another route.

You only need two hardheaded proponents of "I was first" brigade to create

conflict.

Infrastructure.

In Filmer Avenue, between Stanley and Livingstone streets there were 10

residences some 10 years ago and to date there are now 15 with another block

currently owned by a developer and most likely to be sub-divided. How is the

infrastructure relating to water, gas, electricity, sewer, water run off and roads

going to manage with continued development? To date there does not seem to

be any changes or upgrading of infrastructure happening, with the exception of

some storm water management. The infrastructure should be upgraded before it

ceases to be viable.

Rates.

In the above paragraph I have shown a 50% increase in property numbers over

the past ten (10) years or so. However, the rates for individual properties have

continued to rise and the rates on each of the properties on any subdivided block

are close to equal the rates on the one property prior to subdivision. In other

words an existing "normal" block is yielding close to double the rates after

subdivision. If the rates collected have been increasing substantially through

properties being subdivided why are the general rates increasing rather than

decreasing? It is not as though council service expectations have increased

alarmingly. After all, 2 extra bins each week, the same number of trees to water
and the same length of street to sweep is not much extra workload for the

council.

Marion Plains Policy Area Statement.

The statement in the policy document states; "The main changes to policy relate

to a general increase in site areas and allotment widths." However, this

statement does not meet the test of simple logic. How can a subdivided 800ms

block have increased site areas?

How can a subdivided 800ms block have increased allotment widths?

Perhaps there is something in the system that has already reduced the numbers

so they can be increased to meet the policy standards. Cynical I know but with

the current South Australian governance standards, both state and local,

cynicism is a natural state of mind.

Given that a private certifier can increase the length of a boundary wall from the

stipulated 8 metres to 8.88 metres without any checks or balances and with the

council explanation that there is an allowance for deviations in the rules.



However, the same council planning employee was unable to define the

deviation values. Given this, how long before the land area 350ms is reduced by

some unstated deviation value to whatever the developers desire, or Minister

Rau decrees.

Conclusion.

The policy statement made for the Marion Plains Policy Area seems to me just

that, a policy statement, with no consideration to any practical outcome or

guidance.

How can the lower density than what is currently allowed be achieved when the

proposed policy makes little or no difference to the current density.

Forwarded for your consideration,

Clive Dennett and Meredith Pearson

17 Filmer Avenue

Glengowrie SA 5044

Telephone 8295 4248
Mobile 0419 869 448

ec:

Councillors

Jason Veliskou & Jerome Appleby
PO Box 211 PO Box 21
Oaklands Park SA 5046 Oaklands Park SA 5046



Housing Diversity DPA,

i

, Chief Executive Officer,
j,

City of Marion,

PO Box 21,

!
Oaklands Park

SA 5046

10/1/2017

To Housing Diversity DPA, Chief Executive Officer, City of Marion

This may be what some people may think is progress but by what has already been approved

building wise is in my opinion is sub standard developments creating slum type conditions in the

greater Marion area not just Glengowrie where I reside. The high density principle building is flawed

due to other problems it creates. It needs to be more residential friendly with space to live, walk,

play etc. Being cramped in makes me and lots of other people I have talked to feel depressed which

has been shown all over the world by violence, verbal abuse for no real reason, graffiti and even

suicides.

• Due to buildings covering so much of the bare earth that when we get extremely high

rainfall possibly above 75mm per day with our stormwater system not being upgrade since

Greater Western Drainage system of at least 3 decades ago we will have floods. The

underground water table on Adelaide Plains is also reducing due to its high usage and very

little inflows, no soakage into it all going to the sea via stormwater drains and if it cannot

handle it and floods willoccur.

• The current developments do not help the problem mentioned above including having three

two storey dwellings per original block. Increases stormwater runoff into street gutter

stormwater systems that were never designed to have this volume of water put into them.

• Most of the current developments two and one level designs, the garages are not wide

enough to park a car in them and get in and out of the car. Therefore one car parks in the

driveway and other in street or all in the street. I have already emailed the council regarding

this problem in the narrow end of Livingstone St Glengowrie requesting no parking on one

side of the street like in Hazelmere Rd Glengowrie for the dog exercising park. The solution

was the installation of one car distance yellow line on the incoming and out going lanes at

Morphett road end. I have experienced near head on collisions a few times etc a few

drivers expect you to back out onto Morphett Rd even in peak hour traffic so confrontation

has happened, as road usually only one lane wide not two. I am dreading the day when it is

one lane and I am towing my dual wheeled caravan. You may say use Filmer St which can be

one lane also these days, extremely difficult. I don't have any other solution since the

developments have already been allowed to be constructed. All new developments garages



should be designed that are wide enough to open car doors when in the garage both left and

right hand doors.

A change of laws to allow parking on the verge to widen existing traffic lanes as done in

Perth without parking on the actual footpaths.

The two story development also cause shadow problems to the original one level houses

alongside them, in winter moss etc as yards do not dry out like they use to do. This also

creates summer problems to avid gardeners reduced sun coming onto the garden let alone

make inside of the houses darker.

The construction of two storey hammerhead dwellings, even single level ones create

problems the driveway alley seems to create noise pollution from cars, residences and

others driving in and out of them and rubbish collects in them mainly from wind and are

rarely cleaned up.

There are in Marion where the council has approved two storey developments one side or

both sides of an original single level dwelling as mentioned above. I believe that if that

happens and the occupier has gone to the expense and trouble to install solar hot water and

solar power system and the development reduces the output of those systems the council

should subsidise for loss of performance of those solar systems since they have approved

these developments. In many instances the State government subsidised the installation of

these systems to reduce greenhouse emissions now we are increasing them again. One

other reason for the government to subsidise solar systems was to reduce the infrastructure

and maintenance costs to the Government and the utility companies that supply gas and

electricity

From previous submissions to council and government I am sceptical that any of these points will be

seriously considered but hope they are.

Yours Sincerely

lan Colbert

28 Livingstone St

Glengowrie 5044

/p_
^S./ll/2017
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      Town Planning HQ 
 

Town Planning HQ Pty Ltd as trustee for The Davison Family Trust  
716 Anzac Highway Glenelg South Australia 5045 

T:  08 8358 5346  M:  0419846435  www.townplanninghq.com.au  ABN 82 593 497211 
                           planning applications         land division             investigations 
 

14 November 2017 

 
The Chief Executive Officer 
Corporation of the City of Marion 

City of Marion 
PO Box 21 
Oaklands Park  SA  5046 
 
Dear Sir 
 
Re: Eureka Group Holdings – 4 Gordon Terrace, Morphettville  

Volume 5597 Folio 865 
 Property Owner affected by the Development Plan Amendment 
 In particular proposed Residential Zone, Marion Plains Policy Area 10 
 
Town Planning HQ Pty Ltd has prepared this submission on behalf of Eureka Group 
Holdings Pty Ltd.   The company does not support the determination that a lower 
density of development is necessary or desirable for the Morphettville area.   I have 
put an alternative view regarding ways of looking at density for communities living in 
the western suburbs of Adelaide’s metropolitan area.  
 
1. 4 Gordon Terrace Morphettville 
The property at 4 Gordon Terrace Morphettville has existing use rights as a residential 

care facility/supported accommodation and is licensed for 60 residents.   The site has 

an irregular shape and has the following approximate characteristics: 

 

 Total site area 5,172m2 
 Frontage to Gordon Terrace 67.39 metres 
 Frontage to Alua Grove 58.52  
 Located within the City of Marion 
 Located within the Residential Zone, Northern Policy Area 13 (DP consolidated 

28 April 2016) 
 Local Heritage Place (Cobham Hall - supported care facility (former dwelling) 

LHP#4340) 
 Existing floor area: ground 1,214m2; upper level 152m2 
 Current building site coverage approx. 23.4% 
 Rear boundary to Sturt River 
 The property is a Local Heritage Place known as Cobham Hall.   

 

The landowner is interested to develop this substantial property.  

 

2. The Locality 

The locality comprises: 

 Medium density Government owned/private duplexes constructed in from 

approximately 1960.   

 Detached and semi detached dwellings with semi detached being a typical 

style of Housing Trust accommodation in this suburb from as early as 1960. 

 4 Gordon Terrace Morphettville with its licence for 60 persons. 

http://www.townplanninghq.com.au/
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TPHQ 2 
 

 Substantial nursing homes/retirement living in the Policy Area 

 Extensive public open spaces 

 

 
Figure 1 – An area that was historically medium density  
 
A substantial change in the land division pattern is evident within Morphettville 

driven by changes to the Development Plan that enabled higher densities.  

 

 
Figure 2:  Various land divisions (blue) fairly recently approved in the locality and 

others (red) not yet decided – nonetheless the pattern of development is for divided 

properties with substantial site coverage. 
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TPHQ 3 
 

 
3.  Current Zoning Regime  
 
Currently envisaged land uses within the zone are: 

 Supported accommodation  
 Dwelling, including residential flat building 
 Affordable housing 
 The zone supports 2 storey development up to 9m above natural ground level. 
 Site coverage 40%.  

The existing Policy Area 13 Principle of Development Control 3 requires dwelling sites 
to be: 

 
 
 
4.  Proposed Zoning Changes – Marion Plains Policy Area 10  
 
The Development Plan Amendment’s Desired Character Statement advises that the 
Policy Area is seeking: 
 

 
 
The Policy Area provisions nominate the following minimum site areas and frontages: 
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TPHQ 4 
 

 
In terms of justification for decreasing density in this Policy Area, the consultation 
documentation accompanying the DPA states: 
 
 

 
 
…. 
 

 
 
It seems that the issue driving the aspiration for lower densities is cars associated 
with dwellings.  In my view this could in some way be attended to by better provision 
of public transport and bicycle tracks and a more comprehensive set of accessways 
across Sturt River.   In my opinion Council’s off street vehicle parking requirements 
appear to be generally sufficient to manage vehicles associated with residential 
development.   Especially as the average household contains 2.2 members without 
any particular projection for an increase. 
 
The Desired Character Statement also states that: 
 

 
Please refer to the commentary below for a discussion about larger sites. 
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Alternative View for Policy Area Provisions 
 
In my opinion and on behalf of Eureka Group Holdings, this is precisely the type of 
area of inner metropolitan Adelaide where medium density dwellings should continue 
to be encouraged.   The extent of land divisions over the last 10 years is testimony to 
this.     To decrease minimum lot sizes is comprehensible, but to reduce them and 
associated quantitative provisions such as minimum frontages is not.  
 
Local features include: 

 8.5 kilometres to the GPO in the central business district of Adelaide 

 public transport within walking distance 

 local shops within walking distance 

 schools and other services nearby 

 extensive public open space 

 existing pattern of development with intensification of density 

 Few large landholdings.  
 
I understand the average household size in Morphettville is 2.2 persons (DPA 
Explanatory Statement based on ABS Census 2016).   
 
If this is the case, as a result of this Development Plan Amendment the per capita 
land area that the Development Plan will be demanding for individuals living in 
Morphettville (excluding nursing home/residential care) is 136.36 m2 per person 
(300/2.2 based on the quantitative provisions for the highest possible density of 
300m2 for a row dwelling).   
 
In my opinion most people do not require 136.36m2 of site and floor area for their 
residential needs.  It seems the existing pattern of development combined with the 
average household size lends itself to the following minimum site areas and minimum 
frontages:     
 
 

 
 
It is also proposed that site coverage be 60 to 70% with minimum front setbacks, not 
necessarily relating to the setback of adjoining properties but with a minimum of 5.0 
metres (and 5.5 m for second car in tandem, uncovered).  
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This more reasonably reflects the existing pattern of development as well as the infill 
aspirations of land owners of inner metropolitan land, particularly those with a view 
to ageing in place, providing opportunities for young family members to purchase 
their own homes and others seeking to develop land that does not affect the 
population’s precious food bowl.  
 
Site Specific Opportunities 
Eureka’s landholding at 4 Gordon Terrace, Morphettville provides opportunities for a 
landmark development in an area where privately held land holdings are typically 
between 250m2 and 900m2.   
 
There are few such substantial landholdings in Marion Council. 
 
This 5,172 m2 landholding has licence for 60 persons in a residential care facility 
environment.  That is a per capita area of 86.2 m2.  Extrapolating utilizing the 
average household size of Morphettville (Census 2016), an average dwelling 
accommodating 2.2 persons would be 189.64 m2.  This would equate to the suggested 
row building minimum site area for Morphettville suggested above (190m2).   
 
The subject land could be divided and arranged in such a way that the long term 
density of the land could be reinterpreted as a series of dwellings catering for a range 
of budgets and household types.   
 
The minimum lot size requirements outlined not only in the current Development 
Plan but also in the Development Plan Amendment the subject of the current 
consultation could be reviewed for the site in consideration of its expanse and unique 
conditions.   
 
The DPA recognizes that amalgamated sites are desirable where they facilitate the 
aspirations for suitable development.  In my opinion the provisions to the Policy Area, 
including in the Desired Character Statement could be strengthened by committing to 
offering higher densities for development proposals for landholdings with more than 
2,000m2.   
 
One of the ways that Council could practically assist would be to facilitate Council’s 
heritage architect to become available to advance preliminary discussions relating to 
land development.   
 
Recommendations 

1. It is recommended that Council reconsider the veracity of the decision to 

increase minimum lot sizes and frontage requirements within the DPA’s Policy 

Area 10 – and particularly the overall aspiration to reduce density in these 

areas.   

2. It is recommended that the administration consider the suggested alternative 

minimum site areas and site frontages as well as site coverage and front 

setbacks proposed herein.   
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3. It is recommended that Council strengthen its DPA provisions by offering 

higher density opportunities for integrated developments of larger 

landholdings with total land area of more than 2,000m2.  

4. It is recommended that Council’s heritage advisor be available to meet with 

landowners towards exploring preliminary concepts prior to their major 

investment in specialist advices.  

 

Please contact me to discuss any aspect of this correspondence. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 
Angela Davison MBEnv. MPIA M.AITPM 
 
cc. Eureka Group Holdings Pty Ltd. 



Housing Diversity DPA Chief Executive Officer ;

City of Marion

PO Box 21 , p; j

OaktandsPark . )

S.A.5046 .

HOUSING DIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Having studied the data provided regarding community consultation I submit the following concerns
that should receive in depth consideration before the final draft is submitted to the State Government
for approval.

(1) The new policy areas cover the majority of Morphettville where subdivided blocks have already
seen infill housing with two or more dwellings of larger floor plan than the single house that was
demolished. Established trees and gardens have been razed and replaced with token lawn or
shrubs on what area that remains with buildings that virtually cover the whole site.

(2) Building setbacks from the street line have decreased over the years with a result that there is no
room on the site for off street parking. Most houses have at least one secure car park "garage"

but more often than not this is used for storage or other purposes with a result the vehicle is
parked on the street. As a long time member of Neighbourhood Watch I am aware that this
situation leads to an increase in car thefts and thefts from cars with resulting damage. Another

problem that will surely need to be addressed is the access to household waste bins by the
contractor's truck pick up arms as well as the inability of the street sweeper to operate
effectively.

(3) With the smaller setbacks and lack of clear area on the site, building subcontractors are tending
to use the foot paths and median strips as work areas to set up equipment as well as having
their work vehicles parked on both sides of the road, and often on the median strips. This
situation restricts existing resident's access to full access of the foot paths and parking provision
for visitors to their properties. A visit to the subdivision of land that once was a farm
surrounding the resident of Sir Lancelot Stirling at Strathalbyn will give an indication of how

developers have been able to exploit current regulations, no doubt bypassing the local council
with major status claims.

(4) As a resident of Morphettville for 64 years I have observed that many of these infill
developments change hands frequently, indicating they are often bought as investment
opportunities or for transition housing until the owner can afford "something better" and this is
not conducive to a stable and permanent community.



(5) The quality of many buildings leaves much to be desired when compared to the regulations that
existed when the houses to be demolished were built. Double brick outer walls are replaced by
minimum sized timber framework clad with minimum thickness plasterboard or poly styrene
and ceiling heights are rarely more than the minimum allowed. There also appears to be a lack
of concern for streetscape with permits for construction out of character with the area such as

the stacked box type two storey buildings from boundary to boundary in a street of older style
single storey houses set back from the boundaries with gardens.

(6) One of my fears is that the next stage of the Government's infill development strategy will be to
compulsorily rezone and subdivide blocks deemed suitable for multiple buildings with the
owners of such blocks liable for additional rates. If this appears a fantasy so did the sale of the
Lands Titles Office when we purchased our property in 1953.

Yours faithfully

A.R.WallisOAM. M.A.I.B. ( ' V/^^(,V\,

16 Paterson Crescent

Morphettvilte 5043 31st October 2017



12th November 2017 
 
City of Marion 
Sturt Road 
Oaklands Park SA 5046 
 
Subject:   Trial Parking Restrictions, Rosedale Avenue Morphettville  
Attention of:  DPA Consultation and Engineering Team  
 
 
Recent Community Consultation Letter outlines the Development Plans of Council in 
providing guide lines on new construction of buildings.  These guidelines have been aligned 
to the State Government’s planning for smaller housing allotments increasing the ability to 
add more houses to previous single allotment. 
 
My personal understanding is that Council sees it necessary to align with State 
Government’s ’30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide’ guidelines with high density living is 
encouraged  It is only natural Developers and Land Agents will take advantage of the huge 
profits to be made along  with financial benefits to Council. 
 
This being the case we now see allotments with one house demolished replaced with up to 4 
two story residences.   One of the many resultant problems in ‘high density living’ is parking.  
One just has to drive down streets here in Morphettville both day and night to vehicles 
parked both sides of the road making it a safety issue.  
 
I am sure Council is well aware of this problem and I, like many others; are exasperated by 
tenants of houses failing to utilise garaging their respective garages vehicles along with 
driveways and park in the street. 
 
Nadia Yeoman, Coordinator Traffic and Parking has re-opened the issue of ‘Parking 
Restrictions Rosedale Avenue, Morphettville’ in letter to Residents November 2017 stating 
further issues have been raised necessitating a review of previous decision. 
 
1. Council approved seven (7) two storey ‘houses’ corner Oaklands Road and western side 
of Rosedale Avenue replacing two previous houses I will never know the rationale behind 
such a decision?.  Be as it may Council, Property Developers were aware at the time of the 
no parking requirements and subsequently so were the land sale personnel and current 
tenants. 
 
2. After consultation with residents the majority were happy with existing road parking 
restruictions.  
 
3. Now we receive notification advising ‘Further issues have been raised’.  Who raised the 
issue for ‘Permit Parking’? One can only surmise the new residents and/or the land agents 
selling the properties?   
 
4. Single garage and parking space for 1 other vehicle were the conditions of purchase and 
obeying the ‘no stopping’ zoning which include the existing ‘yellow’ line eastern side of 
Rosedale Avenue to Oaklands Road junction should be unconditional.    If given the green 
light to park directly opposite the 7 properties opposite on the roadway surely this will be 
taken advantage of – give an inch take a mile.       
 
5. The approach to Oaklands Road for safety reasons alone needs to be kept clear of 
parking vehicles and this is more than appropriate. To change the existing yellow restrictions 
will in my view, be detrimental to all road users;   



 
6. Today (Sunday) I was driving south Rosedale Avenue and reaching junction Oaklands 
Road stopped, left was clear and right had a tradesman van parked in the bike lane, traffic 
appeared clear travelling east and I prepared to move off and a motor cycle first came into 
view while passing the parked van in bicycle lane (parks there regularly day and night).  
Returning home travelling east to turn into Rosedale Avenue passing Bus stop 23 there is a 
sign advising Parking 8.30 am – 11.0am Sunday a short distance prior to reaching Rosedale 
Avenue a second sign / across ‘P’  Parking 8.30 am Sunday. The tradesman’s van was 
parked in this 2nd parking zone. I would suggest parking beyond the 1st sign should be No 
Parking. If permit parking is subsequently permitted will this include the van parking 
Oaklands Road?  
 
I take this opportunity to mention housing development corner Stephens Place and Gordon 
Street, Morphettville.  Single house on block demolished and 4 two story houses, currently 
being erected single garage and minimal driveway available for parking with street parking 
provision for 3 vehicle. The corner is notorious for near misses with vehicles travelling south 
turning into Stephens Place and vehicles turning north from Stephens Place into Gordon 
Street.  I believe that if Council is aware of this issue and feel sure they have taken steps to 
make sure that adequate parking is incorporated in the building approval and will consider 
any requirements for safety signage at the 90 degree bend! 
 
 
Ross  Bowles 
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Robert Tokley

From: Amanda <atilley_1@optusnet.com.au>

Sent: Saturday, 11 November 2017 6:16 PM

To: Housing Diversity DPA

Subject: Fw: Project - Making Marion

  

  
From: Amanda  

Sent: Saturday, November 11, 2017 5:26 PM 
To: housingdiversitypa@marion.sa.gov.au  

Cc: reception.renewalsa@sa.gov.au  

Subject: Project - Making Marion 

  

To Marion Council 

  

I am in the Marion Plains Policy area 10.   You have said in your proposed plan that you will increase site 

areas and allotment widths  

and buildings will be a max of 2 storeys in height.  Hopefully this allows for more privacy and green 

space.   Certain types of medium  

density development have resulted in traffic conjestion,  

excessive street car parking and incompatibility with existing street scape  

character which you are addressing. 

  

As I am in a Renewal SA area in Morphettville it seems like they are not considering any of these 

concerns.  I have already noticed the 

increase of street parking around my house even though I have empty blocks opposite me soon to be 

developed.  They are also 

looking to build a 4 storey housing at the end of my street which is not near a main road or urban corridor 

zone. 

  

It seems like there are two separate plans for the area I live in and are not working together.  Overall your 

plan seems to be 

addressing peoples concerns but the government have not made it clear what they are doing only to the 

private developers. 

I have given some feedback to Renewal SA only because a local MP had let me know about the proposed 4 

Storey development 

in my area which I was unaware of.  Thank you for listening to my concerns. 

  

Regards Amanda Tilley 
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Housing Diversity DPA 

Chief Executive Officer 

City of Marion, PO Box 21 

Oaklands Park 5046 

Dear David Melhuish,  

RE:  Submission for Marion Council Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment 

relating to the site at 644 - 648 Marion Road, Park Holme. 

1.0 Introduction 

Adelaide Planning and Development Solutions (APDS) have been engaged by Mick Skorpos, 

the land owner of 644 -648 Marion Road, Park Holme to prepare a submission to the City of 

Marion Council in relation to the Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment. 

This submission should be read in conjunction with the submission for 640 – 642 Marion Road 

on behalf of the land owner Ian A Easson. 

2.0 Subject land and current zoning of the subject land 

The subject land is contained within the Commercial Zone and more specifically Policy Area 

1 - Marion Road as contained in Maps Mar/6 of the Marion Council Development Plan and 

as identified in Figures 1 and 2 below. 

The subject land is a large site (across three allotments) with an approximate site area of 

2923.12 square metres which contains an existing service station building with 14 petrol/gas 

bowsers under a large covered area. Further, the rear portion of the site has an existing use 

as an auto care centre (service trade premises) and a dedicated area for car parking as 

identified in figure 3 below. 
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Figures 1 and 2 – Zone and Policy Area 

 

Figure 3 – The Subject Land 

The following forms of development are envisaged in the Commercial Zone: 

 Bulky goods outlet 

 Consulting room 

 Motor vehicle related business other than wrecking yard 

 Office 

 Petrol filling station 

 Service trade premises 

 Shop with a gross leasable area of 250 square metres or less. Note any development of 

the site for shops with an area greater than 250 square metres  

 Store 

 Warehouse. 

The following forms of development are envisaged in the Policy Area (Policy Area 1 Marion 

Road):  

 Bulky goods outlet  

 Community uses  

 Consulting rooms  

 Indoor entertainment facilities  
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 Motor vehicle related activities  

 Office  

 Recreation facilities  

 Service trade premises.  

The current zoning allows for a range of land uses including a range of mixed used 

developments such as office and consulting rooms, bulky goods outlet with a site area of 300 

square metres, warehousing, and integrated service station with service trade premises or a 

combination of the above.   

We do also note that there are floor area restrictions on a number of the above land uses 

within the Policy Area which restricts the size of the uses to ensure the impacts on adjoining 

land uses and residential properties is minimised. It is also noted that the height limits as well 

as setback requirements also limit the future development potential of the subject land. 

3.0 Development Plan amendments affecting the subject land.  

The proposed DPA proposes to change the zoning of the subject land from Commercial to 

the Urban Corridor Zone which predominately seeks  

 A mixed use zone accommodating a range of compatible non-residential and medium 

and high density 

 Residential land uses orientated towards a high frequency public transport corridor. 

 Integrated, mixed use, medium and high rise buildings with ground floor uses that create 

active and vibrant streets with residential development above. 

 A mix of land uses that enable people to work, shop and access a range of services 

close to home. 

More specifically the Zone encourages the following types of development, or combination 

thereof: 

▪ affordable housing 

▪ aged persons accommodation 

▪ community centre 

▪ consulting room 

▪ dwelling 

▪ educational establishment 
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▪ office 

▪ pre-school 

▪ primary school 

▪ residential flat building 

▪ retirement village 

▪ shop or group of shops 

▪ supported accommodation 

▪ tourist accommodation. 

Further the Zone provisions indicate that development listed as non-complying is generally 

inappropriate. 

We note that the current land use on the site as a petrol filing station/ integrated service 

station and Service Trade Premises are not listed as envisaged land uses within the Urban 

Corridor Zone and the non-complying table lists petrol filling station as a non-complying land 

use. 

We also note that the subject land and adjoining sites at 640 – 648  Marion Road, Park Holme 

is identified as a key site which allow for development up to 4 storeys in height subject to the 

design of the built form identified in the building envelopes. The site is identified in Concept 

Plan Map Mar/10 as shown in figure 4 below. 

 

Figure 4 - Concept Plan Map Mar/10 and development areas. 
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4.0 Suggested amendments to the Urban Corridor Zone provisions of the DPA. 

A review of the Urban Corridor Section along with the other pertinent sections of the Housing 

Diversity Development Plan Amendment proposed has been undertaken by APDS and 

Council should be commended on the work done to date. 

This submission makes comment on the key points of the DPA that relate to the subject land. 

We suggest the following amendments to the DPA and provide a reason for the change 

after the amendment suggestion in green as follows: 

DESIRED CHARACTER 

Add section - Where there are existing non-residential land uses, the zone should allow for the 

continuation and or reasonable expansion or redevelopment of these uses where the 

impacts on the amenity of the adjoining properties is appropriately managed.  

Reason: The intent of this additional section will allow non-residential land uses to be 

undertaken so long as the impacts on the amenity of adjoining residential properties is 

managed appropriately.   

Principle of Development Control 1 The following types of development, or combination 

thereof, are envisaged in the zone: 

 Petrol filing station 

 Integrated service station  

 Service Trade Premises 

 Motor repair station 

Reason: These amendments will allow for the reasonable expansion or development of an 

Integrated service station, Petrol filling station, motor repair station and or service trade 

premises in keeping with the existing land uses on the site at 644 -648 Marion Road, Park 

Holme. 
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PROCEDURAL MATTERS SECTION 

Non-complying Development 

Development (including building work, a change in the use of land or division of an 

allotment) involving any of the following is non-complying: 

Form of Development Exceptions 

Integrated service station Except where development occurs at 644  -

648 Marion Road, Park Holme 

Petrol filling station Except where development occurs at 644  -

648 Marion Road, Park Holme 

Service trade premises Except where development occurs at 640  -

648 Marion Road, Park Holme 

Reason: These amendments will allow for the reasonable expansion or development of an 

Integrated service station, Petrol filling station and or Service trade premises in keeping with 

the existing land uses on the site at 640  -648 Marion Road, Park Holme. 

Amend Concept Plan Map Mar/10 

Increase the height of development on the site from 2  - 4 stories to 2 – 6 stories.  

 Change to 2 – 6 storeys  
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Reason: The allotment has a depth of 42 metres east to west which can accommodate up 

to 6 storey development whilst allowing for an appropriate setback to Marion Road and has 

a site width which can accommodate up to 6 storey development along the Marion Road 

frontage when developed in conjunction with the adjoining allotments at 640- 642 Marion 

Road with development building envelope which tapers at 30 degrees to the rear of the site.  

5.0 Conclusion 

A review of the Urban Corridor Section along with the other pertinent sections of the Housing 

Diversity Development Plan Amendment has been undertaken by APDS and Council should 

be commended on the work done to date. 

Whilst we agree in principle with the intent of the Development Plan Amendment approach 

to providing a range of housing and employment opportunities on the site at 644- 648 Marion 

Road as a key site, our client would like to ensure that the longstanding use of the land as a 

Service station / petrol station and service trade premises is recognised in the Zone provisions.  

We would like to ensure that the future redevelopment of the site can include options for a 

mixed use integrated service station, motor repair station and service trade premises, which if 

redeveloped, will be designed to minimise the impacts of the amenity of the adjoining 

locality. Further we would like these options to be considered as on an on merit form of 

development rather than a non-complying form of development within the Urban Corridor 

Zone.  

Thank you for your consideration of this submission and we confirm that the undersigned 

(and/or a representative of the land owner) wishes to appear personally before Council to 

speak on behalf of the submission should the opportunity arise. 

Please do not hesitate contacting the undersigned direct on 0499933311 or by email at 

mark@adelaideplanning.com.au should you wish to discuss any matter in association with 

this submission or should you require any additional information in support of this submission.  

Yours Sincerely, 

Mark Kwiatkowski MPIA CPP 

Principal Urban Planner 

Adelaide Planning & Development Solutions - Town Planning Specialists |Plan - Design - Build 

mailto:mark@adelaideplanning.com.au
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In preparation for the change, could you please ensure that you complete the "Authority to Remit" form.

This will facilitate our payment to you and your set up in our supplier system. Please ensure that you have
provided your ABN as requested on the form. Please email or post this form, as soon as possible, back to:

MsJodie Fry
Manager Accounts Payable

Collins Foods Limited
PO Box 286
LUTWYCHEQLD4030

Email: ifrv@)collinsfoods.com

The team at Collins Foods is excited about the opportunity to work with you and your business and look
forward to your co-operation through the transition and start-up period.

In the meantime, please don't hesitate to contact either myself or Jodie Fry should you have any questions.

Yours sincerely

Dwight George

Head of Finance



ATTACHMENT 1 - SOUTH AUSTRALIA KFC RESTAURANT LOCATIONS

State

SA

SA

SA
SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

Collins Store »

7601

7602

7603

7604
7605

7606

7607

7608

Premises

KFC Marion

KFCMarionFC

KFC Noarlunga

KFC Port Augusta

KFC Port Lincoln

KFCPortPirie

KFC Victor Harbor

KFCWhyalla

Address

501 Morphett Road, Marjon,SA 5043

Diagonal Road, Westfield Shopping Centre, Oaklands Park, SA, 5046

CnrBeach Road & Dyson Road, Noarlunga Centre, SA, 5168

Cnr Victoria Parade Higgins Street & Cannon Street, Por Augusta, SA, 5700

CnrFlinders Hwy& Hallet Place, Port Uncoln,SA, 5606

Lot 1, Grey Terrace, Port Perie, SA, 5540

31 Torrens Street, Victor Harbor Shopping Centre, Victor Harbor, SA, 5211

Westland Shopping Centre, Cnr Nicholson Avenue & Ekblom Road, SA, 5600



COLLINS FOODS LIMITED

ACN 151 420 781 .' ABN 13 151 '120 781

PO Box 286 Lutwychf QLD 4030
Level 3, KSD1,485 Kingsford Smith Drive

H.imilton OLD 4007 Australi.i
T -61 7335208CO | F-61 733520894

NEW SUPPLIER INFORMATION PACK

As part of Collins Foods Limited's policy in transacting business with suppliers, the company asks that certain insurance

requirements and obligations are complied with. This pack includes the following documents:

• Supply Partners Code of Conduct (please read this document and retain for your records only).

• Workplace Health & Safety Undertaking.

• Waiver & Indemnity.

• Authority to Remit All Amounts Direct to Bank.

As noted above, the Supply Partners Code of Conduct is to be read by you and retained for your records. Please see below for

what is required to be signed by you and returned to us, along with further documentation:

If you are a sole trader, please provide us with the below

documents:

If you are not a sole trader i.e. company, partnership or all

others, please supply us with the below documents:

A Signed Workplace Health & Safety Undertaking
(attached to this letter).

A Signed Workplace Health & Safety Undertaking
(attached to this letter).

B Certificate of Currency* of your Workplace Personal

Injury Insurance policy.
OR

C Signed Waiver & Indemnity (attached to this letter).

D Certificate of Currency* of your Public Liability policy
(please note that a minimum limit of liability that is

required is $20 million).

E Completed and signed Authority to Remit All Amounts

Direct to Bank (attached to this letter).

B Certificate of Currency* of your Workers' Compensation

policy.

C Certificate of Currency* of your Public Liability policy

(please note that a minimum limit of liability that is
required is $20 million).

D Completed and signed Authority to Remit All Amounts

Direct to Bank (attached to this letter).

* PLEASE NOTE: Only Certificates of Currency are acceptable. Copies of insurance details, payment of insurance, receipts or general information will not be accepted.
Certificates of Currency must indicate the policy number, insured's name, expiry date of policy and $ amounts where applicable.

The above documents are to be returned to us as soon as possible, and in any event, before any services are provided. Please

email or post the documents to:

MsJodie Fry

Manager Accounts Payable
Collins Foods Limited

PO Box 286
LUTWYCHE QLD 4030

Email: jfry@collinsfoods.com

Collins Foods Limited is excited about the opportunity to work with you.

14092017



COLLINS FOODS LIMITED

ACN 151 420 781 ABN 13 151 420 781

PO Box 2B6 Lutwyche OLD 403C
Level i, KSD1, 485 Kintjsforc) Smith Drive

H.imilton QLD ••101)7 Austroli,!

T-61 733520800 F+61 7 3352 089-1

SUPPLY PARTNERS CODE OF CONDUCT

1. Suppliers are a key part of Collins Foods Limited's success and are to be treated as

partners.

2. It is the supplier's responsibility to understand our business and to present us with smarter

ways for us to operate and to determine opportunities for Collins Foods to use more of

their products or services.

3. Supplier's price is privileged information and will not be released to competitors. In all

bidding situations, prices will not be revealed or given to competitors to match.

4. Collins Foods will conduct price and market reviews on all suppliers. However the

incumbent must lose the business. In the case of a tie the incumbent remains in place.

5. Supply partners are expected to use our concepts as consumers, and evaluate how their

products are used and perform in the real world and report back their guest experience to

Collins Foods management.

6. Termination of a supplier is subject to the same standards as termination of an employee.

No one individual has the power to terminate suppliers. All recommendations for supplier

terminations will be referred to the Executive Committee for consideration and approval.

7. Our agreements are between our companies, not the individuals who work there. If our

key contact leaves your company and joins a competitor or starts their own business, we

are still committed to your organisation. Under normal commercial supplier review

practice and bidding processes, the former employee's new company can win our business

on the merit of their bid at the appropriate time.

8. The Open Door Policy to the CEO is the same for suppliers as for employees. Supply

Partners are free to present issues of unfair dealing in a confidential manner without fear

of reprisal or retribution.

9. On the formation of a supply arrangement it is our intention for us to be partners for life.

It is the dual responsibility of both partners to nourish, develop and enhance the mutually

beneficial aspects of the relationship as we "grow together".

14092017



COLLINS FOODS LIMITED

WORKPLACE HEALTH & SAFETY UNDERTAKING

Please note: this Undertaking does not apply to those Suppliers providing Services in a capacity as a subcontractor on a building site (whether

engaged in the construction of a new facility or the renovation of an old facility to be utilised by the Colllns Foods Limited). Please contact Collins

Foods Limited to review the Consultancy Agreement.

TO: The Directors

Collins Foods Limited

Level 3, KSD1, 485 Kingsford Smith Drive

Hamilton Qld 4007
(PO Box 286, Lutwyche Qld 4030)

Supplier Name:

Supplier address:

State(s)/Territory of operation:

BACKGROUND

A. The Supplier provides various services (Services) to Collins Foods Limited in the State(s)/Territory of operation noted

above in relation to KFC Restaurants and/orSizzler Restaurants and/orSnag Stand Restaurants (Restaurants) operated by

Collins Foods Limited and its related entities,

B. The Supplier acknowledges the importance of complying with the various requirements of the Workplace Health & Safety

(WHS) legislation applicable within the State(s)/Territory of operation during its conduct of the Services at the

Restaurants.

C. The Supplier has agreed to provide this undertaking in favour of Collins Foods Limited with relation to ongoing

compliance with relevant WHS requirements.

UNDERTAKING

1. The Supplier acknowledges its obligations to comply with all relevant WHS requirements during the course of its conduct

of Services at the Restaurants. In doing so, the Supplier also agrees that it will, as and when appropriate, carry out each
of the following activities:

(a) If the Supplier recognises a specific WHS requirement which arises because of the nature of the Services to be

performed by it, the Supplier will advise Collins Foods Limited in writing of all relevant particulars.

(b) The Supplier will also advise Collins Foods Limited in writing if it believes that, in the experience of the Supplier,

Collins Foods Limited is failing to comply with a relevant WHS requirement which arises because of the

particular nature of the Services provided by the Supplier.

(c) Where necessary, the Supplier will liaise with the representatives of Collins Foods Limited to identify or develop

a solution where any deficiency in WHS compliance may exist.

2. To the extent that the Supplier fails to carry out the obligations specified in Clause 1 above, the Supplier undertakes to

indemnify Collins Foods Limited against any claims, actions or prosecutions which are instigated by the State(s)/Territory

of operation's Division of WHS as a result of such failure by the Supplier to observe relevant WHS requirements while

carrying out any of the Services with relationtoanyofthe Restaurants.

14092017 Page 1 of 2



3. Collins Foods Limited acknowledges for the purposes of this Undertaking that the Supplier will not be liable for any failure

by Collins Foods Limited or its employees to implement and maintain appropriate WHS compliance activities which have
been specified by the Supplier. For these purposes, the Supplier will notify Collins Foods Limited in writing if it becomes

aware of any compliance deficiencies noted by the Supplier during provision of its particular Services.

4. The Supplier and Collins Foods Limited agree that the statutory provisions of any Act or Regulation prescribed by the

State(s)/Territory of operation's Government will take precedence in the event of any inconsistency with the terms and

conditions, or intent, of this document.

SIGNED this day of 201_

[Date] (Month e.g. February]

SIGNED ON BEHALF OF SUPPLIER

By
[Print full name of authorised signatory]

its duly authorised signatory )
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COLLINS FOODS LIMITED

WAIVER & INDEMNITY

TO: The Directors

Collins Foods Limited

Level 3, KSD1, 485 Kingsford Smith Drive

Hamilton Qld 4007
(PO Box 286, Lutwyche Qld 4030)

1, ......................-.........................._.............._.........„......._..................................... proprietor of the business ........................_................

[Print name] [Name of business]

acknowledge and agree as follows:

1. I currently provide .............................._....-..................- services for the KFC/Sizzler/Snag Stand

[Type of service]

Restaurant facility at .....
[Address of KFC/Sizzler/Snag Stand Restaurant]

2. A request has been made to me by Collins Foods Limited to take out appropriate personal injury insurance cover with
relation to the conduct of the work at KFC/Sizzler/Snag Stand. I have advised Collins Foods Limited that I do not wish to

do so.

3. As a condition of continuing to provide relevant services to Collins Foods Limited, I have been requested to acknowledge

that I will not bring any action, claim or demand for loss or damage resulting from an injury which I may suffer during the

course of carrying out the works at the abovementioned KFC/Sizzler/Snag Stand facility.

4. For the purposes of this waiver and indemnity document, I agree that I will not make any such claim if an injury does

occur during the conduct of my activities. I hereby waive any rights to take action against Collins Foods Limited or and of

its subsidiary companies.

5. I confirm that this document may be presented as a bar to any action or claim which may otherwise have become

available to me against Collins Foods Limited.

6. I indemnify Collins Foods Limited against any cost or expense which may arise as a result of any breach of this waiver and

indemnity document by me.

SIGNED this day of 201.
[Date] [Month e.g. February]

Signature of Witness Signature of Proprietor

Print full name of Witness
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AUTHORITY TO REMIT ALL AMOUNTS
DIRECT TO BANK

COLLINS FOODS LIMITED

ACN1514207B1 ; ABN13 151420781

PO Box 286 Lutwyche QLD 4030
Level i, KSD1,485 Kingsford Smith Drive

Hamilton QLO 4007 Austr.iliii
T *61 7 3352 0800 [ F *61 7 3352 0894

OFFICE USE ONLY (CRM TO ENTER)

Supplier Name:

Supplier Reference Number;

ACCOUNT DETAILS

Company name:

Trading name:

Bank (or institution):

Account number:

(if different from Company name)

BSB number:

Supply of a coded deposit slip from your account will ensure correct records.

TAXATION REQUIREMENTS

ABN (Australian Business Number):

PLEASE NOTE: It is Collins Restaurants Management Pty Ltd policy to only transact business with

Suppliers who are registered with an ABN.

REMITTANCE INFORMATION

Fax number:

Email address:

Signed:

Dated:

Email the completed forms to vendors@)collinsfoods.com

IMPORTANT; The contents of this document (including any attachments) are privileged and confidential. Any unauthorised use or dissemination of the contents and
attachments are expressly prohibited. If you have received this document or any of its attachments in error, please advise the

Accounts Department on 07 3352 0804 immediately and then shred or destroy this document.

The privacy of personal information is of great importance to us, and we are committed (and obligated by law) to protecting it. If you have any concerns regarding the
handling of your personal information, please contact our Privacy Officer in writing at PO Box 286, Lutwyche, Qld, 4030.
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Robert Tokley

From: council@marion.sa.gov.au

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 12:08 PM

To: Electronic Mail

Subject: Website Form Submission: Online Feedback and Complaints Form

Automatic email sent by the City of Marion website 
Time sent: 12:08:04 2017-10-03 

Reference Number (token): UF164978 

Data:  

Q1. Name 
A1. Marilyn Galbraith  

Q2. Email address 
A2. mazg1101@hotmail.com  

Q3. Phone 
A3.  

Q4. Mobile 
A4. 0439371377  

Q5. Country 
A5. 0  

Q6. Other country 
A6.  

Q7. State 
A7. 0  

Q8. Do you live in the City of Marion? 
A8. True  

Q9. Postal address 
A9. 48 Fifth Ave Ascot Park  

Q10. What are you submitting? 
A10. Feedback  

Q11. Feedback details 
A11. Please type your feedback here...Regarding DPA. What about affordable rental housing for 1) People over 60 2) Unemployed 
young people. There seems to be an ongoing struggle for the disadvantaged.  

Q12. Complaint details 
A12. Please type your complaint here...  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------  
This is an automated message, please do not reply.  

 
______________________________________________________________________ 
This email has been scanned by City of Marion's MessageLabs Email Security System. 
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 
______________________________________________________________________ 



lanlnghamCouncil

To the Chief Excecutive Officer

Housing Diversity DPA

City of Marion

13 Oct 2017

ivjf ^.-.u >;_! I

This planning stage proposed by Council has some pretty roughshod ideas.

The flyer explaining what council wants to change, claiming that the city will be a "better place to live",

contains some amendments/proposals that that will not benefit ratepayers, but will benefit council

because there will be two and sometimes three houses where previously only one house was on a

large block; thus giving three times the revenue.

No wonder Council wants to make the changes!

However if you have two or three houses where there was once only one house, you have two or three

times as many vehicles, as almost every house has two vehicles now.

Where do the extra vehicles park? In the street? Already many of our streets are reduced to one lane,

with vehicles parked both sides of the street. That is not what I call making the City a "better place to

live". We are rapidly beginning to become another Europe, or Great Britain with crowded streets and

narrower thoroughfares.

Recently I visited Europe and Great Britain and wherever we parked our hire car we had to park 200

metres away from our place of visit and walk just to visit someone. Who wants to live like that?

All very well to say we must conserve land and build more houses on a block, but there must be

adequate car parking spaces and recreation space included for residents so that casual visitors don't

have to walk around the block etc.

Several streets in the City that I frequently visit have been reduced to one lane through traffic already.

Jervois Street, Sth Plympton has parking problems already. The Jervois St Park is indeed a credit to the

council, but there is potential for accidents with cars parking both sides of the street. Nowhere near

enough parking spaces were allowed when planning the park.

Children run a great risk over being hit by passing cars. They run straight across the road "with blinkers

on".

Daly Street South Plympton has had a mass of courtyard homes erected in the last year, with more to

come. Daly street is already a one lane thoroughfare; not the way to go.

William Street South Ptympton is now being rejuvenated with courtyard homes. One development of

three double storeytownhouses has recently been completed. All have three bedrooms. Potential

occupants could have a car each. Most of this style of development Incorporates a car garage, however

because these homes are so small/compact there is no storage space, consequently the car garage Is

used as a storeroom. Thus, there is one car in each driveway and two in the street. Multiply that by

three (being three houses there) and you have six cars parked in the street. That's only one example.

ryr,^.



In Ptympton Park where the old maisonette Housing Trust government homes have been demolished,

i.e. Shakespeare Avenue, Hawker Avenue, Aldridge Avenue, Ferry Avenue, Wilson Street, all have

dozens of courtyard homes newly completed, with cars parked in the street, and not a recreation park

anywhere. That is money grabbing and poor planning.

The same situation applies across Bray Street, into Parkholme. Dozens of Housing Trust maisonettes

have been demolished with very little off-street parking and no recreation park to be seen.

One only needs to look how popular the Jervois Street Park is to realize the need for recreational

space. For once council listened to what we locals wanted in the Jervois St Park and it is a very good

outcome (other than the parking).

That park was created following the demolition or ten Housing Trust maisonettes. Well done in that

case. The same should have been done In Plympton Park and Parkholme.

At Secombe Gardens; same problem. Kingston Avenue, Gordo Avenue, Alderman Avenue and environs

all have the same problem; not enough carpark spaces for residents. Nearly all park both cars in the

street. That is not "better living".

I plead with council to please be very rigid about the number of carparks with this type of

development. Curb the squeeze now before it's too late; don't be so money hungry by looking at how

much cash you can get out of one block. We don't want our suburban streets to become car parks.

A ^^Wff^^'
Regards, lan Ingham

Concerned citizen.
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Chris Smith - ,
21 Dumbarton Avenue
EDWARDSTOWN SA 5039

02 November 2017 '

Attn: Chief Executive Officer, City of Marion

SUBMISSIONS - Housing Diversity DPA

Concerns about the infilt in Edwardstown and also in all areas of the Marion Plains Policy Area 10

1. ROADS are public spaces for access by the public, emergency services, utilities, buses, and
Marion Council services eg bin collection, kerbside sweeping.

1. The current dense infill, with small or no garages, and inadequate 'driveways' means that
those residents have privatised roads by using them as private carparks.

This has resulted in:
* lack of visibility to exiVaccess one's property ie safety is compromised
* permanently occupied road space in front of one's residence
* inaccessibility of vehicles for rubbish bin collection and street sweeping
* only the centre of the road being available to drive due to cars parked on both sides along
most of its length - another safety matter
* increased traffic
* increased risk of damage to vehicles and property

2. STORMWATER: the increased roof spgce, concrete and no gardens means that water has
nowhere to absorb leading to road flooding even after small rainfall.

3. CHARACTER of the area with its mix of family homes and paired housing trust homes surrounded
by gardens is being substituted with predominantly adjoining units, with an increase in double
storey units, lacking in diversity and surrounding space:
eg Edwardstown - 24 Wood Street with 3 units on a narrow block where there used to be a single
home; 28 Wood Street with 12 narrow adjoining double-storey units and no gardens; 58 Angus
Avenue with 3 narrow grey joined units with no eaves; 32-38 Harris Street with narrow joined units
on a comer with narrow roads.

A minimum of 20% garden space should surround each dwelling which should have proper eaves,
with no more than 2 joined units to allow air flow, reduce the heat sink/radiant heat from concrete
and walls, vegetation, and to allow water to absorb into gardens. A small dog park/reserve is not
an adequate substitute.

4. QUALITY OF LIFE is diminished by the above factors and their density and lack of diversity. The
low ceiling height, no eaves, concrete surrounds, high fences, lack of gardens and substantial
vegetation means that there is a reliance on air-conditioning. I have noticed a decrease in water
pressure in the last few years, especially in summer.

There is overshadowing of properties leaving them in darkness and cold, blocking sunshine and
airflow from existing gardens as well as from solar systems.

There is continuous noise, dust and heavy vehicle traffic from the many demolitions and
constructions, often commencing before 7:30 am.

Suburban Adelaide should distinguish itself with predominantly single family homes on a decent
sized block each with surrounding gardens. The current rate and density of infilt has and is further

> destroying the look and feel of streets. It should not be allowed. It does not contribute to safety or
pleasant neighbour/community contact. Such close living compromises privacy where there is



often nothing between the 'garages/driveways' or adjoining unit. On the other hand, high back and
side fences are isolating.

Developers are the ones who gain from this infill. There are further societal and economic
repercussions by making these types of dwellings predominant: it social engineering with negative
consequences on people's everyday life and on the community.

Dear councillors and developers, would you like to live in one of the adjoining small units such as at
24 Wood Street, Edwardstown?

Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission.

< -̂^>t^\

Chris Smith
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Robert Tokley

From: grazee@senet.com.au

Sent: Friday, 10 November 2017 6:47 PM

To: Electronic Mail

Subject: Fwd: City of Marion-Housing Diversity Developement review

 
 
 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: 

grazee@senet.com.au 
 
To: 

council@marion.sa.gov.au. 
Sent: 

Thu, 09 Nov 2017 21:40:54 +1030 
Subject: 

City of Marion-Housing Diversity Developement review 

Graham Norman & Bernadette McNamara 

33 Castle St., 

Edwardstown 

SA 

 

Housing Diversity DPA,  

Chief Executive Officer,  

City of Marion 

 

To it may concern, 

I have read your mail out, “SHAPE YOUR SUBURB – Housing diversity consultation” and my first thought is “too 
little too late”. 

When we first bought was our home in Edwardstown, we chose it because a great area of Family housing set on 
quiet streets. As far as we knew it was rated R1 and as such, we didn't expect any high density housing 
developments, certainly not of the kind that is now becoming the norm. Sadly, if there was any notification of 
changes to the planning regulations we must have slipped through the cracks and we certainly we were unaware 
of any consultation with residents.  

 

Things started to change for the worse a few years ago when the house diagonally opposite to ours was sold 
and then demolished. We were surprised to see the surveyors come in and lay the pegs for 3 new “homes”. The 
block was was left as a bare and overgrown eyesore for the next year before the first “house” was constructed 
and finally sold and resold again. Next, the house one allotment up from it was sold, demolished and, you 
guessed it, another 3 “homes” were pegged on that block, still without any notification from the council. Finally 
when the corner house one allotment from us was demolished and pegged for 4 homes, I and the neighbours 
had had enough, with 10 houses replacing the original 3 and all within about 60 metres.  
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I rang the council and spoke to the planning section and enquired about the new developments, asking why 
there had been no notification to residents, only to be told that “according to State legislation, we are actively 
discouraged from informing residents” further I was told that “if we informed you, you may feel that you could 
appeal the decision......and as long as the development committee had approved the plans, that is not possible”. 
I also asked about trees that had been removed for the developments and was told that ”ANY tree within 10 
metres of development could be felled without permit”. During the course of my conversation, it was made very 
clear that the current regulations were aimed at making development easier with less red tape, although in 
fairness I was told that there was to be a review in the near future.. 

 

Now I am confused, I had always believed that local planning was a council role, so either I was misinformed or 
the council is not doing its job. Surely the planning process should be transparent and open to the local residents 
and ratepayers. 

 

The end result of this development and associated traffic is first and foremost that people are leaving an area 
that they once loved. I know of one family who are leaving already, another who is about 90% sure and a couple 
of others (ourselves included) who are actively considering it. Why is it I ask that development is being given 
priority over the views of long time residents and ratepayers? 

 

On a more personal level, we have had construction going on within metres of our abode for close to two years 
now. One construction site can cause access problems, but with three almost next to each other it is a disaster. 
With work gangs for three construction sites vying for parking, the losers have been us and our neighbours, who 
at best need to negotiate a tricky 4 point turn, just to access our property. There have been times when it had 
been impossible to drive down our street and we have ended up parking around the corner, one time we even 
had a “trady” park his ute and trailer opposite our driveway and then put traffic cones in the middle of the road. 

 

Now I'm not against ALL development, although I think two dwellings a block is ample, but I think it should be 
sympathetic to the environment and help create a more vibrant community, and not what it appears now as just 
creating a dormitory suburb.  

 

I hope my comments can bee seen as constructive, and I would hope that they are added to the public 
consultation process. I would be there personally, but I am travelling and the consultation period ends before I 
get home. 

 

Yours Faithfully, 

 

Graham Norman. 
 
 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 
This email has been scanned by City of Marion's MessageLabs Email Security System. 
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Nathan Sim 
6 Arthur Street 

Plympton Park, SA. 5038 
 

14/11/2017 
Adrian Skull 
Chief Executive Officer 
City of Marion 
Housing Diversity DPA 
C/O Adrian.Skull@marion.sa.gov.au 

 
 
Dear Adrian  
 
RE: Submission on the City of Marion Housing Diversity Development Plan 

Amendment 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 This submission is in response to Council‟s Housing Diversity Development Plan 

Amendment (DPA) on public consultation from the 19 September 2017 to the 14 
November 2017. 

 
1.2 I praise Council on undertaking this initiative, its aspirational intent, and clear policy 

desires such as making hammerhead allotment in Character Areas non-complying. 
 

1.3 Due to time limitations my submission focuses principally on Plympton Park and the 
original 1890s subdivision where my family reside, using the following headings: 

 Strategic Context and Investigations 

 Urban Corridor Zone 

 Suburban Activity Node Zone 

 Residential Character Policy Area 

 Outstanding Issue – Infrastructure. 
 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT AND INVESTIGATIONS 
 
2.1  The DPA is consistent with the Council‟s 2013 Strategic Directions Report; to which I 

made a submission indicating that the original subdivision and character of Plympton 
Park should be preserved. 

 
2.2  The DPA includes a population analysis and a yield analysis for specific sites. 

However I can not locate any marriage of this data to indicate the potential 
development yield and population change from policy changes. By not providing this 
the DPA fails to demonstrate a key reason in why some of the rezoning and policy 
changes are required. 

 
2.3  Given State Government driven rezonings across inner Adelaide I can not envisage 

the zones achieving their desired development outcomes well past my lifetime. 
Fortunately most of the proposed policy changes for Plympton Park – Urban Corridor 
Zone, Suburban Activity Node Zone and Residential Character Policy Area are logical. 
However as a fan of evidence based public policy it would be appreciated if public 
servants could clearly articulate the reason and expected outcomes for the proposed 
policy changes.  

 
2.4  Please note; population change is not synonymous with built development. Table 1 

below indicates that for the northern section of Arthur Street Plympton Park there has 
been substantial population change over the last 13 years for minimal built form 
change, resulting in gentrification and rise in occupancy rates to 2.9 persons/dwelling. 

 

mailto:Adrian.Skull@marion.sa.gov.au


Table 1: Arthur Street, Plympton Park (Peckham Street to Wattle Terrace) 
 

 2004 2017 Change % Change 

Number of Dwellings 18 18 0 0 

Residents 35 53 18 51 

Source: Calculation of residents/ dwellings 

 
2.5  Other submissions may indicate that the extension of the Character Area and the 

subsequent application of stricter subdivision policy will limit development potential 
and affect property values. Such an argument is limited in its perspective and I support 
Council‟s approach to preserve some of Marion‟s heritage and communities. Without 
the proposed subdivision policy in place, the northern portion of Plympton Park has 
benefited from its character, demonstrated in recent years with new residents buying 
and renovating houses, and reflected in house prices. The property value is in the 
neighbourhood character not the subdivision potential. Colonel Light Gardens in part 
achieves such high values because its character is protected and I have known 
people looking to buy into the suburb for that reason alone.  

 
2.6 I recommend that the DPA is amended to more clearly articulate the reason for and 

expected outcomes for the proposed policy changes.  
 
URBAN CORRIDOR ZONE 
 
3.1  I have no objection to the proposed introduction of the Marion Road Urban Corridor 

Zone. 
 
3.2 I have objection to the proposed western boundary of the Urban Corridor Zone in 

Plympton Park which runs parallel with Marion Road and currently includes properties 
fronting Herbert Street, Plympton Park.  

 
3.3  This zone boundary should be moved to mid-block between Marion Road and Herbert 

Street for the following reasons: 

 The Herbert Street fronting properties form part of the original Plympton Park 
subdivision and character, and thus should form part of the proposed Residential 
Character Policy Area. 

 The DPA includes policy of a minimum setback of five (5) metres where the subject 
land abuts the wall of a different zone. However this applies to rear boundaries and 
does not apply to Herbert Street. 

 The Urban Corridor Zone minimum setback from a secondary road (in this case 
Herbert Street) is only one (1) metre. With one metre setbacks on the eastern side 
of Herbert Street and a Character Area on the western side with larger setbacks, 
character frontages and landscaped front gardens this creates potential for an in-
cohesive street scape and ongoing interface issues for Council and residents.  

 Using Herbert Street as a boundary between a medium to higher density Urban 
Corridor Zone and a low density Residential Character Area will create an in-
cohesive streetscape and interface issues detrimentally affecting the Character 
Area Council is endeavouring to protect. 

 Council‟s own Streetscape policy recognises that streetscapes “are a key element 
of the public realm” contributing to the quality of the community. Keeping a 
streetscape within the same Zone and Policy Area is a key step to ensuring a 
cohesive streetscape. 

 Council‟s Elizabeth Ryan Reserve would be contained in the Urban Corridor Zone 
and future Council‟s may find reason to sell such open space which presently 
contributes to the community socially and environmentally. 
 

3.3  I recommend that the Urban Corridor Zone‟s boundary in Plympton Park be moved to 
mid-block between Marion Road and Herbert Street. 



 
SUBURBAN ACTIVITY NODE ZONE 
 
4.1  A Suburban Activity Node Zone along the Adelaide-Glenelg Tramline in Plympton 

Park is supported. 
 
4.2  I have objection to the proposal for a Suburban Activity Node Zone – Other as this is a 

missed opportunity for more denser and pedestrian oriented development for the 
following reasons: 

 Plympton Park is a pre-automobile suburb reflected in a pedestrian friendly 
permeable street network, cohesive and pleasant streetscapes, and remains a 
suburb with employment, shopping, recreation and education opportunities all 
contained with easy walking distance. 

 It abuts the Adelaide-Glenelg Tramline/Greenway a piece of public transport and 
cyclist infrastructure in the State which will remain thus for a long time. 

 While there is no substantive height difference between the proposed Other and 
Core policy, the latter does have significant design benefits – smaller setbacks, 
fewer car parking  - that orientates it more to pedestrian friendly environments like 
Plympton Park. 

 
4.3 I recommend that the Suburban Activity Node Zone in Plympton Park is changed from 

Other to Core. 
 
RESIDENTIAL CHARACTER POLICY AREA 
 
5.1 A Residential Character Policy Area for Plympton Park is supported in principle as I 

fully agree with the intent of preserving Plympton Park‟s heritage and character. 
 
5.2 I do query the effectiveness of the proposed Residential Character Policy Area and 

whether it achieves the intended outcomes, for the following reasons: 

 Objective 1 speaks about “Preservation of the existing development patterns”. 
However for Plympton Park this development pattern remains unexplained which 
makes the interpretation and application of the Development Plan more difficult and 
consequently the outcomes will potentially be more varied and ambiguous. The 
original land division pattern should be included in the Development Plan as a 
Concept Plan to articulate the „development pattern‟ and act as a guide for what is 
intended to be preserved.  

 Alison Dolling in The History of Marion (1981) indicates that the original Plympton 
Park subdivision dates to the 1890s (as indicated in Plan 109), these predominately 
created 580/90m2 blocks. That the proposed policy change extends the existing 
Character Area policy of 420m2 over Plympton Park is merely convenience from 
the Council‟s perspective and only partly achieves the desired result. In deed the 
City of Marion Heritage Survey (c.2009) concluded that the heritage value of 
Plympton Park lay as much in the subdivision pattern as the style of the houses. 

 From a built form perspective the DPA attempts to recognise and preserve 
Plympton Park‟s character. The proposed policy speaks of “low front fences” which 
I fully support but carries little weight given fences up to 2.1m in height are not 
development. However the fundamental nature of the character leads me to 
conclude that a Historic Conservation Policy Area would afford fuller protection. For 
example fences over 1 metre are development in a Historic Conservation Policy 
Area and do require approval.  

 Similarly Plympton Park has been included in the Character Statement for 
Edwardstown, Glandore, Glengowrie and South Plympton. This appears rather for 
convenience than policy accuracy. For example it creates conflicting policy by 
mentioning the provision of semi-detached dwellings, when the Principles of 
Development Control do not support them in Plympton Park. Plympton Park should 
have its own Desired Character Statement that articulates in more detail the 



heritage and character unique to Plympton Park which has been alluded to in the 
policy but not clearly articulated.  
 

5.3  A proposed Desired Character Statement is contained below with additional text 
indicated in red. 

 
The heritage and character of Plympton Park derives from its original 1890s subdivision of 
rectilinear blocks in a grid pattern, with predominantly single storey, detached dwellings. 
Development in Plympton Park will reinforce and enhance this land division and built form 
character by preserving existing dwelling stock. 
 
Contemporary interpretations of the pre-1950s buildings will be sited so as to complement 
the form, scale and siting of adjoining buildings and in such a way that the landscape 
character is retained and enhanced; and the presentation to the public realm maintained.  
Dwellings will incorporate elements typical of homes in the area, including articulated roof 
forms comprising combinations of gable, Dutch-gable and hips, chimneys, projecting front 
verandahs and porches, timber-framed windows and external walls constructed of a mixture 
of brick, painted brick, stone, and rendered masonry. A pre-automobile suburb, garages 
and carports will be ancillary to the dwelling, excluded from the dwelling’s main roof and 
located well behind the main face of the associated dwelling or to the rear of the dwelling, 
with design and materials to complement the dwelling. 
 
Alterations and additions to dwellings will occur without significantly altering the dwelling's 
appearance from the street unless it involves the removal of unsympathetic 
additions/alterations to the front facade or will improve the appearance of a building as 
viewed from a street frontage. Alterations and additions will reinforce and complement the 
existing scale, elevation treatments, and use of materials of the associated dwelling, 
particularly with respect to the design of roof form, the use of front verandas and porticos, 
building materials, colours, proportions of windows, the use of window shading devices and 
elevation detailing. 
 
Alterations and additions in the form of adding a second storey will only occur where the 
addition is within the roof space of the dwelling and the external appearance of the dwelling 
as viewed from surrounding streets takes the form of a single storey plus attic form. 
Similarly, new two storey dwellings will take the form of a single storey plus attic in order to 
reinforce the attractive, low-scale character of the policy area. 
 
Fences forward of the dwelling will provide for natural surveillance of the public realm and a 
cohesive streetscape by allowing views of house facades and landscaped gardens; and will 
be low and of a construction and style that complements those existing in the locality. 
 
The density of development and siting of all buildings will not erode the landscape character 
of the site or locality, which is derived from mature vegetation in front and rear yards, 
alongside boundaries or within the public road reserve. 
 

5.4  I recommend that the Residential Character Area for Plympton Park is amended to a 
Historic Conservation Policy Area with its own Desired Character Statement, land 
division pattern supported by a Concept Plan of the original land division plan, and 
land division policy articulating 580m2 minimum allotment sizes. 

 
 

OUSTANDING ISSUE - INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
6.1  The DPA indicates that it “accords with relevant infrastructure planning”. 
 
6.2 A principal reason for this DPA has been acknowledgement that “unplanned 

developments have had adverse impacts on the orderly and economic delivery of 
infrastructure”; and the community reaction to additional car parking, stormwater 
issues, open space pressures etc. That an historic detached dwelling with stormwater 
discharging on site can be replaced by two or three dwellings with excessive site 



coverage all plumbed to the street water table not only wastes an important resource 
but also creates an cumulative capital and maintenance expense for Council. 

 
6.3 Had this DPA provided clear development yield figures from the proposed policy 

changes more informed modelling could be done on the potential infrastructure issues 
including stormwater, traffic, and open space. Ten years ago Mount Barker Council 
was identifying the physical infrastructure demand of forecast development and 
incorporating the funding provision into the development Plan so Council did not bear 
this cost entirely. That this is not clearly evident in this DPA suggests that Council is 
prepared to wear this expense when it has the capacity to identity and mitigate it. 

 
6.4 This DPA includes an example of failure to consider infrastructure needs and provision 

with desired development planning. Parallel with the Adelaide-Glenelg Tramline is a 
11kV power line, parallel with Cross Roads is a 33kV power line, and parallel with the 
Marion Road Urban Corridor Zone is a greater than 33kV power line.  Under the 
Electricity Act 1996 each of these power lines requires development to have specific 
setbacks and set downs. There is no discussion in the DPA about this development 
constraint and no indication if the setbacks and set downs are factored into the DPA‟s 
policy of setbacks and building heights. The potential for conflict would mean the 
Development Plan will be inferior in not presenting applicants with accurate policy, and 
furthermore creates potential for the Zone‟s to fail to achieve their desired character 
and envisaged land uses. 

 
6.5 In November 2016 I corresponded with the Department of Planning Transport and 

Infrastructure who advise there were no plans to change the zoning along the tramline 
and a structure planning exercise would occur prior as a method of identifying and 
resolving infrastructure planning issues. This power line issue has no mention in the 
DPA‟s investigations, impact on yields and policy consistency with power line 
clearance requirements. There is also the potential to relocate or underground the 
power line to ensure the Zones‟ objectives can be achieved. Without this the DPA 
appears little more than a futile exercise. 

 
6.6  I recommend that infrastructure constraints are identified and incorporated into the 

DPA; and clearer development yields are generated from the proposed policy changes 
and used to identify potential infrastructure requirements which can be included in 
planning and the Development Plan as developer contributions in order to minimise 
costs to Council and the community. 

 
6.7 I wish to be heard at the public meeting. 
 
Thank you for your time. 
 
 
 
Nathan Sim 
 
CC.  Councillor Jason Veliskou, Mullawirra Ward  
 Councillor Jerome Appleby, Mullawirra Ward 
 Judy Morphett, Committee Member Marion Historical Society  

Councillor Luke Hutchinson (Presiding Member), Urban Planning Committee 
Councillor Raelene Telfer, (Member), Urban Planning Committee 
Councillor Nathan Prior, (Member), Urban Planning Committee 
Councillor Tim Gard, (Member), Urban Planning Committee 

 



1C Wilson Street

PLYMPTONPARKSA 5038

2 November, 2017

Submissions

Housing Diversity DPA

Chief Executive Officer

City of Marion

PO Box 21

OAKLANDSPARKSA 5046

DearSir/Madam

RE: PROPOSED MORPHETTVILLE RACECOURSE REDEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

As residents of the Marion Council area, I am writing this letter to express our concern regarding the

proposed Morphettville Racecourse redevelopment plan.

We are very concerned about the huge impact this development will have on our neighbourhood.

With the proposed medium to high rise building development planned along the tram line and

affected zone areas this will create havoc in our suburb and surrounding areas.

Firstly, with the spread of medium and high density housing there will be an excessive increase in

the number of on street parking in the neighbourhood. This in turn will impact on residents having

very little space if any to park their vehicles outside their home let alone if they have visitors. With

the size of house blocks becoming smaller and smaller, most home owners do not park their cars in

their garage as their garages are being used for storage due to insufficient land space to erect a

suitable size shed. Also most couples/families have two or more cars which is why they have to park

in the street. I don't think that these factors have been taken into consideration in planning the new

housing development? Also, how will the Marion Council be able to manage rubbish collections with

more cars being parked on both sides of the streets?

I note that the Marion Council off street vehicle parking requirements for designated areas mentions

that for semi-detached and detached dwellings consisting of three bedrooms that two vehicle

parking spaces will be allowed. This does not take into consideration that there may be three or

more people living in three bedroom households who all own cars.

For example, where we live there are three semi-detached dwellings, all of which contain three

bedrooms. No. 1A Wilson Street is rented out to three girls who all own vehicles. They do not use

their garage for parking any of the vehicles. Consequently, one car is parked in the driveway and the

other two cars are parked in the street. When their boyfriends come over to visit which is often,

then there are another three cars parked in the street. This does not include friends and family who

call in to visit them. Thus, with all of their cars parked in the street there is very little room for any of

the other residents including us to park our vehicles!

With a significant increase in population for the area being redeveloped this will also create even

more traffic congestion on Morphett Road, Marion Road, Anzac Highway, Bray Street, Park Terrace

and South Terrace. Currently the traffic is already very heavily congested especially during peak

hour with lengthy delays at the traffic lights due to the tram crossings at Marion Road and Morphett

Road. This is causing a lot of motorists to turn off Bray Street weaving their way through back



streets instead of waiting at the traffic lights to turn left onto Marion Road. For example, we

regularly have a convoy of cars going past our house in Wilson Street which is off Bray Street every

morning and afternoon during peak hour to avoid the traffic congestion on Marion Road. They then

travel along Arthur Street and Herbert Street turning right at Cross Roads to get back onto Marion

Road. This will only become worse with more people living in the area using these roads.

The tram crossings at both Morphett Road and Marion Road need to have an overpass to alleviate

this problem and the State Government seriously need to look at including this as part of their

infrastructure spending in the near future particularly if the proposed redevelopment goes ahead as

planned. Morphett Road in particular is at full capacity where cars are queuing up trying to turn left

from Anzac Highway onto Morphett Road due to restrictions from the tram crossing. This causes

lengthy delays with cars banked up down Anzac Highway particularly during peak hour. The same

scenario applies with the tram crossing on Marion Road where cars are banked up having to wait for

the traffic lights to change as well as waiting for the trams.

Tram usage is another area for concern. The trams are used extensively not only by the residents

who live within walking distance, but also by commuters who live quite some distance away who

choose to drive from other suburbs to catch the tram because the bus takes twice as long for them

to get to work. The trams during peak hour are already running at full capacity with many

passengers having to stand. With a significant increase in the population in the area due to the

proposed redevelopment, this will only become further exacerbated and increase the travelling time

to get into the city due to the increase in passengers using trams. It is already difficult to try and find

a park on South Terrace and Wattle Terrace with commuters driving there from other suburbs and

parking their cars there to catch the tram.

Another area of concern is, how will our existing infrastructure be able to cope with the significant

increase in dwellings? Is sewerage, storm water, electricity, gas, national broadband, etc., able to be

provided adequately or will an upgrade of these facilities need to be made? With several dwellings

being built on blocks of land where traditionally there was only one dwelling, this is likely to cause

problems with storm water and sewerage. How will this be managed?

We are relatively new residents to the area and chose to live in our suburb because it is a relatively

quiet neighbourhood, it is also centrally located and close to everything. We do not want medium to

high density houses to be built in our area and near the racecourse which would spoil the

surroundings and make it a much noisier and congested place to live.

In closing, if the proposed redevelopment does go ahead, I hope that the plan will be amended so

that only low density housing is allowed to be built in our area and that the number of houses built is

greatly reduced. This will help to eliminate the problems I have already mentioned. It is essential

that an overpass for the trams is built at both the Morphett Road and Marion Road tram crossings in

the very near future to ease traffic congestion before any redevelopment goes ahead.

We look forward to receiving a response from Marion Council regarding our concerns.

Yours sincerely

.^^2—c/ /t-^

Mr & Mrs KA Potter
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14 November 2017 

17-037let02 

 

Submissions 
Housing Diversity DPA 
Chief Executive Officer 
City of Marion 
PO Box 21 
Oaklands Park SA 5046 

 

 

Dear Chief Executive, 

RE: 531 Marion Road Pty Ltd 
92 William Street Pty Ltd 

F & J Vizzari Investments Pty Ltd 
Don Ciccio Pty Ltd 

 

The abovementioned entities own land at 531 Marion Road, 90 and 92 William Street 
and 91 Thomas Street, South Plympton. 

The land is affected by the proposed Housing Diversity, Development Plan 
Amendment. 

The following submission describes the land affected by the DPA and outlines 
characteristics of the land and locality that are germane to consideration of this 
submission: 

− Outlines general support for the DPA 
− Suggests amendment to the location of the boundary for the urban corridor 

zone 
− Suggests policy amendment to reinforce the zone provisions, and  
− Promotes the land at 531 Marion Road and the adjoining parcels for 

recognition as a strategic site 
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1. SUBJECT LAND  
a. Legal Description 

The subject and is described in 6 separate Certificates of Title, details 
of which are set out in the following tabulation. 
 

  Address - South Plympton Certificate of Title Legal Description 
    Volume/Folio Allotment in Deposited Plan (DP) or Filed Plan (FP) 
1 90 William Street 5675/969 359 in FP 10739 
2 92 William Street 5161/840 358 in FP 10793 
3 91 Thomas Street 5682/724 115 in DP 1227 
4 531 Marion Road 5210/41 116 in DP 1227 
5   5210/40 386-388 inc. in FP 10793 
6   5391/687 355-357 inc. in FP 10793 

Appendix 1 contains copies of these Certificates of Title. 

Aerial Photographs in Appendix 2 identify the land and show individual 
allotments comprising the entire land holding. 

Even though the land parcels are held in different ownerships all are 
related companies having similar directorships. 

b. Physical Description 

The property at 90 and 92 William Street lay directly to the east of 531 
Marion Road. The properties are occupied by single storey detached 
dwellings. 

The property at 91 Thomas Street is occupied by a two storey 
dwelling. 

The property held by 531 Marion Road Pty Ltd has frontages to Marion 
Road, Thomas Street and William Street. It is occupied by the Forbes 
Shopping Centre, comprising:  

− Car parking 
− Tenancies including 

o Hairdresser 
o Take away food 
o Australia Post agency 
o Chemplus 
o Coffee shop/café 
o Butcher 
o Fruit and veg 
o Bakery 
o IGA supermarket 
o Asian grocery 
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− Loading areas 
− Storage 

The car parking area fronts Marion Road, for the full distance between 
William Street and Thomas Street (approximately 82 metres), to a 
depth of about 25 metres. The car park accommodates in excess of 
70 cars. 

The entire land parcel comprising the shopping centre and adjoining 
land holdings: 

− Has a frontage to Marion Road of approximately 82 metres 
− Has a frontage to William Street of approximately 81 metres 
− Has a frontage to Thomas Street of just over 71 metres 
− Has a total land area in excess of 6200m² 
− Has a retail floor space of about 1650m² 

The Centre, known locally as the Forbes Shopping Centre has 
developed as a significant and popular Neighbourhood Shopping 
Centre. 

In recent times the centre has maintained a stable tenancy mix and 
attracted popular and sustainable retail uses that serve the local 
community extremely well. 

c. Locality 

Marion Road is a dual carriageway road in the vicinity of the shopping 
centre, with two lanes in each direction and a protected right turn at 
the Hawker Ave/ Thomas Street signalised intersection. 

A median opening at William Street allows both left and right turns, to 
and from Marion Road, and to and from William Street. 

Marion Road is a designated bus route for route 544 linking the Marion 
Interchange with the City, Tea Tree Plaza Interchange and Golden 
Grove Interchange. Bus stop 14 (outbound) is located abutting the 
shopping centre. 

There are no power lines encroaching the Marion Road frontage of the 
land occupied by 531 Marion Road Pty Ltd that would inhibit building 
or landscaping of the Marion Road frontage. 

Thomas Street has excellent accessibility to Marion Road via the 
signalised intersection at the intersection of Marion Road with Thomas 
Street and Hawker Avenue. 

Land uses in the locality of the Forbes Shopping Centre include: 

− Forbes Primary School, preschool and out of hours school care 
− Funeral parlour 
− Marion Motel and apartments 
− Church 
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− Fitness centre 
− Consulting rooms (Doctor, Chiropractor and Dentist) 
− Offices 
− Detached dwellings 

These land uses, the proximity of the Forbes Primary School and its 
associated pre school and out of hours school care programmes, the 
availability of bus stop 14 adjacent to the shopping centre and its 
relative accessibility are key factors contributing to the success and 
popularity of the Forbes Neighbourhood Centre. 

2. EXISTING ZONING 

The property at 531 Marion Road is identified as being in the Neighbourhood 
Centre Zone, on Zone Map Mar/3 in the Development Plan, Marion City 
consolidated on 28th April 2016. 

The two properties fronting William Street and the additional property at 91 
Thomas Street are located in the Residential Zone. Policy Area Map Mar/3 
shows the residential parcels as being in the Medium Density Policy Area 12. 
The policy area extends to encompass allotments to the north of William 
Street and west of Marion Road behind the Commercial Zone. 

Property fronting Marion Road to the west and south of the Shopping Centre, 
is located in a Commercial Zone, Marion Road Policy Area 1. 

On balance, land in these zones has generally been developed in accordance 
with the intent of the Development Plan. 

3. PROPOSED POLICY CHANGES OUTLINED IN DPA 

The policy change proposed in the DPA is quite extensive. In relation to the 
Forbes Shopping Centre and adjacent land, the following references  from the 
analysis section of the DPA are relevant. 

The second purpose identified in the background to the analysis for the DPA, 
confirms the intent to provide “increase in opportunities for higher density 
dwellings located close to transport corridors and activity centres with a 
focus on the rail line, tram line, Marion and Sturt Roads, and close to 
regional district, neighbourhood and local centres” (our emphasis). 

In a strategic context, the DPA refers to the ‘strategic priority – every chance 
for every child’, citing the establishment of “… a variety of mixed use areas in 
and around centres and corridors will also provide increased opportunities 
to establish community infrastructure such as child care and early learning 
centres, educational facilities, health centres and community hubs aimed at 
supporting families and children” (our emphasis). 
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In the commentary as to the consistency of the DPA with the Planning 
Strategy, the analysis speaks to: 

− “Increasing use of public transport by concentrating development 
along public transport corridors”… and 

− “increasing the number of residents living in walkable neighbourhoods 
where both residential and services are provided in proximity” 

Section 4 of the DPA provides a summary of the outcomes from the 
investigation. Section 4.1 comments on the Marion Road Urban Corridor, and 
notes at page 30 that the Urban Design Study produced in 2009 
recommended policy investigations with a view to consider “… opportunities 
to increase the depth of the existing zone(s) in certain areas, to further 
encourage redevelopment and potentially enhance interface issues…”. 

At page 33 the DPA investigations discuss the characteristic elements of the 
5 strategic sites that have been identified. These include: 

− Economic development potential that is likely to be realised in the 
short term (i.e. low capital value, sites within single ownership) 

− Potential to frame the road corridor and result in mixed use 
development outcomes that could activate the Marion Road 
corridor 

− Potential to appropriately manage interface issues (i.e. significant 
allotment width or depth, interface with roads and non residential 
land uses) (our emphasis) 

It is of note that the properties at 531 Marion Road do not feature in 
discussion of the ‘strategic sites’. 

One Policy change flagged in the DPA is that of retail floor area. A gross 
leasable floor area of 2000m² is envisaged in the Boulevard Policy Area. This 
floor area limitation is drawn from the SA Planning Policy Library. 

Discussion on local and neighbourhood centres at page 53 of the analysis 
references the Marion Road/ Mitchell Park (Marion Hotel) and Parkholme, 
Neighbourhood Centres, but does not comment on the existing Forbes or 
Ascot Park Neighbourhood Centres. 

In the summary of proposed policy changes, the analysis comments upon: 

− Rezoning of areas adjacent to Marion Road to Urban Corridor Zone – 
Boulevard Policy Area 

− Encouraging 3 storey development, but allowing for development up to 
5 storeys on the identified ‘key strategic sites’ 

− The transitioning of building heights from low density residential zones 
toward the Marion Road, boulevard 
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4. RECOMMENDED ZONING AND POLICY AMENDMENTS 

a. General Support 

The general thrust of the DPA to encourage: 

− Boulevard style development 
− 3 to 6 storey residential development in a mixed use context 
− Activity at the Marion Road frontage and  
− Greater use of public transport, 

is supported in this submission.  

It is a proposal that can be enhanced and encouraged on 
development sites that have: 

− Proximity to school facilities 
− Access to bus routes 
− A popular and viable economic retail base to underpin future 

economic development and investment in different housing 
forms 

− Capacity for further retail development to service a growing 
resident population 

Having regard to these circumstances it is, in our submission: 

− Appropriate to locate the boundary of the Urban Corridor Zone 
as shown on the plan included in Appendix 3. 

− Appropriate to recognize the Forbes Shopping Centre and 
adjacent parcels as a strategic site 

To facilitate these changes to the DPA our client is prepared to meet 
with Council Staff to assist with the formulation of  a Concept Plan for 
the Forbes Shopping Centre, for inclusion into the Development Plan 
Amendment. 

b. Zone Boundary 

Mapping included in the DPA on Map Mar 3 (Zoning and Policy Areas) 
identifies a zone boundary that is unclear. The centrelines of William 
Street and Thomas Street are the appropriate locations for the 
boundary of the Urban Corridor Zone. 
 

c. Policy Amendment 

The retail floor limit of 2000m² drawn from the Planning Policy Library, 
presents somewhat of an impediment to the redevelopment options for 
the land. 

It is noted the Planning Policy Library allows variation to the floor area 
limit, based upon a strategic retail analysis to justify an alternative 
figure. 
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In the case of the Forbes Shopping Centre the limit will allow only a 
nominal 350m² increase in retail floor area. 

Ideally an allowance of 500m² to 750m² expansion would provide 
incentive to progress the redevelopment. Given the size of the Centre 
and its success, a nominal increase to 2250m² or 2500m² should not 
require a detailed floor area analysis. This is particularly so since the 
floor area limit applies to the whole of the urban corridor area and it is 
tacit encouragement for every land parcel to accommodate retail floor 
area. In essence, the total extent of retail floor area is to be controlled 
by economic factors rather than planning considerations. 

A small increase in retail floor area can in our submission, be tolerated 
on the subject land without compromise to the Planning Policy Library 
or to the intent of the DPA. 

Identification of the subject land as a strategic site will facilitate 
inclusion of this policy change, to increase retail floor area for the 
Forbes Shopping Centre site. 

d. Strategic Site 

The policy construct expressed in the DPA assumes an under- 
developed site is ideal for redevelopment as strategic site. A site such 
as the Marion Hotel has a large area of underutilized land and a 
substantive land use that can continue to function whilst 
accommodating redevelopment of the land. 

In a similar way the proposed zoning for the Park Holme Shopping 
Centre will allow development to the south of Chambers Street to 
expand the range of housing and facilities available within the 
Neighbourhood Centre. 

The Forbes Shopping Centre has underutilised land to the east of the 
Centre, that incidentally also has frontage to the Forbes Primary 
School. There are sound reasons why Urban Corridor redevelopment 
should commence on these underutilized allotments. 

It is also acknowledged that the DPA seeks to have car parking 
located to the rear of the shopping development so that an ‘active 
frontage’ can be developed to Marion Road. 

It is of some concern that car parking is not viewed as being an active 
frontage within the context of development envisaged by the DPA. A 
visit to the Forbes Shopping Centre will demonstrate that car parking 
activity is indicative of activity at the centre.  

Moreover the visibility of car parking and extent of activity being 
undertaken in the car park is a key indicator of the popularity of shops 
within the Centre, and a key driver for the attraction of higher levels of 
patronage. 
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There was a time when the Forbes Shopping Centre was not an active 
and vibrant centre, to the extent it is currently. Economic 
circumstances, a range of tenancies having stable tenure and the 
introduction of quality retail premises has considerably enhanced the 
popularity of the Forbes Centre. 

If the objectives of the DPA are to be realized, a focus on existing 
popular and viable retail facilities is paramount, for this focus will allow 
the early start to the desired forms of redevelopment along the Marion 
Road Urban Corridor. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In summary this submission: 

− Supports the broad intent of the DPA 
− Demonstrates the strategic characteristics of the Forbes Shopping 

Centre i.e. location, site depth, site width, accessibility, proximity to the 
adjacent Primary School facilities and public transport 

− Seeks to have all the land described in the following Certificates of 
Title, included into the Urban Corridor Zone 

  Address - South Plympton Certificate of Title Legal Description 

    Volume/Folio 
Allotment in Deposited Plan (DP) or Filed Plan 
(FP) 

1 90 William Street 5675/969 359 in FP 10739 
2 92 William Street 5161/840 358 in FP 10793 
3 91 Thomas Street 5682/724 115 in DP 1227 
4 531 Marion Road 5210/41 116 in DP 1227 
5   5210/40 386-388 inc. in FP 10793 
6   5391/687 355-357 inc. in FP 10793 

− Seeks to have the following policy amendments included into the DPA 
o Amendment to Mapping as outlined in Appendix 3 
o All the land identified nominated as a strategic site 
o A nominal variation in the allowable floor area to 2500m² in the 

strategic site without the need to undertake further retail 
analysis 
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6. PUBLIC REPRESENTATION 

I will attend the public meeting to be held on the 20th of November 2017, with 
a view to making verbal submissions in support of this written submission. 

 

 

 

 

Yours sincerely 

Planning Chambers Pty Ltd 

 

 

 

 

Jeff Smith 

Director 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 1 
 
 

CERTIFICATE OF TITLE 
Volume 5675 Folio 969 
Volume 5161 Folio 840 
Volume 5682 Folio 724 
Volume 5210 Folio 41 
Volume 5210 Folio 40 

Volume 5391 Folio  687 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 5161 Folio 840
Parent Title(s) CT 2291/76

Creating Dealing(s) CONVERTED TITLE

Title Issued 21/12/1993 Edition 5 Edition Issued 18/11/2014

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
92 WILLIAM STREET PTY. LTD. (ACN: 601 658 691)

OF PO BOX 721 PARK HOLME SA 5043

Description of Land
ALLOTMENT 358 FILED PLAN 10793
IN THE AREA NAMED SOUTH PLYMPTON
HUNDRED OF ADELAIDE

Easements
NIL

Schedule of Dealings
Dealing Number  Description

12220031 MORTGAGE TO COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes NIL

Administrative Interests NIL

Product Register Search (CT 5161/840)

Date/Time 06/11/2017 02:29PM

Customer Reference 17-037

Order ID 20171106008058

Cost $28.25

Land Services Page 1 of 2

Copyright Privacy Disclaimer: www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showCopyright www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showPrivacyStatement www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showDisclaimer

https://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/products/order/titleImageSearch/CT|2291|76
https://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/products/order/planImageSearch/F10793
https://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/products/order/dealingImageSearch/12220031
http://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showCopyright
http://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showPrivacyStatement
http://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showDisclaimer


Product Register Search (CT 5161/840)

Date/Time 06/11/2017 02:29PM

Customer Reference 17-037

Order ID 20171106008058

Cost $28.25

Land Services Page 2 of 2

Copyright Privacy Disclaimer: www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showCopyright www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showPrivacyStatement www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showDisclaimer

http://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showCopyright
http://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showPrivacyStatement
http://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showDisclaimer


  
The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 5210 Folio 40
Parent Title(s) CT 3757/72

Creating Dealing(s) CONVERTED TITLE

Title Issued 24/08/1994 Edition 14 Edition Issued 28/09/2017

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
531 MARION ROAD PTY. LTD. (ACN: 133 353 152)

OF 28 FERRY AVENUE PLYMPTON PARK SA 5038

Description of Land
ALLOTMENTS 386, 387 AND 388 FILED PLAN 10793
IN THE AREA NAMED SOUTH PLYMPTON
HUNDRED OF ADELAIDE

Easements
NIL

Schedule of Dealings
Dealing Number  Description

11084294 MORTGAGE TO COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes

PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES VIDE G1716/1981
PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES VIDE G408/2004
PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES VIDE G499/1986
PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES VIDE G644/1987
APPROVED FILED PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES FX50363
NEW EDITION CREATED DUE TO EXPIRATION OF LEASE

Administrative Interests NIL

Product Register Search (CT 5210/40)

Date/Time 06/11/2017 02:41PM

Customer Reference 17-037

Order ID 20171106008328

Cost $28.25

Land Services Page 1 of 2

Copyright Privacy Disclaimer: www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showCopyright www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showPrivacyStatement www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showDisclaimer

https://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/products/order/titleImageSearch/CT|3757|72
https://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/products/order/planImageSearch/F10793
https://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/products/order/dealingImageSearch/11084294
http://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showCopyright
http://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showPrivacyStatement
http://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showDisclaimer


Product Register Search (CT 5210/40)

Date/Time 06/11/2017 02:41PM

Customer Reference 17-037

Order ID 20171106008328

Cost $28.25

Land Services Page 2 of 2

Copyright Privacy Disclaimer: www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showCopyright www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showPrivacyStatement www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showDisclaimer

http://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showCopyright
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The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 5210 Folio 41
Parent Title(s) CT 4297/941

Creating Dealing(s) CONVERTED TITLE

Title Issued 24/08/1994 Edition 14 Edition Issued 28/09/2017

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
531 MARION ROAD PTY. LTD. (ACN: 133 353 152)

OF 28 FERRY AVENUE PLYMPTON PARK SA 5038

Description of Land
ALLOTMENT 116 DEPOSITED PLAN 1227
IN THE AREA NAMED SOUTH PLYMPTON
HUNDRED OF ADELAIDE

Easements
NIL

Schedule of Dealings
Dealing Number  Description

11084294 MORTGAGE TO COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes

PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES VIDE G1716/1981
PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES VIDE G408/2004
PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES VIDE G499/1986
PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES VIDE G644/1987
APPROVED FILED PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES FX50363
NEW EDITION CREATED DUE TO EXPIRATION OF LEASE

Administrative Interests NIL

Product Register Search (CT 5210/41)

Date/Time 06/11/2017 02:43PM

Customer Reference 17-037

Order ID 20171106008374

Cost $28.25

Land Services Page 1 of 2
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Customer Reference 17-037

Order ID 20171106008374
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The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 5391 Folio 687
Parent Title(s) CT 3757/73

Creating Dealing(s) CONVERTED TITLE

Title Issued 16/01/1997 Edition 8 Edition Issued 27/01/2009

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
531 MARION ROAD PTY. LTD. (ACN: 133 353 152)

OF 28 FERRY AVENUE PLYMPTON PARK SA 5038

Description of Land
ALLOTMENTS 355, 356 AND 357 FILED PLAN 10793
IN THE AREA NAMED SOUTH PLYMPTON
HUNDRED OF ADELAIDE

Easements
NIL

Schedule of Dealings
Dealing Number  Description

7264784 CAVEAT BY NETTLEFOLD ADVERTISING PTY. LTD. OVER PORTION (PIECE E IN GP
499/1986)

11084294 MORTGAGE TO COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA

12346374 LEASE TO PLYMPTON PLAZA PHARMACY PTY. LTD. (ACN: 147 970 536) COMMENCING
ON 01/04/2015 AND EXPIRING ON 31/03/2020 00:00 OF PORTION (SHOP 8 IN G499/1986)

12464346 MORTGAGE OF LEASE 12346374 TO COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA (ACN: 123
123 124)

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes

PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES VIDE G408/2004
PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES VIDE G499/1986
PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES VIDE G656/1994
APPROVED FILED PLAN FOR LEASE PURPOSES FX50363

Administrative Interests NIL

Product Register Search (CT 5391/687)

Date/Time 06/11/2017 02:38PM

Customer Reference 17-037

Order ID 20171106008266

Cost $28.25

Land Services Page 1 of 2

Copyright Privacy Disclaimer: www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showCopyright www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showPrivacyStatement www.sailis.sa.gov.au/home/showDisclaimer

https://www.sailis.sa.gov.au/products/order/titleImageSearch/CT|3757|73
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The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 5675 Folio 969
Parent Title(s) CT 2357/64

Creating Dealing(s) CONVERTED TITLE

Title Issued 28/07/1999 Edition 2 Edition Issued 23/05/2011

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
DON CICCIO PTY. LTD. (ACN: 098 153 747)

OF C/- LEVEL 1/190 FULLARTON ROAD DULWICH SA 5065

Description of Land
ALLOTMENT 359 FILED PLAN 10793
IN THE AREA NAMED SOUTH PLYMPTON
HUNDRED OF ADELAIDE

Easements
NIL

Schedule of Dealings
NIL

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes NIL

Administrative Interests NIL
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The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.

Certificate of Title - Volume 5682 Folio 724
Parent Title(s) CT 2278/184

Creating Dealing(s) CONVERTED TITLE

Title Issued 17/08/1999 Edition 4 Edition Issued 05/01/2009

Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE

Registered Proprietor
F & J VIZZARI INVESTMENTS PTY. LTD. (ACN: 123 057 901)

OF 28 FERRY AVENUE PLYMPTON PARK SA 5038

Description of Land
ALLOTMENT 115 DEPOSITED PLAN 1227
IN THE AREA NAMED SOUTH PLYMPTON
HUNDRED OF ADELAIDE

Easements
NIL

Schedule of Dealings
Dealing Number  Description

10645589 MORTGAGE TO COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA

11084308 MORTGAGE TO COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA

Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL

Priority Notices NIL

Notations on Plan NIL

Registrar-General's Notes NIL

Administrative Interests NIL
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Joan Gilbert

^^f^r
From: "Joan Gilbert" <jecgilb@escnret-ati^
Date: Sunday, 12 November 2017 4:33 PM
To: <housingdiversitydpa@mariom.sagov.au>
Attach: Proposed plan ofGoodman Court re-development017.jpg
Subject: the re-development of the old Goodman Court site along Pleasant Ave., South Plympton

The re-development of the old Goodman Court site bordered bv Pleasant Ave., Mavis Ave., Scott

Strand Monash Street. We have been following this development very closely, because we live

at 5A Mavis Avenue South Plympton which is adjacent to Goodman Court.

The original plan of Renewal S.A was to have high density housing of about 82 units covering the
entire block. While we appreciate the Governments desire to build more houses/1 can only

imagine that their original proposal will provide absolute chaos in the area because there will be
the potential for at least 82 and possibly 164 motor vehicles in an area which had very few vehicles
belonging to the residents of Goodman Court.
The tram is a very convenient mode of transport, and is used by a large number of commuters who

drive from other places and leave their cars all day. With the addition of a large number of cars
either coming or going around the development I can only imagine grid-lock for most of the day. As
it is with cars parked along Pleasant Ave., and in side streets during working hours, it is often very
difficult to negotiate even getting through when there is another car coming in the opposite
direction.

I have made approaches to the Minister through the office of Mrs. Steph Key our local member. I
was pleased to receive a letter from Susan Close around Oct 4th informing me of the following:-

"/ understand a preferred proponent has been selected to master plan and develop the site into a
high quality residential environment. Final South Australian Government approvals for the sale
and redevelopment of the site are still pending. I am advised the lengthy negotiations with the
preferred proponent focused on delivering good urban design outcomes for the site, including the
provision of quality public space.
"Negotiations have also occurred with the City of Marion, resulting in an in principle agreement
to accepting a vesting of land as public open space, subject to approval of Council's Executive."

This undoubtedly is a step in the right direction. My suggestion and preferred option, is for the
whole of the area to be re-developed into a beautiful park, which could be named Goodman Park,
to honour the name of Gooctman and the man who did so much for the people of S.A.

On this side of Cross Road there is no open space except at Glandore. That is a long way for elderly
and those with children to walk for a bit of open space. In this day and age when house blocks are
getting smaller and smaller and the population is becoming more conscious of the need to exercise,
it would make good sense to convert the space into a very pleasing park. There are many beautiful
trees, including significant trees, which could be maintained. With lawned areas and perhaps a
small play area for children the residential are would become a very desirable place in which to live,
instead of a highly developed housing estate.
To help with the parking problem, additional parks could be made on the southern side of Pleasant
Avenue, thus giving through traffic easy flow.

I sincerely hope you will give my suggestions your most earnest consideration. With new buildings
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and developments continuing all the time, Goodman Park, I am sure will provide an incentive for
families to live in the area.

Yours sincerely,

(Mrs.) Joan Gilbert.
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5A Mavis Avenue,

SthPlympton 5038.
.November 13th, 2017

To Crs. Tim Pfeiffler and Nick Perry,

Dear Sirs,

Re the redevelopment ofGoodman Court Site Pleasant Ave., Sth Plympton.

Enclosed please find my submission to the Council re the above in conjuction with the DPA being
proposed by the Marion Council.

Our neighbour. Dr. Tim Moore has made a submission dealing with the multi-storey aspect of the

Government plan. This area is a flat plain with no scenic aspects at all and no open space. The

idea of building multi-storey residences is totally abhorrent to us and will lead to over crowding,
and vandalism.

At present the residents are nearly all elderly, but with the right surroundings ,hopefully the area
will appeal to younger families. This will only happen if they can see the benefits of open space,
transport and convenient proximity to shopping.

The trees on the site, have all survived very well. With a bit of work the place could be a very

beautiful area, attracting birds and people. The cost would be a lot less than buying the odd property
and turning it into a small open space, which hardly qualifies as a park.

Please give this aspect ofre-development your serious consideration.

Yours sincerely,

.^M^F
(Mrs.) Joan Gilbert.



 

 

To Whom It May Concern 

 

 
Re: Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment 

 

 
We feel the current amendment plans for the Marion Council Area are not suitable for the changing 

population. In particular the Residential Character Policy Area and the Marion Plains Policy Area 

We currently reside in Glandore and have done for the last thirty odd years. We have also had three 

generations of my family living here so we know the area well. We reside in the ‘Residential Character 

Policy Area” and would like to see this zoning abolished. This area is a mixture of old and new, flats and 

homes and Housing Trust accommodation. We feel the Character Area does not serve the general 

populace of the area. Homes have become exorbitantly priced and blocks in this area are not big enough 

according to the code to sob-divide or place semi-detached homes on, despite the proposed size 

amendments for semi-detached. We speak from personal experience trying to build semi-detached 

homes. 

This Residential Character zoning creates the selective situation where only a certain home owner can 

move into this area and also does not allow for growth in population or density. The idea of allowing only 

the style of 1950’s homes to be built is ludicrous and would definitely be a backward step. Whilst the area 

has many lovely character homes it also has a similar proportion of run down character abodes that are 

only cost effective to bulldoze. There is also an equal amount of more modern homes and flats of varying 

different eras and styles so we need a more appropriate Policy Area that covers all of these dwellings not 

just the old. We need a more forward thinking and broader Policy that will incorporate both modern and 

older without being discriminatory — one that allows for new life to be breathed into a stagnant area. 

With regard to the Marion Plains Policy Area we feel that by increasing the sizes required for semi- 

detached dwellings and by tightening the building codes it will inhibit sub division which will lead to a 

great reduction of building due to these new restrictions. This will therefore restrict affordable housing 

available in the area and eliminate chances for the younger people and families to move into the area. 

The reduction in building will also impact the already stressed construction sector, something the 

Governments are trying to avoid. 

Whilst we ran understand that density may have been raised as an issue, we feel this should be tempered 

and balanced with the realization that the expanding population must change the dynamics of housing 

development and that smaller units/ semi-detached homes will become the norm not the exception. 

 

 

 
 

Kind regards 

Sue & Tony Attard 

59 Churchill Avenue 

Glandore SA 5037 
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Robert Tokley

From: Ian Leslie <wrayileslie44@gmail.com>

Sent: Sunday, 24 September 2017 7:59 AM

To: Housing Diversity DPA

Subject: Development plan

The idea and principal have a sound motive but you first should all take a breath of fresh air and take  a very 

early morning drive at approx. 0500hrs to places like Nilpenna Ave and Hendrie St Morphettville where 

your ideas of concentrated building has created a problem if we were to have an emergency how do you fit 

the any such vehicles down the road people don't care where they park as long as it doesn't inconvenience 

them most don't use their garages and or have two or even three cars. Therefore before you proceed with 

this idea please, please ensure that with this development plan you have contingency for extra off street 

parking and may I say visitor parking as these homes are so close together you can end up with people 

parking up to a 500 plus metres away from their destination ☺. 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

This email has been scanned by City of Marion's MessageLabs Email Security System. 

For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 
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Robert Tokley

From: lekhemlof@gmail.com

Sent: Monday, 25 September 2017 12:54 PM

To: Housing Diversity DPA

Subject: Shape Your Suburb Consultations;

From: Lorris Harmlawf 

To: Marion Council; 

 

Multi story residential developments along Marion Road at Anzac Highway was absolutely the stupidest idea ever; I 

lived in a multi story residential on South Road at Anzac Highway; a truck rattled the windows every minute day or 

night for 14years, neighbors disturbed each other, it was hellish. Government as had preconceived ideas about 

cheap housing so believed had to be hellish. It would be a good way to legally torture illegals I suppose. It is actually 

cheaper and better to build single story dwellings than as components of multi story developments. It would be 

cheaper to buy 1hectare of land for each unit of social housing at rural locations than for each unit as multi story 

dwelling at central locations. With off-grid everything these days social housing could be at any remote location such 

as where land is readily available for $1,000 to $10,000 each hectare (was $100,000 to $1million for 1 hectare in 

city). Only in the city square mile are 20story residential developments appropriate. Multi story offices would be ok. 

The 50-100meters each side of main roads particularly at intersections should be for shops and workshops and 

recreation facilities and car parks for these and so able to widen roads in future. Each residential block should be 

1hectare and definitely not be on main roads so to improve quality of life, it would be better to upgrade the worth 

of each dwelling in the Marion area. Thank you.  

 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

This email has been scanned by City of Marion's MessageLabs Email Security System. 

For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 
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Robert Tokley

From: Richard Kress <t.rex63@bigpond.com>

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 12:57 PM

To: Electronic Mail

Subject: Housing diversity 

Hello, I have received the housing diversity letter from council. I just wanted to express a couple of views 
that perhaps could be considered. The main concern I have about these developments (I.e. Putting 
multiple houses on a block that used to have one home) is car parking. When I was growing up we could 
have three or four cars parked on our property which alleviated street congestion. I believe that the car 
ports in modern developments are too small and in many cases won't even fit a small car in them. This 
usually means that the carport becomes a storage room and the cars get parked on the street. You only 
have to walk through Park Holme to see evidence of the street congestion thru parked cars that won't fit on 
the property. I believe the minimum car port size should be adequate to fit a reasonable size car and 
maybe also enough driveway space for a second vehicle. Maybe vehicle space can be calculated by no. of 
bedrooms? (That's your department). I would personally like to make sure there is a minimum yard space 
for children and pets and recreation parks. Obviously the electrical, water and gas infrastructure needs to 
be adequate as well. I hope you take into account my considerations and that they are helpful. Obviously 
there also is a balance between these things and builder profits but I guess when we are talking about 
multiple developments sometimes, as far as neighbourhood aesthetics go "less is more". 
Regards Richard Kress 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
This email has been scanned by City of Marion's MessageLabs Email Security System. 
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ATT: ROBERT TOKLEY 
 
RE: SUBMISSION TO DPA RE POLICY 
AMENDMENTS 
 

 

Tuesday, 24 October 2017

Dear Robert, 

Please find herein letter I would like to submit to the DPA. 

Yours sincerely, 
Eric Cohen 

 
 
OUR COMPANY HAS FOR MANY YEARS BEEN ACTIVELY DEVELOPING PROPERTY IN THE 
SOUTHERN DISTRICTS AND PREDOMINANTLY IN THE CITY OF MARION. WE BELIEVE 
OUR COMPANY HAS A POSITIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PLANNING & BUILDING 
STAFF AT COUNCIL PRODUCING MANY SUCCESSFUL DEVELOPMENTS WHILST ADDING 
VALUE TO COUNCILS INFRASTRUCTURE USING THE EXISTING POLICY FRAMEWORK. 
THIS AMENDMENT COMES AS A MAJOR CHANGE AND I AM SUPPORTIVE IN SOME PARTS 
AND NOT SO WITH OTHER PARTS. YOU MAY THINK AS A DEVELOPER I WOULD BE ONLY 
SUPPORTIVE FOR ALL DEVELOPMENT, BUT THIS IS FURTHER THAN FROM THE TRUTH. 
I AM SUPPORTIVE OF THE FOLLOWING CHANGES TO THE DEVELOPMENT AMENDMENT 
 

1. SUBURBAN ACTIVITY ZONE AND URBAN CORRIDOR AS THEY WILL CONTRIBUTE 

TO AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND CAN STIMULATE ADJACENT DEVELOPMENT AND 

ENCOURAGE BUSINESSES TO INVEST 

2. I AM SUPPORTIVE OF THE SOUTHERN HILLS POLICY 16 BUT AM NOT SO EXCITED 

ABOUT ITS CHANCES OF SUCCESS. THE AREA IS SLOPING AND AS A BUILDER AM 

AWARE OF THE CHALLENGES SLOPING LAND BRINGS INCLUDING HEAVY CLAY 

OVER ROCK. THERE IS ALSO THE CHALLENGE OF OVERSEEING NEIGHBOURING 

PROPERTIES AND THEIR PRIVACY. THE AREA HAS AVERAGE TRANSPORT AND 

RETAIL OFFERINGS TO ENCOURAGE POPULATION GROWTH SO AS A DEVELOPER 

I AM NOT ENCOURAGED TO SEEK OPPORTUNITIES IN THIS AREA.   
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I AM NOT SUPPORTIVE OF THE FOLLOWING CHANGES TO 
CHARACTER POLICY AREA 17 
 
COUNCIL PROPOSES TO AMEND THIS CHARACTER AREA TO ALLOW MORE INFILL 
DEVELOPMENT. 
I FOR ONE DISAGREE WITH THIS PROPOSAL. FOR THOSE THAT HAVE CHOSEN TO 
PURCHASE PROPERTY IN AN AREA THAT IS PROTECTED BY INFILL DEVELOPMENT 
SHOULD NOT BE DISADVANTAGED. HOMEOWNERS HAVE MADE CHOICES REFLECTIVE 
OF EXISTING POLICY THAT PROTECTS THEM FROM INFILL DEVELOPMENT AND THE 
VERY ISSUES COUNCIL IS TRYING TO RESOLVE IN OTHER PARTS OF THE COUNCIL 
AREA INCLUDING ON STREET PARKING, NOISE AND PRIVACY. IT ALSO ASTOUNDS ME 
THAT YOU CAN OFFER A NINE METRE FRONTAGE TO A DUPLEX IN THIS POLICY AREA 
WHICH IS MORE LIBERAL THAN THE 10 METRE FRONTAGE NOW PROPOSED IN THE 
MARION PLAINS POLICY AREA 10…. I CAN SEE THAT COUNCIL MAY BE WANTING TO 
ENCOURAGE DEVELOPMENT NEXT TO TRANSPORT CORRIDORS, BUT THIS SHOULD NOT 
COME AT THE EXPENSE OF LAND OWNERS ENCOMPASSING AN ENTIRE CHARACTER 
AREA.  
IF THERE IS A NEED TO ENCOURAGE SOME DEVELOPMENT ON TRANSPORT CORRIDORS 
IN CHARACTER AREAS ATLEAST COUNCIL COULD LIMIT THE INFILL AND CREATE A 
TRANSITION. 
 
I AM NOT SUPPORTIVE OF THE FOLLOWING CHANGES TO 
MEDIUM POLICY AREA 12 AND NORTHERN POLICY 13 
 
LAND OWNERS THAT HAVE PURCHASED IN THIS AREA ARE AWARE OF THE EXISTING 
POLICY FRAMEWORK THAT ENCOURAGES INFILL DEVELOPMENT.  
FOR THOSE LAND OWNERS THAT HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY IN THIS POLICY AREA 
THEY MAY HAVE DONE SO FOR MANY REASONS INCLUDING, SPLITTING THE BLOCK 
AND KEEPING ONE AND SELLING THE OTHER OR EVEN USING THE LAND TO SELL TO A 
DEVELOPER IN THE FUTURE AS A RETIREMENT NEST EGG.  
MOST OF OUR DEVELOPMENT WORK IS IN THE EXISTING MEDIUM DENSITY 12 AND 
NORTHERN POLICY 13. THE MAJOR CHANGES PROPOSED ARE TO STREET FRONTAGES 
AND SITE AREAS.  
 
FOR THIS PURPOSE, I SHALL QUOTE ONLY FROM THE NORTHERN POLICY AREA 13 
WHICH IS PREDOMINANT IN THE COUNCIL AREA. 
 
CURRENTLY A DUPLEX REQUIRES A 9 METRE FRONTAGE AND 320 SQM SITE AREA. 
WITH MOST LOTS AT 18.29 METRES WIDE DUPLEX SITES ARE IN ABUNDANCE SO 
APPLICATIONS ARE GENERALLY COMPLIANT. DEVELOPERS AND FOR THAT MATTER 
MUM AND DAD INVESTORS ARE SPLITTING BLOCKS INTO 2 TO DEVELOP OR SELL OFF 
THE LAND AS INDIVIDUAL LOTS. COUNCIL WANTS TO AMEND THIS TO 10METRES 
WIDE. THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO RESTLE BACK SOME CONTROL FROM THE 
INTRODUCTION OF THE RES CODE BROUGHT IN BY THE STATE GOVERNMENT.  
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AT 10 METRES WIDE MOST DUPLEX SITES WOULD FAIL TO MEET THE FRONTAGE 
SOUGHT FORCING ALL APPLICANTS TO MAKE THE APPLICATION DIRECTLY WITH 
COUNCIL. I CANNOT SEE ANY OTHER REASON WHY THIS IS BEING AMENDED OTHER 
THAN TO REGAIN POLICY CONTROL.  
 
HOW CAN MAKING A BLOCK 1 METRE WIDER FROM 9 METRES TO 10 METRES IMPROVE 
ON STREET PARKING, NOISE AND PRIVACY CONCERNS AS ONE OF THE REASONS TO 
AMEND THE FRAMEWORK AS DOCUMENTED IN THE HOUSING DIVERSITY DPA? 
CURRENTLY A ROW DWELLING REQUIRES A 7 METRE FRONTAGE AND 250 SQM SITE 
AREA. COUNCIL WANTS TO AMEND THIS TO 9 METRE FRONTAGES AND 300 SQM SITE 
AREA. I AM SYMPATHETIC TO COUNCILS AMENDMENT IN SOME PARTS AS I AM AWARE 
THAT A 21 METRE FRONTAGE WITH A ROW DWELLING OF 3 OR MORE DWELLINGS CAN 
BE DOMINATED BY GARAGE DOORS, DRIVEWAYS AND A SINGLE ENTRY AND SMALL 
HABITABLE ROOM. THE MAIN COMPLAINT IS THE REDUCTION OF ON STREET 
PARKING………. IF ANALYSED FROM THIS PERSPECTIVE IT SEEMS IT SHOULD NOT BE 
SUCH AN ISSUE. 21 METRES LESS 3 OF 3 METRE DRIVEWAY INVERTS LEAVES 12 
METRES OF ON STREET PARKING.  AN EXISTING DUPLEX SITE WITH 2 INVERTS AT 3 
METRES EACH LEAVES 12 METRES OF ON STREET PARKING.SAME SAME.THE MAIN 
CHANGE COMES FROM THE DEMOGRAPHIC PURCHASING A ROW DWELLING WHICH IS A 
MUCH SMALLER HOME WITH MOST LIKELY ONLY 1 VEHICLE.  
A HOME ON A DUPLEX SITE IS MUCH LARGER AND MOST LIKELY ACCOMMODATES A 
SMALL FAMILY WITH MULTIPLE VEHICLES.  
 
I DO NOT BELIEVE CHANGING THE RULES FOR ROW DWELLINGS TO 9 METRES AND 
300SQM SITE AREA IS CONSISTENT WITH THE DEFINITION OF A ROW DWELLING. 
COUNCIL IS AWARE THERE ARE NO 27-METRE-WIDE BY 900 SQM BLOCKS OF LAND. 
THERE ARE A BUT A FEW CORNER SITES THAT MEET THESE CRITERIA. COUNCILS 
APPROACH TO REMEDY THE ON STREET PARKING BY AMENDING THE FRONTAGES AND 
SITE AREAS IS NOT NECESSARY. THIS APPLIES TO DETACHED, SEMI DETACHED AND 
ROW DWELLINGS. THE ENTIRE MEDIUM DENSITY 12 AND NORTHERN POLICY AREA 13 
DOES NOT NEED TO NOT BE CHANGED AT ALL WITH RESPECT TO STREET FRONTAGES 
AND SITE AREA. IF NECESSARY A COMPROMISE IN THE EXISTING POLICY FRAMEWORK 
TO ROW DWELLINGS COULD BE MADE BY ALLOWING 8 METRE FRONTAGES WITH 275 
SQM LOTS AND CORNERS WITH 9 METRE FRONTAGES AND 250 SQM LOTS.  
A ROW DWELLING FACING A SIDE STREET ON SAY 36 METRE FRONTAGES WITH 
750SQM SITE AREAS COULD BE KEPT AT 250 SQM LOTS. THE DWELLINGS WILL HAVE A 
SUPERIOR FRONTAGE TO ANY COMPLYING DUPLEX SITE AS IT WILL PRESENT 2 
BEDROOMS AN ENTRY AND A GARAGE TO THE ELEVATION.  
 
WHAT NEEDS TO CHANGE ARE THE DESIGN PARAMETERS. COUNCIL NEEDS TO BECOME 
MORE INNOVATIVE WITH ITS DESIGN CRITERIA TO ADDRESS ON STREET PARKING, 
NOISE AND PRIVACY CONCERNS. AS A DEVELOPER I COULD OFFER A ROW DWELLING 
DESIGN ON A 21 METRE FRONTAGE THAT INCLUDES ONLY 2 DRIVEWAY CROSSOVERS 
AT 3 METRES EACH ALLOWING ON STREET PARKING OF 15 METRES. THIS CAN BE 
ACHIEVED BY HAVING 2 DWELLINGS SHARE A SINGLE CROSSOVER.  
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THIS WILL ALSO ENCOURAGE BETTER LANDSCAPING OPPORTUNITIES TO THE FRONT 
ELEVATION AND COULD RAISE THE OPTION TO INCLUDE SCREENED BIN ENCLOSURES.  
WELL DESIGNED FRONTAGES TO INCLUDE, DARE I SAY IT, GARAGES FORWARD OF THE 
DWELLING. WE ALSO NEED TO ALLOW MORE STORAGE IN THE GARAGE TO ASSIST 
HOMEOWNERS TO STORE ITEMS WITHOUT SACRIFICING AN OFF-STREET CAR PARK 
SPACE. AMEND THE SITE COVERAGE TO ALIGN WITH THE RES CODE AT 60% TO ALLOW 
THIS STORAGE AND ULTIMATELY REDUCE ON STREET CAR PARKING.  
ALLOW DEVELOPERS TO REPLACE TREES AT A COST THAT WILL ALLOW COUNCIL TO 
RENEW EVEN MOST OF THE MATURE SPECIES THAT ARE NOT CONSISTENT WITH THE 
AREA. DRIVEWAY LOCATIONS SHOULD BE DESIGNED TO ALLOW DEVELOPERS TO 
IMPROVE ON STREET PARKING IF AT THE COST OF REPLACING A MATURE TREE THAT 
WILL EVENTUALLY BE CONSISTENT IN THE STREET AS DEVELOPMENT REGENERATES 
OLD HOUSING STOCK. THE COST TO REPLACE A SMALL TREE IS MINOR IN NATURE AND 
I FOR ONE WOULD BE WILLING TO PAY MORE TO REPLACE MATURE TREES WITH 
ANOTHER MATURE TREE AS NECESSARY.  
 
THE OTHER MAIN CONCERN IS NOISE AND PRIVACY WITH INFILL DEVELOPMENT. 
AGAIN, WE MUST BE MORE INNOVATIVE WITH DESIGN AND THAT CAN BE 
CHALLENGING BUT IS ACHIEVABLE. INCREASING A FRONTAGE BY 1 METRE ON A 
DUPLEX SITE WILL NOT ADDRESS THE ON STREET PARKING, NOISE AND PRIVACY 
ISSUES. ENCOURAGING DESIGN THAT KEEPS EXTERNAL LIVING AREAS AWAY FROM 
EXISTING OR PROPOSED NEIGHBOURING EXTERNAL LIVING AREAS IS ESSENTIAL. 
REMOVING THE 3M AND 6M REAR BOUNDARY RULE AND INTERNALISING COURTYARDS 
IS BUT ONE OPTION.  
 
I FOUND AN INTERESTING STATISTIC IN THE POLICY AMENDMENT DOCUMENT AND I 
QUOTE 
 
“KEY AREAS OF GROWTH WITHIN THE COUCIL AREA WERE THE WARRADALE, 
OAKLANDS PARK, DOVER GARDENS, SEACOMBE GARDENS, GLENGOWRIE, 
MORPHETTVILLE, PLYMPTON PARK, PARK HOLME, EDWARDSTOWN, SOUTH PLYMPTON, 
GLANDORE AND ASCOT PARK AREAS.” 
 
THE VERY REASON WHY PEOPLE ARE MOVING TO THESE AREAS IS THE AVAILABILITY 
OF SERVICES INCLUDING WESTFIELD MARION, THE TRANSPORT CORRIDORS AND 
ACCESS TO THE BEACHES AND CLOSENESS TO THE CITY. 
ANOTHER STATISTIC SHOWS THE COUNCIL AREA WITH THE GREATEST PROPORTION 
OF COUPLES WITH CHILDREN IS THE SHIEDOW PARK-TROTT PARK AREA WHILST THE 
AREA WITH THE LOWEST PROPORTION ARE THE WARRADALE EDWARDSTOWN AND 
MITCHELL PARK.  
 
WARRADALE IS THE ONLY AREA IN MARION WHERE THE PROPORTON OF COUPLES 
WITH NO CHILDREN IS HIGHER THEN THE PROPORTION OF COUPLES WITH 
CHILDREN………. THE STATISTICS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES……THE DEMOGRAPHIC I 
HAVE SOLD ALL MY PROPERTIES TO IN WARRADALE HAVE BEEN DOWNSIZERS, 
RETIRING AND FIRST HOME OWNERS………. I DO NOT RECALL A TIME I HAVE SOLD A 
PROPERTY TO A FAMILY.  
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THE POLICY THAT IS CURRENTLY IN PLACE IS CATERING FOR THOSE THAT ARE LIVING 
IN THESE AREAS NOW AND WISH TO STAY IN THESE AREAS BUT ARE UPGRADING 
FROM THE 1950’S RED BRICKER ON A 750M2 LOT THAT HAS BECOME TOO MUCH WORK 
OR FROM THE FAMILY HOME IN TROTT PARK IS NO LONGER NEEDED AS THE KIDS 
GROW AND MOVE ON. 
THE DOWNSIZER WANTS TO BE CLOSER TO THE RETAIL, BEACHES AND BETTER 
TRANSPORT. THEY ARE NON- FAMILIES AND ARE MUCH QUIETIER THAN THE TYPICAL 
FAMILY WITH 2 CHILDREN. THEY CAN AFFORD THE PROPERTY IN A ROW DWELLING AS 
IT IS IN LINE WITH THE SELLING PRICE OF THEIR EXSITNG PROPERTY. IF THEY CAN 
NO LONGER PURCHASE IN A ROW DWELLING DEVELOPMENT THEIR OPTION IS TO BUY 
ONE OF A DUPLEX WHICH CAN COST $100,000 MORE……THE EXISTING BLOCKS THAT 
ARE DEVELOPAL AS A ROW DWELLING UNDER THE CURRENT POLICY IF AMENDED WILL 
DROP IN VALUE AS MUCH AS $100,000 OR MORE.  
 

THIS DEMOGRAPHIC IS AGEING AND IS LESS LIKELY TO MOVE INTO THE SOUTHERN 
POLICY AREA 16 AS IT IS HILLIER AND A MUCH MORE DIFFICULT TERRAIN TO GET 
AROUND ON FOOT.  THE TRANSPORT OPTIONS COMPARED TO THE NORTHERN POLICY 
13 AREA ARE SIMPLY NOT THERE. 
  
THE SAME DEMOGRAPHIC WILL BE SEVERELY DISADVANTAGED IF THE EXISTING 
NORTHERN POLICY AREA 13 IS AMENDED AND IS ALMOST DISCRIMINITORY TO THE 
MAJORITY ENCOMPASSING THESE SUBURBS. COUNCILS AMENDED PLAN SAYS AND I 
QUOTE.   
 
‘’THE RATIONALE FOR EXTENDING THE MARION PLAINS POLICY AREA OVER AREAS 
CURRENTLY WITHIN A MEDIUM POLICY AREA IS TO DELIBERATELY DRIVE HIGHER 
DENSITY DEVELOPMENT TO AREAS BETTER SUITED TO SUSTAINING HIGHER 
POPULATIONS.”  
 
THOSE THAT WISH TO OCCUPY THE URBAN CORRIDOR ZONE AND SUBURBAN ACTIVITY 
ZONE ARE THOSE THAT ARE NOT OWNING MOTOR VEHICLES BUT RELY ON PUBLIC 
TRANSPORT AND THIS IS NOT THE SAME DEMOGRAPHIC THAT RESIDE IN THIS PART 
OF THE COUNCIL NOW WHICH IS THE MAJORITY…. AS I SAID PREVIOUSLY I HAVE NO 
PROBLEMS WITH THE URBAL CORRIDOR OR ACTIVITY ZONE BUT AS ADELAIDE HAS AN 
AGEING POPULATION I AM NOT SURE WHERE THE POULATION TO RESIDE IN THESE 
DEVELOPMENTS IS GOING TO COME FROM. CURRENTLY SOUTH AUTRALIA IS LOSING 
OUR 14-40 YEAR OLDS TO THE EASTERN SEABOARD AT AN ALARMING RATE. THIS IS 
THE DEMOGRAPHIC MOST LIKELY TO RESIDE IN THESE DEVELOPMENTS, NOT THE 
DOWNSIZERS/RETIRIES COUNCIL BELIEVE WILL RESIDE IN THESE DEVELOPMENTS. 
THEY STILL WANT TO LIVE IN THE QUIET SUBURBS. THEY DO NOT WANT TO LIVE IN 
DWELLINGS WITH STAIRS OR AMONGST YOUNG SINGLE OCCUPIERS AND INVESTMENT 
UNITS WITH HIGHER PROPORTIONS OF RENTERS.  
 
ADELAIDES INFILL DEVELOPMENT REPRESENTS OVER 70% OF ALL DEVELOPMENT YET 
COUNCIL IS PROPOSING TO WIND BACK DEVELOPMENT IN THE LARGEST PART OF THE 
COUNCIL AREA.  
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WITH THE COST PRESSURES ON ALL BUSINESSES INCLUDING COUNCIL I HAVE A GRAVE 
FEAR THE LOSS OF REVENUE FROM THE COLLECTION IN RATES DUE TO THE VERY 
NATURE OF DELIBERATELY SLOWING GROWTH WILL COME AT A COST TO THE 
EXISTING RATEPAYERS BY HAVING TO PAY HIGHER COUNCIL RATES.  
 
THE STATE GOVERNMENT WILL BE LOOKING VERY CAREFULLY AT ITS FISCAL POSITION 
WITH THE EFFECT OF DELIBERATELY SLOWING PROGRESS IN AN AREA THAT HAS 
GROWTH ALBEIT FROM AN AGEING POPULATION………IT IS STILL GROWTH…. 
SOMETHING WE RARELY SEE IN ADELAIDE.  
 
WITH JUST 1 SET OF 3 ROW DWELLINGS OUR COMPANY DEVELOPS THE 
CONTRIBUTION IN DIRECT TAXES TO THE STATE COFFERS IS MORE THAN 
$150,000……WE ESTIMATE ANOTHER $150,000 IS CREATED IN INDIRECT TAXES 
THROUGH TRADES AND SUPPLIERS IN 1 DEVELOPMENT……. WITH OVER 50% OF THE 
POPULATION ON SOME FORM OF WELFARE IN THIS STATE I AM NOT SO SURE THE 
GOVERNMENT WILL BE HAPPY TO SEE THIS MASSIVE LOSS OF REVENUE. 
 
 
I COMMEND COUNCILS INTENTION TO INCREASE DEVELOPMENT ON THE TRANSPORT 
CORRIDORS IN LINE WITH THE STATE GOVERNMENTS STRATEGIC POLICY TO 
ENCOURAGE GROWTH, BUT THIS SHOULD NOT BE DONE AT THE EXPENSE OF EXISTING 
POLICY FRAMEWORK AS IT IS TAKING FROM ONE HAND AND GIVING IT TO THE OTHER. 
 
I AM AGAINST COUNCIL MAKING THE AMENDMENT IN ITS CURRENT FORM TO THE 
CHARACTER AREA POLICY 17 BY INCREASING DEVELOPMENT AND I AM AGAINST 
COUNCIL AMENDING THE LARGEST PART OF THE COUNCIL AREA IN MEDIUM DENSITY 
POLICY AREA 12 AND NORTHERN POLICY 13 WITH RESPECT TO CHANGING SITE AREAS 
AND STREET FRONTAGES TO REDUCE DEVELOPMENTS. 
 
THANKYOU 
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Robert Tokley

From: paul mcpherson <flametrees1981@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, 1 November 2017 3:16 AM

To: Housing Diversity DPA

Subject: Housing Diversity

Housing diversity 
 
I encourage the councils aim to increase and promote diversity. I encourage the council to increase 
diversity in other areas than housing and that would be employment diversity including nationality and 
gender diversity. Providing stats on employment diversity in your annual report would improve things. 
Given that you have a no retrenchment policy it will be 20 yrs before you could reach proper diversity in 
your own council employment force. 
 
Back to Housing Diversity. This is a curious title for housing planning. Can one street in marion council 
have a diversity of housing types? or is the council earmarking pockets of marion to be apartment style and 
other pockets to be  traditional house. 
 
It seems this a question of social class and Cars and not about housing diversity 
 
The councils areas are curious allocations based on social class bias and historical precedence. 
Residential character? Marion Plains ? 
These areas are a type of social engineering on the part of the council and probably inherited from the 
past. What the council is trying to uphold is older residents who wish to maintain the character or lifestyle 
that had when they first moved into the area.Or younger couples who want to maintain the 3 bedroom 
family resident type lifestyle of greenfield developments.  It would seem the council were happy to allow 
smaller lots in mitchell park 10 yrs ago (before sa govts 30year plan) because the residents were housing 
trust residents and sa govt were selling housing trust houses where there would have be minimal resident 
complaints. Yet in areas such as marion or plympton park  where most residents were private residents the 
larger block sizes have been maintained even though they are close to train and bus services. Is it because 
these residents paid more for their house and that you think you have to maintain their lifestyle and house 
price? 
 
The main thrust of 30year plan is to ring fence the adelaide metro area to a  limited area from the cbd. This 
restricts greenfield areas and maintains land prices which reduces housing affordability. The solution to 
housing affordablity is a SURPRISE increase in land supply or increase in apartment developments which 
only a state govt or federal govt can do. Your proposed planning changes do not address housing 
affordability. Your council have a self interest in keeping house prices high to maintain council rates. When 
are you going to break the link from house values to council rates as the current arrangements constitute a 
tax or levy which is unconstitutional under federal constitution. 
 
Why is an area like marino or hallett cove which is next to a railway line not allowed to develop land like an 
area of medium density in mitchell park?? 
The council has no moral ground for these allocations given planning rulings in the past....Such as a 
retirement home in Sheidow Park. If one can build a retirement home in sheidow park which has limited 
public transport for its residents then why cant one build apartments in sheidow park for younger people?? 
The reason why you do not allow it is because young people drive cars and you want to limit cars in these 
family type areas such as sheidow park and uphold the rights of these family type residents. 
 
That leaves me to the elephant in the room or the mobile elephant called the CAR The main reason council 
does not want apartments in these family type residential areas is the on street car parking issue. The road 
is a public space and car parking is a public space if one is parking on  a street or a road. I urge you think 
about car parking in this issue and highlight the fact that the council car park is full of staff cars that do not 
pay for their parking and a potential drain on ratepayers and climate change. Transport pollution accounts 
for 30 % of climate change. How many of your staff catch public transport to work? Your council car park is 
so full that some of your staff probably park in off street parks in side streets !! It is surprising how cars and 
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housing seem integrally linked and it would be a brave council that would attempt to break this cord! Yet 
the car parking issue requires your diligence and thought given roads are a public asset and you are 
actually making cars attractive by providing free parking for many of your own staff and others who use off 
street parking for parking when at home or when at work. I note that your Resilient south council initiative 
on climate change has no initiatives to reduce climate change but a 150 pages of how you expect to cope 
with climate change.  Your car park could be sold and the proceeds used to buy solar panels to reduce 
climate change. This public asset of streets and roads could be better utilised for safer cycling  rather than 
allowing free parking for households and motorists in our council area.  Parking inspectors are quasi 
inspectors working for local business to ensure a turnover or car traffic to their stores (or clearing loading 
zones for deliveries)or car traffic to a school or hospital. When one takes cars and car parking  out of 
housing planning, one is able to view house planning differently. It would be ironic that the Tonsley car 
plant could become an apartment style community with limited car traffic. 
 
I believe most residents would accept nice looking apartments in their street even 2-3 storeys if they did not 
attract an increase in car traffic. A prime example is retirement apartments in fischer street fulllarton and 
others in kensington. They are 3 storeys and nice looking and have been accepted without fanfare in a 
conservative area of adelaide. What makes these acceptable I believe is that they do not attract road traffic 
because residents are elderely and do not have multiple cars (if any) per apartment, This is further proof 
that CAR traffic is a major issue for house planning and must be addressed. It must be addressed by more 
than one car space per unit/house and council guidelines for allowance for offstreet parking In fact the 
councils allowance for offstreet parking in their planning guidelines assumes one has a car and that a 
household has some right over what I believe is a community asset. Does marion council allow for a house 
or unit to be built without a car space?? 
 
##SIMPLY - When council addresses car parking and viewing of roads as truely public community space 
for all including pedestrians motorists cyclists etc then your proposed changes have some moral authority, 
ethical and environmentally driven.  Until then the proposed changes are just a repeat of historical bias and 
incompetence. 
 
The new cultural centre at hallett cove is an example of a building that relies on cars. The centre is 
bordered by two 50kph roads and one 80kph highway. some 6months after it was opened signs have been 
placed next to road warning pedestrians of cars because of the relaxed style of paving and the fact that the 
road looks like a shopping mall with paving rather than a bitumen road. A 50kph road running between the 
carpark and the opening of the centre is a flawed design for such a new build . This is a formal warning to 
council that this road outside the front door of  hallett cove library  is dangerous to pedestrians especially 
children. The warning signs are only relevant to a literate child or adult. 
 
Where is merit and flair built into your planning zones? Can a developer build a 3 storey development for 
students or retirees in seaview downs or dover gardens which has community backing? 
 
(Also You spent and capitalised 8 million on roads or infrastructure assets last year and classified it as an 
asset - you can really  sell these roads and drains additions  for 8 million can you?? 
 
Has the council imagined a living space that is largely accessed only by walking or cycles and or 30kph car 
traffic ? With access to parks and shopping and public transport. 
 
Why do you think the State GOvt want control over planning? Maybe they can imagine a better planned 
state and can achieve a more co-ordinated approach to planning and sell their vision for better living and 
attempt to fix housing affordability 
 
Please formally confirm receipt of this correspondence 
 
Thanks 
 
Paul Patterson 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
This email has been scanned by City of Marion's MessageLabs Email Security System. 
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For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 
______________________________________________________________________ 



Survey Responses
01 September 2017 - 15 November 2017

Housing Diversity DPA - Submission

Making Marion
Project: Housing Diversity - Development Plan Amendment

VISITORS

365
CONTRIBUTORS

201  

RESPONSES

225

7
Registered

0
Unverified

194
Anonymous

7
Registered

0
Unverified

218
Anonymous



Respondent No: 1

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 20, 2017 11:21:55 am

Last Seen: Sep 20, 2017 11:21:55 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? David Hawkes

Q2. What is your postal address ? 20 Victoria St Glandore

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

not answered

Any development greater than two story along the tram line would not be in keeping with the local area and would increase

an already heavily populated area. People choose to live in Glandore because of the large size blocks to raise family's.

Increasing residences to blocks of apartments 4 or 6 story high I believe would have an adverse effect on the area.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

No

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 2

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 20, 2017 12:11:32 pm

Last Seen: Sep 20, 2017 12:11:32 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Carl

Q2. What is your postal address ? 13 John St Seacliff park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

Built up areas including increased building heights around major infrastructure and travel corridors makes obvious sense.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

It's crazy that single story houses and few commercial buildings currently surround train and tram station/stops in Adelaide

suburbia. Well designed cities around the world always make sure commercial and apartment blocks are built around

stations for very good reasons.

not answered

not answered

I think front yard size should not be increased - If the new houses/townhouses are built closer to the street and the

second/third rooms added on a second level then the bigger backyard could remain useful, especially for a young family.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

makes sense

not answered

not answered

It's inevitable that increased housing is needed in councils like Marion rather than continuing to force urban sprawl in outer

suburbs, so it seems like the plan has taken transport hubs and major roads and infrastructure into account. Just like in the

city, I feel that increased density and increased-height limits would be very beneficial around parks (like mine) as young

families still have access to nearby open space and the more people using it and surrounding it, the safer it becomes.

not answered

not answered

A surprisingly well thought out plan. Remember that with increased housing density parks/playgrounds will be more sought

after - therefore councils will actually have to start looking after them. That means not letting the grass die to make way for

prickles in the summer as is the current practice in the parks around Seaview Down and Seacliff Park.



Respondent No: 3

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 21, 2017 13:11:51 pm

Last Seen: Sep 21, 2017 13:11:51 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Paul & Kathlyn Knight

Q2. What is your postal address ? 22 Davey Crescent, Seaview Downs. 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

As above

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Many residents live in the Seaview Downs/Seacombe Heights area who would, like us, like to sub-divide our large blocks

and redevelop which would allow us to stay in an area that we love.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 4

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 21, 2017 15:57:44 pm

Last Seen: Sep 21, 2017 15:57:44 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Don Black

Q2. What is your postal address ? 45 Shaftesbury Tce, Marino

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Many of the seafront blocks are very large and should be allowed to sub divide with a minimum size of 350m2 or similar to

holdfast bay council zoning. It makes little sense to have these big blocks when there is so much coastal public land

available.



Respondent No: 5

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 22, 2017 10:16:29 am

Last Seen: Sep 22, 2017 10:16:29 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Meghan O'Rourke

Q2. What is your postal address ? 4 Glen St Seacombe Heights

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

I currently live in Seacombe Heights (hills zone 11). I believe that the proposed changes will greatly affect that character of

the hills face zone in my area and cheapen the look of the suburb (both up close; when driving through the streets and

when viewed from a distance on the hillside). I have watched with concern as just about every full sized family home in

Seacombe Gardens has been demolished to make way for cheap looking, ill planned, badly constructed higher density

buildings. These type of developments remove all trace of greenery from the site, including any substantial trees, to make

way for dwellings that fill most of the block & any remaining areas of earth covered with large areas of paving and token

minimal planting. The sort of development that has been rampant in Seacombe Gardens greatly affects the overall

character and architectural diversity of an area. Character residences showcasing quality architectural styles from the

1950's, 60's & 70's disappear to make way for generic, low quality, bland and visibly built to absolute minimum possible

specification modern dwellings. The increased density causes many additional cars to park on the street and clog up the

roadways. Additionally the lack of large trees and open areas of greenery cause these suburbs to become barren concrete

wastelands full of hard built surfaces, meaning that they are sweltering in summer and offer little to no habitat for wildlife. I

believe that the proposed changes in the DPA would be extremely detrimental to the hills face zone 11 and urge the Marion

Council to leave the guidelines unchanged.

not answered

not answered



Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

As above



Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

As above

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 6

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 22, 2017 16:49:03 pm

Last Seen: Sep 22, 2017 16:49:03 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Kaye Hanmer

Q2. What is your postal address ? 2 Kiana Street , Seaview Downs

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

as above

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

N/A

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

I support the council for reducing the block sizes in Seaview Downs

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 7

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 22, 2017 17:09:46 pm

Last Seen: Sep 22, 2017 17:09:46 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Sally wheldrake

Q2. What is your postal address ? 10a panorama drive

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

12 Briardale Road, Sturt

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

In a medium density area why limit the frontage to 10 metres? You can build a good quality house on a 9m wide block of

land, we have done so ourselves twice in another area in Adelaide. I would support 9m side along with the size of 350. It

should be about quality housing appropriate for the area. I strongly object to the change to a 10 metre frontage.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 8

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 22, 2017 19:09:41 pm

Last Seen: Sep 22, 2017 19:09:41 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Rebecca Whellum

Q2. What is your postal address ? 9/18 Township Rd, Marion SA

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

I believe Marion Rd should be a higher density commercial zone and support the proposed changes.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

I do support continued development around Marion shopping centre. I am concerned about the impact six storey buildings

will have on the residential feel given they will back onto residential areas. However it is far preferable to build high around

Marion Rd and reduce density from Sturt Rd to tram, than to continue allowing more density in those suburbs.

Absolutely. I have been concerned about the number of tiny dwellings being built in and around the suburb I live in and the

impact of this on liveability and property values. I strongly support increased allotment size and would like more attention

paid to parking impacts when new buildings are approved.

not answered

not answered

No issue.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

Does not impact me directly. Would hate to see the character of these areas negatively impacted.

Up to a maximum of three storeys.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Could not find info on these changes

not answered



Respondent No: 9

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 23, 2017 12:57:24 pm

Last Seen: Sep 23, 2017 12:57:24 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Allyson Sturrock

Q2. What is your postal address ? 26 Robert Arnold Avenue Valley View SA 5093

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

25C Branksome Terrace Dover Gardens

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

As part of the proposed changes or future changes to the area, we are wondering if there are plans to get rid of or renew

the housing trust units on the corner of Branksome Terrace? My husband and I purchased an investment property (25C) on

the opposite corner to the housing trust units a couple of years ago. At the time we did not realise that it was housing trust

until we quickly starting having troubles with them. We have had our tenants move out of the property on numerous

occasions due to multiple break ins, feeling unsafe, frequent disturbances, regularly having rubbish placed around the

corner, having paint thrown at the house, etc. As landlords this has been very stressful for us and has cost us a lot of

additional money in having to find new tenants, repair broken doors and windows, install additional security measures,

have paint and rubbish cleaned up etc. We have also heard many complaints from neighbors about similar concerns. The

units are an eye-sore and the tenants of these units have and continue to cause great problem for both others living in the

area and us as landlords. We wish to suggest that the council consider removing these units.



Respondent No: 10

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 23, 2017 13:20:52 pm

Last Seen: Sep 23, 2017 13:20:52 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Sally Bevan

Q2. What is your postal address ? 7 north street, Marino

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

We have a spare block 2 doors downwhich means if they subdivide to three blocks we would have no view

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

No

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

This is bullshit We moved to Marino because of the block size Now your just distorting this



Respondent No: 11

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 24, 2017 09:32:11 am

Last Seen: Sep 24, 2017 09:32:11 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Gregory Harrison

Q2. What is your postal address ? 8 Aldridge Ave Plympton Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Unsure

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

Fix outstanding problems first

not answered

not answered

As above



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

As Above

not answered

not answered

As Above

not answered

not answered

As Above

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

As Above

not answered

not answered

As Above

not answered

not answered

As Above

I have been asking you the marion council to fix problems in my street now for 5 years, and you have done nothing except

pass me from department to department and tell me crap lies.I have comenced legal action now.And you know what i bet

all the money in china i dont hear from you.But when your late with your council rates shit look out for the letter phone calls

emails asking when your going to pay.Look after your rate payers thats what you are there for.PISSED OFF with Marion

Council.



Respondent No: 12

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 24, 2017 11:14:03 am

Last Seen: Sep 24, 2017 11:14:03 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Robert Mcintosh

Q2. What is your postal address ? 53 maxwell terrace glengowrie

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 13

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 24, 2017 11:34:11 am

Last Seen: Sep 24, 2017 11:34:11 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Mandi Jaehne

Q2. What is your postal address ? 23 Northgate Street

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

15 Adams Road Sheidow Park

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

No

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

It's great to see the council consolidating policy areas and making development guidelines more consistent. Reducing

allotment sizes will go a long way to addressing the needs of the growing population and meet the lifestyle needs of the

public.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 14

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 24, 2017 12:45:17 pm

Last Seen: Sep 24, 2017 12:45:17 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Julie Freebairn

Q2. What is your postal address ? 41 Waterhouse Road South Plympton SA 5038

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

No

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

prefer no parking at all times on major roads

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

lets grow not stunt

not answered

not answered

off street parking where applicable for residents

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

definite improvement and moving ahead

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I am happy with proposal. We need growth, progress, off street parking, and a strong believer of no parking at all times on

major roads. I support this and feel strongly that our major roads should not have any parking times available.



Respondent No: 15

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 24, 2017 16:41:43 pm

Last Seen: Sep 24, 2017 16:41:43 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Sheralee

Q2. What is your postal address ? Wilson Ave

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

West Street Seacliff Park, Wilson Ave Seaview Downs

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

West street. We already have one property built, three stories high, two properties south from us much higher up West

street, which is very steep. We lost ALL privacy in our rear yard, everywhere. To have potential for multiple dwellings like

this is unthinkable. Wilson ave. Council have demonstrated, and SAPOL, they are already ineffective at constraining

nuisance noise ( cars, dogs, people ) and anti social and illegal behaviour in the street. To potentially increase the number

of people will only add to the already unmanageable noise. Dogs in particular are an issue. Council cannot continue with

current policy and approach - if further reducing block size then number of dogs needs to reduce. We cannot expect people

to be able to sleep with up to 2 dogs, per 300m2 block, it's simply not a liveable situation.

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 16

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 25, 2017 11:39:05 am

Last Seen: Sep 25, 2017 11:39:05 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Jeff & Sylvia Evans

Q2. What is your postal address ? 13 Wycombe Way Glengowrie

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

not answered

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

not answered

not answered

I am presuming that this will be the end of 'squeezing' 3 houses (units) on a normal residential sized allotment which has

been happening in this area for quite some time. Also I would like to point out that it should not be allowable for someone to

build a timber framed 'shack' type property in this area. We have one in our street which in the residents opinion should

never have been allowed. It is a transportable 'shack' which is now a rental property. The property is totally out of character

with the area. We were of the opinion when we purchased our duplex that this property would be demolished or 'moved'

after 5 years, well so far it is still there after some 8 years. The property sits on the corner of Hazelmere and Wycombe

Way and someone at council should look into this as the property is totally unsuitable for the area.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 17

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 25, 2017 13:25:38 pm

Last Seen: Sep 25, 2017 13:25:38 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Samantha Tucker

Q2. What is your postal address ? 59 Nunyah Ave, Park Holme 5043

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

n/a

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

I own my property and have concerns for my privacy, the properties either side of me are of a similar era and what

developers would consider perfect to demolish and build on. It should be law that I be notified and presented with any

development plans. If designs for multi story houses with windows overlooking my yard were to be lodged I must have the

option to reject the plans until there are no windows facing into my yard. This should form part of development policy.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Off street parking catering for patrons of cafes and other commercial properties should be part of any development

approval. With bicycle lane restrictions off street parking should be non negotiable.

not answered

not answered

not answered

On our street, since the smaller block sizes have been allowed so many more cars are parked on street at night due to

bigger houses, less garage space. The water pressure has also decreased in the 12 years I have been here as so many

new residences are tapping into the same pipes. There are less trees for wildlife, with smaller blocks and buildings taking

up a massive percentage of the block size. I also fear that my privacy would be compromised if multistory properties were

to be build next to me. I want council to make block sizes larger in the 'green zone' for future development and even a

restriction on the percentage of the block of land that is allowed to be built on versus yard/garden as is the case with my

friend who is in Onkaparinga Council at Sellicks Beach.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 18

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 25, 2017 14:51:14 pm

Last Seen: Sep 25, 2017 14:51:14 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? ZHIBIN ZHENG

Q2. What is your postal address ? 18 mitchell street, Glengowrie

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

According to proposal, the min frontage is 10m and minimum site area is 350m2. I agree with the minimum site area. But

the min frontage 10m will affect majority of house under this zone. In past years, Marion council did have lots of

developments. Lots of residents have issue with Row dwelling which only need frontage 7m, land size over 750sqm. Any

houses with frontage around 21m can be developed into 3, some even build into 4 or 5, which causes parking issue. The

current R13 detached or semi detached min site area 350sqm and minimum frontage 9m, should keep the same as it is, as

this is reasonable size for comfortable living. If Council increase the semi detached dwelling type to 10m frontage from 9m

frontage, this will lead to majority of houses under this zone unable to subdivide, which will cause house shortage and most

of the old house unable to be redeveloped. For example, Glengowrie and Warradale, lots of family like these two suburbs,

they want to find modern new houses in these areas, but with the new change to semi detached, the new houses numbers

will decrease dramatically. The new DPA will encourage the high density developments along major main roads, but those

houses are not everyone like, especially professionals with children. I do agree with the new proposal of Row frontage

change to 9m from current 7m, as it will allow double garage for the dwellings, the residents won't park on the road,

compared to current 7m frontage, which only fit for single garage. But please kindly review the proposed Detached/Semi-

detached minimum frontage width 10m. Please keep the current 9m. It will still allow some development under this zone ,

and allow people to find the house they want in the desired suburbs. Let us make Marion a better place for us all. Thank

you for your time.

not answered

not answered



Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

Please review the Marion Plains Policy area 10. The proposed min frontage 10m for Detached/Semi detached will change

this zone completely. Most of old houses wont be able to developed, and also causes houses shortage for some particular

areas, like Glengowrie and Warradale, which are in high demand by professional families.



Respondent No: 19

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 25, 2017 15:43:15 pm

Last Seen: Sep 25, 2017 15:43:15 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Linden Edwards

Q2. What is your postal address ? 1A Hume Street, Seaview Downs

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

1A Hume Street, Seaview Downs

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I moved here because of the low density housing, unlike the overcrowding on the lower side of Seacombe Rd in Dover

Gardens which is dreadful.

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 20

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 25, 2017 17:05:09 pm

Last Seen: Sep 25, 2017 17:05:09 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? BRIAN CURNOW

Q2. What is your postal address ? 10 WILLIAM STREET

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

5044

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

I live in area 10, Marion Plains Policy Area. Currently I find that the density in my area is going to have a long term

detrimental effect on the environment. This effect is currently starting to take place. I can explain this by saying, too many

residences being constructed only have 1 garage. This means many more cars are being parked (housed) on our

suburban streets. Many families have two or more cars & so 1 or more are parked in the street. This effects vehicle

movement and safety in our suburban streets. In our street we currently have 7 residences with a 1 car garage and a block

of 5 flats plus Housing Commission flats. Some of the residences in the street with 1 garage do not use that garage

because it is packed with family possessions. Naturally this makes the parking situation worse. Many times if friends/family

come to visit they have trouble finding a place to park. If the regulations are not addressed now with this situation then you

will face a massive problem in the very near future.

not answered

not answered

Providing adequate parking is allowed. If not you will create street parking which clogs streets and creates a safety hazard.



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

not answered

not answered

Same as previous comment.

not answered

not answered

If you consider what comments I have made above regarding density and parking.

not answered

not answered

Same as above.

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

Worried about cramming to many properties into an area and the vehicle crowding that goes with it.

not answered

Same again.

not answered

not answered

No.

not answered

not answered

No.



Respondent No: 21

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 25, 2017 18:42:52 pm

Last Seen: Sep 25, 2017 18:42:52 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Elizabeth Henshaw

Q2. What is your postal address ? 12 Adelaide Tce Edwardstown

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

12 Adelaide Tce, Edwardstown

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

You are proposing to build SIX story high housing in my DIRECT area!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

not answered

This will DIRECTLY affect my home AND resale values...NEGATIVELY!!!!!!! When I purchased this house, I was aware of

the train line and accepted that. Since then you have put a bus stop RIGHT OUTSIDE my front door, encouraging ppl of

dubious character to hang around my property. We have also lived through the inconvenience of having the rail line

electrified AND the new EXTREMELY loud horns the trains use. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH. I'd like to see six story housing

put next to YOUR house instead!!

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

See above comment. We have already put up with ENOUGH!!! I can't imagine you putting up with a bus stop installed

outside YOUR property (that wasn't there when you bought your house!!) encouraging strange people to loiter around your

house. Stop devaluing my house and my neighbourhood, just to get your greedy hands on more money. Start acting

RESPONSIBLY and STOP looking for EASY money and spend what money you get WISELY!!!!



Respondent No: 22

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 25, 2017 19:13:40 pm

Last Seen: Sep 25, 2017 19:13:40 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? PJ Edwards

Q2. What is your postal address ? 10 Yapinga Street

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

none

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

I have a house that I own. I am feeling closed in by increased developments of two to three houses on one block that are

one to two storeys high. We call them dog boxes. We would like to move away from this development to Glandore but we

are priced out of the market. All of the families we moved into the area with have moved away. No one wants to live here

with increased rentals, and less open space, less gardens, less children around to play with. I don't feel happy here

anymore.

not answered

not answered

Higher density housing on Marion Road doesn't concern me but I wouldn't live there. The traffic in peak hour is already

crazy, especially Marion/Cross Road with the tram line. That is just awful.

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

not answered

not answered

I just can't imagine four storey housing in this area with the traffic congestion that exists.

not answered

not answered

We have lost the look of our suburbs. Maybe post war 1950 red brick housing isn't your thing, but the new narrow three on

a block housing is just awful. No one cares about their gardens and they use their garages to put in another room so

everyone parks on the street. They are all rentals and there are no children around anymore. Lower density housing is just

awful and it prices everyone out of the market.

not answered

not answered

more low density housing without any consideration for the look of the suburb

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

Absolutely not. I have always wanted to live in Glandore to escape all of this low density housing that looks disgusting.

And now you are going to allow it in Glandore. When we look for houses the real estate agents have assured us that

Character Policy will not change. Obviously they are wrong. Don't do it. Glandore is beautiful, 'please don't destroy it

not answered

Only if you actually include services to the community. Not if you ignore the needs of the community

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I have no information of this change

There are people living in South Plympton with families who have lived here for 10-30 years and have raised families here

and actually care about their suburb and don't like what is happening. I struggle to see the benefit of a house being

bulldozed and three houses of two storeys build in this area. Some of them aren't even being lived in. Some are all

Chinese developments, they take months to actually develop and then are not even lived in. Many of the houses have no

gardens at all and there are no children in the neighbourhood. If I could move out of the area I would, to a Character area

somewhere else that isn't going to be destroyed by development. It is about money, not community.



Respondent No: 23

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 25, 2017 20:17:04 pm

Last Seen: Sep 25, 2017 20:17:04 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Joanna Hubbard

Q2. What is your postal address ? 1 Oval Ave Edwardstown

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

We live on a small subdivided block of 420m2. You proposal would allow our neighbours along railway Ave to build to four

stories along the whole length of our already small property especially along the length of our backyard. This would

decimate our property value and more importantly our ability to enjoy our home and our backyard! I do not trust we would

be even consulted if such a proposal was tabled as our neighbours recently build houses next door and we were given no

information (aside from our relationship with our neighbour). I think consideration needs to be give on the railway corridor

that is already highly subdivided as to the impact that four story buildings will have on small dwellings in their shadows. We

love the street we live on but this is enough to make me consider selling up and moving to another suburb- indeed another

council!

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

Up to six stories is just distructive to neighbourhood value in many areas along the railway corridor especially when it

impacts on already small subdivided properties

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

This was very unclear in the documentation

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 24

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 25, 2017 22:05:49 pm

Last Seen: Sep 25, 2017 22:05:49 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Leanne De Young

Q2. What is your postal address ? 25 Arthur Street Plympton Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Clarification sought as to whether the side setback components from Northern Policy Area 13 will be included in the

expanded Residential Character Policy 15. This section provides clarity and would like to see it incorporated.



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 25

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 26, 2017 10:24:04 am

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 10:24:04 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Joanne Farrelly

Q2. What is your postal address ? 408 Main Road, Coromandel Valley SA 5051

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

40 Yeelanna Avenue Seaview Downs

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

I have 3 properties in the areas affected. The one listed above as well as 3B Nanto Street, Hallett Cove and 624 Marion

Road, Park Holme.

not answered

not answered

Yes I think this is a fantastic initiative.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

With regards to the property at 40 Yeelanna Avenue Seaview Downs I do have some concerns to the restrictions on

frontage and depth of the block. It doesn't make sense that you can have a 837 square metre block which has the space for

2 x 400 metre allotments which is also on a corner block so doesn't need a hammerhead driveway but yet you require a 20

metre frontage and a 45 metre depth which means that the block size would actually have to be much larger than 800 sqm.

This restriction would affect the ability of numerous property owners in the area having the chance to potentially subdivide

and for others to move in to that area and reep the rewards of the beautiful views that area has to offer. A frontage of 18

metres would be far more appropriate.

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 26

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 26, 2017 10:28:08 am

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 10:28:08 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Michael Cutri

Q2. What is your postal address ? 17 Aspire St, Rochedale, QLD 4123

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

2 Whiteleaf Cres, Glengowrie

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

The current changes cover the location of my property. This property was purchased as an occupier and then retained with

the view this would be a great investment. The current changes significantly impact the value of the investment.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

My property is directly affected by these changes. I have been in the process of considering developing this site and trying

to arrange housing that would be suitable for the area. These changes would significantly impact any future plans on this

site due to the odd shape of the land. The proposed changes will also reduce the value of this land as it will now no longer

be able to fit 2 semi-detached housed. Under the current Policy Area 12, a semi-detached house has a minimum of 270m2,

the new policy doesn't differentiate between detached and semi-detached and this is now increased to 350m2. The

proposed policy also increases the frontage required for a semi-detached house by 1m. Therefore it is effectively

increasing this by 2m for any development as there will always be at least 2 houses. These changes directly impact the

use and value of this land. Consideration should be given to differentiating the requirements for a detached and semi-

detached dwelling with a reduction in the size requirements for a semi-detached dwelling which are in line with the existing

Policy Area 12 requirements.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

The increase in the minimum site area will make it difficult to create change. Agree with the style of the houses but the site

sizes will restrict future development.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

I currently live in QLD and continue to hold this land as an investment. I am not sure I will be able to make it to the public

hearing so I have said no to attending. I understand what you are trying to do with the area, but consideration has be give

the people that currently hold land in these areas and the impact on the value of their land. If traffic and car parking are an

issue, why not require that all new developments in this area have to have designed space for at least 2 cars (doesn't have

to be undercover, just space in the property). Or have a range of site areas that are allowable subject to certain conditions.

For example the Detached/Semi-detached site area minimum could be 270m2 to 350m2 with the lower range only

available to semi-detached housing with appropriate car parking. Consideration should be given to differentiating the

requirements for a detached and semi-detached dwelling.



Respondent No: 27

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 26, 2017 12:34:04 pm

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 12:34:04 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Diane Williams

Q2. What is your postal address ? 29A Pemberton Street, Oaklands Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

29A Pemberton Street Oaklands Park

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

See comments below.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

not answered

The local streets around this area already can't cope with the significant increase in population in such close proximity to

Marion Council. Parking is extremely limited in streets from council approving garages too small in developed properties to

fit a vehicle in forcing inreased parking on the streets reducing parking availability for neighboring properties to none and

making the streets hazardous as they are too narrow to cope with vehicles both sides. This area becomes an overlfow for

Marion Shopping carparking inpeak periods which is also adding to the problem. Allowing 6 storey buildings next to new

existing single and double storey properties will be significantly overshadwoing these properties, be an eye sore, and ruin

teh enjoyment of living in this area for existing residence.

not answered

I recommend the Council create development regulations and development approval conditions that no property in this

developing area be allowed to plant anything along the boundary that grows taller then fence height. Marion Council are

approving development of blocks and houses in close proximity to each other (within 900mm of boundary fences) and the

planting of bushes/shrubs and trees higher then the fence height is blocking the limited access of neighbouring houses to

light, inreasing energy costs to neighbouring properties, potentially causing root invasion and damaging of pavers of

neighbouring properties and damage to neighbouring gutters with constant leaf litter etc and bushes growing over

neighbours clotheslines. This is increasingly a big issue and I believe council should be enforcing this since they are

approving housing development in such close proximity which is creating this problem.This regulation is implemented

interstate. Also Council needs to amend the small size of garages they have been approving in the development

approvals. Garages approved are too small for most vehicles to fit into, reducing on site parking to one vehicle space,

therefore vehicles are extensively parked in Pemberton Street where small houses and row dwellings have been built. 20

to 20B have had up to 5 residential vehicles parked on the street with numerous persons renting these premises,

therefrore there is no available street parking for neighbouring houses, the street has become dangerous with vehicles

parked both side os the narrow road and traffic limited to one way travel which is really dangerous on the corner of Trott

Grove. I have almost been hit by cars on my pushbike twice near my house in this street, exiting and entering my drive is

also dangerous with vehicles parked opposite my drive in this narrow sreet. This street also needs to have residential

parking only. It becomes an overflow for Marion shopping centre parking in peak periods with vehicles parked right on top

of Trott Grove corner, the full length of Pemberton Street with gaps between parked vehicles on both sides of the road of

less then 10cm. I have photographs to supply to council as evidence of this problem. Council should create angle parking

in the centre of Trott Grove between the lemon scented gums to increase residential parking in this area.

not answered



Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/ee1c5296d9b71b78263617154c1cbb26cb9095d3/file_answ

ers/files/018/043/572/original/Trees_and_parkiing_issue.docx?

1506395043

not answered

not answered

not answered

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/ee1c5296d9b71b78263617154c1cbb26cb9095d3/file_answers/files/018/043/572/original/Trees_and_parkiing_issue.docx?1506395043


Respondent No: 28

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 26, 2017 13:07:15 pm

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 13:07:15 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Mr Martin Monro

Q2. What is your postal address ? 47 Union Street Clayfield, QLD 4011

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

4 Fiscom Street Marion, SA 5043

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

n/a

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I believe this is a very welcome change and I support it wholeheartedly.

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I grew up in the Residential Character Zone of Marion and continue to own a property in this area. I think the proposed

changes are very worthwhile and I support them.



Respondent No: 29

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 26, 2017 13:27:30 pm

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 13:27:30 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Kathleen Key

Q2. What is your postal address ? 18 Towers Terrace

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

5039

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

I have watched multiple lego block building appear around the area and many larger blocks already swallowed by dense

ugly little homes, my house and number 20 (Iknow its housing trust) and no 20 are of value being buit in the early 20th

century. There are still others in this area that are not covered by the historical code you have applied to the small section

around Castle St and Wright St. Can you not join the two areas? I dread it when my elderly neighbour of 20 years passes

as I expect you will allow multi story box like dwellings with no character or quality to be built at number 20. I am amazed at

the size of house allowed on napkin size land we are becoming fence to fence. The traffic congestion is already an issue

on Towers Terrace and it needs addressing.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Hoping the council can look towards MORE tree planting and side walk work to off set the increase in housing and the

obvious reduction in green spaces and gardens. It may help to hide the ugly 21st century design of cheap houses that will

not age well. I congratulate the completion of the the children's playground on Waterhouse, it is lovely and functional,

please we need more of this. The park area on Towers is lacking greatly. Round about vegetation is a joke.



Respondent No: 30

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 26, 2017 16:11:32 pm

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 16:11:32 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Angela and Michael Higgins

Q2. What is your postal address ? 11 Parsons St Oaklands Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

As Above

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

not answered

not answered

not answered

We are unhappy with the current council strategy for subdivisions happening in Oaklands Park and Marion. The

subdivisions currently happening place too many dwellings on the land and create congestion in the street with parking

extra vehicles. The dwellings erected only have a single car garage and most people have 2 vehicles. Yes a vehicle can be

parked in the driveway but who is going to move vehicles when they can park on the street, I know I did not when my

children lived at home. The other concern is where do the children play?? Yes there are parks but busy parents do not use

them. It is a rare occasion that I hear children playing in the park on Kenyton Ave. This kind of current subdivision has us

seriously considering selling and moving because of the congestion in the suburb. We purchase in Oaklands Park, 10

years ago,because of the large blocks and tree lined streets, now it is just sad.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 31

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 26, 2017 16:14:02 pm

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 16:14:02 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Brad Banks

Q2. What is your postal address ? 89B Folkestone Road, Dover Gardens

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

89B Folkestone Road, Dover Gardens

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The real focus should be on removing housing SA properties to make the neighborhood a friendlier more family orientated

suburb. That would produce the most value for all current home owners and the local council.



Respondent No: 32

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 26, 2017 19:35:40 pm

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 19:35:40 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? C J Olsson & L C A Chumak

Q2. What is your postal address ? 30 Jinka Street, Hawker ACT 2614

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

16 Duncan St, Sturt SA 5047

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Quite simply we bought this neglected and ugly property with the intention to subdivide it and redevelop it to two attractive

residences. These proposed changes will mean that we cannot do what we had planned - leaving the community still with

an ugly property and us with a financial loss.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 33

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 26, 2017 19:58:35 pm

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 19:58:35 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? James doyle

Q2. What is your postal address ? Po box 718 hove

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

14 Meredith avenue glengowrie

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

A lot of the land throughout the northern areas have an 18-19m frontage. These changes to the policy area limit the ability

to develop and therefore decrease the value of the area. We have experienced a high level of growth in recent years due to

policy area 13's reasonable planning guidelines, the proposed changes will bring everything to a halt.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

As above, this will stunt growth and is virtually an 'anti development' stance given that the vast majority of blocks don't have

the frontage you are proposing. People will then choose to invest in other council areas which promote development

not answered

Good idea, don't have an issue with this

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I strongly oppose any 'anti development' tightening of guidelines in areas which are currently pro development with

reasonable guidelines. This is just forcing people into other council areas or further away from the city. Part of the plan for

greater Adelaide is to reduce urban sprawl where possible and develop in areas which are close to public transport.

Further to that in areas such as glengowrie, warradale & morphettville, these areas are 'half way' developed and changing

the goalposts in regard to development would make for a poor planning outcome given that there will be a mismatch of

new/modern and old run down product.



Respondent No: 34

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 26, 2017 20:08:05 pm

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 20:08:05 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Cassie Doyle

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 718, Hove 5048

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

14 Meredith avenue, Glengowrie

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Your significantly de-valuing blocks in the area and will redirect purchasers/developers into other council areas. Glengowrie

is currently booming, I cannot understand why you would want to change it.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 35

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 26, 2017 20:38:41 pm

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 20:38:41 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Fadia Quigley

Q2. What is your postal address ? 18 McGilp Ave Glengowrie SA 5044

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

This change will decrease the value of my property as we will no longer be able to subdivide our current block. This will also

mean that the run down, old and ugly houses in the area will remain and be unkept.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

We purchased in the Glengowrie are as we loved the location. But also the many possibilities it offers our young family.

This will remove any future possibilities of subdividing and produce a decline of growth in the area.



Respondent No: 36

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 26, 2017 21:35:48 pm

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 21:35:48 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Me

Q2. What is your postal address ? Sheidow Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Unsure

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

not answered

not answered

The information on the website isn't clear what the difference is between existing and proposed zoning. Obviously the land

size/frontage etc for different dwellings but is the literally the only thing changing in the zones? and the boundaries.

Because this seems to be the main focus of the info brochure. Are any other rules changing around front set back, building

height etc. It just isnt' clear.

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Too hard to find what exactly is changing, the letter posted is very generic (eg no mention of reducing minimum block size).

We are told what goals of the proposed zones are but not the specifics relating to existing policies



Respondent No: 37

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 26, 2017 23:03:08 pm

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 23:03:08 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Simon Armstrong

Q2. What is your postal address ? 30 Sampson Rd Mitchell Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

I would like some amendments to the Existing Zones policies areas. I live on a small (width) dead end street. Across from

me there was once 5 houses there are now 20. I now struggle to reverse a trailer into my driveway because i always have

cars parked across the road from my house and either side of my driveway. Some days you can only get one car up the

street for 50m and i need to do a 3 point turn to get my 4wd out my own driveway. If you are going to allow this type of

ridiculous development with obvious lack of thought other than raking in more council rates, then you should also consider

the affect on current residents and implement some policy's around parking on the streets and a way to police it after hours

and on weekends.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 38

Login: Joseph108

Email: nwasko@gmail.com

Responded At: Sep 27, 2017 03:15:11 am

Last Seen: Sep 26, 2017 17:40:52 pm

IP Address: 123.2.83.10

Q1. What is your name ? Nicholas Ivan Wasko

Q2. What is your postal address ? 23/5 Kelsey Ave

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

5043

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Nick108

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

No

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

High rise causes wind turbulence, that destroy trees.

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I would also like to see zero weed spray no longer used, it is said in the US it can cause autism in unborn children, they are

banning its use, why aren't we? With the stuff being banned in Europe I think we should follow suit, and also employment,

when there is high unemployment, a truck with a few workers and spades can chop out weeds, but no more sprays. I have

had too much chemical exposure.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 39

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 27, 2017 10:39:10 am

Last Seen: Sep 27, 2017 10:39:10 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? maria raftellis

Q2. What is your postal address ? 142 waterfall gully road

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

1 Seccafien avenue mation

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? not answered

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Unsure

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Hello I am writing to express my concern on the way the streets near my rental property onwards towards diagonal road

are being built up with poor unsightly new houses, mostly homettes, which are of such a poor quality, that the area is

beginning to "slummish". If better quality builds were being constructed the value of housing in the area would hopefully go

up. Unfortunately it seems like anything goes in terms of builds, i dont think the area will age well at all. I understand the

need for progression, cant there be better quality control to improve the appearance of the suburb, maybe even better trees

being planted than the natives which look so messy. Thank you, hope my comments are of some use :)



Respondent No: 40

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 27, 2017 13:52:47 pm

Last Seen: Sep 27, 2017 13:52:47 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Jeanie Verri

Q2. What is your postal address ? 60 Norrie Ave Clovelly Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? CLOVELLY PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

We are currently seeking to purchase a house / block of land around Seaview downs, as Clovelly Park is becoming too

congested with the high amount of subdivision of land. Now the council is proposing to "mess up" Seaview downs and its

surrounding suburbs as well. The roads, storm water drainage and current infrastructure cannot cope with double (or

more) the density of houses in the area. It is NOT necessary and it ruins suburbs. It is basically just a money-grab by the

council to increase revenue from rates.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 41

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 27, 2017 15:35:53 pm

Last Seen: Sep 27, 2017 15:35:53 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Diane Lewis

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 734, STRATHALBYN 5255

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

13 Coventry St, OAKLANDS PARK

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? OAKLANDS PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Re Street parking: I purchased a new 3 bedroom courtyard home which is one of three built on a corner block. I intend to

move there when I have finished living and working in a country region. As it is in proximity to Oaklands Pk railway station,

the street already becomes congested with train commuters parking there while they are at work. With the planned

changes to the railway station/crossing, and the increased density of dwellings along the rail corridor, I would like to see

improved parking capacity for train users eg: multi-storey car parks near the station. (Please retain the mature trees if you

can)

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

not answered

not answered

Buildings of 4 storeys in all areas would be more acceptable. Six storey buildings would be too high and imposing, and give

a sense of being "closed in". Once again, car parking would be an issue.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 42

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 27, 2017 19:34:00 pm

Last Seen: Sep 27, 2017 19:34:00 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Ann McCabe

Q2. What is your postal address ? 2a Harrow St Dover Gardens

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? DOVER GARDENS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Unsure

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

My street has cars parked in the street from people visiting the Sturt Family Clinic and since I moved here there have been

larger homes demolished and 2 or 3 units built on their blocks which has created more traffic and increased difficulty in

parking in front of my home. Many cars are big SUV's which take up even more space. So I am very happy to see the

preference for single homes on blocks in the Marion Plains area.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 43

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 28, 2017 10:44:39 am

Last Seen: Sep 28, 2017 10:44:39 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Reg Guppy

Q2. What is your postal address ? 6 Newcastle Street Warradale

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

not answered

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

All the above is irrelevant Because the council and your building Dept has destroyed our street by allowing 3 double stories

erected in a small street with others all single story. They do not fit into the land scape of the street but no you again did

not listen to us the rate payers. We have lost the feeling of being part of Marion and are now prisoners in our our home. We

now lack any privacy or light to our home along with air condition noise all the time Shame Shame on you all at the Marion

Council



Respondent No: 44

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 28, 2017 10:55:11 am

Last Seen: Sep 28, 2017 10:55:11 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Brigitte Olijnyk

Q2. What is your postal address ? 34 Kingston Cres, Kingston Park SA 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

312-314 Diagonal Rd, OAKLANDS PARK SA 5046

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? OAKLANDS PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address olijnyk@internode.on.net

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

We support the rezoning along Diagonal Road to the new Suburban Activity Node however would be concerned if the

changes caused restrictions to the use of our land in a commercial sense or if accessibility is compromised.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

It is not clear from the information you sent what the changes to this are!!

We support the rezoning along Diagonal Road to the new Suburban Activity Node however would be concerned if the

changes caused restrictions to the use of our land in a commercial sense or if accessibility is compromised.



Respondent No: 45

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 28, 2017 14:42:53 pm

Last Seen: Sep 28, 2017 14:42:53 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Mark Andrew Riedel

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 661 Renmark SA 5341

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

89 Lascelles avenue Warradale SA 5046

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Mark Riedel

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Yes I believe I have concerns with your plains to create an area 10 policy. We purchased 89 Lascelles Ave in Dec 2016

after an extensive search for the right property for our requirements. When we purchased this property , under Northern

area policy 13 if in the future we wished to split the property into 2 , it could be done under the requirements as stipulated

for semi-detached housing ( min Frontage 9m) . Our property being 19.2m wide it is acceptable for development as a

semi- detached. Now By the proposal of policy area 10 , min frontage width of semi-detached is 10m , thus NOW not

rendering our property suitable to develop IS this correct ???? . I can still not work out how the developer of 87 Lascelles

Ave was granted approval under Norther Policy 13 to get all the buildings on his development given the min land

requirements - could you pleas explain how this was accepted . Looking Forward to your reply

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 46

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 28, 2017 15:03:42 pm

Last Seen: Sep 28, 2017 15:03:42 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? ZHIBIN ZHENG

Q2. What is your postal address ? 28 GARDINER AVENUE, WARRADALE

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address sales@adelaideblindsandcurtains.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Directly affected by Marion Plains Policy area 10

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

not answered

In my opinion, 6 storey buildings will be too high for the area and may cause traffic issue. The Node Zone transition area

can be expansion to bigger zone around the Core Area. Current proposal Transition area are very limited.

not answered

not answered

The new Marion Plains Policy area 10 have a very large zone. I suggest Marion council change the proposed frontage for

semi detached and detached dwellings for this new zone from 20m to 18m, land size keep the same. The reasons are: 1,

Over the years, residents complaints about excession on street car parking, which are caused by 1 block being developed

into 3,4,5 dwellings in the street. We only have issue with Row Dwellings, which only need frontage 6-7m and land size

200- 250sqm per current requirement. This will only allow single garage, and lead to undesirable streetscape character, as

the frontage is too narrow. That is why people ask for change. The new DPA's row dwellings require frontage 9m and land

size 300sqm, it will allow double garage, people don't need to park on street, and it will allow a nicer house design. But the

new DPA for current R13 zone change the development for semi detached and Detached dwellings too, from frontage 18m

to 20m, which will impact most of the residents in this zone. I suggest council to review this, as current block size 18m

frontage and land size 700sqm, can develop into 2 nice semi detached or detached dwellings with two storey and double

garage, these kinds of houses are in demand especially for areas like Glengowrie and Warradale. Most houses in these

areas have frontage 18m, if the new DPA gets approved, the old house with frontage 18m and land size 700sqm in

glengworie and warradale won't be developed. The old house will stay as it is. People can only renovate the current old

house and sell, which will cause houses in Glengowrie and Warradale not affordable. With the most house unable to

redevelop, it will causes house shortage, not everyone like apartments along Marion road and Morphettvill Road.

Professional families they want nice houses in Glengowrie and Warradale, which they can bring up children and families.

This will have big impact on us and our generation. I really appreciate Marion listen to residents and make Marion a better

place for us to live. Please kindly consider my feedback. Please change the Marion Plains Policy Area 10 semi

detached/detached dwellings frontage from 20m to 18m. All the others can remain the same. I believe a lot of residents

have same feedback as me, we are happy to see the change to Row dwellings (1 block into 3,4,5 dwellings), as these are

the main issues, not the current Semi Detached or Detached Dwellings. Thank you Marion.

not answered



Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 47

Login: liuy710

Email: liuy710@yahoo.com

Responded At: Sep 28, 2017 18:30:55 pm

Last Seen: Sep 28, 2017 08:46:33 am

IP Address: 118.210.126.63

Q1. What is your name ? Yuan Liu

Q2. What is your postal address ? 17 Perrin Street

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? OAKLANDS PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address liuy710@yahoo.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Along the Johnson Road, the nearest round about near my house, there is a small land which been built four or five

townhouse. The tiny car port is just actually a storage room, I donot think anyone would bother to park in such a small

space. While which means they will park outside, either on their drive way, if there is second car , which is quite normal per

household, they need to park along the road, or even blocked the driveway. four or five households means ten cars need

places to park around. The Dywer road is quite busy and important for local traffic. I can see the big issues there even it is

not finished yet. This is just a simple example which happens around me. IT is alright to have plan of development, but

please plan the related issues in advance.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Marion Road is already one of the busiest road in the peak hour. With the zone, have you ever think of the capacity of the

road? Any potential to enlarge the road like south road project? multi storeyed building, how many cars per household?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

No

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 48

Login: Rod C

Email: rcolbert@bigpond.net.au

Responded At: Sep 28, 2017 22:19:35 pm

Last Seen: Sep 28, 2017 12:17:15 pm

IP Address: 101.166.252.71

Q1. What is your name ? Rod Colbert

Q2. What is your postal address ? 51 Thomas Street South Plympton 5038

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

As above

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

The building approval of residences with garaging which is SO SMALL that parking a car in it & getting out is impossible

needs to be addressed as part of this plan. It is resulting in streets becoming parking lots with cars parked both sides of

streets & In the case of an emergency Ambulance or Fire trucks would be restricted, if not prevented , from gaining access

to a required residence. I see the current approvals of multiple dwellings on sites as only being a method for Council to

gain extra funds from double charging of rates to a site without considering the implications of it..

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Would need to provide adequate level of parking for two car at least for every apartment + shops & customers

not answered

Would result in the formation of Ghetto style living & associated problems similar to those the Victorian Government

experience in the flats at Caufield

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

For same reasons stated above

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 49

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 29, 2017 13:56:37 pm

Last Seen: Sep 29, 2017 13:56:37 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Rhys Turner

Q2. What is your postal address ? 5 South Terrace Plympton Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

5 South Terrace Plympton Park

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? PLYMPTON PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

N/A

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

My home will become part of the new Urban Corridor Zone.

not answered

not answered

not answered

I support the basic concept but believe it should be limited to the properties immediately along Marion Road. In Plympton

Park we have the situation where the eastern side of Herbert St is Urban Corridor and the western side is Residential

Character Policy Area. The idea that 5 storey apartments and commercial premises will share a residential street with

character bungalows is manifestly ridiculous. If the north-south line for the Urban Corridor was moved to behind the first

row of houses on Marion Rd (as it is on the eastern side of Marion Rd), this problem would be solved.



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

It seems logical to have a larger population density close to facilities that are already in place.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

I support any changes that support maintaining the character houses and larger block sizes that exist in some of these

areas but the description seems to also suggest a larger density of housing. This would facilitate the demolition of many of

these character buildings. Marion Council should be trying to protect the limited number of character homes within their

council area and following the lead taken by the neighbouring Unley Council.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I intend to speak to other residents on Herbert Street Plympton Park and suggest that they complete submissions in order

to have the boundary changed.



Respondent No: 50

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 29, 2017 15:53:51 pm

Last Seen: Sep 29, 2017 15:53:51 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? allen argent

Q2. What is your postal address ? 6 sidney road

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

1/2 Fourth Avenue

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? ASCOT PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

In theory this sounds like a really good idea, due to the fact that Marion Road is a main arterial metro thoroughfare.

However that is also its main negative point. With the increase in commercial and residential premises, comes a higher

traffic volume and the associated parking issues. Marion Road already struggles on many occasions with the traffic.

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

To a degree, I support this plan, but not on Sturt Road, and Marion Road as earlier mentioned. I think that higher density

housing near rail corridors is a good idea, such as the units near Oaklands Road crossing.

not answered

not answered

Yes I agree, lower density is required. It's getting beyond a joke, for example in the Ascot Park someone demolishes a

house and puts up half a dozen units on the block. There generally isn't allowance made for relevant parking and many

cars end up out on the street, creating a traffic hazard.

not answered

not answered

Agree, especially in relation to the variety of architectural types. Much more pleasant.

not answered

not answered

I like the idea of establishing or maintaining an area that reflects the pre-1950's era, coupled with the other changes.



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Good in theory, I like the idea of the small shopping precincts like the good old days. My concern however is that many

small businesses struggle to keep open these days, and this venture may not end up well.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 51

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Sep 30, 2017 14:05:54 pm

Last Seen: Sep 30, 2017 14:05:54 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Robert Powell

Q2. What is your postal address ? 28A Naldera St Glandore SA 5037

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLANDORE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

I read with interest the Marion Council wants to “increased Housing Diversity, Character Areas, semi detached dwellings

Etc”. How does 4 story buildings which will eventually become low cost housing and bring with it trailer trash, welfare

recipients & criminals to Glandore, how will that enhance our Suburb?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

not answered

Marion Council wants to “increased Housing Diversity, Character Areas, semi detached dwellings Etc”. How does 4 story

buildings which will eventually become low cost housing and bring with it trailer trash, welfare recipients & criminals to

Glandore, how will that enhance our Suburb?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

Marion Council wants to “increased Housing Diversity, Character Areas, semi detached dwellings Etc”. How does 4 story

buildings which will eventually become low cost housing and bring with it trailer trash, welfare recipients & criminals to

Glandore, how will that enhance our Suburb? Are you really that dumb, Yes you are"

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

We already have problems/ issues with low cost 2 story accommodation whilst small in Glandore now. We don't need 4

stories which will affect our privacy in our homes, our views who wants to look at a block of flats or have residents there

looking into your home, parking and lower demographic residents who will only bring social problems & crime to Glandore.



Respondent No: 52

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 02, 2017 11:53:52 am

Last Seen: Oct 02, 2017 11:53:52 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Donna Martin

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 148 Berri SA 5343

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

46 Dwyer Road Oaklands Park

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? OAKLANDS PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Property value will decrease with more available housing. Rental property income necessary to sustain economical viability

will decrease with the massive number of proposed new dwellings. Existing car parking around the localised streets is

currently insufficient to deal with the number of tenants per dwelling. Many streets at present are unsafe with cars parked

both sides of the street reducing traffic flow to one lane. The new multi storey proposals will add to this chaos as in reality

each seperate unit will require three car parks per unit or even up to 2 car parks per bedroom.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

As a current home owner in Oaklands Park, I feel that the proposed housing diversity development plan will only lead to a

devaluation of my property and a huge drop in weekly rental income achieved for this property at present. This amendment

does not inspire a small investor to any further investment in this area. I would now be thinking of selling and moving my

investment to another council area that supports its existing property owners.



Respondent No: 53

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 02, 2017 16:37:22 pm

Last Seen: Oct 02, 2017 16:37:22 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Dean Haines

Q2. What is your postal address ? 26 Poralka Crescent Hallett Cove

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? HALLETT COVE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

No

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Any positive progress is good

not answered

not answered

Any positive progress is good

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

Any positive progress is good

not answered

not answered

Any positive progress is good

not answered

not answered

I am a responsible ratepayer & the site of unkept lawns, cars parked on front lawns and cars parked permanently overnight

on streets is appalling. Anything that gets these front lawns to a size that can be easier maintained by the occupiers &

vehicles out of site is a positive. Any change that encourages the decrease in front lawn dwelling space & restricts

overnight parking gets my tick. Parking that



Respondent No: 54

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 02, 2017 18:33:37 pm

Last Seen: Oct 02, 2017 18:33:37 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Michael Webber

Q2. What is your postal address ? 2 Wilson Ave Seaview Downs

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEAVIEW DOWNS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Have seen the problems with traffic and the infrastructure[ continually tapping into SA Water mains] Damage to roads and

problems with high density. You have ruined Seacombe Gdns Dover Gdns and Sturt. Dont ruin Seaview Downs too. I have

a sub divided house next to me that was done in 1994 and is too close causing complaints from them about noise ect

while my old house had a tennant in it. People buy houses here for the big blocks to enjoy not to sub divide.Only greedy

developers who dont live in the area and have no intrest in living in an area they destroy gain. I now have an ugly 2 story

house being built 2 houses away that can see into my back yard and garage losing my privacy and causing major anger

among myself and my neighbours. [ Very much the same as the Marino stuffup Except we weren't notified about the size

and having no say about our concerns for privacy] .Privacy is important to me and thats why i rebuilt in Seaview Downs.I

dont want anymore sub dividing in Seaview Downs or next door to me if my neighbours leave and your proposal goes

ahead my new house could be surrounded by multiple dwellings on one 1/4 acre block. So much for privacy!

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

not answered

not answered

not answered

Six Stories is too high. Three max

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Think Ive made my point above.

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 55

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 03, 2017 09:41:24 am

Last Seen: Oct 03, 2017 09:41:24 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? D.Williams

Q2. What is your postal address ? P.O.BOX 5 O'Hallaron Hill 5158

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

2B Pemberton Street Oaklands Park

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? OAKLANDS PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

GMTR PTY LTD

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address digwill68@yahoo.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Pemberton Street from Diagonal Road is a bus route outside my property. Pemberton street is already heavily congested

with traffic and excessive street parking. I DON'T support the suburban policy; my private backyard faces north as my

property frontage is south facing along Pemberton Street therefore this proposed change to the policy will mean my

property will be significantly overshadowed, lose its privacy and have an eyesore of a multi-storey building towering over

my backyard and significantly overshadowing my whole property. With the increase in development and close proximity of

houses to one another and to boundary fences, Marion Council also need to make regulations that no one is to grow

shrubs/bushes/trees higher then the fences as this is causing me significant issues with neighbouring trees filling my

gutters, blocking my light, increasing my energy costs and damaging my property. Pemberton Street has also become a

traffic hazard with parking overflow for Marion shopping centre inpeak periods with cars lining both sides of the street,

parking dangerously close to driveways, parking on top of intersecting roads, overhanging driveaways and reducing

Pemberton street to one way traffic. The revised development plans need to address the hazardous parking issues in this

street, if not the paking division of Marion Council need to do something about this. Christmas peak shopping is

approaching when Pemberton Street becomes very hazardous when it is already congested with excessive street parking

from development of houses that have garages too small to accomodate vehicles reducing a house to one car park space

only forcing vehicles onto the street to congest it and creating the hazard.

not answered

not answered



Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Refer to all comments in the first section above. Also this area of Marion and Oaklands Park is already heavily congested

with traffic increasing the are to multi storey buildings will exaberate this issue. The external cladding of my house is black

from the diesel exhaust from the buses that travel on Pemberton Street in a residential area past my house before the bus

travels along Finniss street, and also from traffic from Diagonal Road . My internal window sills also get thick black dust on

them from the diesel exhaust fumes. The increase in development will increase this pollution which is hazardous to

residences in this area. The bus route should come off Sturt street past the back of the gym along Finnis street since this

back area of the gym is a car park and not a residential house getting filled with diesel pollution. Please change the bus

route access to Finniss Street in the process of the development changes.

not answered

In changing the policy please ensure you widen the width of garage specifications to ensure they are wide enough to fit

sedans and 4wd, since the development in this area has garages too small to fit vehicles into causing excessive on street

parking and making it dangerous for vehicles entering and exiting their properties. Also with block sizes shrinking and

houses closer to boundaries and each other there should be development regulations preventing people from planting

bushes, shrubs and trees along boundaries that grow taller then the fence, filling my gutters, overhanging my clothes line,

damaging my property as neighbours have planted 4- 6 metre height bushes along my boundary fences, 90cm from my

house, in front of my bedroom windows and the only areas my house receives any light. This is unsatisfactory and creating

problems and ruining my enjoyment of living in this area. This is also circumventing your overshadowing regulations by

neighbours blocking peoples light increasing costs of power by planting tall bushes/trees and shrubs in this manner along

the boundaries. It is not just that neighbours should monopolise on access to light at the expense of neighbouring

properties.



Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 56

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 03, 2017 10:07:41 am

Last Seen: Oct 03, 2017 10:07:41 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? G. Abdilla

Q2. What is your postal address ? P.O Box 5 O'Hallaron Hill SA 5158

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

2B, 2C and 29A Pemberton Street, Oaklands Park SA 5046

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? OAKLANDS PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

GMTR Pty Ltd

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address george@futurehomes.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes



Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Pemberton Street from Diagonal Road is a bus route outside my property. Pemberton street is already heavily congested

with traffic and excessive street parking. I DON'T support the suburban policy; my private backyards face north as my

properties frontage at 2B and 2C Pemberton Street is south facing along Pemberton Street therefore this proposed change

to the policy will mean my property will be significantly overshadowed from 2 sides, to the rear (north side) and to the east

side and lose its privacy and have eyesores of multi-storey buildings towering over my backyard and the side of my

property, significantly overshadowing both properties. I already have NO street parking because outside my homes

because of the bus route and I am forced to park around the corner along Pemberton Street. With the increase in

development and close proximity of houses to one another and to boundary fences, Marion Council also need to make

regulations that no one is to grow shrubs/bushes/trees higher then the fences as this is causing me significant issues with

neighbouring trees filling my gutters, blocking my light, increasing my energy costs and damaging my property. Especially

when the neighbour’s development means I now have a back fence that is 2.5metres not 2.1metres (as I am now on the

low side since they increased the height of the land) and the neighbour has planted shrubs that grow to 4 metres which are

taller then the 2.5m fence and blocking my light and the shrubs are overgrowing my clothesline, causing damage to my

property and this is not allowing me fair access to light to my home. It is unjust that neighbours should be monopolising on

access to light in their homes at the expense of neighbouring properties because they choose to grow tall bushes that grow

4-6metres in front of neighbours windows and clotheslines, 90cm from the neighbour’s house, this is circumventing the

councils overshadowing policy by blocking neighbour’s houses from light with bushes and trees instead, this significantly

increases my energy costs, ruining my enjoyment of my property, as well as causing damage to my paths and property.

Pemberton Street has also become a traffic hazard with parking overflow for Marion shopping centre in peak periods with

cars lining both sides of the street, parking dangerously close to driveways, parking on top of intersecting roads,

overhanging driveways and reducing Pemberton street to one-way traffic. The revised development plans need to address

the hazardous parking issues in this street, if not the parking division of Marion Council need to do something about this.

Christmas peak shopping is approaching when Pemberton Street becomes very hazardous when it is already congested

with excessive street parking from development of houses that have garages too small to accommodate vehicles reducing

a house to one car park space only forcing vehicles onto the street to congest it and creating the hazard.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

Refer to all comments in the first section above. The policy change will result in both sides of my properties at 2B and 2C

Pemberton Street becoming significantly overshadowed, lose all privacy in the outdoor areas, increase my energy costs

and have eyesore structures surrounding me which I don't agree to. Also this area of Marion and Oaklands Park is already

heavily congested with traffic increasing the area to multi storey buildings will exaberate this issue. The external cladding of

my houses are black from the diesel exhaust from the buses that travel on Pemberton Street in a residential area past my

homes before the bus travels along Finniss street, and also from traffic from Diagonal Road . My internal window sills also

get thick black dust on them from the diesel exhaust fumes. The increase in development will increase this pollution which

is hazardous to residences in this area. The bus route should come off Sturt street past the back of the gym along Finnis

street, not along the Diagonal Rd, Pemberton Street entrance since this back area of the gym is a car park and not

residential houses getting filled with diesel pollution. Please change the bus route access to Finniss Street in the process

of the development changes.

not answered

In changing the policy please ensure you widen the width of garage specifications to ensure they are wide enough to fit

sedans and 4wd, since the development in this area has garages too small to fit vehicles into causing excessive on street

parking and making it dangerous for vehicles entering and exiting their properties. Also with block sizes shrinking and

houses closer to boundaries and each other there should be development regulations preventing people from planting

bushes, shrubs and trees along boundaries that grow taller then the fence, filling my gutters, overhanging my clothes line,

damaging my property as neighbours have planted 4- 6 metre height bushes along my boundary fences, 90cm from my

house, in front of my bedroom windows and the only areas my house receives any light. This is unsatisfactory and creating

problems and ruining my enjoyment of living in this area. This is also circumventing your overshadowing regulations by

neighbours blocking peoples light increasing costs of power by planting tall bushes/trees and shrubs in this manner along

the boundaries. It is not just that neighbours should monopolise on access to light at the expense of neighbouring

properties.

not answered

not answered



Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 57

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 03, 2017 10:37:46 am

Last Seen: Oct 03, 2017 10:37:46 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Peta Wheatcroft

Q2. What is your postal address ? 5 Avalon road

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address petaw@internode.on.net

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

I believe in progress and see the need for continuing development. I would like to see a clearway along main roads where

there is no parking on the road. Parking is behind the business and parking areas can be found along the route. This could

involve the purchase of blocks of land purpose placed for parking.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

I do not see the advantage of 6 storey buildings from the information that you have provided.

not answered

My main concern is the infilling is creating a hostile environment for families to live. we now have 6 neighbours on our

eastern side (5 Avalon rd) where we had 2. There are no trees, no lawn in 3 units this creates an altered micro climate,

hotter. The other units are yet to be finished. I would like to see included in the redevelopment that the home owners have

to grow a significant tree back and front. As you walk through the suburbs you can see this is a common practice with new

developments. Also as a early years teacher the physical development of the child is altering, children are not developing

the age appropriate gait and gross motor skills that were once considered norm. Home backyards are not big enough to

run, and open spaces are not being utilised by time poor families.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

My Main concern is the changing face of our suburb. With the infilling that is happening we are changing the climate in our

area. This micro climate situation is seen/felt during our hot summers, we need to look at how we build and change our

thinking. Don Burke once said , why are we putting gutters on our houses to collect storm water and then direct it away

from the property. Yes, some people do collect their rainwater but most do not use it effectively. Our soil is starved of water

and our houses shift and crack. I would like to see some research into different housing solutions with the addition of

retaining trees and green areas in every house/unit development. Also I would like to see for every dwelling open land size

for every bedroom to ensure a good quality for life for the occupants. ** m2 per bedroom



Respondent No: 58

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 03, 2017 14:02:33 pm

Last Seen: Oct 03, 2017 14:02:33 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Donna Jacob

Q2. What is your postal address ? 27/74 Hutton Road the Entrance NOrth NSW 2261

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

42 Newland Ave Marino SA 5049

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

n/a

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I would like to make the following submissions in regards to subdivisions:- · “The minimum frontage for a residential flat

building and group dwellings should be 14 metres (ie total site frontage not per dwelling). · The minimum frontage for a semi

detached dwelling should be 7 metres, ie 14 metres for 2. · The minimum frontage for a row dwelling should be 6 metres. ·

Similarly minimum lot sizes for properties within 200 metres of any train station should be 200m2 to enable higher density

development by these transit lines.



Respondent No: 59

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 03, 2017 14:51:54 pm

Last Seen: Oct 03, 2017 14:51:54 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? John Razzano

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO BOX 588, GLENSIDE .SA 5065

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

6 Marine Parade , Marino SA 5049

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

N/A Im A Resident

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

POSITIVE MOVE IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION TO CHANGE CURRENT POLICY TO PROPOSED NEW AREA 16

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Strongly support this new proposed southern hills policy area 16 because not all residents need large houses and be nice

to live in the same suburb but downsize to lower maintenance sized block of land with good size dwelling still able to be

built on the land sizes proposed.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 60

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 03, 2017 16:54:59 pm

Last Seen: Oct 03, 2017 16:54:59 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Mark Riedel

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 661 Renmark SA 5341

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

89 Lascelles Avenue Warradale SA 5046

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Feel that the New Marion policy area 10 for detached dwelling min site area be set at 350m2 with a min frontage width of

10 m however for semi-detached the min site area be set at 350m2 however the min frontage be left at 9m as per the

current Northern area policy 13. Feel this is more than a comprise with the increased area m2 . Feel you would be

disadvantaging too many persons if set a 9 m min frontage . I have spoken to a council representative concerning this and

while I appreciate each development is comsidered on its own merit I feel it would be better to set at 9.0m for semi

detached , with a 350m2 area and not waiver from these requirements , not like in the past where developers have seemed

have gotten away with "Bending the rules" in relation site areas, frontages etc. In summary I dont support the min frontage

width for semi-detached houses be set at 10m, I suggest be left at 9m

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 61

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 03, 2017 17:58:58 pm

Last Seen: Oct 03, 2017 17:58:58 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Mr Peter Hoskin

Q2. What is your postal address ? 6 Robertson Place Marino 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address pwhoskin@gmail.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

I wish to be able to subdivide so that I can remain in the area. It is too expensive and difficult to maintain a large allotment

and a large house. Concerned about commercial developments being allowed to have walls on the boundary. Thank you

Peter

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 62

Login: david hansen

Email: dfhansen@bigpond.com

Responded At: Oct 04, 2017 12:31:23 pm

Last Seen: Oct 04, 2017 01:46:50 am

IP Address: 101.103.140.134

Q1. What is your name ? David Hansen

Q2. What is your postal address ? 26 Bandon terrace Marino

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

the present policy should allow for greater diversity of housing types including small footprint courtyard homes. In our

situation it seems it seems incongruous that two doors north which is Holdfast Bay council this is possible and happening at

present. Many long term residence wish to remain in the area and this would assist this process.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

unsure but strongly support conservation zones

we feel this is a long overdue rationalisation of development within the Marion council area. The ad-hoc nature of present

development certainly needs to be addressed.



Respondent No: 63

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 04, 2017 17:41:41 pm

Last Seen: Oct 04, 2017 17:41:41 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Julia M Lloyd

Q2. What is your postal address ? 20 Coringle Crescent Hallett Cove 5158

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

As Above

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? HALLETT COVE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Private Owner

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Could I please be notified if any adjacent properties to mine will have made any applications made to Marion Council with

plans for buildings or additions that will overlook my back yard or my house. I learned some years ago this had happened

without my being asked or notified. My neighbor eventually told me, and informed me Marion Council had given her

planning permission without any consultation with me. She and I discussed the issue and she decided and agreed not to

go ahead with her building plans, eventually changing her building plans so it had no impact on my property. Land in this

area of Hallett Cove is very hilly with many steep slopes. Thus the privacy of residents both within their homes and in their

back yards is easily violated by properties nearby building additions or additional stories. In addition the loss of sea views

all over the Marion Council area will significantly reduce the value of many properties and thus the major asset of your

ratepayers. Most blocks of land here in Hallett Cove are much smaller in area than the 1/4 acre block typical of many of the

older parts of the Marion Council Area, such as Ascot Park. Hence I submit to you that most blocks of land in Hallett Cove

are too small and not suitable for infill or subdivision. I grew up in Ascot Park in the 1950s. It was great. Sadly, Ascot Park

is a real mess now. The infilling on the 1/4 acre blocks with a confusion of housing styles and appearance has made Ascot

Park far too congested, crowded and reduced the potential value of all the properties in Ascot Park. I can only imagine with

horror how ugly and unappealing Hallett Cove with blocks much smaller in area than the 1/4 acre blocks of Ascot Park will

look if attempts to infill in Hallett Cove goes ahead. I ask Marion Council not to infill in Hallett Cove. Hallett Cove is the

asset of Marion Council as much as my property in Hallett Cove is my asset. Sincerely, Julia Lloyd PhD.

not answered

not answered



Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

not answered

This is mixed retail/residential now. 2-3 or more story buildings will make it an uncomfortable unappealing wind tunnel that

people will do their best to abandon.

not answered

Marion Shopping Centre was planned from the 1960s to be a "Suburban Activity Node".

not answered

not answered

In particular I support the reduction in housing density and the increase in block area.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

No

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Please see my submission above as a directly affected property owner in this area of the Marion Council.

not answered

not answered

The increase in housing density will destroy the character of these areas and devalue the asset of the property owners and

of you, The Marion Council.

not answered

This part of Mitchell Park has grown naturally to be a neighbourhood hub. However, to prevent this part of Marion Road

becoming an unattractive wind tunnel, I suggest buildings be no higher than 2 stories.

not answered

not answered

not answered

The Coastal Conservation Zone needs to extend along the entire coast, and not be punctuated with housing or business

developments. The Hallett Cove Conservation Park is a treasure to scientists world wide. And thus needs to be protected

and cared for.



Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

See above.



Respondent No: 64

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 04, 2017 21:00:42 pm

Last Seen: Oct 04, 2017 21:00:42 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Ray Knowling

Q2. What is your postal address ? 2 Victor Ave, Glengowrie

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLENGOWRIE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

No

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

As Marion Road is a transport corridor which only uses buses for public transport, and is already at full capacity in peak

hour traffic, I don't think it has it has potential to carry significantly more vehicles. Therefore I think the height limitation for

this zone should be 3 storeys. This will lessen the impact on adjoining properties.



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 65

Login: Lynette

Email: lynmel58@gmail.com

Responded At: Oct 05, 2017 05:25:02 am

Last Seen: Oct 04, 2017 18:20:45 pm

IP Address: 66.249.82.90

Q1. What is your name ? Lynette Melhuish

Q2. What is your postal address ? 5

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

Shinnick

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? DOVER GARDENS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

We seam to have a lot of night activity, shopping trolleys , painting on fences , this would increase as high story buildings

,& rental would encourage more, low income along Oakland's cross. Parking is a problem more car in streets hard to get

out of the drive way without hitting a car , visitors have no parking space , as housing is getting smaller and smaller drive

ways than previous years .

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

Parking is a problem again more cars in streets , hard for bin day, visitors & most people have two cars to dwelling, second

car is in the street or even have 3 cars as Family grows .

not answered

not answered

Parking again is problem roads are busy .

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 66

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 05, 2017 07:32:42 am

Last Seen: Oct 05, 2017 07:32:42 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? michael steele

Q2. What is your postal address ? 9 woodsmans copse hallett cove

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? HALLETT COVE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address steeles1@adam.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

300m2 blocks are REDICULOUS.its just councils/developers grab for cash.ALL blocks should provide 2 off street car parks

SIDE BY SIDE,otherwise the streets are just clogged.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

No

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

its not listed under IMPORTANT INFORMATION....idiots

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 67

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 05, 2017 10:05:21 am

Last Seen: Oct 05, 2017 10:05:21 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Chris Clarke

Q2. What is your postal address ? 155 Sturt Rd

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEACOMBE GARDENS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

The Salvation Army Marion

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address chris.clarke@aus.salvationarmy.org

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

We are please with the proposed Suburban Activity Node Zone. As a Church which has a strong community presence and

works closely with the marginalised in our community, it is essential that we have the option and freedom to develop our

property to suit current and future needs. The new proposal appears to give us the possibility of future development.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 68

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 05, 2017 10:23:36 am

Last Seen: Oct 05, 2017 10:23:36 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Anthony Paterson

Q2. What is your postal address ? 45 Heysen Drive Sheidow Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

6 Mckay St Dover Gardens

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? DOVER GARDENS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

In suburban areas you should not allow buildings to be any taller than 2 stories. 4 stories will create eye sores in our lovely

green council and has the opportunity to create "slum" like dwelling attracting the wrong demographic to our coastal region.

You dont see suburbs like the hills or blackwood or belair allowing such medium/high density buildings in suburban areas.

Along marion road or south road (major arterial roads) is not so bad but suburbs/marion center/warradale is out of

character with the area

not answered

please stop allowing subdivision which creates tiny allotments, it is unsightly and only allows developers to over populate

our council and cash in on their developments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

yes in part, again do NOT agree with having residential development over 2 stories

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

cant find appropriate documentation as to the proposed changes

not answered



Respondent No: 69

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 05, 2017 11:22:19 am

Last Seen: Oct 05, 2017 11:22:19 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? William plant

Q2. What is your postal address ? 24 Mitchell Street Glengowrie

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

24 Mitchell Street

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLENGOWRIE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

-

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address wplant@picknowl.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

It needs to be tastefully done. Currently a bit of an eyesore. Hopefully the architects will have some taste rather than going

for impact. Our values would increase significantly if the surrounding areas are attractive rather than offensive. Visual

pollution associated with ugly advertising and gaudy eye-catching facades need to be avoided.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

It needs to be tastefully done. Hopefully the architects will have some taste rather than going for function alone. It would be

tragic if the architects and builders achieve modern slums.

not answered

not answered

Environmental issues worry me with redevelopment. Not acceptable: + loss of privacy with 2-storey buildings overlooking

neighbours and shutting out light and reducing views. + Significant increase in storm water/reduction in groundwater,

increased noise, increases in street parking, loss of trees and open space. Council also has a responsibility to notify if

buildings containing asbestos are being demolished. EPA might be final authority but council has a responsibility to inform.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I don't know what changes are proposed, therefore I cannot comment.

Council has some liability for safe cleanup of asbestos with redevelopment of old buildings. Currently council is not

accepting this responsibility. Council has a liability for tree branches growing over footpaths. If housing density increases

then there should be some decrease in rates due to economies of scale in the provision of services.



Respondent No: 70

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 05, 2017 11:47:55 am

Last Seen: Oct 05, 2017 11:47:55 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? David Rowe

Q2. What is your postal address ? 5 Arachne Drive Hallett Cove

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? HALLETT COVE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

I am totally against allowing small housing blocks in Hallett Cove, it creates high density living with no room for anyone to

have personal space. It creates congestion on the roads, it creates more cars parked on the roads, and does not proved

any backyard space for children to play in, creating future social problems.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 71

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 05, 2017 12:20:41 pm

Last Seen: Oct 05, 2017 12:20:41 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Rami Rasheed

Q2. What is your postal address ? 16 Marybank Tce, Athelstone 5076

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

22 Calstock Avenue, Edwardstown

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? EDWARDSTOWN, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

I have bought a rental property in Edwardstown with the intention of demolishing the existing dwelling and building 2

dwellings as many of others have done on my street. Currently, I am able to put 2 semi-detatched dwellings on my block.

Under the new policy, my frontage will be ~1 meter too small for this. I believe that semi-detatched dwellings should remain

at a minimum of 9 meter frontage and detatched dwellings at the proposed 10 meter frontage.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I have bought a rental property in Edwardstown with the intention of demolishing the existing dwelling and building 2

dwellings as many of others have done on my street. Currently, I am able to put 2 semi-detatched dwellings on my block.

Under the new policy, my frontage will be ~1 meter too small for this. I believe that semi-detatched dwellings should remain

at a minimum of 9 meter frontage and detatched dwellings at the proposed 10 meter frontage.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 72

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 06, 2017 15:05:24 pm

Last Seen: Oct 06, 2017 15:05:24 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Lee munn

Q2. What is your postal address ? P O Box 846 Marleston 5033

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

Victoria St Glandore

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLANDORE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Im passionate about not allowing increased housing e.g. smaller blocks to happen in Glandore. The streets and population

is busy enough without the potential to double it in size. Parking , drainage water/sewage, will be a problem ...there is

congestion now and S A water is constantly here with blockages and water issues. Developers will rub their hands with

glee and buy the blocks putting rentals on them. Renters DO NOT have the same pride about their dwelling and suburb as

owners do. Units at the end of Victoria street have had a history of Police attendance and problems with tenants that live

there. We bought in this area so we could have space and a supportive friendly family environment. That is what we have

now. You will destroy this with increased dwellings . I DO NOT support the new Housing and Diversity Plan Amendment.

Leave Glandore as it is.



Respondent No: 73

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 06, 2017 20:20:05 pm

Last Seen: Oct 06, 2017 20:20:05 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Daniel Pelzer

Q2. What is your postal address ? 55 Stuart Rd

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

Lower density housing would be preferable. Currently there is a noticeable increase in local traffic and parking issues, the

continued over development of this area needs to be addressed.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 74

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 06, 2017 21:49:57 pm

Last Seen: Oct 06, 2017 21:49:57 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? nino caruso

Q2. What is your postal address ? po box 314 brighton sa 5048

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

185 sturt road

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEACOMBE GARDENS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address ninocaruso2010@hotmail.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 75

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 06, 2017 21:54:49 pm

Last Seen: Oct 06, 2017 21:54:49 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? nino caruso

Q2. What is your postal address ? po box 314 brighton sa 5048

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

1 crew street

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? OAKLANDS PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

crew trust

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address ninocaruso2010@hotmail.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 76

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 06, 2017 22:21:15 pm

Last Seen: Oct 06, 2017 22:21:15 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Ian Gardiner

Q2. What is your postal address ? 13A Ulva Ave

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address irgardian@yahoo.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

My address is 13A Ulva Ave which I understand is within the proposed Node Core Zone.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

not answered

I refer to page 50 of the Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment. I strongly object to the Core area extending to

Ulva and Hobart Avenues and the Transition area to Lincoln and Alisa Avenues. Allowing buildings up to 6 storeys in these

quiet residential areas is very inconsiderate and unfair for existing residents many of whom have built or purchased new

homes in recent years (my property in Ulva Ave was purchased new 3 years ago). In any case allowing building of this

height is just ridiculous. Currently Ulva Ave does not even have a 2 storey house. Several single storey homes and units

have been built here in recent years and in fact two single storey houses are now under construction opposite my property.

So imagine the impact on residents of a 4 to 6 storey building anywhere in this avenue !! To maintain the character and

livability buildings in the avenues west of Morphett must remain at 2 storeys maximum. In my opinion if there has to be

allowance for higher buildings in the district they should be limited to 4 storeys and ONLY for blocks on Morphett, Sturt and

Diagonal Roads which FACE the Marion Regional Centre (ie Marion Shopping Centre etc). Furthermore parking in Ulva

Ave and adjacent streets is already a concern particularly when there are major events at the Aquatic Centre or Sales at

Marion. Adding high rise dwellings as proposed would greatly exacerbate this problem which again is unfair on existing

residents. I am extremely concerned about the implications of this plan and urge the Marion Council to reconsider the

proposed boundaries of the Node Core and Transition Zones west of Morphett Road. In addition please limit the maximum

height of dwellings overall to 4 storeys and only if facing main roads, not in quiet residential avenues.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 77

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 08, 2017 14:00:38 pm

Last Seen: Oct 08, 2017 14:00:38 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Mario Osenk

Q2. What is your postal address ? 20 Myer Rd STURT 5047

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

N/A

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? STURT, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

No

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

Contains really narrow corridor along the main roads, not spreading enough in suburbs. This will create a "wall" of 4 storey

buidlings. It should be spread for another minimum 200 metres in the suburb with gradual rows of max 6 storey, next layer

max 4 storey and final layer max 2 storey buildings.

not answered

not answered

350 square meter offers no incentive for developement. Archaic last century style policy.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 78

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 08, 2017 15:13:21 pm

Last Seen: Oct 08, 2017 15:13:21 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Judy Baumann

Q2. What is your postal address ? 13 Scullin Crescent, Trott Park SA

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? TROTT PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

I live in the proposed Southern Hills Policy area and object to the council selling the parklands and open-space land that I

value so highly in this region. I live here because I enjoy the natural open spaces around the suburban areas. Having

these open green areas is important environmentally for river, creek and water flow, for maintaining treed areas and

attracting rain, and allowing residents a place to 'escape' residential living. I object to your plans to cram more population

and closer community living into smaller areas. It will mean more pollution, traffic congestion, and heavier traffic usage of

roads that are already inadequately maintained for the existing residents. It will also result in residents living in close-

quarters, face-to-face with neighbours which everyone knows reduces privacy and is not mentally healthy. There will be a

larger population, more youth, insufficient areas for them, more vandalism, crime and eventually 'slum' areas. Have you

made any plans to deal with these consequences of your proposed actions? Of course not. You need to represent the

wishes of your residents, not the land developers and the state government whose "30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide"

sounds unfortunately like China's doomed "Great Leap Forward". Never beneficial for the existing residents, and not

acknowledging or dealing with the problems it is going to cause those of us who already live here.

not answered

not answered



Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

not answered

Five storey apartment buildings with shops beneath will over-shadow and crowd the environment, will increase car parking

requirements and traffic congestion, block the light and hem in the appearance of the road. You cannot guarantee the

shops will trade successfully because the economy in this state is dismal and shops are closing in the Adelaide area all the

time. You do not specify what the other "non-residential" uses at street level which are not shops and cafes are going to be.

What sort of business do you envision? Unfortunately, you cause distrust by not naming what types openly.

not answered

not answered

High-density residential living is never advisable in any city, as everybody knows. It ultimately creates over-crowding, crime

problems and unattractive 'slum'-looking areas. You cannot guarantee those 6 storey buildings will be maintained in an

appropriate manner. The higher residential buildings will over-shadow the arterial roads, and spoil the atmosphere of the

area. More residents means more pollution, crowding and traffic and parking problems. You will need to supply an awful lot

more free parking for residents.

not answered

not answered

not answered

I don't believe you are telling the full story. Is this area to be upgraded for wealthier residents on more up-market, enlarged

blocks of land, closer to the city, while residents in other suburbs are to have smaller blocks and more dense populations

because we matter less to you? That's what it sounds like, which means you are doing no one any favours except the

property developers and some rich people.



Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

not answered

As mentioned above, I do not want my local parklands and green space areas sold off for higher-density housing that will

reduce the quality of life in my neighbourhood, especially for the sake of lining the pockets of the land developers who have

no doubt offered you huge sums of money to give them our environmental open-space lands. Unfortunately, proposed

council amendments are seldom beneficial to the residents, they are always about greed for money, and people know that.

How can taking our environmental spaces away and increasing our population and traffic issues benefit us as residents

here? It cannot. We don't need a "greater diversity of housing types"; that is just your way of saying you want to cram more

smaller houses onto hillside land that should be left alone, as it is. Suburbia here is crowded enough. We don't want

suburban houses torn down and replaced with duplexes. Additional populations need to move further out and services for

their welfare need to be supplied to them out there. If the State Government can't cope with doing that in their 30 year plan

then it's not much of a plan. Don't ruin our region because it's the profitable option for you. Please stand up for us and

promote the City of Marion as being unique as it is.

not answered

not answered

This is just another way of saying you want to crowd more people into smaller houses onto smaller blocks next to existing

residents. "Increased housing diversity / density" just means housing developers want to put in lots of duplexes,

apartments and flats. If the people living in those areas are happy with that, that's fine, but I see it as over-crowing, and

over-crowding always causes social problems, and eventually serious economic problems. South Australia has enough

serious economic problems as it is.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

The idea of providing needed and suitable services such as medical and grocery shopping for local residents is beneficial,

especially for the elderly who seldom seem to be considered in the thinking of councils and politicians these days. However

such plans must be accompanied by adequately spacious free off-street parking areas to service the needs of the public

using the facilities. Otherwise you are only making traffic problems and the frustrations of the local residents worse.

The more coastal conservation protection in place, the better. Far too much land is being lost generally, and more needs to

be preserved for the environmental health of our cities and country. Ours is a drought-ridden country, and SA one of the

worst states, and without water there is no agriculture and no economy. Waterways, coastal lands, water catchment areas

and agricultural lands need to be protected and preserved.

not answered

not answered

Yes, the City of Marion needs to consider allowing development of more affordable nursing homes for the elderly. The

population here is aging, and although you might say bringing in younger people to the area will help the economy and

therefore the support of the elderly, it won't. It never has done. There are no jobs here, so any younger people you bring in

are going have to travel to the city to work, and that's where they'll spend a lot of their money on entertainment. Your older

populations need nursing homes and places for after-retirement care and services for the infirm, but I didn't see those

mentioned in your redevelopment proposals / 30 year plans. Please consider these issues also. Thank you.



Respondent No: 79

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 08, 2017 18:09:40 pm

Last Seen: Oct 08, 2017 18:09:40 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? zouhair hassoun

Q2. What is your postal address ? 21 colleen street Rostrevor

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

490 Marion Road

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? PLYMPTON PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

five star painting

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address zouhair1961@optusnet .com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

As a landowner on Marion Road I would like to see this development approved as it will create better living arrangements

for everyone living in this area.

not answered

not answered

Yes, I would like to see this happen

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

These projects will enhance the atmosphere for people living in this area and will be a great lift for the area as it has been

run down for the last 10 years.



Respondent No: 80

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 09, 2017 13:20:27 pm

Last Seen: Oct 09, 2017 13:20:27 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? craig

Q2. What is your postal address ? 5 way place

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address c_orde@yahoo.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

In principal more housing is needed and the development of Cement Hill with a shopping area is needed. . There has been

a lot of work put into place as part of the DP and in the early stages of this plan have now been translated into alteration of

that plan. Meaning recent changes from original plan to have housing density increased along the corridor of transport was

sought but now see the plan has increased to other areas further away from the train corridors. Why the change? Holdfast

bay area encompasses the corridor of transport (train) yet is much higher density than the proposed areas in Southern

Policy 16. I believe the proposed areas in Southern area 16 (new replacement policy for Hills area 11 and others) should

be higher density than proposed to lower allotments to 320sq meters and road frontage reduced reduced to 9 meters as

first proposed (not 10m). The Planning committee has researched the Holdfast Bay Allotment sizes and knows that there

are many houses in Seacliff and Kingston park with approx 300-320 s/m. I believe the same should apply to those similar

areas in Marino.

not answered



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not my area

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not my area

not answered



Respondent No: 81

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 09, 2017 18:14:40 pm

Last Seen: Oct 09, 2017 18:14:40 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Ronald A and Norma P Lewitzka

Q2. What is your postal address ? 6 Meredith Avenue , GLENGOWRIE SA 5044

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLENGOWRIE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

My wife and I have lived in Meredith Avenue for 28 years and generally don't have a problem with development but the last

10 years or so ,and in particular the last several years there has been considerable activity in the demolition of homes and

the construction of Court yard homes with two or three to a block. Opposite our home there are five such dwellings each

with multiple cars that are parked in the street . I have a small caravan and on returning from a recent trip could not swing

into my own driveway due to cars each side of the street and further more could not even park in front of our own house.

Had to park several houses further on and walk to and fro with items from our car and van. This not an isolated situation.

The situation is the same further up the street with parking in the street due to what looks like three cars per premises and

parking for one due to multiple court yard dwellings. As far as the visual aspect is concerned it seems like double stories is

the way most court yard homes are going now and the dwelling opposite looks like an office block rather than a residence.

In considering future development attention should be given to visual aspect and street scape issues and dwelling plans

should cater for number of vehicles involved, although it's a bit late now for our situation as the damage is done. We did

not have the opportunity to look at plans etc as the dwellings just get underway following demolition without any

consultation whatsoever. At least the Council is getting a truck load of extra rates Sincerely

not answered

not answered



Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

See above

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Hopefully Council will take note of these issues.



Respondent No: 82

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 10, 2017 14:56:42 pm

Last Seen: Oct 10, 2017 14:56:42 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Peter Dudart-Aberdeen

Q2. What is your postal address ? 60 Gardiner Ave

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

I broadly support the proposed changes to the DPA. I especially support limiting subdivision of existing blocks, as I feel the

current approach negatively impacts the attractions of living where we do. Replacing one 3 bedroom house with three 3

bedroom units results in increased traffic congestion; a large increase in number of cars parked on street (insuffucuent on-

site parking incorporated); much reduced open area / green space; over shadowing of adjacent properties (possible issues

with impact on "solar access"); construction of buildings with little visual appeal which do not fit the existing character. What

has been a "garden suburb" is rapidly becoming an area comprised of poorly designed & built medium d3nsity housing

thrown up as quick as possible.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 83

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 11, 2017 02:15:21 am

Last Seen: Oct 11, 2017 02:15:21 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Zenia Vilaras

Q2. What is your postal address ? 25 Darling Street Sturt

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? STURT, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address Zeniav18@gmail.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

I have intended to subdivide for many years. Due to financial restrictions & health issues I haven't had opportunity to initiate

my project. Majority of my neighbours including both sides of my house & across the road have done so or are in

proceedings to do so. I don't think I should be prevented from doing the same to my own property by the introduction of

new proposals. I have lived in my home since purchase for nearly 17 years & have always intended to subdivide in the

future & live on one side, as majority of neighbours have done. My intention to divide is the only way I am financially able to

afford to stay at my current location. If the proposals prevent me from dividing my land I will not be able to afford to continue

to live in my property for duration intended. Due to personal circumstances (not going to specify due to privacy concerns) I

am very apprehensive my current rights as a homeowner are going to dissipate & I will be unable to achieve my future

plans to subdivide my land & live on one side. I bought property always with the intention to subdivide in the future &

believe it is grossly unfair to change laws of what I am able to develop on my own land which I have been paying mortgage

& rates on for many years. Thank you

not answered

not answered



Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I agree ther should be.a variety of housing & size properties, but believe it is grossly unjust to enforce new policies of

increasing site areas & allotment widths on current landowners that have purchased & retained property with the view to

divide, knowing under current policy am able to do so.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 84

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 11, 2017 13:23:01 pm

Last Seen: Oct 11, 2017 13:23:01 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Stewart Sibbons

Q2. What is your postal address ? 37 nixon street MArion

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

I own a property in Nixon Street and I look with horror at the subdivision of housing blocks in the MArion area

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Anything to ensure adequate parking with new developments is essential. try driving down Dywer road before 8am on any

weekday morning for example



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The MArion suburb is rapidly becoming a ghetto with extensive subdivision of single housing blocks and no new

infrastructure. No new electricity transformers, no additional water or sewage provision must be putting the existing

infrastructure under enormous pressure.



Respondent No: 85

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 12, 2017 10:30:17 am

Last Seen: Oct 12, 2017 10:30:17 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Rod de'Hoedt

Q2. What is your postal address ? 9 Warwick Street

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

Units 1,2 &3, 94 Beaconsfield Terrace

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? ASCOT PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Mr

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Any residential spaces, being considered for main road locations, eg above street level shops and businesses, should be

required to include higher standards for for sound sound insulation. Double or triple glazed windows and sound absorbing

walls. Flooring above the businesses should be well insulated for sound. These may seem minor and less important

issues, to be considered down the track; however, I believe that to avoid future tensions and problems between business

owners and residents, they are best considered and backed by strong building standard requirements in the early stages.

Street noise, for people living on main roads, with standard windows and insulation, can diminish quality of life considerably

for the affected residents.For a relatively small extra cost, to include high quality double or triple glazing and sound

insulation, at the time new housing is being built, can solve this. We should take a long term view, make the right rules and

standards, so that future residents will happily live on or near main roads and above businesses. If this is not done, you

end up with main road housing that only the desperate will live in, constant turn over of unhappy residents/tenants,

constant complaints to council and the ground floor businesses.

not answered

not answered



Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Two story or even up to 4 story could create enough density to give some life and energy to neighbourhood areas,

provided cafes, restaurants, shops are included to create a vibrant area people can walk to. Create some lanes or

courtyard areas with businesses buffered by the main road buildings.....as the Europeans do so well.

not answered

not answered

Again I believe these could work well, provided higher standards of sound insulation and double or triple glazed windows

are used to help reduce future discontent from those who will live in these places. I can't emphasise this enough. Council

should care about the quality of life of those who will live in higher densities in future. Do it to a high standard and people

will want to live there. Do it to the usual low standards and these areas will become future slums. Don't be fooled by

developers or builders who will always try to lower the bar by saying there research says doing it better won't be viable. If

all have to build to a high standard, the playing field is level and Council will in the long run be thanked for there vision and

care.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Creating more village like areas that people can walk to could be great if done to a high standard.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

These changes sound like a step in the right direction; however, as I have already said, higher standards are essential for

higher density residential proposals in noisy locations. Take a leaf out of the European book and insist on double glazing

and better sound insulation.



Respondent No: 86

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 13, 2017 19:12:29 pm

Last Seen: Oct 13, 2017 19:12:29 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Simon Grant

Q2. What is your postal address ? 6 Nemesia Avenue Caringbah South NSW 2229

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

39 Coolah Terrace, Marion

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

I would like to put forward a proposal to be considered with regards to the Oaklands estate area. The proposal discusses

minimum frontage requirements and minimum land size though does not mentioned the potential for subdivision of front

and back allotments. This would potentially maintain the streetscape and street appeal however allow larger deeper blocks

to divide and build a second dwelling at the back of the block if the new smaller block sizes are approved. As it stands, the

proposed changes would only allow wider frontage blocks to be divided and I believe this will provide another opportunity

for smaller controlled development.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 87

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 14, 2017 09:00:57 am

Last Seen: Oct 14, 2017 09:00:57 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Peter Sefton

Q2. What is your postal address ? 3 Bakewell Crescent Marino

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

not answered

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

We dont want any more traffic/congestion in marino. We came here for a reason, low density and large blocks.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 88

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 14, 2017 14:24:26 pm

Last Seen: Oct 14, 2017 14:24:26 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Eric Cohen

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 125 Brighton SA 5048

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

The entire city of marion

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Cohen Developments

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address eric@cohendevelopments.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

With some amendments

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I wish to be heard at the public meeting



Respondent No: 89

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 14, 2017 18:06:51 pm

Last Seen: Oct 14, 2017 18:06:51 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? justine

Q2. What is your postal address ? seaview downs

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEAVIEW DOWNS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

There is no need to increase the height of buildings to 3-5 stories. This devalues other residential properties, and is not

acceptable as a streetscape . Comprehensive planting is probably a good idea.

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

not answered

This is based on a false pretence that people want to live in high , medium density dwellings . This is not the case. Adelaide

does not have increasing population and will never be a public transport Mecca. Unlike Sydney and Melbourne. We don't

want to e like Sydney or Melbourne. The notion that everyone is going to get on public transport or ride bikes or walk is

completely out of touch with reality. it is not time effective for families to walk everywhere or older or incapacitated people

to be doing this. We should embrace Adelaide as a car city, its not such a bad thing !!! Again we do not need high density

ghettos forming around public transport. Perking areas for cars like we currently have are a great idea ,why change it. The

only winners out of this will be developers.

not answered

not answered

We don't require high density buildings in these areas or uplift !!! people live in Adelaide for the fact that they want to live in

lower density housing with aback yard. Sydney dwellers are moving to Adelaide for that reason. Suggest council take a

look at Sydney and see why we don't want to go down this track. The place becomes undesirable and unlivible.

not answered

not answered

Absolutely do not support 1 area called Southern hills. The areas of seacombe heights, Seaview Downs should be

preserved as a character policy area. BLOCK SIZES SHOULD BE MAINTAINED AT CURRENT LEVELS. A way of

providing more housing opportunities would be to allow single storey granny flats to be built in back yards but under the title

of the current house . Building house in back yards has proven to be unsatisfactory in Holdfast Bay. Overlooking should not

be allowed, and views protected. People have paid there life savings to purchase property . 2 Stories should be the

maximum in all situations. Set backs should be maintained at current levels . Higher density is resulting streets full of

parked cars, becoming dangerous in many areas of the council.



Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

No

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

not answered

increased density but preserving older homes ? Not sure that that will work . again there should be no increase in height of

buildings above 2 Stories.

not answered

not answered

Seriously ? not many people desire to live above shops in the long term. it could be debated if this will provide extra

vibrancy . AGAIN THER SHOULD BE NO INCREASE IN THE HEIGHT OF BUILDINGS . 3 - 6 stories totally not

acceptable !

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

This document is very concerning and these proposals are causing distress to many people. There is a need for more

opportunity for young people to own homes but this is another issues. Building high rise ghettos were proven in the 70s to

be a fad and they tended to disappear as people realised it was not a way to have a high quality of life. one wonders what

and who are driving these changes. We have already seen recently some awful cheap and nasty box housing being

prolific.Developers are the only winners and the council appear to be supporting the policy that anything goes in the name

of progress and making money. Shame ! Improved quality of life in Marion sadly no ! Building high rise along main roads is

again irresponsible , car fumes are dangerous to human health . Fact ! Legal challenges have already wasted much council

funds and sadly into the future if these digusting changes occur , it will be constantly happening. Housing diversity , should

be renamed Developers Dream !



Respondent No: 90

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 15, 2017 11:19:07 am

Last Seen: Oct 15, 2017 11:19:07 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? JULIE SCOBLE

Q2. What is your postal address ? 13B Ulva Avenue

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

I feel this rezoning has not been thought through it seems another money grabbibg idea from council

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

not answered

What is a quiet residential area in Ulva and all single story will be ruined by this plan. Already parking is at a limited space

when events are on at the Swimming centre. I bought my home due to its quiet location and no multi storey buildings.

not answered

not answered

I bought my house due to the residential quiet location. No multi storey in my street. Parking is a problem already when

functions are on at the swimming centre. Hi rise can lead to problems with too many people in one building as is proof at

Seacombe Gardens. When do we get to live a peaceful life. I honestly think this is ridiculous and am very upset about this

proposition. It may work on a main road I have been here 3 years and like I said it is a quiet residential street. Please

reconsider.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 91

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 15, 2017 11:51:47 am

Last Seen: Oct 15, 2017 11:51:47 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Patricia BAte

Q2. What is your postal address ? 22 marine pde Seacliff 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEACLIFF, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

No

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

not answered

I have chosen to live in Seacliff because it affords a lower density suburban lifestyle. I will be affected negatively by these

proposals in many ways: by the the increased traffic in my residential area which will result as the increased population

travels through and visits the coast and amenities of Seacliff and Brighton. Noise and air pollution and crowding in public

places and thoroughfares will all increase. As I travel to visit friends and commercial sites in many Marion council areas I

will have to pass higher buildings and buildings on smaller footprints than currently, and deal with the resultant increased

traffic. I find all of these qualities of higher population density unpleasant: they will contribute to a more stressful life quality.

Higher density population in the southern suburbs, and high rise buildings along corridors will also distress my friends and

hence indirectly myself. Reduction in open space will be additionally physically and psychologically detrimental.

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

see above

not answered

not answered

see above

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The conservation zone seems to be larger on the map; if this is accurate then YES I do support this change.

There needs to be many more and larger conserved areas within the Marion management area. Along railway lines, the

coast, features like hills, around parks etc.. There also need to be many more bike paths and other outdoor spaces to

encourage healthy life styles and appreciation of natural phenomena.



Respondent No: 92

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 15, 2017 15:36:04 pm

Last Seen: Oct 15, 2017 15:36:04 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Lee Cook

Q2. What is your postal address ? 15 Barretts Road, Lynton 5062

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

388 Diagonal road

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? STURT, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

No

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

No brochure or details explaining change

not answered

Any restriction to the development of higher value or higher density dwellings/buildings is not supported.



Respondent No: 93

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 15, 2017 21:48:06 pm

Last Seen: Oct 15, 2017 21:48:06 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Chris Haskas

Q2. What is your postal address ? 47A Ramsay Avenue, Seacombe Gardens

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEACOMBE GARDENS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

I would increase the extent of this zone to the extent of the transition area and create a new transition area.

not answered

not answered

I would increase the density but ensure there is adequate off-street parking.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

We need urban consolidation not urban sprawl which require significant investment in services and infrastructure. When

implementing such changes you need to ensure you are not just addressing planning policy but the impact on

infrastructure. This should be addressed in you asset management plans.



Respondent No: 94

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 16, 2017 11:38:44 am

Last Seen: Oct 16, 2017 11:38:44 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Adin Sabic

Q2. What is your postal address ? 43 Meredith Ave Glengowrie

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLENGOWRIE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address adinsabic@yahoo.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

not answered

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

Glengowrie and surrounding suburbs (Warradale etc), have been heavily developed in recent years. Houses continue to be

bulldozed to make way for multiple dwellings. In many cases the existing houses were very nice, but worth more to a

developer as a multiple dwelling site. This has changed the face of the suburbs and creating many issues due to

inadequate planning. It has reached the point where the population density in these pockets is beyond the capacity of local

infrastructure. Glenelg Primary School is at capacity and now cannot guarantee enrollment due for those living in the zone.

In a recent Messenger article the Principal pointed to subdivision in the area as the reason for huge enrollment growth in

recent years. The local kindy (Dunbar Tc) has also turned away dozens of families this year due to being full. Then there is

the question of open space. In the heart of Glengowrie there is only 1 small public park (Stanley St reserve), others are

>1km away. There is now large amounts off street parking which is creating safety issues for children and emergency

services. The increase in density needs to be slowed down to prevent these problems from getting worse. There is simply

not enough available open space to overcome these issues. I believe that proposed changes in the Marion Plains Policy to

increase the required frontage for a dwelling from 9m to 10m will significantly reduce the number of future subdivisions and

should be supported to stop the existing issues from becoming worse.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 95

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 17, 2017 14:25:38 pm

Last Seen: Oct 17, 2017 14:25:38 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? linda

Q2. What is your postal address ? 1A Haynes Ave, Richmond

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

470 morphet road , warradale

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

470 morphett road will be affected the zone change

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

We support the zone change plan with will benefit for people living in the marion area . We got a letter from SA gov of

planning transport and infrastructure department. regarding widening the morphett road for 2.13 meters in width may be

required to all building works on or within 6 metere space to do the work now new Node zone showing that the house can

be built on boundary . the problem is : if we are going to build house on boundary which is meet new Node zone

requirement , but will not meet the 6 meter requiement from SA gov for widening the morphett road. so that problem needs

to be fixed . the road widening need to do it as soon as possible to meet the Node zone requirements. or not to do any

widening road work . otherwise Node zone will be all affect to build the house on boundary. 2 meter width land taken by Sa

GOV plus 6 meter space to do the road work , so we going to loss 8 meters . So that will be the big issues to develop the

property to meet the Node zone needs. please review this to fix this issues as soon as possible . Thanks Linda



Respondent No: 96

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 17, 2017 16:21:35 pm

Last Seen: Oct 17, 2017 16:21:35 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Ken Branch

Q2. What is your postal address ? 43 Downing Street Hove

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

96 Cliff Street Glengowrie

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLENGOWRIE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Yes, landowner.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I dont support the increasing developments in existing residential areas where 1 residence is demolished and several are

built. This causes parking problems and traffic problem that our existing street widths to allow. A typical example is the east

end of Cliff street Glengowrie adjacent the corner of Morphett Road. 3 houses were demolished and 6 residences were

constructed by a developer who was only out to make money and never intended to live there himself. Although the sites

should have off street sufficient carpark the units are so small that the garages are used as storage rooms for bikes, BBQs,

rubbish tins etc and there is no space left to park cars. Consequently they park on the street and overflow into the Morphett

arms hotel carpark every night. Thank god the publican doesn't object. These developments should never have been

allowed to occur. Please stop these compressed developments occurring.



Respondent No: 97

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 18, 2017 09:40:37 am

Last Seen: Oct 18, 2017 09:40:37 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Susan Young

Q2. What is your postal address ? 31 Ranelagh Street Glengowrie SA 5044

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLENGOWRIE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Our streets are too narrow to have multiple units built on one block that do not have adequate garaging. Building codes are

not being met.Once approval from council happens no one is keeping the builders honest. Housing with no back yards is

not good enough for families, councils are supposed to then provide outdoor areas for people to use but this is not being

met.

not answered

not answered

not answered

Way too much pressure on not enough facilities as it is.



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

not answered

Buildings are being built to a price and look more and more like cardboard boxes not homes. This is how slums were built

in the UK and USA. We don't want this in SA

not answered

Stronger minimums are required especially when it comes to homes for families. Children should not have to play in the

streets that are becoming congested.

not answered

not answered

As long as it is continually supervised

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

Too many character homes have been bulldozed for greedy developers who don't even live in the area.

not answered

not answered

not answered

There is enough that is not being utilised as it is.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

You need to ensure that meetings etc are announced via more medians than the local paper that no one reads!



Respondent No: 98

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 18, 2017 11:44:33 am

Last Seen: Oct 18, 2017 11:44:33 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Katrina Belcher

Q2. What is your postal address ? 5 Garden Street

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

We feel that our suburb and surrounding suburbs are becoming too crowded with the increase in sub-divided blocks. We

find it difficult to use the side streets in our area particularly on weekends due to the amount of cars parking on the streets

and the increasing amount of traffic through the area. We are concerned for the safety of our children who ride their bikes

(accompanied by adults) through the side streets due to the increased traffic and on street parking.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

It makes sense to place high density housing around train stations to avoid having to drive to use practical public transport.

not answered

not answered

I fully support a lower density residential environment in this area. At present, it feels as though every second house in the

area is being demolished and sub-divided. We have young children and appreciate having a backyard for them to play in,

quiet streets for family bike rides and looking out our windows without two storey townhouses crammed against our fence

and looming over us.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

not answered

not answered

not answered

Provided there is sufficient practical public transport and car parking available.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

While we are aware that Adelaide is growing and changing, we do not like the changes that have been happening in our

suburb lately. We moved into the area about 15 years ago when the suburb was much quieter and while we enjoy having

other families, we feel that the roads, facilities and utilities in the area cannot cope with the rate that the suburb is filling up.

We are considering moving away from this council area as it no longer feels like the right place to raise our children. We

fear that it won't be long before our pleasant, quiet street will have double the amount of residences and cars lining the

street and neighbours peering out their upstairs bedroom windows into our garden devaluing the price of our home and

creating an unpleasant atmosphere. We are lucky to live close to so much in South Plympton and we are sure that other

people want to live here too and with the way people live changing we understand that old houses need to make way for

new modern houses and smaller backyards are more attractive to some. We feel the area wasn't designed for such

housing density and we fully support the council's move to limit the growth.



Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered



Respondent No: 99

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 18, 2017 19:59:38 pm

Last Seen: Oct 18, 2017 19:59:38 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Robert (Bob) Couch

Q2. What is your postal address ? 5 Coolinga Rd Marino 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address rco10398@bigpond.net.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/ce5423dd58fea8e2eaaadaa1ff3f6aaa8cc1162d/file_answer

s/files/018/483/287/original/Submission_to_Marion_Council_re_devel

opment_plan_10-10-2017.docx?1508318974

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/ce5423dd58fea8e2eaaadaa1ff3f6aaa8cc1162d/file_answers/files/018/483/287/original/Submission_to_Marion_Council_re_development_plan_10-10-2017.docx?1508318974


Respondent No: 100

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 19, 2017 11:50:13 am

Last Seen: Oct 19, 2017 11:50:13 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Hans van Bavel and Dan Jonsson

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 99 Brighton SA 5048

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

20 Forrest Ave MARINO SA 5049

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

N/A

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address deltahvb@adam.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

Helpful for ease of transport availability.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

See submission below.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/97084e7e01bccd1493516532e8eeb65a5c2e2b16/file_answ

ers/files/018/498/355/original/MARION_CITY_ZONE_CHANGES_.d

oc?1508376008

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

See my attached letter.

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/97084e7e01bccd1493516532e8eeb65a5c2e2b16/file_answers/files/018/498/355/original/MARION_CITY_ZONE_CHANGES_.doc?1508376008


Respondent No: 101

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 19, 2017 17:18:19 pm

Last Seen: Oct 19, 2017 17:18:19 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Natasha Wojcik

Q2. What is your postal address ? 35 Masters Ave Marion SA 5043

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

1. Diversity – What is the difference between dwellings per hectare now and if the Suburban Activity Zone is approved – in

particular is there a maximum density? 2. There is mention of the future plans for the Renewal SA site, are there future

plans for the Housing SA site on Selway Terrace Oaklands Park? 3. Will there be a restriction on how many multi-storey

buildings can be in a set area – so that we do not end up with multi-storey buildings filling the whole zone and potentially

resulting in an oversupply of housing, which could lead to the exact opposite of what they plan states it is trying to achieve

– vibrant, thriving community. 4. Has there been an investigation into the impact these zones will have on the properties

adjacent to the zone and in adjoining streets. 5. Are there plans to investigate compensating those long term homeowners

that may be adversely affected by the changed zoning? 6. Is there an expected residential profile? 7. What are current

rental vacancy rates in the Marion council area? 8. What is the expected population growth over the next 10-20 years? 9.

How does this plan link in with the State Government’s ITLUP – in particular, how will you encourage reduced reliance on

personal vehicles and encourage public transport to avoid the current situation of excessive numbers of cars parking on the

street due to lack of parking at mutli-dwelling buildings? 10. Has this plan considered the proposed multi-storey, high

density dwellings proposed by Flinders University on the University ovals and the Retirement/Cultural village proposed for

Warriparinga? In particular, is there a plan to ensure the area does not end up with an overabundance of accommodation

that remains empty and reduces the appeal and value of the area? 11. Will there be requirements for multi-storey

developments to provide dedicated off-street parking? 12. If SA Housing does intend to develop land in the are will there be

restrictions on size and density so as not to transform suburbs into SA Housing Suburbs, which will ultimately achieve the

exact opposite of what is being promised by the zoning changes - ie "Our proposal aims to restrain over-development

between Sturt Road and the tram line, taking pressure off local streets"

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 102

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 19, 2017 17:36:23 pm

Last Seen: Oct 19, 2017 17:36:23 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Nino Caruso

Q2. What is your postal address ? 185 Sturt Road Seacombe Gardens 5047

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

1a Carbnet Place Seacombe Gardens 5047

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEACOMBE GARDENS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

I have concerns about the changes and the impact on rates. If the value of my property increases as it becomes more

attractive to developers how will we be protected from rate rises - especially when you don't want to capitalise on the re-

zone

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 103

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 19, 2017 17:43:38 pm

Last Seen: Oct 19, 2017 17:43:38 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Simon Williams

Q2. What is your postal address ? 13 Yeelanna Avenue Seaview Downs 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEAVIEW DOWNS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 104

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 19, 2017 22:19:56 pm

Last Seen: Oct 19, 2017 22:19:56 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Ian and Debra Rose

Q2. What is your postal address ? 6 Corrie Place, Aberfoyle Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

18 Wright Street

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? EDWARDSTOWN, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

This will affect my Future plans for my property greatly. I bought my property knowing the current policy and have made

plans based on that but now the goal posts are about to be moved.I would suggest that the proposal is only binding on

future purchasers of land with in the area.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

As stated above.



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 105

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 20, 2017 11:08:50 am

Last Seen: Oct 20, 2017 11:08:50 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Jenny Good

Q2. What is your postal address ? 2 Hurst Street, Seaview Downs 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEAVIEW DOWNS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address goodjmg@esc.net.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

I will be affected in a very positive way in that my property may be considered for subdivision. This will bring my property

back to opening possibilities of developing part of my land to provide additional house, as it was when I originally

purchased my home nearly 17 years ago. I think the DPA is a very positive move as the spread of increased density of a

variety of housing is in support of accommodating various needs and living arrangements for our diverse community.

Young and old will be better catered for with a mix of small and larger blocks of land along with unit complexes for students

and workers commuting to the city while living in close proximity to shopping centres and sporting complexes. By

spreading housing density more evenly across the suburbs is more aesthetically appealing rather than having certain

suburbs with high density increasingly taking over a suburb and starting to appear like a mix match of development. It is

good that the DPA has a focus on protecting sea views for residents. The DPA seems to be considering the community's

feedback in relation to further development in areas that are suitable while also considering the impact on the environment.

not answered

not answered



Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

I have observed Urban Corridoors in other cities. This appears effective when included with the combination of a very

efficient public transport system to support commuters, along with a variety of quality and well presented shopping

complexes, recreational spaces for all ages and controls in place for reducing noise.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Yes, I think the DPA takes into consideration existing properties including character homes and the aesthetics of an area

while having improved control over increased density to protect some suburbs from being too developed while also

providing opportunities for development in suburbs which have huge potential to provide increased housing.

not answered

not answered

Yes, as it appears that the environmental impact is being considered while introducing opportunities to increase density

where possible without the loss of green spaces currently provided which will be essential as housing density increases.



Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

not answered

Important to maintain character that already exists in an area and to ensure that this character is not lost through

developers making a quick dollar in cheaper housing that does not support the existing appeal of an area.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 106

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 20, 2017 18:41:54 pm

Last Seen: Oct 20, 2017 18:41:54 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Sonia Turton

Q2. What is your postal address ? 1 Knowles Cres, Marino

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Marino is a beautiful community with space. It is a hidden gem amongst other high density urban areas. I am opposed to

changing the rules to allow smaller blocks to be subdivided. We do not have the infrastructure to accommodate this. Roads

leading into Marino are busy with more demand on the way from development of the old Monier factory. I see this as a

council cash grab.

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 107

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 21, 2017 01:09:30 am

Last Seen: Oct 21, 2017 01:09:30 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Jon Richards

Q2. What is your postal address ? 32 Angas Crescent

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Where sloping blocks have a More than 1 in 8 average sloping gradient the new minimum site area of 400m2 is too small.

500m2 should be the minimum. This is because most of the sloping blocks in Marino are not rectangular or square, but still

have over 800m2 & if the frontage is correct the landowners will be encouraged by developers to split the land and build 2

houses. The houses may fit on the land OK on paper but the garden areas will be unusable either because of the slope or

the shape of the boundary. This 'space' then becomes unsightly and run down.

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 108

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 21, 2017 14:09:25 pm

Last Seen: Oct 21, 2017 14:09:25 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? MR MARK BROWNBILL

Q2. What is your postal address ? 1/438 MORPHETT ROAD WARRADALE 5046

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

AS ABOVE

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

I HAVE OWNER-OCCUPIED THIS UNIT FOR 12 YEARS.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 109

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 21, 2017 15:57:04 pm

Last Seen: Oct 21, 2017 15:57:04 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Anthony Woollacott

Q2. What is your postal address ? 17 Herbert Street, Plympton Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? PLYMPTON PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I think there should be a maximum of three storeys on Marion Road. Any higher could be of concern for households

immediately behind properties on Marion Road particularly in relation to overlooking of backyards.



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

I think building heights should be limited to three storeys as per previous comment above.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

My home will be included in the proposed Plympton Park Character Area and I am strongly supportive of this proposal. The

proposed Character Area has many pre-1950s houses that are of varied and good quality design. I think it is important for

future generations that character housing areas are preserved both for their aesthetic value as well as an ongoing

connection with the history of the area.



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

I think building heights should be limited to three storeys as per previous comment above.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 110

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 22, 2017 11:53:23 am

Last Seen: Oct 22, 2017 11:53:23 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Eugene Holzbauer

Q2. What is your postal address ? 12 Jane Street Marion SA 5043

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

The proposed change in density on Marion Road to a 3 storey limit is long overdue and I support it. To maximise use of

sites I believe 45 degree plane should also be allowed on a primary road and southern boundary.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

Higher density in narrow side streets has caused additional noise and parking issues. Making the main transport operating

corridor higher density will help to alleviate this problem.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 111

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 22, 2017 13:29:08 pm

Last Seen: Oct 22, 2017 13:29:08 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Kerri Holzbauer

Q2. What is your postal address ? 12 Jane Street Marion SA 5043

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

Excellent idea. It will improve the look of the road encouraging renewal of dilapidated buildings.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

Need to stop splitting blocks in side streets to under 300 sqm. My side street has had higher density redevelopment more

than Marion Road . Some days the street is so full of cars that the rubbish truck has difficulty getting through or it difficult to

reverse out of the driveway.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I support increased density on major roads while reducing density in quiet suburban side streets.



Respondent No: 112

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 22, 2017 21:39:33 pm

Last Seen: Oct 22, 2017 21:39:33 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? David Smith

Q2. What is your postal address ? 18 Jane Street Marion 5043

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I would support measures which will reduce the current extent of allowable residential subdivision and in turn the

generation of traffic and on-street parking congestion. Traffic congestion and noise has increased significantly and the

accessibility of areas has decreased with the current planning rules, due to significantly increased rates of residential infill.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 113

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 23, 2017 15:14:38 pm

Last Seen: Oct 23, 2017 15:14:38 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Maxine Loewenthal

Q2. What is your postal address ? 3 Ayers Court

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MORPHETTVILLE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I would like to see a playground withing the Coventry Gardens development, there are many families in this area and

having to walk long distances to access playgrounds is not easy for the young or older members of the community. A tennis

court that is available for all would also be an excellent idea. Skate parks have been put in but these are not suitable for all

members of the community, tennis is a game both young and old can enjoy. It would also be recommended to upgrade the

bike track from the Marion gym through to Morphett Road. The path is currently is extremely bad repair and when riding

with young children they often fall due to the uneven surface. With thanks. MAXINE



Respondent No: 114

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 23, 2017 19:27:44 pm

Last Seen: Oct 23, 2017 19:27:44 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? robert kennedy

Q2. What is your postal address ? 38 railway tce warradale

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Totally against the proposed re zoning along railway tce and addison rd warradale as it is quite obvious that it will decrease

the property values in these areas, by having the proposed zoning hanging over these properties. Why does'nt council

attend to more urgent issues eg street maintenance.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 115

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 24, 2017 08:54:14 am

Last Seen: Oct 24, 2017 08:54:14 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? adel warnock

Q2. What is your postal address ? 35

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

braeside avenue

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEACOMBE HEIGHTS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

adelaide building and carpentry

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

you will increase traffic into the area. Over populate and take away everything that makes this area homely. The fact that

you couldnt subdivide these blocks is what attracted us to this area. Allowing mulitple houses on blocks we devalue our

home which we have worked hard to increase the value of. Its a very homely area and the subdivison will eliminate that

overpopulating the area and make it an unattractive area filled with small homes that look terrible.

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 116

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 24, 2017 10:05:03 am

Last Seen: Oct 24, 2017 10:05:03 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Robert Lloyd

Q2. What is your postal address ? 46 Braeside Avenue Seacombe Heights SA 5047

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEACOMBE HEIGHTS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address lloydrt@gmail.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

I'm really concerned any development an increase in density in Seacombe Heights will not only potential to block views

where people are paid a premium for the location that they are in, but also add significantly to parking congestion. These

hills areas facing the city had significant restrictions on building as hills face originally. These appear to have been

removed.

not answered

not answered

Please ensure that adequate parking is available otherwise that development of flats will only add cars to the stranding

areas making parking for access to Marion Road commercial premises very difficult.

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Significant areas of northern Marion have evolved from higher density housing trust accommodation, or lower density

temporary style, (timber frame,fibreboard) dwellings. These have undertaken significant redevelopment to increase the

density, and this has produced parking and increased street congestion among other things. The southern areas of Marion

have been retained as a family friendly area with the traditional quarter acre block. To lose this would reduce the options

for families looking for spacious dwellings to allow children to play in the safe home environment. It would be useful for

Marion to retain a variety of options within the Council rather than becoming a homogeneous high density urban infill

suburb. Forcing families to move further south for affordable family accommodation.

not answered



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

No

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

Marion has significant opportunity to put in world-class high-rise developments adjacent to the Oakland's railway station

and Marion shopping centre. The current Coles site could be redeveloped to incorporate a 20+ story apartment tower with

a Coles embedded in the tower basement. Additional towers are possible around the redeveloped Oakland's station and

crossing, linked into the bus hub and station. Simply adding higher density lowrise infill deal does nothing to reduce the

number of cars or make public transport easier to access. I am really amazed at the lack of imagination around a big vision

for the city, what we are seeing is incremental increase in density that will end up becoming another version of the slums of

the UK that many people left the country to get away from. We can implement high quality high-rise with shared amenities

surrounded by parks access to shopping, entertainment, and public transport. The fact that we still have a bus interchange

that is not directly linked to Oakland's station, is a farce, as it restricts access to high-speed transport for those with only

access to buses. Who is going to walk a kilometre plus in the rain each way to make the trip. Some sort of consideration to

the movement of people, where they work, how retirees might like to live in the area and how to eliminate car usage could

have been given in this. These problems however have been pushed out into the future into studies that may or may not

ever happen. Please generate some vision and do not desecrate the suburbs that have nurtured families in the area for the

last 50 years, by replacing them with cheap tacky, 3 to a block units. Simply because it is all that the local builders can

actually build.



Respondent No: 117

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 24, 2017 14:10:14 pm

Last Seen: Oct 24, 2017 14:10:14 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Graeme Kesting

Q2. What is your postal address ? 34 Angas Crescent Marino 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

All along Marion road the Urban Corridor Zone should be 5/6 storeys with a 45 degree not 30 degree plane back to

adjoining zones. All the sites that are to be 3 storey only are wasting sites in the corridor, which in the future will mean extra

sites outside the zone will need to be found. Do it properly now.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The area should allow much higher densities within 800 metres of the train stations.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 118

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 24, 2017 14:17:34 pm

Last Seen: Oct 24, 2017 14:17:34 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Noreen Kesting

Q2. What is your postal address ? 34 Angas Crescent Marino

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

The new Urban Corridor Zone should have higher density and heights in the whole zone so as not to waste the sites.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Higher density and heights near the train stations.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 119

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 24, 2017 14:24:35 pm

Last Seen: Oct 24, 2017 14:24:35 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Kesting, Graeme

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 185 Brighton 5048

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

507 Marion Road

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

This DPA is well and truly overdue and has been holding up the council area from improving and developing.

not answered

not answered

All sites on Marion road should be used for their full potential and not wasted. All sites should be 5/6 storeys and greater

building envelope.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 120

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 24, 2017 14:30:11 pm

Last Seen: Oct 24, 2017 14:30:11 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Kesting, Noreen

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 185 Brighton 5048

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

25 Angas Crescent Marino

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

Marion Road should all be allowed to developed to greater heights with 45 degree building envelopes to fully utilize the

sites.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Greater densities and heights should be allowed near train stations.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 121

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 24, 2017 14:37:53 pm

Last Seen: Oct 24, 2017 14:37:53 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? G. E. Kesting

Q2. What is your postal address ? Po Box 185 Brighton 5048

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

1A Stradbroke Ave Plympton Park

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? PLYMPTON PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

All of the sites on Marion Road should have larger building envelopes and greater heights to maximise the potential of the

Urban Corridor Zone right from the beginning so sites are not wasted and other areas are not needed in the future.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Sites near the train stations should be allowed greater heights and density.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 122

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 24, 2017 14:46:25 pm

Last Seen: Oct 24, 2017 14:46:25 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? N.J. Kesting

Q2. What is your postal address ? Po Bx 185 Brighton 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

507 Marion Road

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

This DPA should have been done along time ago, glad to see it is now being done.

not answered

not answered

The whole of Marion Road should be greater heights 5-6 Storeys and also have bigger building site use.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

There should be greater densities and heights than those being proposed near the train stations.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 123

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 24, 2017 15:23:40 pm

Last Seen: Oct 24, 2017 15:23:40 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Craig Errington

Q2. What is your postal address ? 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

2 Kiana Street

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEAVIEW DOWNS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

N/A

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address ckhanmer@mail.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

It's about time

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 124

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 24, 2017 17:19:37 pm

Last Seen: Oct 24, 2017 17:19:37 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Meredith Reeve

Q2. What is your postal address ? 17 Abbeville Tce Marion

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

17 Abbeville Tce

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address m.reeve@hotmail.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Oaklands estate is changing its character zone which at present has low density sub division on corner allotments only

providing open space and less congestion of traffic and parking on narrow streets never designed for high density living.

not answered

not answered

not answered

High density ldwellings on Chambers street will cause overshadowing to the houses behind on Mitchenbery street. Even

according to your plan on website with rear grading and parking at the rear those residents will have excess traffic noise in

their back yards. Chambers street is already congested with Coles traffic and narrow road trying to cope with shopping

traffic to a dangerous level.



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

not answered

not answered

Can't find any information on Node zone . Your website ihas too much information for general residence to wade thru and

decide upon. Conflicting oaklands estate referred to zone 15 then 17 in another area ???

not answered

not answered

Poor drainage and already overcrowding in adjacent superberbs from poor planning with narrow crowded streets unsafe

car parking etc. allowed in recent times is proof Marion is unsuitable for high density buildings -our streets and infustructure

were not designed to cope with these types of buildings.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

We bought houses in the oaklands Estate because of the character zone . We want the trees , birds and wildlife preserved.

We like larger blocks and less subdivision which has had detrimental effects in surrounding areas.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

In our Estate the sewers in the roads and dwellings are congested with tree roots according to SA water and require

regular maintenance. This will be much worse with higher populations in the area. Oaklands estate has only 2 entrances in

and out off oaklands road, with narrow roads from the 1950 era , extra traffic will make it dangerous for traffic entering and

exiting the estate from oaklands road .



Respondent No: 125

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 25, 2017 16:46:39 pm

Last Seen: Oct 25, 2017 16:46:39 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Matthew Shorten

Q2. What is your postal address ? 4

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

Angas Crescent

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Yes however steeper gradients should be able to go to 350 m2

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 126

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 25, 2017 17:01:11 pm

Last Seen: Oct 25, 2017 17:01:11 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Tim Buckley

Q2. What is your postal address ? 51 Kerr Grant Terrace South Plympton

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

As the area has a mixture of character homes and maisonettes pre-dating 1950 I understand the direction to allow

development along similar lines as outlined in the fact sheet for the RCPA. But, I am very disappointed that the new

dwellings are not built in character with the environment and council allows this to continue. Modern home designs do not

pick up the theme of the area and simply look out of place. The fact sheet states "by allowing appropriately designed semi-

detached dwellings that reflect the established pre-1950s maisonettes currently found in these areas". But to date that

hasn't happened so how could I trust council to get it right in the future? It should also be pointed out that the increase in

dwelling numbers is already having an affect on infrastructure and I would like to know how council will address issues with

street parking and congestion. Our driveway widths were designed for last century vehicles and the streets were nowhere

as congested with car parking. Entering and leaving our properties has become more problematic with street parking and

narrow driveways.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered



Respondent No: 127

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 25, 2017 21:42:09 pm

Last Seen: Oct 25, 2017 21:42:09 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Paul Rees

Q2. What is your postal address ? 28 Winifred Avenue, South Plympton

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Concerns regarding infrastructure, parking, and open space use with higher density. Overshadowing of properties in the

surrounding area.

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

Lack of side boundary requirements creates access issues.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The policy on car ports is not reflective of the demand for greater vehicle storage at many properties in the area and is

incredibly limiting.



Respondent No: 128

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 26, 2017 22:06:23 pm

Last Seen: Oct 26, 2017 22:06:23 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? James Hubbard

Q2. What is your postal address ? 1 Oval Ave, Edwardstown

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? EDWARDSTOWN, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

Heard from an authority on Enviromental contamination there would be a huge risk to allow buildings over 2 stories in the

area with groundwater contamination in Edwardstown and Ascot Park. Buildings over two stories would require significant

ground works and foundation pilons especially on a railway corridor with vibration considerations and these could disturb

the groundwater and create channel for water and vapors into the soil and atmosphere.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 129

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 27, 2017 16:26:26 pm

Last Seen: Oct 27, 2017 16:26:26 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Mary-Anne Chen

Q2. What is your postal address ? 3 Newcastle Steet Warradale SA 5048

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I would only support this development if the housing was set well back from the main road allowing landscaping with large

trees ie plane trees and if the housing blocks were attractive and not ugly grey stucco slums.



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

I only support this concept if there are large attractive greened areas amidst buildings containing substantial trees and

garden areas and provided these buildings are set well back from all roads allowing large street trees to be planted so that

the high density areas appear attractive and not like grey cement prison blocks or slums.

not answered

not answered

This is a necessity, I live in a small street that has lost all it's original gardens and wildlife and has suffered extreme urban

de-forrestation with the necessary demolition of older houses but with the ridiculous over-development of average

suburban blocks. The result is limited street parking as the street is full of driveways, and yards so tiny that trees and

shrubs have no room to grow. This does not make for an attractive residential environment, more like a residential cement

jungle.

not answered

not answered

Ensure that plenty of greenery occurs so that the hills face is attractive.

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Provided there is substantial landscaping including tall trees

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 130

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 27, 2017 22:23:00 pm

Last Seen: Oct 27, 2017 22:23:00 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Sue Saliba

Q2. What is your postal address ? 24 Qualio ave

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? HALLETT COVE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Unsure

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I think we should maintain the character of significant and old properties. Stop urban sprawl around these properties

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I would like to suggest that if Marion council is proposing that the min size of allotment sizes be reduced in Hallett cove that

this not be allowed on allotments of significant age or interest to the area as it may degrade the character of said

residences. I refer specifically to the Heritage listed homestead on vennachar drive in hallett cove



Respondent No: 131

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 28, 2017 12:36:04 pm

Last Seen: Oct 28, 2017 12:36:04 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Margaret Winton

Q2. What is your postal address ? 26a Railway tce Warradale 5046

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

26a Railway tce Warradale 5046

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

I bought my house 4 years ago brand new. I never envisaged at the time of the purchase that the Marion council would

consider changing the zoning to allow a building up to 4 storeys to be built next door to my property, or to be built on

Railway tce. Railway tce is a very attractive road, with a mix of renovated older homes as well recently built new homes.

This proposed zoning Suburban activity node zone other area is not suited to this part of Warradale and would only deter

future prospective buyer to consider my property should I ever sell. As this propose zoning would only devalue my property

as well as other residents properties in Railway tce for the next 20 to 30 years.I just would like to see council attend to

more important issue and not burden rate payers with added stress by proposing zoning changes that could ultimately

effect a properties value, charm, character and peacefulness of neighbourhood.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Do not consider Railway tce or Addison ave in the proposed zoning changes. Respect the wishes of your ratepayers not

the developers who are only in it for what they can get out of it.



Respondent No: 132

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 28, 2017 15:45:19 pm

Last Seen: Oct 28, 2017 15:45:19 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Lyn Roberts

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 113 Park Holme SA 5043

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

3 Beauford Avenue Marion SA 5043

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Proposed changes to Residential Character Policy Area 15 will see a degradation of the life we have built here over the

past 40 years.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Whilst there has been an increase in the number of businesses on Marion Road over recent years the impact with only

ground and first floor buildings has been minimal and manageable. I do not believe buildings of two or more stories is

appropriate from a visual and traffic aspect.

not answered

Creating 3 or 4 dwellings on one block of land is turning streets in to car parks. The idea that people all live close together

along a rail corridor, on a bus route etc. so will not need a vehicle is so not true. Sure they might catch public transport

occasionally but there will always be vehicles and no place to put them other than on the street. Westfield Marion is already

big enough and car parking is getting harder without more infill.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

Taking the Oaklands Estate/Marion block sizes from 420/16 to 375/12 is very dangerous. We already have Town Planners

approving sub-divisions below the recommended 420/12 so if it goes lower we will see 10 metre frontages...totally

unrealistic.This is a small area bounded by the Wetlands, railway line, Marion Road and Oaklands Road. Over recent

months it has become extremely difficult to exit on to Oaklands Road - and it is getting worse - so allowing more and more

smaller blocks will see more people and vehicles changing this area to the detriment of those who live here.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The suggestion of 3 and 4 storey high rise along Chambers Street Marion to Beauford Avenue is complete madness.

There is no parking in front of homes on Chambers Street. The Park Holme Shopping Centre opposite is a complete

disaster zone as far as car parking is concerned. Putting high rise (even with vehicle parking behind) is going to create a

traffic nightmare. The Oaklands Estate is a small area (300 or so homes) where residents live in peaceful tree lined streets

- we don't want infill of this nature or smaller blocks - we'd choose to live somewhere else if we did. The proposals appear

to be made to appease the State Government which has absolutely no idea of how people want to live - they are just

making life difficult for everyone.



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

Infill such as that proposed is feeding the pockets of developers and taking away our choice of lifestyle. Recent decision by

Council Planning staff to allow Park Holme Shopping Centre to have an extra exit on to Oaklands Road has already

created a massive issue for residents of Oaklands Estate - absolutely no consultation with residents - with proposed DPA

changes we are just going to get more of the same......decisions made by a few affecting many.



Respondent No: 133

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 28, 2017 16:58:16 pm

Last Seen: Oct 28, 2017 16:58:16 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Mrs Louise Hoskin

Q2. What is your postal address ? 6 Robertson Place Marino

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Love Marino, why should I have to leave. Because my house is sited on a large block that cannot be sub-divided, I have to

pay very expensive rates and taxes and maintain a large property. I would dearly love to stay in Marino. I will be able to

stay if I can sub-divide my property and downsize. Many thanks Louise

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Concerned about the existing large volume of traffic on Marion Road, particularly in the afternoon. Will more development

create more traffic?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Love Marino, why should I have to leave. Because my house is sited on a large block that cannot be sub-divided, I have to

pay very expensive rates and taxes and maintain a large property. I would dearly love to stay in Marino. I will be able to

stay if I can sub-divide my property and downsize. Many thanks Louise

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Very keen for the preservation of conservation parks and open space areas.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 134

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 29, 2017 16:34:12 pm

Last Seen: Oct 29, 2017 16:34:12 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? James Lenne

Q2. What is your postal address ? 3 newland ave kingston park sa

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

597 - 603 Marion Road

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Increase of density and building height along Marion road is a great change for the area



Respondent No: 135

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 29, 2017 16:38:05 pm

Last Seen: Oct 29, 2017 16:38:05 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? KIM LENNE

Q2. What is your postal address ? 3 Newland Ave KIngston Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

597-603 Marion Road

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

greater density and greater building height along Marion road is a positive step forward



Respondent No: 136

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 29, 2017 16:41:33 pm

Last Seen: Oct 29, 2017 16:41:33 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? J.D. Lenne

Q2. What is your postal address ? 3 newland ave, kingston park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

1A stradbrke Avenue

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 137

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 29, 2017 16:43:05 pm

Last Seen: Oct 29, 2017 16:43:05 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? K D LENNE

Q2. What is your postal address ? 3 newland ave, kingston park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

1a Stradbroke Avenue

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 138

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 29, 2017 21:13:15 pm

Last Seen: Oct 29, 2017 21:13:15 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Eugene Holzbauer

Q2. What is your postal address ? U8 202 Glen Osmond Road Fullarton SA 5063

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

597 Marion Road

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Darkstar Property Group Pty.Ltd.

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

The implementation of an urban corridor Zone is well overdue and I applaud the council for the plan in concept.

not answered

not answered

It's great that the council is implementing the UCZ ,however for the key sites the building envelope should be at 45 degrees

from the rear boundary to maximize the use of these sites. The rear setbacks should be reduced to 3 metres.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Reducing the number of zones is well overdue and I look forward to it's approval and implementation.



Respondent No: 139

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 30, 2017 10:32:01 am

Last Seen: Oct 30, 2017 10:32:01 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Suria McGee

Q2. What is your postal address ? 20 Alison st Glenelg North 5045

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

13 John st Seacliff Park 5049

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEACLIFF PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

Would prefer it was extended to not just small zones.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

Would prefer ability to build more stories

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Would like increases in building height limits around parks as well as train station and retails zones



Respondent No: 140

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 30, 2017 14:32:04 pm

Last Seen: Oct 30, 2017 14:32:04 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Adam

Q2. What is your postal address ? 15 John st

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEACLIFF PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 141

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 31, 2017 15:43:34 pm

Last Seen: Oct 31, 2017 15:43:34 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? peter m. bocneac

Q2. What is your postal address ? 6/98 nunyah ave. morphettville.. sa..5043

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MORPHETTVILLE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

citizen

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

surrounded by development. in this case 2 storey housing trust homes proposed and a mix if private redevelopment. it

would appear that the proposed development of Morphettville is made up of medium population development, however the

homes would be classified a hi consuming energy homes by good architectural design standards. eg eaves over hang.

shaded windows from the sun and proper brick heat sinks and where appropriate sound trans mission from street and

neighbours.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

where 4 storey construction is concerned and 3 storey construction, adequate open space is not provided. the council has

provided plenty of play grounds however space to get the family out and realy stretch their legs as in running does not sean

to be provided. it seam this is an exercise in fitting in as many people in a given space without taking into account the real

problems of real needs related to day to day living. suggest reading bf skinner a eminate psychologist in behaviourlism.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

there are those who still support a quarter acre block. especially those with a child or two. progress can still take place with

high density living as in china where space is provided amongst high rise and is better thought out than say Melbourne

wgere no consideration in 5the development of populous suburb was given. hense there is a need in Melbourne for

parklands fo recreation.. it is the reason than out door cafes and the surrounding lane way have flourished. nowhere to go .

not answered

not answered



Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 142

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Oct 31, 2017 20:46:11 pm

Last Seen: Oct 31, 2017 20:46:11 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Penelope Horwood

Q2. What is your postal address ? 59 Lascelles Avenue, WARRADALE SA 5046

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

The main issue I have with high density development is the assumption by architects that households only own one tiny

smart car that fits in the undersized garage. Unfortunately, the reality is that residents of high density housing have multiple

vehicles that cannot be accommodated on the property and end up cluttering the backstreets, making it unsafe for drivers,

cyclists and pedestrians.

not answered

Ill advised developments in Warradale (by developers who do not live in this area) have already been causing issues with

lack of off-street parking and no regard to maintaining the visual character of the suburb.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The council needs a campaign to encourage those people who have the space on their properties to actually park on their

property, rather than being lazy and blocking the free flow of traffic on suburban backstreets.



Respondent No: 143

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 01, 2017 17:05:19 pm

Last Seen: Nov 01, 2017 17:05:19 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Richard and Pat Trott

Q2. What is your postal address ? 890 Marion Road, Sturt, SA 5047

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? STURT, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address ratrott@bigpond.net.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/49a1a0702c960acc6bd3b029787045ce54f263d5/file_answ

ers/files/018/728/156/original/DPA_Submission.docx?1509518116

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/49a1a0702c960acc6bd3b029787045ce54f263d5/file_answers/files/018/728/156/original/DPA_Submission.docx?1509518116


Respondent No: 144

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 01, 2017 21:25:45 pm

Last Seen: Nov 01, 2017 21:25:45 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Kylie Thomas

Q2. What is your postal address ? 37 Jupiter street

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? HALLETT COVE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

I agree with the motion of proposing an amendment to the zoning changes with a “Residential Character Policy Area"

because i live next door to a heritage listed property and would not want the new land zoning to apply to this property as it

will diminish the character of this property. This property is a 1910 homestead with an attractive established character and

is worthy of protection. 1950s single storey detached houses.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I agree with the motion of proposing an amendment to the zoning changes with a “Residential Character Policy Area"

because i live next door to a heritage listed property and would not want the new land zoning to apply to this property as it

will diminish the character of this property. This property is a 1910 homestead with an attractive established character and

is worthy of protection. 1950s single storey detached houses.



Respondent No: 145

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 02, 2017 19:43:43 pm

Last Seen: Nov 02, 2017 19:43:43 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? John Sheffield

Q2. What is your postal address ? 18 The Cove Road, Hallett Cove, SA 5158

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? HALLETT COVE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

As a Hallett Cove resident I am directly affected by the changes to this policy area, and I am not in favour of these changes

for a number of reasons. 1. I live on The Cove Road, which can already at times be very busy. Due to the winding and up

and down nature of the road there are a number of blind spots. As there is only 3 crossings over the train line to allow

access to the coastal side of Hallett Cove and Marino, many people use this road as a thoroughfare. I already have to be

extremely careful when entering and leaving my driveway, and have had a number of close calls with inattentive drivers

nearly crashing into me. Without upgrading this road or building another bridge over the rail line to easy traffic flow during

peak times, increasing the number of people using this road to access their house will create a major safety hazard. I will

seriously consider selling my property if these planning changes are passed and nothing is done to improve traffic flow on

The Cove Road. 2. The facilities in this area are at capacity already. There are no major employers nearby. The train to

Adelaide is filled to capacity during peak times. There is 1 cafe on the beachfront at Hallett Cove, which is booked out

every nice day and weekend. The only shopping centre is not within easy walking distance for most residents, so you have

to drive even to get minor things. Before increasing density we need suitable upgrades to make the area able to cope with

more people. 3. I bought my house just under 5 years ago. I am sure i am not the only person who looked at houses in

suburbs such as Warradale, Dover Gardens and Seacombe Gardens (where subdivision was common place) and chose to

look elsewhere because of it. i like my house because it is on a full sized block in a quiet area consisting of other family

homes. I moved here from Seaford, where similar rules allowing subdivision were introduced. This resulted in many

existing family homes being sold, demolished and subdivided by investors. This changed the look and feel of the

neighbourhood, and led to increased traffic, street congestion, noise and other undesirable outcomes. I do not want Hallett

Cove going the same way, or i will be forced to move again. 4. I have no doubt that the proposed changes to MARION

PLAINS POLICY AREA 10 are in direct response to unhappy residents who do not like what has become of their

neighbourhood with increased density. This shows that increasing density in older suburbs is a bad idea. Why is Marion

Council insisting on repeating its mistakes and putting more residents through this misery? 4. Hallett Cove is a unique area

with hills, sloping blocks and rugged coastline. For many people (including myself) one reason that they bought their house

because of its nice view. With an influx of new development, I think there will be many problems (similar to that of the

Fleetwood property at Marino) which will lead to legal challenges and make lots of people unhappy. I think that if increasing

density is a must, then leaving the existing 'Hills Policy area' in place will help avoid the majority of these problems.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I am of the opinion that these changes were poorly communicated. I did not receive a letter in the mail, and was lucky to

hear about this survey through a relative. I have since spoken to other residents who also never received the pamphlet and

were oblivious. I do not think such large policy changes cannot be made with such poor communication. I would strongly

recommend posting further letters to residents and getting a better survey response rate before changing anything.



Respondent No: 146

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 02, 2017 21:31:02 pm

Last Seen: Nov 02, 2017 21:31:02 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Holzbauer Family Trust

Q2. What is your postal address ? U8 202 - 208 Glen Osmond Road Fullarton SA

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

599 Marion Road

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Darkstar Property Group

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

Excellent idea to increase density on major roads such as Marion Road. This maximizes the use of existing infrastructure

and helps to promote revitalization of the area by demolishing old useless structures and new modern eco friendly ones.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 147

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 03, 2017 11:44:44 am

Last Seen: Nov 03, 2017 11:44:44 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Nigel Brown

Q2. What is your postal address ? 79 Eyre St Seaview Downs 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEAVIEW DOWNS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Unsure

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

Unsure as to the slope of my block. I would like further information regarding this factor.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 148

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 04, 2017 04:37:17 am

Last Seen: Nov 04, 2017 04:37:17 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Simon Williams

Q2. What is your postal address ? 13 Yeelanna Avenue Seaview Downs

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEAVIEW DOWNS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

My block is 18.3m wide. I would also like to be able to subdivide the block

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

It would be good to have some flexibility to subdivide blocks with a width of 18m in the Southern Hills policy area



Respondent No: 149

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 04, 2017 11:13:01 am

Last Seen: Nov 04, 2017 11:13:01 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Shayne Hughes

Q2. What is your postal address ? 1b Stradbroke Avenue Plympton Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

1b Stradbroke Avenue Plympton Park

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? PLYMPTON PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

Yes I support but density should be greater and zone should go back to at least the first side street either side of Marion

Road. this would allow for greater density without adversely affecting adjoining zones. Key sites should also be of greater

density and height. once again extending urban corridor to first side street either side of Marion Rd would allow for this.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

If you want to maintain the character within suburbs you need to provide sufficient density increase along urban corridor

zones so expand the zone now to provide provision for the future.



Respondent No: 150

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 04, 2017 11:23:08 am

Last Seen: Nov 04, 2017 11:23:08 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Elizabeth Starling-Hughes

Q2. What is your postal address ? 38 East Parkway Colonel Light Gardens

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

597 - 603 Marion Road South Plympton

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

Key site density and height allowances should be increased to maximise the mix of use of site.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Key site and urban corridor zone height and density allowances should be increased to allow for greater mixed use options

especially as council is planning to change the commercial aspect on the western side of South Road.



Respondent No: 151

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 05, 2017 18:10:49 pm

Last Seen: Nov 05, 2017 18:10:49 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Brock

Q2. What is your postal address ? 18 paringa av

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Generally I’m supportive of the reduction in Block size, but I have major concerns about the protection of the character of

suburbs such as Marino and Seacliff Park. There needs to be strict conditions on the appearance of buildings in order to

avoid the squate box look that is spoiling other suburbs. This should include the use of different materials to create asthetic

appeal such as glass, wood and different textures. Also the use of trees and gardens to offset the starkness of 2 story

walls. We should also avoid any unit blocks of 3 or more which are ugly regardless of what creativity an architect can

muster. Because of the topology of the area, a lot of people run the risk of looking up or down on rows of lifeless walls.



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 152

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 05, 2017 18:33:46 pm

Last Seen: Nov 05, 2017 18:33:46 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Norm Swansson

Q2. What is your postal address ? 13 Gowrie Avenue Glengowrie

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLENGOWRIE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

It appears that the allotments in my neighbourhood will be allowed to be further divided which is not in keeping with the

current character zoning. This change in zoning will result in me loosing about $500,000 and I will not be very happy if

these changes go ahead and I will have to explore my options to prevent these changes. The proposed changes should be

completely explained to residents.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

It appears that the allotments in my neighbourhood will be allowed to be further divided which is not in keeping with the

current character zoning. This change in zoning will result in me loosing about $500,000 and I will not be very happy if

these changes go ahead and I will have to explore my options to prevent these changes. The proposed changes should be

completely explained to residents.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The Council needs to explain these changes to all ratepayers and not take the soft option of thinking the internet

submission it satisfactory. Is it possible to discuss the proposed changes with someone at the Council?



Respondent No: 153

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 05, 2017 21:30:04 pm

Last Seen: Nov 05, 2017 21:30:04 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? JULIAN RACKHAM

Q2. What is your postal address ? 24 NIMBOYA ROAD MARINO

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Unsure

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 154

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 06, 2017 11:35:05 am

Last Seen: Nov 06, 2017 11:35:05 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Terry Stocker

Q2. What is your postal address ? 2 Macklin Street Plympton Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? PLYMPTON PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

not answered

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/f0ed814235c5f20a9ce301b62328654441f47d84/file_answe

rs/files/018/812/235/original/Wattle_Terrace_looking_from_Racecour

se_Entrance.JPG?1509930302

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I would like to bring to your attention my concerns with both the City of Marion Housing Diversity DPA and the Morphettville

Racecourse use of under-utilised land. Both of these developments shall require intensive investigations into the current

use of streets in the Plympton Park area, in particular Wattle Terrace, Park Terrace, South Terrace and Macklin Street.

Park Terrace, with its bike lane/s and parked cars currently requires careful negotiation when driving, especially as now, it

and South Terrace are used to bypass the Bray Street/Marion Road intersection, and possibly the Marion Road/Cross

Road intersection by the use of Herbert Street. I am also concerned with tram commuters parking in the above-mentioned

streets. Entering and exiting driveways in Wattle Terrace takes extreme care, as does Macklin Street with cars parked

opposite and high boundary fences to the footpaths. The Mike Turtur Bikeway has caused numerous parking issues in the

past, and I am worried these new developments will aggravate the situation with roads that will not be capable of safely

managing the increased traffic flows when hundreds on extra residents and their vehicles fill the developments. I have

several photographs that highlight the current situation, available on request.

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/f0ed814235c5f20a9ce301b62328654441f47d84/file_answers/files/018/812/235/original/Wattle_Terrace_looking_from_Racecourse_Entrance.JPG?1509930302


Respondent No: 155

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 07, 2017 12:24:21 pm

Last Seen: Nov 07, 2017 12:24:21 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Pragathi Sridhar

Q2. What is your postal address ? 8 Jupiter Street, Hallett Cove SA 5158

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? HALLETT COVE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address pragathi.sridhar@gmail.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I am happy to note that the new DPA keeps Hallett Cove as a low density residences and now pays attention to gradient of

the sites while limiting it's size. However, I am a bit apprehensive about smaller frontages for the detached houses. It has

been reduced from 14 mts to 10 mts, and this is a significant change. Many of us here own caravans and boats, and tend to

park our cars on the street. With reduced frontages, the streets are now going to be filled with parked cars, with hardly any

space to drive around them! I understand that I appreciate the frontage of row houses being increased to 9 (from 8). Also,

is there a way to encourage houses to have front verandah's? It would be great to see more people out in the front, giving

the neighbour's a chance to exchange friendly gestures. This could and should apply to all residential streets in all the

policy areas. I would like to bring your attention to the Grattan report on 'social cities' which clearly states the issues with

our suburbs and neighbourliness and how it can be overcome. I am happy to bring a copy to the hearing to share. Kelly et

al. Social Cities. Melbourne: Grattan Institute, 2012.

not answered

not answered



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/a14182cdfa9b97d96780ed0450292cc6f321ab44/file_answe

rs/files/018/834/809/original/Social_Cities_-_Grattan_Report.pdf?

1510019657

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I missed the community drop-in sessions. October was a particularly busy month for families with young children. Could

you please organise one more at either Hallett Cove or at Council office? With the intention to educate the locals about the

proposed changes.

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/a14182cdfa9b97d96780ed0450292cc6f321ab44/file_answers/files/018/834/809/original/Social_Cities_-_Grattan_Report.pdf?1510019657


Respondent No: 156

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 07, 2017 20:15:03 pm

Last Seen: Nov 07, 2017 20:15:03 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Kevin Wigglesworth

Q2. What is your postal address ? 3 Ailsa Ave Warradale 5046

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

do not want more than 2 storeys high , plus parking must be off road with a minimum off 2 parking spaces per dwelling.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

i do not mind 2 storey dwellings as long as they do not keep the sun off peoples solar panels, and they have sufficient off

street parking for the residents. the only place i would approve of more than 2 storey dwellings is on the North side of the

railway corridor where the height does not affect other dwellings., I do not approve of dwellings more than 3 storeys

anywhere. the problem with all these developments is there is not enough offstreet parking , with too many vehicles

parking on the streets and causing traffic flow problems, and problems with people accessing or leaving there properties.



Respondent No: 157

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 08, 2017 13:17:00 pm

Last Seen: Nov 08, 2017 13:17:00 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Peter Battersby

Q2. What is your postal address ? 10 Dawson Avenue South Plympton

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

My residence backs onto Marion Road. I do not want to be overshadowed by a 3-5 storey construction

not answered

not answered

not answered

Road width and traffic flow is already congested. Additional commercial developments will only increase congestion

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

If these changes are limited to enhancing existing small scale convenience shopping, office, medical and community

facilities.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

Thank you for the invitation to participate in the community consultation with regard to Housing Diversity Development Plan

Amendment. I recognise that infill development makes sense as it leverages off pre-existing infrastructure and slows urban

sprawl which can negatively impact the environment in a number of ways – including the displacement of fauna and flora,

consumption of rural/farming agricultural space and spread pollution across a wider area. However I have lived in South

Plympton for over 20 years and have observed over the past 5 years the negative impact of urban infill in my street. I

support strategic thoughtful development which enhances the cultural, social, environmental and economic environment for

local residents, but in my experience urban infill has raised the following (not exhaustive) issues: Environmental It is

evident that the requirement for minimum greenspace has all but been abandoned in favour or urban infill. Backyards are

an optional luxury item and in most cases no longer exist in lieu of a pergola/patio entertaining space. Residential gardens

are minimalistic. Significant trees are being destroyed. These realities are a direct result of urban infill and reduces the

ability for native/local fauna to cohabitate with humans. Furthermore the decline in tree and vegetation reduces the natural

benefits of clean air. It is obvious with less trees there is less shade which increasing our reliance on air conditioning,

therefore power and therefore creating more pollution. Traffic (Road capacity) Most new dwelling have provision for one

covered car space within the dwelling and one space in the driveway. In reality the covered car space is not large enough to

accommodate a family vehicle. Furthermore this covered car space is often used as storage or utility room. The impact of

this is the resident will invariably have two cars, one is stowed in the driveway the other on the road. The practice of having

resident cars stowed on the road causes traffic congestion as our street is barely wide enough for vehicles to be park on

both sides and allow for one vehicle to safely pass. Will the council take steps to increase the road capacity? Planning It is

evident that not sufficient thought has been give to planning in our street. It is our experience that residents have not been

transparently consulted – notification of plans for new dwellings should be distributed to local residents, especially if the

proposed plans differ significantly with the existing construction/titling. Local council deflects this lack of consultation as a

state government problem. However it is the local resident and the amenities they once enjoyed that is impacted.

Streetscape is being recklessly ignored. From two story dwellings (creating overlooking and overshadowing), uneven set

backs and poor neighbour fencing just to name some of the issues. Driveways is another concern. Most blocks sold are

subdivided, with each new dwelling having its own driveway. There seems to be no thought as to where visitors are to park

their vehicle (notwithstanding issues raised above regarding Resident vehicles). Where once there was room for two

vehicles to park in front of each dwelling, it is not uncommon, with two dwellings, some mirrored others not, there is no

room to park any vehicle on the street in front of the dwelling. Infrastructure Infrastructure provisions have not kept pace

with urban infill. For example, water supply in our street is a dead end system/pipe. Water pressure is poor, and has

reduced further with the increased number of dwellings in the street Overall, I feel that the way urban infill has been

executed in our street has negatively impacted the look and feel of our suburb – it has not made it a better place to live.

Please restrain further development in our suburb, and where it is requested, intentionally and transparently seek local

residents view before providing development approval.



Respondent No: 158

Login: nunyah

Email: dineill@bigpond.com

Responded At: Nov 08, 2017 18:33:31 pm

Last Seen: Nov 08, 2017 06:53:41 am

IP Address: 60.225.185.233

Q1. What is your name ? Di Neill

Q2. What is your postal address ? 5 Nunyah Ave, Park Holme, 5043

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? PARK HOLME, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Unsure

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

not answered

not answered

Our address is very close to the proposed changes each side of Marion Road - the urban corridor zone, so I am unsure as

to how our property will be affected. It appears that buildings of up to 5 storeys high could be erected using two building

sites in from Marion Road. This could be very ugly or the buildings could be built very creatively so that the area is

enhanced - I hope so. I was told by one of your planners at a Consultant session I attended that there are plans to build

'creatively', not just straight up! An ordinary looking building would be horrific, looming back towards the west facing back

towards our property. The Ascot Park Kindergarten is right on the corner of Nunyah Ave and Marion Road and traffic

congestion is a big problem on the days of Kindy use. Proper consideration of this 'jammed up' section of the street would

have to be thought through in the planning stages.

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

In addition to the above - had I known and understood when we purchased this new property 5 years ago that the Urban

Corridor Zone was to be planned, we probably wouldn't have bought it. While it is in a very convenient position regarding

public transport into the city and nearby shopping centres, that advantage could be negated if the new buildings are ugly

AND the current street congestion is not addressed. Re street congestion - As well as the traffic and parking congestion

caused by the Kindergarten, a home for the Disability is also very close - all within the first 6 properties west of Marion

Road. Staff for this facility have to park somewhere and of course - where else can they go, but the street. There are times

when it is almost impossible to back out of our property due to excess cars parked in the street and opposite driveways.

We acknowledge that we have to have educational facilities and we have to have homes for the disabled within the

community, but these two facilities should never have been built in the same location. So when planning the Urban

Corridor Zone please consider these problems in Nunyah Avenue.

not answered

not answered

I support the hard work Council has been doing in getting the Oaklands Crossing reviewed. Excellent work. The high rise

residential developments and cafes etc that I believe will be built - sound exciting- but the entry and exit traffic from that

development must be planned carefully.

I read where a house with 3 bedrooms would have to have 3 car spaces, possibly 4 for that development to be built. That

would be excellent. Everyone is aware of the one old house block and home which possibly only ever had one vehicle,

morphing into two narrower dwellings which possibly now have two vehicles each. Street parking (not for visitors) but for

the residents is a huge problem in our street and area. This has to improve in the future.

not answered

not answered



Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I am not really familiar with this area.

not answered

not answered

It sounds fairly reasonable but all of this new development near such a busy road - Marion Road - how can that work? I will

assume that the Planners will know what to do to enhance the Marion Road strip.

not answered

not answered



Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

I am not fully aware of the changes but judging by the wonderful Conservation Park and the wonderful Board Walk along

the coast, Marion Council will probably 'have this in hand'.

Thank you for the Consultation period. I do hope my points are relevant and considered. While here, I do wish to say that I

feel Park Holme is a poor cousin to its neighbouring suburbs. At the Consultation session I attended, I was told that the

percentage of Housing SA homes and privately owned homes will change. While I understand lower cost homes have to be

made available for our citizens, many of them and the gardens are not cared for and this 'drags down' the neighbourhood. I

am a very proud home owner and wish for my area to be vastly improved into the future. Thank you.



Respondent No: 159

Login: lapple

Email: lesley.applebee@gmail.com

Responded At: Nov 08, 2017 22:36:30 pm

Last Seen: Nov 08, 2017 09:10:16 am

IP Address: 118.210.236.67

Q1. What is your name ? Mrs Lesley Applebee

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 540 PARK HOLME SA 5043

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

8 Tait Avenue, Marion SA 5043

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

My husband and I first bought a house in "Oaklands Estate" Marion with Character Zoning in 1985 as we wanted to live in

a treed estate with big blocks, feeling secure that our life style would be protected by the Zoning

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

We need to keep the height restrictions to have less impact on residences close by and blocking sunshine and light to

existing houses. Parking is a major issue on main roads with clearways and no parking, therefore there should be a

requirement on mandatory 2 car parks per apartment or resident, plus visitor parking.

I accept that this location can contain more density housing but we need to think more carefully about the off road parking

issue as a lot of the streets in this area are quite narrow. We are not Sydney where they provide underground car parking

as a way of combating this issue.

not answered

not answered

I do but the proposed zoning requirements for the Marion Plains Policy Area 350m - 10m - 20m isn't all that different to the

new sizes proposed for the Marion "Character Zoning" treed estate 375m - 12m - 20m. That is why I am against any

changes to the current zone requirements for "Character Zoning" in Marion. We need the space for trees to survive.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Only if they are required to have off street parking for 2 cars per residence



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

For the area of "Oaklands Estate" Marion I only support and ask that our zoning stays the same, 420 x 15m x 20m

detached - which is to be the same as Edwardstown, Plympton Park and Glengowrie. Why change the rules after over 30

years of people buying blocks and knocking a house down to build one house, to then allow developers to come in and

change the whole ""Character"" of the area. Our treed estate can only survive if we continue to have the space for trees to

grow.

not answered

not answered

The proposed changes to the Chambers Street to the corner of Beauford Street needs to be done so as not to impact on

the already congested precinct and residents. There is a huge problem already in this area with the increased visitors to

the Coles Shopping area and so parking and access is a huge issue. There is no parking on Marion Road, Oaklands Road

or Chambers Street. Any HIGH RISE proposal for this section is going to create a huge NEGATIVE impact on all that use

this area. There should be no development above 2 storey with their own parking requirements should it be business or

residential or both.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

We want to see the "Oaklands Estate" Marion to continue with the 420 minimum site, x 15m x 20m depth as previously

experienced for the past 30 years. To change this now would be a huge mistake and allow developers to come into the

area and change the character and our trees would be effected. We need to keep some areas with less density so that

future generations are given a choice. I feel that "Oaklands Estate" is unique with the boundaries of the Wetlands, train line

and Oaklands Road, and is worthy of retaining in its current zoning, so that our trees will continue to survive.



Respondent No: 160

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 09, 2017 11:06:07 am

Last Seen: Nov 09, 2017 11:06:07 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Mark Thomson

Q2. What is your postal address ? 7 Winnall Street, Clapham

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

27 harcourt avenue

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? CLOVELLY PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

N/A

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

land owner

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I support the proposal to provide a single common minimum site area for detached and semi-detached dwellings of

350sqm. However, providing a minimum site area of 10m for those dwelling types has major implications for the number of

sites within the zone which will be able to accommodate infill development, since it is rare for existing allotments to exceed

an 18m frontage. This policy seems unnecessarily restrictive for the areas covered by the Marion Plains Policy Area, where

existing character is highly variable and generally only moderate. Dwellings are able to be designed on a 9m frontage site,

which make a positive contribution to the streetscape and neighbourhood character. Having regard to the clear need for

sensitive housing infill opportunities in metropolitan Adelaide, such restrictive policy seems at odds with the 30 Year Plan

for Greater Adelaide.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

would support the Marion Plains Policy Area if the min frontage width for detached and semi-detached dwellings was

reduced from 10m to 9m.



Respondent No: 161

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 09, 2017 16:40:14 pm

Last Seen: Nov 09, 2017 16:40:14 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? robert kennedy

Q2. What is your postal address ? 38 railway tce warradale

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address rob-kennedy@live.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The proposed zoning will put a cloud of the value of my property if approved in the current format, for the next fifteen to

twenty years . Should i wish to sell.



Respondent No: 162

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 09, 2017 17:02:01 pm

Last Seen: Nov 09, 2017 17:02:01 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Roger RICE

Q2. What is your postal address ? 5 New St S Plympton

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

same

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

N A

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

More cars parked in NARROW street to navigate around

not answered

not answered

not answered

More traffic on Marion Road too much & slow now

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

Insufficent infrastructure to support

not answered

not answered

Insufficent infrastructsure to support

not answered

not answered

As above

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I have noticed in New St the more houses crowded on a standard block the more cars are parked on the street ,being a

VERY VERY NARROW street it is hard to back out of driveways & to drive down when oncoming traffic is coming so New

St needs to be exzempt .Also tighter parking controls need to be in force it is hard to find a spot for the rubbish bins on

rubbish day & my neighbors being units put their cars & bins out the front of my property which annoys me [ too many on a

standard block ] & this proposal is going to make these situations worse



Respondent No: 163

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 09, 2017 19:59:15 pm

Last Seen: Nov 09, 2017 19:59:15 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Chloe and Karl Ey

Q2. What is your postal address ? 20 Spinks Road Marino 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Hello, Thankyou for the opportunity to put forward our views. As residents of Marino, my husband and I are very concerned

about proposed zoning changes to our suburb. We do not support the current proposed changes to our area. The

proposed changes put at risk all the things that make Marino a great and unique suburb. We are a young married couple in

our 30’s and bought in this area 2 years ago for the following reasons: · The lifestyle the suburb promotes - close to

everything but feels like you are not living in the city. We choose to purchase our family home in the suburb of Marino

because of it feels open not crammed in suburbia, we have lived in this type of suburb before and moved away from this

type of suburb. We do not want to see Marino turn into suburbia. · People don’t live on top of each other - we want to raise

our future family in this type of environment · We are able to have privacy due to the size of the blocks and good building

design · Streets are quiet (due to there not being an overpopulation of streets) · We have view which isn’t comprised by

other neighbours · Generally, the buildings in the area generally are of good quality and a built to suit the characteristics of

the neighbourhood If the zoning changes go ahead as proposed all of these important and valued aspects of our suburb

will be lost. It is very disappointing that this is not something that our local council members have not better considered the

significant negative impacts on our suburb prior to the proposal being put out for community consultation. If this had

occurred I am sure we would be considering a different proposal now. Aside from the issues raised above, there is limited

infrastructure in the suburb already, which is already under strain with the current population. For example Marino train

station has only 8 car parks (1 handicapped and 7 others). This car park is often full forcing people to park on the street, if

the population is even further increased. There is no supermarket or shops in Marino... How do the council propose to

address infrastructure issues created by increased population? We are not anti development by no means but it should be

the right type of development. Development should enhance and improve a suburb not ruin the current and loved

characteristics of the suburb. There may be opportunities in some parts in particular for the Cement Hill area and northern

parts of the suburb, but the southern aspects of Marino and blocks with a gradient should remain within hill zone policy

rules. If in future if blocks in some parts of Marino where able to be sub divided, careful consideration should be made to

place limit of the number of blocks that can be sub-divided. This would help to manage many of the potential risks to the

characteristics of the suburb created by this type of change. Please don’t make these negative changes to the suburb of

Marino !!!!!!! The community need to work with the council to come up with a better solution, that will work for current and

new residents. The community need more time be engaged and to settle on a better planning solution. An extension of

time is needed for more engagement before anything can be further progressed. Thankyou, Chloe and Karl Ey

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 164

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 10, 2017 08:49:55 am

Last Seen: Nov 10, 2017 08:49:55 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Lidia Mischis

Q2. What is your postal address ? 17 Gleeson Street South Plympton 5038

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

not answered

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Hello. Re: Shape your suburb Housing diversity DPA consultation. My biggest concern is the loss of green/garden space in

new developments. New developments appear to be built with no thought given to the environmental or aesthetic impact on

the existing street or area. The suburbs are turning into 'grey zones'. Just buildings, little or no green area. Perhaps a

'garden area/total built area ' (green/grey ratio) minimum ratio could be established for all developments/subdivisions. Or

substantial (financial) incentives for smaller, energy efficient, good design, high garden/house ratio, environmentally

friendly developments. Encourage and reward those who think and develop outside the (grey) square. Thank you.



Respondent No: 165

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 10, 2017 11:00:53 am

Last Seen: Nov 10, 2017 11:00:53 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Joylene Morony

Q2. What is your postal address ? 25 Yeelanna Aveue Seaview Downs

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEAVIEW DOWNS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Concerned re the small sizes of the blocks and the number of householder cars that will be left on the roads as they only

have allowance for one car and most households have at least 2 cars, making it very hard to pass through some streets.

Also some areas off Sturt Rd, Oaklands Pk are starting to look like a ghetto. Too close to selfish neighbours does not make

you want to "love thy Neighbour", need space to "breathe". Infrastructure is old and will it support all these new buildings?

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 166

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 10, 2017 11:04:53 am

Last Seen: Nov 10, 2017 11:04:53 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Chris

Q2. What is your postal address ? Burnham Rd, Kingston Park SA 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? KINGSTON PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

RATEPAYER

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address CHR.SLAYER@HOTMAIL.COM

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Stop the creep towards high density - councils chasing self interest/revenue - aligning to developers and failing to serve

ratepayers. We need a new system

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

not answered

Further creep towards high density - erodes the value of homes - you are meant to serve us - not yourselves and

developers.

not answered

not answered

Move towards LOWER DENSITY - more TREES - use space better - brick to boundary ratios to protect trees

not answered

not answered

not answered

Councils are cunning and tend to favour developers. "attractive low density" sounds good - but don't trust councils. How

did council let the UGLY 33 high rise proceed on Burnham Road - contradicted supposed policy set by Number 35 units

which high hill-side and blend in. Proof of council failings and alignment to developers and $$$$$$$$$$$$$

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

Sneaky, yet again - trying to hide behind the word DIVERSITY - which means DENSITY

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Councils are failing to keep nature in our suburbs - Councils are allowing for local extinctions. Councils, if they were staffed

by good people, would nurture a better local environment - more appropriate trees - increased habitat for local wildlife -

protection of ratepayer property values. Instead they want revenue and pretend to care

not answered

not answered

The answer is to consolidate councils and replace them with an online decision system - we could see a drop in rates and

improved community standards. Also - my attempts to send a report on the ugly developer-bias properties in Sydney failed

(small file attached to Choose File). - Australia - the lucky country run by second rate people (Donald Horne - book: The

Lucky Country 1964.. not much has changed!)



Respondent No: 167

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 10, 2017 13:27:47 pm

Last Seen: Nov 10, 2017 13:27:47 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Nicholas Edwards - State Surveys

Q2. What is your postal address ? 465b South Road, Keswick SA 5035

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

State Surveys Pty Ltd

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

No

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

State Surveys manages the land division applications on behalf of many developers in the Marion Council area.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The majority of allotments located within the proposed Marion Plains Policy Area 10 were created with 60 foot frontages

(18.24m) or less meaning that under the current Residential Northern Policy area these sites can in most cases be divided

into 2 allotments side by side. If the proposed minimum allotment frontages are changed to 10m this will significantly

reduce the number of land divisions proposed and completed in the Marion Council Area. Furthermore, it may significantly

increase the number of hammerhead allotments created in the policy area which may or may not be preferred by Council.

It is our beleif and suggestion that this be further researched in relation to the affect that the policy area changes will have

on potential development applications to Council, and affect it will have on developers. I understand that the aim of the

changes is to reduce or slow the increase in traffic congestion in some areas, however increasing the minimum site

frontage is in our opinion not the best or only way of doing this. By reducing the amount of infill development close to the

Adelaide CBD, traffic congestion may in fact increase as people are forced to live further away from the CBD and find that

driving is more convenient than using services that are possible to be implemented/built upon in the Marion Council area

(such as public transport, and cycling routes). Perhaps changing some zones to provide these services as well as

shopping and other amenities within walking distance of more of these types of areas is a more productive way of reducing

traffic in the area and much closely aligned with the aims of the Plan for Greater Adelaide.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Yes, however more of these zone should be created around services allowing for higher densities in areas that are located

within walking distance of those services.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

Further consideration to the negative impacts the increase in minimum site areas and frontages will have should be made

before implementing the changes. Minimum site frontages and areas as a blanket rule across such a large area is not

always the best option, perhaps the policy could somehow reflect a case by case basis where logic can be applied to an

allotment that is for example not rectangular, or where an allotment is close to services, the required site frontage and area

could be reduced as is the case with some other Council development plans. As mentioned previously, further

consideration should be given to the reason why people are choosing to drive (increasing traffic congestion) rather than

use public transport, walk or cycle other than essentially preventing infill development altogether.



Respondent No: 168

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 10, 2017 20:04:40 pm

Last Seen: Nov 10, 2017 20:04:40 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? John moutakis

Q2. What is your postal address ? 10 Lapwing street

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? HALLETT COVE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Unsure

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

No

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I agree with the motion of proposing an amendment to the zoning changes with a “Residential Character Policy Area"

because i live next door to a heritage listed property and would not want the new land zoning to apply to this property as it

will diminish the character of this property. This property is a 1910 homestead with an attractive established character and

is worthy of protection.



Respondent No: 169

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 11, 2017 15:02:19 pm

Last Seen: Nov 11, 2017 15:02:19 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Lachlan Rogers

Q2. What is your postal address ? 1

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

Whittier Ave

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

I Sponsor the Oaklands Estate Residents Association - Through

my business Oaklands Plumbing & Gas

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

My property is next door to several properties on Chambers St, Marion. Those properties are still part of the Oaklands

Estate, in the current character zone. It's a quiet place to live & all neighbours are considerate and friendly. I don't agree

with the new DPA. Changing the character zone and allowing commercial/residential buildings up to 3 storeys will destroy

my peaceful residence. Whether it is take away shops with vehicles constantly coming & going (car parks at the rear along

my boundary), workers smoking/loudly communicating to each other at the back of their shops, or rubbish, vermin and

general filth. Same goes for new residents who may not care or respect this lovely area. There is already insufficient

parking spaces at the shopping centre and more residential and commercial properties will add to the congestion It will

likely decrease the value of my property if there was 3 storey building at the rear of my property. It would also affect my

privacy and block out the sun light. This is Australia, there is not exactly a shortage of land here so i suggest you build

somewhere else and leave the Oaklands Estate the way it is. A pre-1950's character zone

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

There is too much traffic and parked cars along Marion Road already.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 170

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 11, 2017 21:57:55 pm

Last Seen: Nov 11, 2017 21:57:55 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Andrew and KathrynLloyd

Q2. What is your postal address ? 20 Murray Tce Oaklands Park 5046

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? OAKLANDS PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Our home and neighbouring properties would potentially be rezoned to "Suburban Activity Node Zone" This would mean

potentially we could have a 6 story building next to our home.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

not answered

There is current issues with parking in the area. Oaklands Station is a major station in the area with many people driving

there and parking to catch the train. How can the land that should be station parking instead be zoned as high density

residential housing? With higher density housing there will be even more demand for parking in the streets. Even if there is

one car park for every apartment, this will not be adequate, as seen with current subdivisions in the area. People generally

have two vehicles, and use their garage/car parks for storage so there is always parking in the street. Currently station

users and local residences often have cars parked down the neighbouring streets for some distance and even illegally.

This plan would only put more strain on this issue. With the proposed "compatible land uses" it was explained this meant

possibly shops, cafes, doctors. Where would people park to use these? Plus there are already shops, restaurants, and a

hotel in the local area with Warradale Hotel, Westfield Marion, Coles, plus the shops & doctors on Diagonal Rd. A

child/party cafe which originally commenced as a cafe opening in the mornings for train passengers had to change to

survive to its current business, so it would seem this may not be a priority of the area. And the cafe at Marion Culture

Centre seems to struggle to survive and believe it recently closed under previous management. It feels like there has been

no consideration of what businesses and facilities are already in the area. Our society is not like Europe where ownerships

of cars is not as common. As well as the need of the land for car parking, what protection will there be for any remaining

significant trees in the proposed zone particularly along the railway corridor. It is these trees and the birds that they attract

that makes the local area a pleasant environment to live in. And on a more personal note, what protection is there for

homes with potential 4-6 story buildings next door. There was information for houses behind these high density buildings,

but nothing advised if on the side of these.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The area needs to be conserved with no further development.



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

It feels like the Council does not know its own area, or the community. Is the Suburban Activity Node zone just a way to

make money at the expense of the people that already live there.



Respondent No: 171

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 12, 2017 09:41:08 am

Last Seen: Nov 12, 2017 09:41:08 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Judith Laidlaw

Q2. What is your postal address ? 29 Dunluce Avenue Brighton SA 5048

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

24 Lincoln Avenue Warradale SA 5046

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

I am a landowner in the current Northern Policy Area 15 (proposed Marion Plains Policy Area 10). I will be detrimentally

affected by the proposed increase to 10 metre site frontages for semi-detached dwellings.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I am very concerned about the proposal to increase minimum frontages for semi-detached dwellings to 10 metres. The

majority of blocks in this area would not be able to be developed under the proposed change. Council should retain the

current minimum frontage requirement of 9 metres. The proposed change will significantly reduce the value of our property.

Our house is nearing the end of its useful life, being a small Mt Gambier stone house built in 1954 and not having been

renovated, so its value will be impacted greatly by the proposed increase in frontage size. Many blocks in this area have

already been subdivided and developed, so we will be unfairly disadvantaged by this proposal.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I strongly oppose the proposed increase in frontage size from 9 to 10 metres for semi-detached dwellings in the Marion

Plains Policy Area 10. This will significantly reduce property values for those dwellings not yet developed.



Respondent No: 172

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 12, 2017 11:44:55 am

Last Seen: Nov 12, 2017 11:44:55 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Jennifer Mann

Q2. What is your postal address ? 1 Whittier Avenue, Marion

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

The plans you have proposed on Chambers Street Marion will directly affect me as you will be building on my boundary

and blocking out the sun light even with the inclined roof. I am strongly opposed to the new DPA. The Oaklands Estate is a

quiet, friendly area. The Parkholme shops has more than sufficient ammenities and Westfield Marion is only a 10 minute

drive away should we need other shops. No community need has been identified for more commercial properties on

Chambers Street. Furthermore if a 2 or 3 storey buildings were built along Chambers Street it would affect the privacy of

my back yard and others on Whittier Avenue. The Oaklands Estate is a pre 1950’s character zone and Council should

respect that and leave the Estate how it is. There is no shortage of land in Australia so I suggest you build somewhere else

and stop trying to pack everyone in like sardines in order to generate more profit from more council rates. In addition

studies have shown that people who reside in flats have a lower socioeconomic status which brings with with it other

issues. This is a quiet area and all neighbours look out for each other and I think if you start building high density living it

will attract the wrong people. There is already insufficient parking at the Parkholme shopping centre so building more

commercial and residential properties isn’t going to help and building such properties is likely to decrease the value of my

property. I would rather not see the Estate changed at all however if it were to go ahead I would suggest passing all

properties through the DPA on the triangle of Chambers Street, Minchinbury Terrace and Whittier Avenue and then that

wouldn’t directly affect anyone’s property or privacy

not answered

not answered



Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

not answered

The traffic on Marion road is already an absolute nightmare. Building more residential and commercial properties along

Marion Road would cause even more congestion

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered



Respondent No: 173

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 12, 2017 14:56:10 pm

Last Seen: Nov 12, 2017 14:56:10 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Christine Doull

Q2. What is your postal address ? 9A Pine Avenue Kingston Park SA 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

24 Lincoln Avenue Warradale SA 5046

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I am a landowner affected by this policy. I am opposed to the increase to 10 metre site frontages for semi-detached

dwellings. Many blocks in our street and surrounding area have already been subdivided and developed. If the policy

changes, the majority of blocks remaining in this area, including mine, would not be able to be developed under the

proposed change. This is unfair. The proposed change will significantly reduce the value of my property.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I strongly oppose the proposed increase in frontage size from 9 to 10 metres for semi-detached dwellings in the Marion

Plains Policy Area. This will significantly reduce property values for those dwellings not yet developed.



Respondent No: 174

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 12, 2017 15:25:00 pm

Last Seen: Nov 12, 2017 15:25:00 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Dianne Lynch

Q2. What is your postal address ? 6 Kays Rd Torrens Park SA 5062

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

41 Kingston Ave Seacombe Gardens SA 5047

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEACOMBE GARDENS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address dianne@annedi.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

I recently built a new home in the affected area on Kingston Ave.

not answered

not answered



Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

I recognise the need to consolidate population growth and provide accommodation on public transport routes. The

maximum height needs to be sensitively managed considering the needs of adjoining residential properties. I think there

needs to be an increase in the space around buildings to allow for gardens and places to catch and discharge stormwater,

while providing a positive environment for residents. I have travelled in numerous countries that have high density living

and the most successful include a garden space of at least 5m (setback from all boundaries) all around the building. There

must be adequate underground parking, of 2 spaces per apartment, with no above ground parking, except for a small

visitor's parking area that is screened within the garden area. All ground floor commercial sites must have off street parking

that allows for cars to enter and leave the property without reversing into a main road. Additionally, the one dimensional

model of dwellings per hectare does not provide adequate consideration of all factors. The model requires a Multi-variable

model of urban density that includes dwelling density, site coverage, floor ratio, residents per hectare and requirements

needed to maintain the mental health of the residents, eg garden areas

not answered

not answered

not answered

Considering the current residential building in the area around Westfield that has already allowed too many small buildings

in the core area. To then allow a up to 6 storey building to overshadow a single story building will devalue the current new

home and create socially unacceptable overlooking with legislation that does not support the protection of people's privacy.

I agree with some pockets based on the criteria, but generally no. Also see comments on Urban Corridor zone

not answered

I agree with this plan, even though, I have a plot smaller than the new policy minimum. Until I purchased a smaller block, I

did not realise the disadvantages of having a smaller block and frontage, especially in an area with so many small plots. I

believe there needs to be a range of plot sizes to fit differing age groups, as many older people want to have a smaller plot.

There needs to be a good mix of plot sizes and house stories to achieve a balance in the street scape, with no more than

25% of two story home in an area. I believe this will maintain the value of properties without creating parking and social

discord due to the density. This means that the council needs to consider design changes that include wider garages and

no rooms at the front of a property, underground parking and the use of environmentally sensitive designs that reduce the

reliance on electricity.



Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

not answered

not answered

Generally, I agree with the plan, with consideration of the issues raised in the previous comments

not answered

not answered

As long as the plan encourages housing that respects the environment and reduces reliance on electricity, allows for

natural ventilation and lighting and considers the points in the previous comments

not answered

not answered

As long as the plan encourages housing that respects the environment and reduces reliance on electricity, allows for

natural ventilation and lighting and considers the points in the previous comments

not answered

not answered



Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

No

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

There is no information about the Coastal Conservation Zone. I do not support any building or development in this valuable

conservation area. I support stronger protection of our environment and no building on valuable pastoral or food production

areas. We need to consolidate our living into area that is financially viable for public infrastructure.

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 175

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 12, 2017 15:32:38 pm

Last Seen: Nov 12, 2017 15:32:38 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Brett Gage

Q2. What is your postal address ? 19 Melanto Tce Marion SA 5043

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

as above

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Minimum size block of 375 m2 is appalling. I lived in inner Sydney for 10 years and know what high density living is like.

Dover Gdns and Seacombe Gdns have been wrecked already. Problems include . Overcrowding... more arguments. .

People using garages for storage and parking cars on the street. Children and pets being injured or killed more often due to

no visibility along the street. A lot more accidents due to not being able to reverse out of driveways easily. . Temperature

rise. Large trees being demolished and not replaced and cars on street make these suburbs stifling hot and will be more so

with global warming.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

not answered

not answered

4 to 6 story buildings are ridiculous. Residents nearby would be severely affected by lack of light. The area around

Westfield Shopping Centre is already a traffic nightmare, a real blight on the area. Most people I know avoid the area as

much as possible. The council should be acting to reduce activity in this area, as they have already overdone it with

additions like the pool, Aldi etc.

not answered

not answered

See other sections re overcrowding.

not answered

not answered

This is a real disgrace. To have proposed blocks this small on hilly terrain, will increase storm water run off tremendously.

these hills face zones should be preserved at 700m2 minimum.

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

No

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

So much for Residential Character. When I bought into this area the minimum size block was a lot larger. Minimum size

block of 375 m2 is appalling. I lived in inner Sydney for 10 years and know what high density living is like. Dover Gdns and

Seacombe Gdns have been wrecked already. Problems include . Overcrowding... more arguments. . People using garages

for storage and parking cars on the street. Children and pets being injured or killed more often due to no visibility along the

street. A lot more accidents due to not being able to reverse out of driveways easily. . Temperature rise. Large trees being

demolished and not replaced and cars on streets make these suburbs stifling hot and will be more so with global warming.

not answered

not answered

Buildings too high.

not answered

not answered

Council has no jurisdiction below high water mark.

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

What an awful area the Marion Council will become if these proposals go ahead. Over-populated, polluted, too hot. I've

already left one city due to these reasons and do not wish to leave my home city for the same reasons. It's about time new

cities were built as our population continues on this path of destruction. This obsession of crowding everyone into the same

cities in Australia is a recipe for disaster. Its a shame that governments and councils support this rampant growth, for the

benefit of their own pockets. The nation needs a re-think. This is just a carbon copy of the failed eastern state megacities,

shame for Adelaide to be purged of any decent living standards to just tread down the same path as those very

overcrowded and unhealthy cities.



Respondent No: 176

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 12, 2017 16:55:55 pm

Last Seen: Nov 12, 2017 16:55:55 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Dr Tim Moore

Q2. What is your postal address ? 7b Mavis Ave South Plympton

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

7b Mavis Ave South Plympton

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Yes, but significant caveats. With the recognition that there will necessarily be impacts in the neighborhoods that receive

such a massive increase in population density that must apply some "people-centric" planning concepts, and the Council

must make some offer to the impacted residents to make amends for the negative impacts that will propagate were the

proposed zoning to be accepted as is. We bought in the neighborhood because of the medium density nature of the

zoning, the character maisonette on the block, and the proximity to the tram line. however, the proposed zoning changes

will necessarily have a negative impact on the property we purchased by changing the character and nature of our street,

block and neighborhood. For example, the case of the former Housing Trust site on Mavis Avenue known as "Goodman

Court". The site encompasses a full block. the population density on there would have been on the order of maybe a

maximum of 100 or so people. Under the proposed planning changes Suburban Activity Node Zone, other, would allow for

up to four storey, at a minimum of two storey, with at least a trebling of population on the same block. this of course

assuming that the project isn't turned into a project of state significance, which will railroad all local planning regulations.

Renewal SA made it plain their target for the site was at least 5 storey. regardless of 4 or 5 storey, the local impact is

significant. the most important to us is the shortage of public open space as it is. we feel that if there is going to be these

kind of densification moves made in our neighborhood, we believe sensible planning would see the council acquire

properties inside immediately adjacent to the suburban activity node zone and re-develop those blocks as metropolitan

open space. if, as promised the planning seeks shops and retail underneath the developments, then these locations should

also have reasonable amounts of public open space to allow children, families and students to be able to play and relax

and build a community. with such massive reduction in yard area/no yard area at all in these new developments, this is an

important public health and community advance. otherwise, without an astute view of the need people oriented planning,

your proposed zoning is at significant risk of just creating new soul-less ghettos and dormitories where people just sleep,

rather than build lives in communities. we now have two young daughters and had hoped to stay in this home and

introduce our children to the community and neighborhood as they grow. were the population of our street to treble with no

additional public open space, our kids will only ever see community as streams of people walking to and from the tram in

the morning and evening, with no opportunity to spend time in open space and play and learn and get to know one another.

we see a commitment to creation and protection of public open space in this new development zone as as a minimum

contribution by Council to our local community as a the loss of amenity, sunlight, privacy and peace and quiet. taking for

example the development site across the road from our house, we have concerns around lac of parking spaces required

leading to congestion in the street, and loss of after noon sun from 3pm in winter. these impacts will be heightened as as

the site across the road from our house grows to at least 4 storey, where it was previously two, and the potential for more 4

storey just two doors to the north. in short, we are not anti-development, just seeking that Council take a "street-scape,

people centric" view of the plans such that more public open space is provided in return for the increase in population

density and losses of natural light for existing surrounding homes.

not answered

not answered



Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 177

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 12, 2017 19:04:15 pm

Last Seen: Nov 12, 2017 19:04:15 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Katrina Dupree

Q2. What is your postal address ? 5, 187-189 Sturt Road, Seacombe Gardens

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEACOMBE GARDENS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

I own my unit on Sturt Road.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

not answered

I completely oppose the building height of 6 stories as I live on Sturt Road in a single story dwelling. This proposal is

completely unreasonable to expect residents/ratepayers to accept. Refer attached for further detail.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

No

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/9804d4559c04f46ad816169447e28e428528975f/file_answ

ers/files/018/911/141/original/Rezoning_objection.docx?

1510475652

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/9804d4559c04f46ad816169447e28e428528975f/file_answers/files/018/911/141/original/Rezoning_objection.docx?1510475652


Respondent No: 178

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 12, 2017 20:31:41 pm

Last Seen: Nov 12, 2017 20:31:41 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Chris Woodhouse and Tina Dahms

Q2. What is your postal address ? 6 Gooroonga Street Seaview Downs 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

as above

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEAVIEW DOWNS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Residential

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address chris@matrixnetworks.net.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

We moved here and paid a premium for an elevated view and space. Already car parking is an issue, and with a primary

school opposite more cars as a safety issue and demand for space will increasingly become problematic.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The hammerhead and subdivision as proposed does not impact bone key area; we were advised at the recent info session

that hammerheads are limited to single story but still can be built 9 meters high, this would allow a 9 metre single story to

be built, then retrofitted into 2 story. A 9 metre building would greatly impact the amenity of the area and reduce value of

homes. People move to these areas due to space and amenity, on the flat areas this is not an issue as ;largely there is no

extended vista. Moreover, trees can be planted that grow to unlimited height and we know that Council will not take

responsibility for this. A 9m mature height for trees would severely impact our space.

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

Not at it stands for southern hills policy area 16 see above and prefer to retain current hills policy area 11 especially 4

blocks on a slope, this is about amenity and space and potential unsupervised maturation of trees and height, eg London

plane trees are being planted on CoM area and grow for several hundred years, up to 60 metres high and 40 metres

across, with a global reputation of promoting asthma, hay fever and eczema, damaging below and above ground

infrastructure, thus absorbing our rates. These trees continue to be planted or the planting goes on unsupervised and with

CoM not managing same. Moreover, zone 16 is a primarily fault scarp and has significant water transporting aquifer near

the surface.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Mentioned earlier and further reinforced here is the reason people move to spaces such as Gooroonga St, amenity,

psychological and physiological being paramount. Being situated on a fault line with significant aquifers, a Council policy

that freely allows Council and others to plant massive trees that have noted health and infrastructure impacts and not

manage the impact on residents.

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

Hills face and sloping ground should remain as is and not infill for reasons expressed above and many more that we are

happy to share. Hills face should not be treated anywhere near what the plains are. Given there appears to be an

increasing state and local govt interest of urban infill, the supporting policies and strategies should better support diffrences

in elevated sloping and flat plains.



Respondent No: 179

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 12, 2017 21:01:35 pm

Last Seen: Nov 12, 2017 21:01:35 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Peter Pawlowsky

Q2. What is your postal address ? 33 Kingston Avenue, Seacombe Gardens, SA. 5047

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEACOMBE GARDENS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

I am a landowner and resident in the Suburban Activity Node Zone, opposite Marion Shopping Centre.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

not answered

There are too many unanswered questions regarding the fate of residents in these areas. Will I be forced to sell to a

developer? What if my home becomes overlooked by a 6 storey property next door (including blocking of sunlight)? What

recourse or compensation is available to me? What is the anticipated timespan to any developmental approvals? What will

happen to the value of my property? What if I don't want to move? Do any councillors who will vote on these plans live in

the affected area? These are just a few questions that I can think of. I'm sure that there are many more uncertainties that

need to be addressed before residents feel any confidence about these proposed plans. What about the new or near new

properties that have been erected - will they be bulldozed?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Far too much uncertainty about proposed changes in the Activity Node Zones. I believe that these need to be addressed to

residents before any progress is made.



Respondent No: 180

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 12, 2017 23:01:37 pm

Last Seen: Nov 12, 2017 23:01:37 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Susan Hervey

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 536 Torrens Park 5062

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

39 Meredith Ave

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLENGOWRIE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

We have been investigating plans to redevelop our 18.9 metre frontage site into 2 dwellings. This would not be allowed if

the minimum frontage is changed to 10 metres.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Low density properties may lose value if they are surrounded by multi storey buildings so this needs to be taken into

account.



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

We believe that the minimum frontage of detached and semi detached should not be increased to 10 metres in Northern

Policy Area 13.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

It is important to maintain and develop attractive streetscapes.



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Hammerhead developments should be phased out completely.



Respondent No: 181

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 09:43:53 am

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 09:43:53 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Jillian (Bebe) Heather SANDERS

Q2. What is your postal address ? 11 Livingstone Street Glengowrie SA 5044

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLENGOWRIE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Garden Sanctuaries by Bebe

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

This is an appropriate area to have low-rise, high density developments for both residential and commercial purposes.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I have a degree in the environmental sciences and am a local Horticultural Consultant. The consequences of reducing

green spaces, including gardens is likely to have multiple negative effects on the local and wider environments. Reduction

of gardens will result in less habitat for native species, including birds, reptiles, insects and soil organisms. This will reduce

the biodiversity of the area and create pressure on already stressed native populations

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/281/1780/20133330. Small birds will have less habitat and food and be more

vulnerable to predators. The reduction of these species is likely to result in an increase in pest insects due to lack of

predatory control. Covering more soil with impermeable landscaping will increase runoff resulting in drier soils, lower water

tables and an increase in the 'heat island' effect. Drier soils with reduced diversity of micro-organisms will impact plant

growth.Garden plant diversity is already dramatically reduced with this type of development and I have personal

experience with this as a Consultant. Clients only want low shrubs or ground-covers, not trees or tall shrubs. I feel that this

Policy has a lack of foresight as to the consequences of such a dramatic reduction in the quality of the environment. There

are many alternatives to achieve high-density living which include not only preserving the local ecosystem but taking steps

to improve it. If having higher-density housing is the priority above all else, then reduce the footprint of the house and hard

landscaping and increase the minimum size of the garden. Plant a diversity of trees and shrubs on verges and have land

set aside for parks with native plantings. Leaving our environment and quality of life in the hands of Developers, who I

would assume, have not studied the impacts of their projects, is demonstrating a lack of forward planning as to urban

ecological integrity and the importance it has for both the local and metropolitan ecosystem.

not answered

This is what a residential suburb should be. A mix of housing styles with green spaces.



Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered



Respondent No: 182

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 13:22:24 pm

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 13:22:24 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? John Williams

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 144 Parkholme SA 5043

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

4 Buckingham Ave

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

N/A

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

The requirements of residential living are quite different to commercial and business/light industrial operators. A particular

concern is air pollution and the diminishing oxygen generative capacity resulting from the current property exploitation

allowed by council. There seems to be a far more relaxed requirement for "reasonable" open space per built block to

accommodate vegetation capable of ameliorating somewhat noxious gases emitted by internal combustion engines in

particular. With the remarkable flourishing of renewable energy generation far exceeding previous estimates, perhaps it is

time to start thinking about and incorporating clean air incentives and taxing into higher density packing.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

What are the features of the traffic management plan/s associated with this development? Currently Marion Road carries

congestive traffic levels from southern suburbs via the southern freeway, some of which will be ameliorated by the new

south road bypass work, but not all destined for north/south western business locations, further north of Anzac Highway.

High density on site parking for multi-story developments needs to be included in building approval requirements if not

already featured in traffic management planning.

not answered

not answered

It may help smaller business located some distance from the major node as the potential for serious access congestion is

high, coupled with the costs involved with timed parking etc. One only has to visit Canberra to experience the proliferation

of parking meters of all sorts to find encouragement to stay away. On the other hand, many people seem highly addicted

and so it may turn out to be a money spinner. The plans for providing high parking density for flat style accommodation will

be interesting in their detail. We support the greater use of public transport facilities but it might not come until the next

major global financial shock. Presumably council has also based its modelling on the lack of growth world wide, forcasted

for the forseeable future.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Dependant on the detail involved in areas as privacy, visual impact and overshadowing.

not answered

Does this mean going back to the SA Housing Trust and it's failure to integrate vertically across class boundaries? Albeit in

the gentrification exploitation as per Port Adelaide?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

References to overseas experience of this type of urban planning layout which were used in the development phase would

be most useful for ratepayer reference and follow up.



Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered



Respondent No: 183

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 14:09:06 pm

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 14:09:06 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Christopher Henderson

Q2. What is your postal address ? 48 Fisk Ave Glengowrie

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLENGOWRIE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

We currently live in Fisk Ave Glengowrie which is currently has an exclusion of any more sub-divided blocks. We feel as

this a preferred for our area and should be expanded. Having noted other streets over crowded with vehicles due to

insufficient of street parking small garages that are unable to house a standard size vehicle and poor built homes built to a

$ value other than any other factor. There must be some area's set a side for families where family sized homes can still be

built. This is near impossible for families when competing with developers who have no interest in a street location other

than how many "dog boxes" can be squeezed onto them.



Respondent No: 184

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 15:10:33 pm

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 15:10:33 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Adrian Verrusio

Q2. What is your postal address ? 7 Yorke Drive Pasadena SA 5042

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

25 English Ave

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? CLOVELLY PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The Marion Plains Policy Area has grouped many suburbs into the one policy, with issues that may be apparent in one

suburb(s) not necessarily evident in others. In Clovelly Park (and neighbouring Daw Park) I believe development over the

past few years has: - improved the look of the area and quality of housing, and - encouraged economic activity in the area.

I have not seen or experienced car parking issues/shortage in Clovelly Park (or neighbouring suburbs), and the area would

seem to be far from any point where car parking is a problem. The new proposals seem to move away from promoting

construction of semi-detached dwellings, towards medium-high density development along train lines, however, I have not

seen any evidence presented indicating that there will be demand for high-rise living along a train line. Although I do

support the Southern Hills Policy Area proposal, by restricting development in inner areas (such as Clovelly Park) this

would seem to encourage a further southern sprawl outwards from the Adelaide CBD, which I do not support. I propose

that, for Clovelly Park, the existing Northern Policy Area 13 be maintained.

not answered

Yes, but subject to comments made above for Marion Plains Policy Area.

not answered

not answered



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 185

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 15:29:30 pm

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 15:29:30 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Sara Gage

Q2. What is your postal address ? 4 Wilson Avenue, Seaview Downs SA 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEAVIEW DOWNS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address kittymothlet@hotmail.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

see attached document and my email.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

See Attached file and / or email.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/5310b23cba0f53dbf47d7cc7c1c3536dc7a5158e/file_answe

rs/files/018/923/621/original/City_of_Marion-DPA.docx?

1510549166

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/5310b23cba0f53dbf47d7cc7c1c3536dc7a5158e/file_answers/files/018/923/621/original/City_of_Marion-DPA.docx?1510549166


Respondent No: 186

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 17:06:48 pm

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 17:06:48 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Melissa Chrystal

Q2. What is your postal address ? Po Box 416 Marleston SA 5033

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/75bce3436d2d541bbdfcf011ee95b374de7d9b6a/file_answ

ers/files/018/926/663/original/Housing_Diversity_Development_Plan_

Amendment.doc?1510555004

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/75bce3436d2d541bbdfcf011ee95b374de7d9b6a/file_answers/files/018/926/663/original/Housing_Diversity_Development_Plan_Amendment.doc?1510555004


Respondent No: 187

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 17:54:10 pm

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 17:54:10 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Travis Smith

Q2. What is your postal address ? 10 North Street, Marino SA 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Personally, I believe Marino needs to be removed from the Southern Hills Policy Area and treated as a separate zone.

Marino is unique. The original layout of the suburb and designs of the dwellings were sympathetic to the landscape and

provides the bulk of residents with space and views. If the DPA proceeds under the current format, the spacious blocks will

be ‘chopped up’ and filled with generic medium to high density housing. Problems will include overcrowding, overlooking,

lost views, increased on street parking and increased traffic at the Scholefield / Brighton Roads intersection. What is

currently a picturesque and well-planned suburb will become a sea of paving, hebel, colourbond and cars. Council should

remove Marino from Southern Hills Policy Area as not to compromise the foresight and careful planning of the original

development and subsequent planning amendments.

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 188

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 20:32:36 pm

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 20:32:36 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? David Bagshaw

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 902 Brighton 5048

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

13 Shaftesbury Terrace marino 5049

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Marino Residents Assocaition incorporating Kingston Park

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address 5049communicator@gmail.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

As local residents and as an organisation that represents local residents we are directly affected.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

no direct impact in our area



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

in principle this is a good initiative to activate communities.However there are no such nodes in our area.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

no direct impact in our area

not answered

In its current form we have real reservations (see attached transcript from the forum)

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/6398dc2411c41ac9a5841b2b753aa2dfa44d72d8/file_answ

ers/files/018/932/436/original/DPA_Forum_wrap_final_2017-11-

04rev1.pdf?1510567353

no direct impact in our area

not answered

not answered

no direct impact in our area

In principle this is a good initiative to extend the conservation area in this zone, however, technically it is not in our area so

we are unable to comment on the details.

not answered

not answered

As stated above we do not support the "Southern Hills Policy Area" amendments for the reasons stated on the attached

document. Overall it is seen as a good idea but it is too little too soon, and too early to be decisive about whether it is good

or bad in its current or slightly amended form? Not enough information available to make an informed decision Not enough

time to truly evaluate the impact and provide meaningful feedback In essence, we recognise how big and complex the task

was and how hard it is to truly imagine the impact of the changes as the information provided is very generic. More case

studies or live examples are needed to help people understand the impact in Marino. There needs to be more modelling of

the impact beyond “statistical yield”. It is recognised that the DPA has little emphasis on “amenity” and “essential character”

of Marino. Marino needs to be treated as a “Special Area” and its essence protected and enhanced through the DPA; it

needs more guidelines not only for individual development but zones to ensure the character of streets and

neighbourhoods are consistent rather than haphazard development with little regard to neighbourhood.

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/6398dc2411c41ac9a5841b2b753aa2dfa44d72d8/file_answers/files/018/932/436/original/DPA_Forum_wrap_final_2017-11-04rev1.pdf?1510567353


Respondent No: 189

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 20:52:43 pm

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 20:52:43 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Briallen Tempest & Todd Barratt

Q2. What is your postal address ? 7A Ulva Avenue Warradale

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address brilili75@gmail.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

We strongly oppose six storey development on section of Diagonal Rd behind our house as it will impact greatly on our

privacy & will block the morning sun casting our backyard & home into shadow. In addition, we strongly oppose the four

storey plans for our street as our street is narrow & we already have increasing high traffic & parking congestion problems.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

We strongly oppose six storey development on section of Diagonal Rd behind our house as it will impact greatly on our

privacy & will block the morning sun casting our backyard & home into shadow. In addition, we strongly oppose the four

storey plans for our street as our street is very narrow & we already have increasing high traffic & parking congestion

problems.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 190

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 21:41:57 pm

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 21:41:57 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Tam Battersby

Q2. What is your postal address ? 10 Dawson Ave South Plympton

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Dawson Ave urban corridor (19)

not answered

not answered

not answered

Proposal gives preference to commercial enterprises over existing residents. Arguably will reduce quality of living -

potential to be surrounded by 2/3 story office/commercial constructions. Marion Road is already congested - creating a

corridor will exacerbate this. Create hubs not corridors. Be creative - dont promote another South Road Black Forest /

Edwardstown corridor



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Return to low density living Infrasstructure has not kept pace with urban infill New Development approvals appear

inconsistent and do not give heed to current residents concerns. One example is insufficient street parking as new

dwellings require additional driveways but half the space to stow vehicles on their premise. Council should create hubs and

invest in existing shopping precincts rather than change rules to spread commercial property amongst residential dwellings.



Respondent No: 191

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 21:54:27 pm

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 21:54:27 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? David Buck

Q2. What is your postal address ? 17 Second Avenue

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? ASCOT PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

not answered

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I would support the Marion Plains Policy Area, but my street (Second Avenue) misses out on being classified for the zone.

Second Avenue already has many cars parked on the street at most times of the day and having higher density housing

would only compound this problem. I would prefer that Second and First Avenue be included within the Plains Policy Area.

There are also a number of houses on the street (such as 15 Second Avenue) that are quite aged, and would likely be

replaced within the next 10 years. I do not want an apartment block to be built next to my house.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 192

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 22:19:28 pm

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 22:19:28 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? David Hervey

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 536 Torrens Park SA 5062

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

39 Meredith Avenue Glengowrie SA 5044

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLENGOWRIE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

We have a property with a width of 18.9 metres, and a site area 702 square metres. Under the current plan (which we

purchased under) we are allowed to subdivide into 2 properties as have many of the developments in this area in recent

years. This still leaves a comfortable 350 square metres available per land allotment. The new proposal does not allow this

as the frontage requires a minimum of 10 metres per property. Many properties have been redeveloped with frontages of 9

metres and sit well within the local area, in-fact compliment the area. Parking is not an issue and can be resolved in other

ways by ensuring adequate parking is available on each property within the development plan. Our plans for this property

would not be able to be implemented after spending a considerable amount of money to secure a future home

development site.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

not answered

Existing low density housing will be severely impacted if adjacent the sites. I have not been able to find detail regarding

planning issues such as parking, and would not want surrounding areas congested with residents, and shop owners, and

employees cars.

not answered

Existing low density housing will be severely impacted if adjacent the sites. I have not been able to find detail regarding

planning issues such as parking, and would not want surrounding areas congested with residents, and shop owners, and

employees cars.

not answered

not answered

I do not support the increase in frontage requirement for semi detached to 10 metres. 9 Metres is ample and works well

currently. I also do not support the changes to land size. 320 square metres provides sufficient space for todays living, and

the recent developments compliment the suburb. This area of Glengowrie should be left as is. The recent developments

(which are significant) have improved the area, changing it now will result in a mis/match and scrappy looking suburb.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Not familiar with nor have researched the area

not answered

not answered

Not familiar with nor have researched the area

not answered

not answered

Not familiar with nor have researched the area

not answered

not answered

Not familiar with nor have researched the area

The results of this survey should be weighted towards property owners in the respective areas of proposed change, and

should not be taken by the entire survey numbers alone. Considering the size of the council district and the understanding

of different policy areas by those not residing or owning property in the respective areas; the 'Yes' votes may provide false

approval data due to the 'not in my backyard' mentality.



Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered



Respondent No: 193

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 22:33:18 pm

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 22:33:18 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? David Hervey

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 536 Torrens Park SA 5062

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

39 Meredith Avenue Glengowrie SA 5044

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLENGOWRIE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

We have a property with a width of 18.9 metres, and a site area 702 square metres. Under the current plan (which we

purchased under) we are allowed to subdivide into 2 properties as have many of the developments in this area in recent

years. This still leaves a comfortable 350 square metres available per land allotment. The new proposal does not allow this

as the frontage requires a minimum of 10 metres per property. Many properties have been redeveloped with frontages of 9

metres and sit well within the local area, in-fact compliment the area. Parking is not an issue and can be resolved in other

ways by ensuring adequate parking is available on each property within the development plan. Our plans for this property

would not be able to be implemented after spending a considerable amount of money to secure a future home

development site.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

not answered

Existing low density housing will be severely impacted if adjacent the sites. I have not been able to find detail regarding

planning issues such as parking, and would not want surrounding areas congested with residents, and shop owners, and

employees cars.

not answered

Existing low density housing will be severely impacted if adjacent the sites. I have not been able to find detail regarding

planning issues such as parking, and would not want surrounding areas congested with residents, and shop owners, and

employees cars.

not answered

not answered

I do not support the increase in frontage requirement to 10 metres. 9 Metres is ample and works well currently. I also do not

support the changes to land size. 320 square metres provides sufficient space for todays living, and the recent

developments compliment the suburb. This area of Glengowrie should be left as is and the recent developments have

improved the area. Changing it now will result on a mis/match and scrappy looking suburb

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Not familiar with nor have researched the area

not answered

not answered

Not familiar with nor have researched the area

not answered

not answered

Not familiar with nor have researched the area

not answered

not answered

Not familiar with nor have researched the area

The results of this survey should be weighted towards property owners in the respective areas of proposed change, and

should not be taken by the entire survey numbers alone. Considering the size of the council district and the understanding

of different policy areas by those not residing or owning property in the respective areas; the 'Yes' votes may provide false

approval data due to the 'not in my backyard' mentality.



Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered



Respondent No: 194

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 13, 2017 22:57:21 pm

Last Seen: Nov 13, 2017 22:57:21 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Wayne Huckel

Q2. What is your postal address ? 12 Waterhouse Road South plympton SA 5038

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

We have ground level units 1 door away ,3 across from us in a hammerhead, 2 long houses on what was one block facing

Jervois street to our rear and next to that a group of ground units facing Jervois street that extend to the new playground.

Next door has been sold with intention to build units on that block as well, hopefully ground level. See also" Marion Plains

Policy Area" comments.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

It makes sense however there will be people adversely affected as well.

not answered

not answered

not answered

We are proposed to be in Policy area 10 and I welcome the change as it appears to address the asthetics of the area and

deal with the on street parking issue that higher density living (Units) brings. On Waterhouse road on weekends when

everyone is home there are cars on the street and while we welcome the new playground it also contributes a lot of

vehicles on weekends. Jervois street is always full of cars on the street for the units and playground.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Also I believe a 25km speed limit should be adjacent to the playground on Waterhouse road and Jervois street for safety

reasons as it is for schools as children are on the riding track outside the safety fence and being loaded and unloaded from

vehicles on the streets.



Respondent No: 195

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 08:00:36 am

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 08:00:36 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Helen Andrew

Q2. What is your postal address ? 58 Kipling Avenue Glengowrie SA 5044

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLENGOWRIE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

I have lived at 58 Kipling Avenue for 29 years. My concerns relate to the way in which Council is failing to represent the

interests of all residents in a fair and consistent manner. In the last couple of years I have been subjected to a very

unfortunate development next door to me, 3 two-storey townhouses on the corner of Kipling and McGilp Avenues (12

people replacing one person). I agree that Glengowrie needs a facelift but believe Council has missed an opportunity for

quality and sensitive development in the area. This development entailed multiple issues for me including fencing issues,

cracking in my home (when the trees on the boundary were removed) and now parking issues, and is generally considered

by the neighbours as a cheap build. I was given no warning by Council that this development, that went on for over 18

months and impacted me greatly, had been approved or was imminent and when I realised and rang up about it, I was told

that there was no requirement now for Council to notify me because the development complied with regulations. In other

words, I was irrelevant. May I suggest that as a matter of courtesy that all residents be informed of developments affecting

them so they have the time to inform themselves about their rights and own plans with regard to renovations, and are able

to organise their lives around this disruption. I have learned that a development application for 56 Kipling Avenue, next to

me on the other side, has been with council for over 6 months now, proposing to replace a single dwelling with 2 two-story

townhouses. The fact that the frontage of this property is only just over 16 metres, not 18 as required by the current

planning rules for Northern Area 13, seems not to be an obstacle for anyone involved. The size of the block at 56 Kipling

Avenue also does not meet minimum requirements. There seems to be a lot of confidence behind the scenes that it will be

approved given that so many other properties that do not meet the 18 metre frontage rule have also been approved. In fact

I have seen one in Bells Road that is less than 16 metres. I have a number of concerns around this. When I have enquired

about this lack of consistent interpretation of the rules I have been told that these minimum frontages are merely guidelines

not rules as such, depending on the size of the block and other factors. This has not been the understanding of many

residents and by not stating this transparently on its website, I believe Council has been misleading in this regard. As far

as the proposed new development plan goes, why bother increasing the minimum width of semi-detached properties from

9 to 10 metres when minimum frontages are so easily circumvented by Council behind the scenes? It is also concerning

that Council appears to be working closely with some residents behind the scenes to help them improve their property's

value at the expense of the values of their neighbours' properties. Also with regard to the proposed development at number

56 Kipling Avenue next door to me, I will not only lose all privacy at the back, given that neighbours can still peer over the

tops of frosted windows, but also, if the proposed garage on our shared boundary is placed only 5 metres back from the

front of the property, I will lose light, view and amenity from my lounge room which only has a corner window on that side. I

believe this will further impact my property value negatively. To summarise my points I would like to see the following

commitment by Council: • Courtesy notices of all development activities given to all affected residents by Council • More

free advisory and support services for residents affected by development • Better quality development that is sensitive to

the area and wishes of residents • More transparency by Council around actual allowances and approval processes

currently taking place behind the scenes • A fair and even-handed approach by Council to all residents seeking and

affected by property subdivision with early notification, an independent appraisal of the development's effect on property

values and compensation available for those negatively impacted by unfair decisions.



Respondent No: 196

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 10:05:05 am

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 10:05:05 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Mary O'Connor

Q2. What is your postal address ? 1 Oakleigh Rd Marion SA 5043

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address mary.oconnor@adelaide.edu.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

It is unhealthy to live on main roads - air, noise and light pollution. I live one house back from Marion Rd next to a park and

the noise in my backyard is terrible. Also you can't cross Marion Rd most of the day - every day I see people taking risks

crossing the road to catch a bus. What if any sound mitigation is happening in high rise on Marion Rd etc? Also air quality

measures. We need to reduce the number and speed of cars for transport oriented development to work in Australia. See

link at bottom of submission.



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Please read this article from the respected and academically rigorous The Conversation site. "Retrofitted cities are forcing

residents to live with planning failures – we're due for a rethink" — http://theconversation.com/retrofitted-cities-are-forcing-

residents-to-live-with-planning-failures-were-due-for-a-rethink-83216



Respondent No: 197

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 12:23:58 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 12:23:58 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Maureen Goldfinch

Q2. What is your postal address ? 8/2 Coventry St, Oaklands Park 5046

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? OAKLANDS PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

I have been informed by council representatives that this zone is likely to go ahead to satisfy State Government plans.

There are single storey dwellings in this area that have very little chance of benefitting directly from the changes to the DP

(of which mine is one). Despite the intention of the DPA to minimize (through set backs, interface height etc.) the impact of

development on existing dwellings, the amenity of higher development on a neighbouring single-storey dwelling will be

great. For example, my property would have reduced light across the day, greatly reduced desirable (non-midday) light for

healthy garden growth, reduced feeling of space, greatly increased feeling of being boxed in, removed line of sight to

beautiful gums along the train line. If the DPA must go ahead, could there be at least be a stipulation that new

developments bordering any existing single-story dwelling never be permitted to exceed in any way the protections

specified in the DPA. This could allow development (beneficial to the state in general) to go ahead, while helping to ensure

that it goes ahead in a slightly more gradual way next to the dwellings that will be most negatively effected.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I've put I don't want to be heard at a public meeting because interactions with council representatives so far leave me

feeling that I don't have the planning knowledge necessary to give meaningful input. If there is any benefit to my presence

at a public meeting, I would eagerly attend.



Respondent No: 198

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 12:47:48 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 12:47:48 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Jonathan Thompson

Q2. What is your postal address ? 38 Harris Street Edwardstown SA 5039

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? EDWARDSTOWN, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Having buildings from three to five storeys high on Marion Road would be fine but the majority of them will back onto single

storey residential properties. I wouldn't want that to happen next to my property and I doubt there is anyone that would.

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

The high number and small size of sub-divisions in and around Angus Avenue in Edwardstown is absolutely absurd and

utterly irresponsible of Council to allow it to happen for so many years. I fully support laws that will cease any further

increase in housing and population density in my area.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

There is nothing positive to be gained for current residents by increasing housing density. I have witnessed the negative

results over the last ten years I have owned property and lived in Edwardstown. Increased traffic and increased on-street

parking are just the tip of the iceberg. I understand Marion Council has an interest in having more rate payers but the

balance is already too far out and the quality of living is going down in my area.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

The main reason for my submission is my dislike of sub-divisions and the adverse effect they have on a typical residential

area. In the ten years I have lived on the corner of Harris Steet and Angus Avenue in Edwardstown I have seen dozens of

new buildings go up on small, sub-divided blocks in Angus Avenue and adjacent streets. The amount of traffic and on-

street parking is way too high because of this. The removal of countless mature trees to establish these new properties has

greatly reduced the visual appeal of the area as well. Angus Avenue is widely known as the “worst street in Edwardstown”

by many people who’ve lived nearby for many years. I don't want other people to experience the gradual decline of their

local area like I have. A few suggestions I'd like to make for any new laws regarding sub-divisions and higher density

housing are: - Make minimum land sizes for new sub-divisions larger. Something like 350-400 sq.m for the division of

typical house blocks and 300-350 sq.m for corner blocks. - Don't allow sub-divisions of adjacent blocks. - Make new sub-

divisions have more car parking space. (most I see have only one space in the driveway plus a garage that is used as a

room of the house, not for a car) - Make minimum distances between new dwellings far greater so they’re not gutter-to-

gutter. - Force developers or new owners to plant substantial trees to replace what was destroyed in the process of sub-

division and building. - Ban two-storey blocks of units, or at least have a minimum distance of 20m or more between them

and existing residential properties.



Respondent No: 199

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 12:47:53 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 12:47:53 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Judith Anne Newport

Q2. What is your postal address ? 4 George Court, Marino, SA 5049

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

4 George Court, Marino SA 5049

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

The following points represent the essence of my submission to Council concerning the proposed rezoning of Marino from

Hills Zone with a minimum land requirement of 700 to 1000 sq. metres to the new Southern Hills Policy area 16. 1. The

proposed rezoning of Marino is summarised in the attached Fact Sheet, with the new minimum land sizes. 2. I oppose the

new land sizes for the following reasons: a. The land size is too small, as this is a green suburb and is renowned for its

birdlife. To allow subdivision to such small allotments would potentially result in the destruction of existing garden/green

space and trees and impact on birdlife. This would take away an existing amenity available to residents i.e. the

fundamental character of this suburb. b. The land sizes proposed are too small for the nature of houses that people wish to

build. My experience with Nos 8, 10 and 6 George Court is that they have built/planned to build outside of the approved

building envelope and Land Management Agreement without Community Corporation Approval on what are approx. 580

sq. metre blocks. I do not know how these were approved when the current requirement is for a minimum 700 sq. metres.

The result on those allotments is that there is very little green space/garden, no land for children to safely play on and little

or no thought to guest car parking. c. The roads in parts of Marino are narrow and anything that increases the traffic will be

problematic as there is no capacity to widen the roads. I particularly refer to the access roads that include the corner of

Jervois Terrace and Marine Parade, where the public carpark is and the start of the boardwalk to Seacliff Beach.

Pedestrians crossing Jervois Terrace to the boardwalk already have to take extreme care. Turning onto Jervois Terrace

from George Court is also problematic at times due to limited vision, the angle of the roads and the position of the

restaurant on the road curve. d. Sewer infrastructure does not exist in parts of Marino due to the steep terrain. Properties

are therefore on Septic systems e.g. the Marino Rocks Café/Restaurant and 2 George Court or properties rely on pumping

stations to move effluent to where the sewer is located e.g. 6,8,10 and 4 George Court. e. The Council has not

demonstrated regard to privacy amenity in my experience with Nos 8 and 10 George Court, so I am not confident that their

claims to manage this under the new allotment sizes is something they will deliver. 3. I therefore require that the land sizes

remain at a minimum of 700 square metres, to accommodate all of the above issues in Marino.



Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

not answered

The following points represent the essence of my submission to Council concerning the proposed rezoning of Marino from

Hills Zone with a minimum land requirement of 700 to 1000 sq. metres to the new Southern Hills Policy area 16. 1. The

proposed rezoning of Marino is summarised in the attached Fact Sheet, with the new minimum land sizes. 2. I oppose the

new land sizes for the following reasons: a. The land size is too small, as this is a green suburb and is renowned for its

birdlife. To allow subdivision to such small allotments would potentially result in the destruction of existing garden/green

space and trees and impact on birdlife. This would take away an existing amenity available to residents i.e. the

fundamental character of this suburb. b. The land sizes proposed are too small for the nature of houses that people wish to

build. My experience with Nos 8, 10 and 6 George Court is that they have built/planned to build outside of the approved

building envelope and Land Management Agreement, without Community Corporation Approval, on what are approx. 580

sq. metre blocks. I do not know how these were approved when the current requirement is for a minimum 700 sq. metres.

The result on those allotments is that there is very little green space/garden, no land for children to safely play on and little

or no thought to guest car parking. c. The roads in parts of Marino are narrow and anything that increases the traffic will be

problematic as there is no capacity to widen the roads. I particularly refer to the access roads that include the corner of

Jervois Terrace and Marine Parade, where the public carpark is and the start of the boardwalk to Seacliff Beach.

Pedestrians crossing Jervois Terrace to the boardwalk already have to take extreme care. Turning onto Jervois Terrace

from George Court is also problematic at times due to limited vision, the angle of the roads and the position of the

restaurant on the road curve. d. Sewer infrastructure does not exist in parts of Marino due to the steep terrain. Properties

are therefore on Septic systems e.g. the Marino Rocks Café/Restaurant and 2 George Court or properties rely on pumping

stations to move effluent to where the sewer is located e.g. 6,8,10 and 4 George Court. e. The Council has not

demonstrated regard to privacy amenity in my experience with Nos 8 and 10 George Court, so I am not confident that their

claims to manage this under the new allotment sizes is something they will deliver. 3. I therefore require that the land sizes

remain at a minimum of 700 square metres, to accommodate all of the above issues in Marino.

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

No

Q37.Any comments

The following points represent the essence of my submission to Council concerning the proposed rezoning of Marino from

Hills Zone with a minimum land requirement of 700 to 1000 sq. metres to the new Southern Hills Policy area 16. 1. The

proposed rezoning of Marino is summarised in the attached Fact Sheet, with the new minimum land sizes. 2. I oppose the

new land sizes for the following reasons: a. The land size is too small, as this is a green suburb and is renowned for its

birdlife. To allow subdivision to such small allotments would potentially result in the destruction of existing garden/green

space and trees and impact on birdlife. This would take away an existing amenity available to residents i.e. the

fundamental character of this suburb. b. The land sizes proposed are too small for the nature of houses that people wish to

build. My experience with Nos 8, 10 and 6 George Court is that they have built/planned to build outside of the approved

building envelope and LMA on what are approx. 580 sq. metre blocks. I do not know how these were approved when the

current requirement is for a minimum 700 sq. metres. The result on those allotments is that there is very little green

space/garden, no land for children to safely play on and little or no thought to guest car parking. c. The roads in parts of

Marino are narrow and anything that increases the traffic will be problematic as there is no capacity to widen the roads. I

particularly refer to the access roads that include the corner of Jervois Terrace and Marine Parade, where the public

carpark is and the start of the boardwalk to Seacliff Beach. Pedestrians crossing Jervois Terrace to the boardwalk already

have to take extreme care. Turning onto Jervois Terrace from George Court is also problematic at times due to limited

vision, the angle of the roads and the position of the restaurant on the road curve. d. Sewer infrastructure does not exist in

parts of Marino due to the steep terrain. Properties are therefore on Septic systems e.g. the Marino Rocks Café/Restaurant

and 2 George Court or properties rely on pumping stations to move effluent to where the sewer is located e.g. 6,8,10 and 4

George Court. e. The Council has not demonstrated regard to privacy amenity in my experience with Nos 8 and 10 George

Court, so I am not confident that their claims to manage this under the new allotment sizes is something they will deliver. 3.

I therefore require that the land sizes remain at a minimum of 700 square metres, to accommodate all of the above issues

in Marino.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

I also specifically mention the potential impacts on existing coastal views and ask that the DPA incorporate policy (in the

form of “Objectives” and “Principles of Development Control”) to preserve those views. This will ensure that the existing

amenity for residents will be maintained as a result of any changes to the existing policies.



Respondent No: 200

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 12:56:31 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 12:56:31 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Andrew Jenner

Q2. What is your postal address ? 1 Arthur Street Plympton Park SA 5038

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

AS above

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? PLYMPTON PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

NA

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address andyjenner@internode.on.net

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

My property in Arthur St will become bound on the northern and western sides by "commercial" zoning while itself becomes

"Character". This corridor has only limited access from Cross Road and that being one way entry from almost right on top of

the Cross Rd tram crossing into Wattle Terrace and Arthur Street. This entry point is not accessible when more than one

vehicle is stopped at the crossing and exit back to the main road grid is not easy at best and extremely difficult at peak

times. My property will decrease in value. It represents my only super and savings. As an age pensioner that is very

important to me. I would like to have an ability in any proposal to develop my property when I am ready to move due to age.

I would like to have the ability to demolish and build two residences in its place. A serious improvement for the worst house

in the street. Under this proposal as stated my property will be devalued. A serious issue for me as its my only real asset.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

I strongly protest the sensibility of establishing a "commercial" zone along the southern side of the tram line along Wattle

Tce . This area should be retained as residential medium to high density to encourage, by attrition the development of the

poorer quality housing as over the years homes deteriorate in value and condition.The current zoning of medium density

should be slightly increased with a reduction in Maximum restrictions to make gradual improvement to this area an actual

possibility given they are properties which mostly have frontages of approx 15m. This would be in keeping with the State

Planning desire to increase residential densities along transport corridors. To be effective it should be a reasonable width

corridor allowing building of homes which support a higher density of living such as multi story row ( up to three story),

detached, detached homes with frontages of minimal width. Allowance of a larger building area eg 60+% of land. The

current zoning and restrictions does not allow houses with frontage of 15m to be demolished and replaced with two

dwellings. This should be changed if the area is to progress. The current proposal would see the gradual devaluation of this

entire residential corridor. What Type of commercial activity does the proposal invite with limited access and egress?

Perhaps an existing home becoming a child care center. Most likely when the Sex industry is inevitably decriminalized it

might become a red light corridor of brothels and massage parlors. Serious commercial development is not likely to occur

under this proposal in the next hundred years unless the Council plans compulsory acquisition of many titles and subsides

for developers. Someone is dreaming if they are expecting a corridor of Taco Bells or Dunking donuts with offices above.

Much traffic is already restricted in Wattle Tce by commuters who drive to park there all day and tram to work. . Arthur

Street has many young families with children who play along the street in the afternoons. Living opposite one of those

families I cringe every time one of the children run into the road without properly looking. This sadly is a common enough

occurrence in what is presently a reasonably quiet and family friendly street. Any changes to the current zoning must be

done in a manner which benefits the ratepayers and on their behalf, the community.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I strongly protest the sensibility of creating a "heritage" area around my home in the northern Plympton Park area . If there

is to be Character areas retained they should NOT be in close proximity to the transport corridors.It would seem common

sense has failed in this proposal.Surely the areas which should be encouraged to progress in terms of gradual

development should primarily be those close to the transport corridors. My home by the way has pretty much zero

character. Very few of the homes in this proposed area are of a level of character to warrant special attention. Most have

been built in a depression era and structurally compromised by basic principles like having sufficient cement in the footings,

mortar etc. Many suffer from ineffective damp coursing and the like. The general quality of construction is generally poor

due to the era in which they have been built. It would almost suggest that there might be an inappropriate personal

influence in the proposal to select this particular area in the face of common sense.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

All decisions made by this council MUST benefit the ratepayers and on their behalf the community at large. Thank you



Respondent No: 201

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 13:33:14 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 13:33:14 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Michael Rutherford

Q2. What is your postal address ? 38 Yomara Rd Marino

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address rutherf@adam.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Both my wife Dianne and I have owned an allotment in Marino since the 1960's and lived on that since the mid 70's

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I see difficulties by amalgamating Policy Area 11 into the new Area 16 because of the demographic, topographic and

allotment size differences across the new proposed Area. In addition, re Marino: most allotments are not more than 18m

frontage width. This will mean that even if the existing house is demolished, there can be no detached or semi detached

houses built as proposed, irrespective of whether they are 350m2 or 400m2 in area. In addition, the proposed wider

driveway requirement will make subdivision into "hammer head" allotments more difficult. Furthermore, much of Marino

consists of pre 1980's/90's houses on narrow but very deep allotments occupied by an aging population. This means that

the area lacks diversity and vitality and results in allotments difficult to maintain because of their large area. They are often

weed infested and unattractive. We should enable the existing large allotments to be subdivided - allowing aging residents

to remain in the suburb in their existing home on smaller allotments, not making it more difficult to subdivide, nor

succumbing to pressure from residents who want unrestricted views and wide spaces by denying the development of

alternative forms of dwellings

not answered

not answered



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

My own street has 31 houses facing it. By my research: > 22 of these are pre 80's, with only 5 having undergone

significant external renovation > 7 were build in the period 1980 to 2005 on previously vacant land or on a demolished site

> 2 have been built post 2005 Of all these houses, only 5 (16%) appear to have children, whereas in the 70's to the 90's,

19 houses (61%) did have children. The aging population is reflected in a "tired" streetscape, unruly backyards and more

significantly, a lack of energy, diversity and vibrancy



Respondent No: 202

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 13:34:13 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 13:34:13 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Robert Riggs

Q2. What is your postal address ? 13 The Parade Marion 5043

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address rariggs@optusnet.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

area 15 the residential Character area for Marion has changes to the frontage and minimum site are that has the potential

to have a negative impact on the existing area with resubdivisions gaining approval by virtue of the guideline being just that

and frontages of a lesser size along with lesser site are areas as stipulated in the proposal gaining approval. Council

planners at Information sessions have confirmed that they will not be adhering to the minimum.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

I see existing multi story structures not taking into account adjacent existing buildings with shadowing, etc. The health

issues of increasing density on a main road are of concern. The principal is OK but the outcome if Churchill rd is an

example is a disaster with ugly buildings being of prominence with no design merit and no doubt compromises in the living

amenity with doubtfull long term positive outcomes. It has to be done better with better control of structure form.

not answered

The principal was is OK to me until I can see that the area designated ''other'' can have up to 4 stories and is a significant

area that is primarily existing housing stock. This height regardless of shadowing will have an enormous negative aspect

regarding the suburbs visual impact. 4 stories is OK in a well planned greenfield development where people buy into an

area knowing what is planned. This will only create the destruction of a number of well established suburbs.

not answered

it is nearly too late in many areas as the damage has been done with overcrowding, car parking issues and buildings of

very dubious quality from both a design and structure viewpoint. Will the state government back up design being as

essential part of an approval process, never alone Council. Necessary it is and I support these changes before there is

total desecration of many established areas of Marion

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Why should residents in the hills not be subjected to the same levels of desecration as those on the plains is a question. Is

this the answer. I'm not sure as I can visualise a number of issues arising regarding built out views, etc that do not exist on

the plains

not answered

not answered

I am only unsure as some I agree with and others I do not. All the areas existing or earmarked add to the overall make up

of the City that can not be replicated so it is critical they remain. The South Pympton semi detached I can agree with being

familiar with the area where exiting semi detached is a feature. But why change marion to a lesser frontage and block size

which will see a change in housing style and lessen the opportunity for green space. This is one category where changes

can have a profound negative and very visual impact over the long term if not well thought out. I am surprised the old

marion village area is not deemed worthy of protection, but I guess it is too late for this area due to many past decisions

that have had a detrimental long term impact.

not answered

Again it is a mixed bag of approval / disapproval. Yes we need neighbourhood centres and ideally there needs to be room

to grow if there is a demand. The Chambers st addition at 3 stories where it an existing residential area and will still abut

existing housing is a concern. Chambers St is already congested due to the existing centre. This can not be fixed easily

due to the road being primarily a dead end street. Way too many unknowns and what I view as unsolvable negatives for

Chambers St to end up being a positive outcome in this DPA to support it.

not answered

Nothing in writing to highlight change, but a conservation Zone is a given for this area



Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

Council has to respect the rights of existing citizens to be able to enjoy their homes. Many are not - particularly the elderly

long term residents - due to the rampant resubdivision that has turned quiet residential areas into a busy enclave of

overcrowded houses and overcrowded streets. The only winners are developers. and Council with an increase rates base.

Even the purchasers are not winners as the supposed savings of smaller allotments are not evident in the final market

pricing. When the submission is printed it does not include everything written within the comments block. Bad design!



Respondent No: 203

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 13:48:21 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 13:48:21 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Kym Pryde

Q2. What is your postal address ? 29 Charles St Ascot Park

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

as above

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? ASCOT PARK, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

I am affected in that properties around me are being rezoned to Suburban Activity Zone however my property remains in

residential as does some non residential uses. It would make more sense if my property, 27 and 27A Charles St (which is

not a residential use but a community use in that it is an Active Elders Club) are also rezoned to SAN. There is a laneway

across the road also which leads directly to the Ascot Park train line providing these sites with opportunity and access to

commuters. In addition the Lion Club run an op shop Wednesday and on some weekends. This is not a residential use but

a commercial/community use. Including this, my property and 27 Charles St in this visible and much more easily accessed

area in the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone align with the purpose of this zone.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

not answered

not answered

This should be extended as identified above.

not answered

not answered

Yes however given urban consolidation is a 30 Year plan for Greater Adelaide target I'm unsure why the frontage distances

have been increased not decreased. Consider leaving them as is.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 204

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 14:46:31 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 14:46:31 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Carmen Gibson

Q2. What is your postal address ? 2 Embert Street, Sturt

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? STURT, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

See attached submission

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

See attached submission

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

See attached submission



Respondent No: 205

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 15:27:11 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 15:27:11 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Daniel Morton

Q2. What is your postal address ? 20 Starr Ave North Plympton

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

3 Rathlin Ave

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Alliance Development & Construction

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Yes I believe the new policy will not allow for housing affordability throughout the area, bigger blocks mean higher prices, it

will be harder for first home owners to get a home in the area.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I believe this should all be policy area 12.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 206

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 15:27:58 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 15:27:58 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Keith Harrison

Q2. What is your postal address ? 28 Railway Terrace, Edwardstown 5039

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? EDWARDSTOWN, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address keefharrison@optusnet.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Unsure

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

The Factsheet should be explained in simpler language

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

If it actually means higher building density in vicinity of public transport corridors with less restrictive style choices then then

it is common sense that it is the way of the future. It needs to allow large blocks to be sub-divided into at least two dwellings

and for single-storey homes to be permitted attic/higher roof capability. Additional kerb entrances for vehicles needs to be

allowed. Maintaining pre-1950s style dwellings is restrictive in expression and doesn't allow for latest technology (post-war

materials were sub-standard in some cases). It's already a mixture of building styles, do resident's care about 'character' or

only a few 'expert' urban designers who don't live in the area? Allow large eucalypt trees to be removed from domestic

gardens, they are dangerous. Replace the under-road mains water pipes as they burst regularly.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Remove the awful pine trees alongside the railway line on Railway Terrace (Delaine Ave to Castle Street) and fix the new

bike path or get rid of it, then re-establish the commuter parking and re-landscape appropriately. Re-landscape all

vegetation along the railway on Railway Terrace. Stop insisting on planting callistemon trees when verge widths vary and

they are not suited to narrow verges. Listen to residents and not so called experts.



Respondent No: 207

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 15:36:39 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 15:36:39 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Samuel Wilson

Q2. What is your postal address ? 25 Wright Street, Edwardstown SA 5039

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

As above

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? EDWARDSTOWN, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

The zoning for my property is proposed to change to Residential Character Policy Area 15.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I support the proposed changes to the Residential Character Policy Area. The section in Edwardstown (South) proposed to

be re-zoned is quite unique compared to others in Edwardstown and, more broadly, the City of Marion. As much of the of

the original housing is from the same era and still intact, it is important for it to be protected and for any future development

to be sympathetic to the existing stock. The existing amenity of these streets is good but could also be improved with

upgraded streetscaping over time, particularly with the vegetation on the nature strips.



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 208

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 15:45:45 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 15:45:45 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Martin Ayles

Q2. What is your postal address ? 69 Warri Parri Drive Flagstaff Hill 5159

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

All of Marion Council area's generally as full time builder and

developer of nearly 20 years in this area.

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Builder and Developer

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address martinayles@gmail.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

The proposed DPA lacks any consideration around finance and lending restriction to multi storey development. It makes

my current business collapse and does not provide adequate varied forms of housing that can be built by small to medium

scale builders for the public or as a developer.

not answered

not answered

In Some ways yes, however there is issues around a lack of consideration to other matters such as Environmental matters,

community space use, consideration of limitation of developers able to actually undertake these projects. Finance

restrictions, amount of buyers or tenants wanting this type of property and impact to smaller builders restricted by licences

to undertake these types of projects by default as the other types of homes will basically be eradicated from the DPC as

previous.



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

This is clearly politically driven and does not constitute good planning outcomes for many many reasons.

not answered

not answered

This is clearly politically driven and does not constitute good planning outcomes for many many reasons including but not

limited to, financial abilities for most to undertake these developments, limitations in housing blocks being developable, will

restrict single story new homes to most buyers, resricts affordable housing in general to all, creates 'ghetto' type

developements. Take a drive along Churchill road to see what these types of polices make areas look like.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

Some of this is ok.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I will present my case on the night, photographs and case studies along with all my reasons as to why this proposed policy

has not considered all the aspects required, is a bad planning outcome and is clearly politically driven without

considerations to many areas.



Respondent No: 209

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 16:11:27 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 16:11:27 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Dean & Jane Dempster

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 689, Oaklands Park SA 5046

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

7 Ulva Avenue, Warradale SA 5046

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? WARRADALE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address admin@ecoenergypanels.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

The Morphett Road section - Core Area and Transition Area - are the areas of most concern to us.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/e743c5e24179033a195b5b9af16df8bb74a67abb/file_answ

ers/files/018/954/181/original/7_Ulva_Avenue.pdf?1510638083

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/e743c5e24179033a195b5b9af16df8bb74a67abb/file_answers/files/018/954/181/original/7_Ulva_Avenue.pdf?1510638083


Respondent No: 210

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 16:27:04 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 16:27:04 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? SUE ATTARD

Q2. What is your postal address ? 59 CHURCHILL AVENUE GLANDORE SA 5037

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLANDORE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

With regard to the Marion Plains Policy Area we feel that by increasing the sizes required for semi-detached dwellings and

by tightening the building codes it will inhibit sub-division which will lead to a great reduction of building due to these new

restrictions. This will therefore restrict affordable housing available in the area and eliminate chances for the younger

people and families to move into the area. The reduction in building will also impact the already stressed construction

sector, something the Governments are trying to avoid. Whilst we can understand that density may have been raised as an

issue, we feel this should be tempered and balanced with the realization that the expanding population must change the

dynamics of housing development and that smaller units/ semi-detached homes will become the norm not the exception.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

not answered

We feel the current amendment plans for the Marion Council Area are not suitable for the changing population. In particular

the Residential Character Policy Area and the Marion Plains Policy Area We currently reside in Glandore and have done for

the last thirty odd years. We have also had three generations of my family living here so we know the area well. We reside

in the ‘Residential Character Policy Area” and would like to see this zoning abolished. This area is a mixture of old and

new, flats and homes and Housing Trust accommodation. We feel the Character Area does not serve the general populace

of the area. Homes have become exorbitantly priced and blocks in this area are not big enough according to the code to

sub-divide or place semi-detached homes on, despite the proposed size amendments for semi-detached. We speak from

personal experience trying to build semi-detached homes. This Residential Character zoning creates the selective situation

where only a certain home owner can move into this area and also does not allow for growth in population or density. The

idea of allowing only the style of 1950’s homes to be built is ludicrous and would definitely be a backward step. Whilst the

area has many lovely character homes it also has a similar proportion of run down character abodes that are only cost

effective to bulldoze. There is also an equal amount of more modern homes and flats of varying different eras and styles so

we need a more appropriate Policy Area that covers all of these dwellings not just the old. We need a more forward

thinking and broader Policy that will incorporate both modern and older without being discriminatory – one that allows for

new life to be breathed into a stagnant area.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/f1888b9b467986e9bc385417049a37dc76323c3d/file_answ

ers/files/018/954/710/original/NEW_AREA_POLICY_FEEDBACK.jpg

?1510639021

not answered

Please refer letter attached. Photos can be provided. Don't hesitate to contact me with any queries -

susieqat2@hotmail.com

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/f1888b9b467986e9bc385417049a37dc76323c3d/file_answers/files/018/954/710/original/NEW_AREA_POLICY_FEEDBACK.jpg?1510639021


Respondent No: 211

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 16:34:07 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 16:34:07 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Ekistics Planning and Design on behalf of DLH Projects

Q2. What is your postal address ? PO Box 32, Goodwood SA 5034

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

934 Marion Road, Sturt

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? STURT, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Ekistics Planning and Design

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address kbarnes@ekistics.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Please see attached submission

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/41162d9646d577793c0760333f478a67a299b656/file_answ

ers/files/018/955/004/original/00536-

001_20171114_Submission_OBO_DLH_Projects_Marion_Housing_

Diversity_DPA.pdf?1510639444

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Please see attached submission on behalf of DLH Projects.

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/41162d9646d577793c0760333f478a67a299b656/file_answers/files/018/955/004/original/00536-001_20171114_Submission_OBO_DLH_Projects_Marion_Housing_Diversity_DPA.pdf?1510639444


Respondent No: 212

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 16:42:55 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 16:42:55 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Test

Q2. What is your postal address ? Test

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

not answered

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 213

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 16:43:56 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 16:43:56 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Test

Q2. What is your postal address ? Test

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

not answered

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 214

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 16:48:52 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 16:48:52 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Rebecca Robinson

Q2. What is your postal address ? 20 Starr Ave, North Plymprton

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

All suburbs in arion council area

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? STURT, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Alliance Development and Construction

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address rebecca@alliancedevelopment.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

See attached

not answered

not answered

not answered

I believe this should be policy area 12

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/05023be5c697cbad1a6159ca224c1cfbc1153fb2/file_answe

rs/files/018/955/641/original/Response_to_Suburban_Activity_Node.

docx?1510640328

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/05023be5c697cbad1a6159ca224c1cfbc1153fb2/file_answers/files/018/955/641/original/Response_to_Suburban_Activity_Node.docx?1510640328


Respondent No: 215

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 16:52:27 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 16:52:27 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Judy Bellati

Q2. What is your postal address ? 11 Clark Ave Glandore

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

11 Clark Ave Glandore

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLANDORE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Community Stakeholder in the Residential Character Zoning

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address judy.bellati@sa.gov.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

not answered

I have serious concerns with the proposed DPA and for the potential of 4 story buildings to be built on small inner city

suburban streets that are directly opposite and adjacent to the residential character policy area 15, that are restricted to

build 2-storey dwellings (only hidden within the roof space)? What will be the impact of the visual (Street- scape) aesthetics

on these small inner city side streets? Also, the tram and train lines within this area restricts traffic flow and a lot of

congestion already exists. The increase in density will only create more congestion and have a significant negative impact

on these small inner city streets (and the tram stops), especially in Glandore and South Plympton.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

not answered

NO The new policy allows for the opportunity to increase housing diversity/density and new minimum site dimensions will

apply in some localities. This will bring increased in occupancy and pressure into the area (as described in Q2). This could

also potentially bring about a reduction in ‘private open space”, and a reduction in vegetation (flora) and associated fauna

(e.g. birds) as the proposed increase in density (e.g. smaller allotment sizes) will use existing ‘private open space’ for

development and there no mention of any consideration and easement into the building regulations associated with

Residential character policy area 15 that encourages private detached dwellings to retain ‘private open space’ , that could

be achieved from building cost effective two story housing. Whilst the current building design regulations allow 2 story

dwellings to be built, they have to be within the roof, space and this is often an expensive option and cost prohibitive (in

consideration of the socio-demographics of house owners in the zoning), especially when added onto additional costs to

build other required character features within the current building design criteria (e.g.. a pre-1950’s front facade). Two story

housing dwellings already exist within the residential character policy area 15 zoning, and as so, doesn’t set a new

precedence in character. It also exists directly across the road of residential homes on the small suburban’s streets that

define the boundaries, with even some of these small streets (e.g. Clark Ave, Glandore) having parts of the road included

and parts excluded. The dwellings excluded within residential character policy area 15 include housing trust homes,

apartment flats, and modern two story detached/attached dwellings. Preserving ‘character’ applies to the entire

streetscape, not just parts of street, one side of a small suburbs road that defines the boundaries, or a house with ‘old’

footings and poor taste 70 style (external/internal) renovations. The existing character within the residential character policy

area 15 is already a complete mix and especially on the small inner suburban streets that define the boundaries (e.g. Clark,

Ave Glandore that has no traffic lights, no round about and where currently 3 policy areas apply to this one small street! ) I

would encourage the DPA to re-consider this fundamental development issue regarding this character zone, which is an

inner-city suburb (with lower socio demographics than many other inner city suburbs) and urge you to adopt similar

policies of other surrounding and adjacent council areas that supports and encourages residential owners to retain ‘private

open space’ by allowing them to build ‘affordable’ two story homes under the proposed DPA. As a community stakeholder

(residential owner) within this residential character policy zone area 15, I would like to see a change and an amendment

reflected in the actual policy and associated building regulations that reflects this and supports the building of ‘affordable’

two story homes, particularly in light of factors such as the potential increase in density as described in the new DPA for

this zoning (i.e. allowing up to 4 story developments, smaller block sizes allotments) and that the precedence of two story

dwellings that are not built into the roof space already exists! Inclusion of such a consideration, would not only allow for the

promotion of ‘private open space’ but the savings made in not having to could be better spent on additional energy-efficient

housing features, that would of have greater long term benefit to residents than those associated with ‘character’ designs

that are already inconsistent within the streetscape, especially on small roads and allotment sizes albeit detached,

semidetached or whatever.

not answered

not answered



Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I would like to see the Two Story development Policy being more flexible and supportive of two story development within

the residential Character Policy Area 15. And for this especially be the case for detached residential dwellings located on

the policy area boundaries, where it exists over the other side of the small suburban street! Need to consider the socio

demographics of these smaller side street that define, or partly define the boundaries. There are exclusions in place

already on these roads for a reason - they are completely out of character! Character applies to ‘an entire streetscape’ and

not one side and/or parts or sections of a road, and especially not on these small suburban streets that define the

boundaries. These dwellings that reside over the road from housing trusts, 2 story unit blocks etc are already of a lower

value compared to those streets within the central part of the Character Zoning, where the entire street is relatively uniform

in the desired character look for the zoning For example, Clark Ave, Glandore, consider the socio demographics of that

street – its full of Housing trust, 2 story block flats, and a community centre, yet the few houses that are boundary by the

residential character policy area 15 zone, suffer in their appearance. Many run down, with bad 70 renovations, while other

detached dwellings on that same small boundary street (e.g. 22 Clark Ave ) can knock and old detached dwelling, build 3

non character attached dwellings and change the front orientation from Clark Rd to View Rd. These types of modifications

and building permission, change the character of the Streetscape! Small blocks (like mine at 569 m sq) that are too small to

cut and the newly proposed 420 m2 allotments are prohibited to build an affordable ‘modern 2 story’’ that already exists and

forced to build a smaller house to maintain ‘private open free space’. A limiting factor in all inner city suburbs, as you can’t

stop development, but in doing you should consider easing restrictions associated with unnecessary loss of private open

space and the development of affordable and energy efficient ‘modern interpretation’ 2 two homes….they exist, …even

they can be made in character, to have a modern interpretation of the pre-1950’s ! Consider removing character zoning on

all of Clark Ave as there already exists a negative visual impact on the streetscape The specific concerns I raise with

regard to the Housing Diversity – Development Plan Amendment (DPA) are listed below. As a community stakeholder,

residing in the character zoning, the concerns are in response to the proposed development plan and in particular, the

exclusion of easing of building requirements for residential homes on the boundaries of the character zoning on the small

side streets. The expectation is that the concerns and conservative building restrictions placed onto residential homes on

the boundaries that are small suburban streets (i.e Clark Ave with no traffic lights or roundabout etc) be amended change

will be from its current position next to 7 Clark Ave. Concern 1: Visual (Street- scape) aesthetics on small side streets that

define the boundaries zoning with significant differences in to building requirements. - Having two/ three distinctly different

zonings in a small suburban side street, where one side of the road building requirements are significantly different to the



Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

other side creates a negative visual aesthetic and is out of character to the more conservative side of the road. Visual

aesthetics applies to a whole road, both sides and not parts or particular houses on that road. - What impact does this have

aesthetically to the appearance of the streetscape as a whole, to the greening of the street and the character of suburb? -

Thee negative visual aesthetical impact between the sides of small roads, where one side is allowed to build two story’s,

non pre-1950’s and the other restricted, to more expensive building requirements. - Having 2 zones on small side streets-

how will future developments impact on road parking and road verge modifications and subsequently the aesthetics and

major divergence that occur on one side of the road and not the other. – this is already clearly evident on Clark Ave!!! -

These small street boundary houses are comprised of modest, middle income earners, who’s properties are of lower value

within the ‘character’ suburb, due to the existing, housing, infrastructure contained on the street, across the road etc,

however they are still small suburban streets . - How is whether your residence or house determined to belong to a zone or

not, and how are these boundaries defined Concern 2: Financial burden Risk Issues - There is nothing more emotionally

frustrating, and financially crippling, to see outside your window every day, post 1950 styles and double story housing, yet

you are restricted to build what you actually look at every day, because of the side of the small suburban street you live on!

- Living on these streets already implies that your house is of lower value, as the streetscape is not fully uniform on these

small boundaries streets. - For houses like mine (11 Clark Ave), which is a small 569m sq. block, if I want to build ‘an

affordable’ house I will have to: o Give up some of my free space (which is an issue applicable to all inner city suburbs) as

building in the roof space is expensive and for corner houses, impossible to mask, …but the precedence of two story and

flats etc, already exist on my street (even visable across the road, from my own bedroom window) o Go without energy

efficient features, because of the significant costs associated with building a to a more constrictive/ conservative style,

which is far more expensive these days (e.g. just putting a fasade on the front of the house can cost an addition $20,000) -

How does this impact on my financial security and all the other mature sole house owners, that reside on these

boundaries? - Very badly is the answer, as having to go with less energy efficient features or give up valuable free space

to build to a more expensive and restrictive character zoning, that applpies to ‘certain’ parts of your small suburban street’

The proposed DPA needs to seriously consider the easing of building restrictions to properties located on the boundaries

and where these zoning street consists of parts of the street and not others. The properties, should be able to build to

either zoning!!!!



Respondent No: 216

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 17:15:31 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 17:15:31 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Adam Crawford

Q2. What is your postal address ? 12 chambers street

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

I love the rezone idea for chambers street marion, I wish to expand on that and suggest that you rezone the entire triangle

of land along chambers street, whitter ave and minchinburry tce I feel this is an awesome opportunity to do this and i know

of many owners in this triangle that support that idea. I was hoping to have you some signed petition to back this up,

however i have a newborn son who has not allowed me the time to do this prior to the 14th cut off date.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

I love the rezone idea for chambers street marion, I wish to expand on that and suggest that you rezone the entire triangle

of land along chambers street, whitter ave and minchinburry tce I feel this is an awesome opportunity to do this and i know

of many owners in this triangle that support that idea. I was hoping to have you some signed petition to back this up,

however i have a newborn son who has not allowed me the time to do this prior to the 14th cut off date.

not answered

not answered

I love the rezone idea for chambers street marion, I wish to expand on that and suggest that you rezone the entire triangle

of land along chambers street, whitter ave and minchinburry tce I feel this is an awesome opportunity to do this and i know

of many owners in this triangle that support that idea. I was hoping to have you some signed petition to back this up,

however i have a newborn son who has not allowed me the time to do this prior to the 14th cut off date.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I love the rezone idea for chambers street marion, I wish to expand on that and suggest that you rezone the entire triangle

of land along chambers street, whitter ave and minchinburry tce I feel this is an awesome opportunity to do this and i know

of many home owners in this triangle that support that idea. I was hoping to have you some signed petition to back this up,

however i have a newborn son who has not allowed me the time to do this prior to the 14th cut off date.



Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered



Respondent No: 217

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 17:23:09 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 17:23:09 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? cj thredgold

Q2. What is your postal address ? 62 melville st

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Council's criteria for identifying redevelopment (infill) potential was lacking by ignoring where a house has been

significantly renovated, and hence will not likely be a knock-down-rebuild lot. For example, my original dwelling was built in

1952, a substantial renovation in 2009 means it is unlikely to be redeveloped. However Council considers it has a CSV of

1-1.3. I know of other examples in the street. I support the proposed site areas of the Marion Plains Policy Area 10 which

will assist in alleviating the inappropriate redevelopment densities that have occurred in some areas of the City of Marion.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

In regard to Strategic development sites, the Forbes park'n'ride Shopping Centre has been identified by the local

community at past Council engagement exercises as the local hub. As such it makes for a better strategic development site

than the Melville Street/Marion Road site currently identified in the draft DPA. (By the way - why should a land owner who

has had no regard for the local community be rewarded with an up-zoning? This site has been an eyesore for years and it

is thanks to recent migrants there is activation on the site.) Finally, I am very disappointed at Council using the statutory

community consultation process. There was lost opportunity to fully educate people about housing density done well,

design, and diversity.



Respondent No: 218

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 17:25:11 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 17:25:11 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Michael Gurney

Q2. What is your postal address ? 40 Pleasant Avenue

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? GLANDORE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Unsure

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

not answered

not answered

document is not written in layman's terms and is hard to decipher by the ordinary folk.

not answered

Stop knocking down dwellings to build multi story apartments. Developers greed and councils cash grab on rates is

discusting. Council should not charge more in rates that what is already collected on the site. If rates are 3000 p/a for a

dwelling site and a 15 appartment complex is built then each apartment owner should only be liable for 200 p/a. Stop the

cash grab.



Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Unsure

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

document is not written in layman's terms and is hard to decipher by the ordinary folk.

not answered

not answered

document is not written in layman's terms and is hard to decipher by the ordinary folk.

not answered

not answered

document is not written in layman's terms and is hard to decipher by the ordinary folk.

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Stop reducing the size of blocks in the Character zone areas. Council already allows so many crappy extensions to be built

that are too modern for the existing dwelling that it is ruining the character zones, property prices and the feel of the area.

Character zones should be low density living, and as such minimum block sizes should be increased to between 500m2 as

a minimum. If someone wants to develop on less size than that, then go somewhere else where it is not a character area.

Character zones are not meant to be areas where properties can be demolished to make way for multiple units or dwellings

to be built. Stop ruining the character suberbs like Glandore, Glengowrie, Plympton etc for greedy opportunists.

not answered

not answered

not answered

document is not written in layman's terms and is hard to decipher by the ordinary folk.

not answered

not answered

document is not written in layman's terms and is hard to decipher by the ordinary folk.



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

Please, Please, Please stop making block sizes smaller. With obesity becoming a growing concern of Australia, we need

to give our children a place to play in their back yards, instead of inside on their computers or watching tv. The standard 1/4

acre block was about 700m2, this was a good size block for a reasonable size property and a back yard to run around in. I

am sick of seeing developers bulldoze houses with character, that may be in the need some TLC and repairs, only to

subdivide and build 3x dog box dwellings on it, take their profits and run. But I also imagine council are happy to triple the

rates they once collected of the origional block. If someone wants high density housing, let them move to lights-view and

mawsons lakes, where you can hear your neighbor talking through the walls. Just because someone is on the

transportation corridor it does not mean they are likely to take public transport. ALL dwellings built in today's modern day

should have provisions for a minimum of 2x vehicles. This would be the minimum average of most dwelling currently in the

city of marion. I would like to see council develop a REAL POLICY that addresses the annual charge for council rates

rather than money grabbing on a properties CV valuation. Why do I have to pay twice to three times more in rates than my

neighbor or owner down the street. Council services us exactly the same, 3x bin pickups per fortnight, maintains the same

footpath, maintains the same road, pays the same charge for street lighting etc. Equality in paying rates should be the

councils priority.



Respondent No: 219

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 19:44:44 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 19:44:44 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Natasha

Q2. What is your postal address ? 18 Le hunte Street seaview downs

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEAVIEW DOWNS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Unsure

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

It is fine the way it is.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Unsure

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 220

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 19:47:37 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 19:47:37 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Wendy

Q2. What is your postal address ? Le hunte street

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SEAVIEW DOWNS, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

No

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

No

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

No

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Yes

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Respondent No: 221

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 20:29:22 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 20:29:22 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Angela Davison

Q2. What is your postal address ? 48 Newland Avenue Marino

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address angela@townplanninghq.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Yes

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I do with reservations. A note is attached.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/aee4e44ff29f07ca30a2bd9875fb54981c7f5039/file_answer

s/files/018/961/304/original/Angela_Davison_Support_Requires_Atte

ntion_to_Character_and_Density.pdf?1510653559

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/aee4e44ff29f07ca30a2bd9875fb54981c7f5039/file_answers/files/018/961/304/original/Angela_Davison_Support_Requires_Attention_to_Character_and_Density.pdf?1510653559


Respondent No: 222

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 22:17:37 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 22:17:37 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Carly Sare

Q2. What is your postal address ? 20 Yacca Way, Aldinga 5173

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

All suburbs in Marion Council area

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARION, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Tiny Green Dreams

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address carlysare@gmail.com

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

No

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

No

Q13.Any comment

not answered

Developer in the area

not answered

not answered



Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

Unsure

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

I feel the current plan to restrict housing density (and thus affordable housing) to tight zones adjacent to traffic corridors is a

short-sighted solution. It fails to address the stipulations of The Greater Adelaide 30 year plan on many accounts, including

requirements for health, the environment, sustainability, community, shared spaces and quality of living. It appears to be a

short sighted and reactive proposal, without consideration of the longer term impact on: -The environment (green space,

eco ramifications and impact on human health and wellbeing) -Community and connection - whilst high density, this style

of housing does not typically encourage community; compared to alternative options for group developments (e.g. tiny

homes with shared green spaces) -Quality of developments -by default the scale of build will push out smaller developers

for larger developers with a focus on profit versus bespoke developments -General appeal of the area -upkeep of these

types of developments is typically poorer than individual dwellings that can be maintained by the owner. They 'degrade'

quickly, impacting the overall appeal of the area As a social scientist, the largest concern for me is on human wellbeing.

Segregating those with needs for more affordable housing rather than interspersing throughout the suburb has proved time

and again to prohibit safe, connected and thriving communities

not answered

not answered

not answered

Yes, I support the specifications within this 'node' however do not think they should be limited to the current zone. Diversity

of affordable housing should be distributed throughout the suburbs to avoid default discrimination by SES

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

I am not familiar with this zone



Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

Yes. I understand the need for higher density housing. It makes sense much of this should be situated near public transport

and facilities. However, additionally, there should be diversity in options available throughout the suburbs. The concerns of

those preventing this seem to be limited to an overrepresented few, who's needs are not generalisable to the broader

population nor the greater good of community, human health and wellbeing, the environment and longterm sustainability

and wellbeing of this area.



Respondent No: 223

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 22:59:05 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 22:59:05 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Tessa Roberts

Q2. What is your postal address ? 1/24 kent street, South Plympton

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

not answered

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? SOUTH PLYMPTON, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

not answered

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I dont want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address not answered

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

Yes

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

I think overpasses for trains and trams are required for traffic flow. Due to heavy traffic on south road, traffic is often banked

up on Marion Road as drivers seek other routes. Back streets are also frequently backed up to avoid main road traffic. This

is an issue for residential areas off main roads (near to Marion Road). This should be addressed prior to any development.

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

No

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

Yes

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

not answered

I am wary of excessive development along the tram line. This tram line is an urban corridor which acts as much needed

green space and a place to walk, as well as a place for local wildlife. Increasing density along the tram line would need to

maintain open space. The other concern is that the tram is already at capacity. During peak hour it is frequently full and

cannot collect more passengers after stop 8 when going into town in the morning. Improving traffic flow (i.e. intersection

upgrades/overpasses), public transport and open space need to be provided for before this kind of development. Another

comment is that Beckman Street is now a main thoroughfare. As a resident just off this street I am very unhappy about this.

Due to traffic congestion at poor intersections on Marion road/cross road/anzac, many motorists are using Beckman and

adjoining streets to cut through and as a result it is at a standstill with cars both in the morning and afternoon peak hours.

The pollution is horrible, we can;t walk there around peak hour and it's impossible to get in and out of home at this time.

There needs to be a solution as this is residential and has become a main road.

not answered

Please ensure provisions for open space and urban biodiversity. Measures such as rain gardens and native plantings

would improve the area as some parts are quite open and barren.

not answered

not answered

New housing types in any of these new developments need to consider aspect for passive solar and for solar panels. Many

new houses go up with no consideration and as a result we end up with high energy use and low quality homes. I would

encourage houses to have a green star rating at a higher level than they currently get away with. I also don't want to see

compact new developments that have verges too small for street trees and hardly room for footpaths. Public transport and

cycling routes should be considered, as well as green space, trees and frontage. Many new houses have too many

impervious surfaces. I'd like to see single width garages and gravel or similar driveways in new houses, to reduce concrete

and improve both radiant heat and water quality/penetration.



Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

Unsure

Q29.Any comments

Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

Yes

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

Unsure

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

As mentioned above I am concerned that there are not enough regulations on developers. I see many houses go up

without eves, with huge concrete double driveways and poorly designed roofs and no consideration of aspect.

Environmental aspects need to be considered and these things are very important. We need stronger restrictions on

housing types and buildings should allow for solar on roofs, eves etc. Green star ratings should be high. Green space and

eco transport such as cycling and proper footpaths are essential. We still need to allow for large street trees. These are

important community and ecological assets which are becoming rare in the landscape due to shrinking backyards and

verges. With this in mind additional parks and urban biodiversity spaces should be created if density is to increase.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

not answered

I'm unsure what the changes are. We need to ensure development is not too close to the ocean to prepare for future sea

level rise and more frequent storms. Additional coastal conservation should be considered to reverse some of the damage

of over-development and destruction of important dunes and wetlands which would have protected our coast and filtered

storm-water.

not answered



Respondent No: 224

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 14, 2017 23:02:46 pm

Last Seen: Nov 14, 2017 23:02:46 pm

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Angela Davison for Roberto Simmons

Q2. What is your postal address ? 716 Anzac Highway Glenelg

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

69 The Cove Road Marino SA

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MARINO, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Town Planning HQ Pty Ltd

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address angela@townplanninghq.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

My client Roberto Simmons is.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

not answered

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

Yes

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Please refer to various attachments which demonstrates plans for a reasonable land division for this property. Also see

attached notes regarding other potential development outcomes that are similarly reasonable.

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/688ef8af260e22635656e1c2f22fc7b972699ecf/file_answers

/files/018/964/686/original/November_2017_Roberto_Simmons_DPA

_-_69_The_Cove_Road_Marino.pdf?1510662763

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

Refer to additional pages.

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/688ef8af260e22635656e1c2f22fc7b972699ecf/file_answers/files/018/964/686/original/November_2017_Roberto_Simmons_DPA_-_69_The_Cove_Road_Marino.pdf?1510662763


Respondent No: 225

Login: Anonymous

Email: n/a

Responded At: Nov 15, 2017 01:55:33 am

Last Seen: Nov 15, 2017 01:55:33 am

IP Address: n/a

Q1. What is your name ? Angela Davison for Eureka Group Holdings Pty Ltd

Q2. What is your postal address ? 716 Anzac Highway Glenelg SA 5045 ALL correspondence by

email angela@townplanninghq.com.au

Q3. What is your affected address (if different from

your postal address) ?

4 Gordon Terrace, Morphettville

Q4. What is the suburb of your affected address? MORPHETTVILLE, SA

Q5. What is your organisation name (where

relevant) ?

Town Planning HQ Pty Ltd

Q6. Would you like to be heard as part of the public

meeting?

I want to be heard at the public meeting

Q7. If Yes please provide your email address angela@townplanninghq.com.au

Q8. Are you directly affected by the DPA as a

landowner / occupier ?

Yes

Q9. Any comment

Q10.Any comment

Q11.Any comment

Q12.Do you support the proposed "Urban Corridor

Zone" along Marion Road ?

not answered

Q13.Any comment

Q14.Any comment

Q15.Any comment

refer to the attachment please

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q16.Do you support the proposed "Suburban

Activity Node Zone" ?

not answered

Q17.Any comment

Q18.Any comment

Q19.Any comment

Q20.Do you support the proposed "Marion Plains

Policy Area"?

No

Q21.Any comment

Q22.Any comment

Q23.Any comment

Q24.Do you support the proposed "Southern Hills

Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q25.Any comments

Q26.Any comment

Q27.Any comment

Q28.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Residential Character Policy Area" ?

not answered

Q29.Any comments

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

The density and provisions relating to allotment size and development should be reviewed. I have attached a letter relating

to this.

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered



Q30.Any comment

Q31.Any comment

Q32.Do you support the proposed changes to the

"Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones" ?

not answered

Q33.Any comment

Q34.Any comment

Q35.Any comment

Q36.Do you support the proposed change to the

"Coastal Conservation Zone" in Hallett Cove ?

not answered

Q37.Any comments

Q38.Any comment

Q39.Any comment

Q40.Do you have any other comments or submission details ?

Q41.Please attach any additional pages and

supporting documents as required

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/52a6b40ea0886ed73f0f3291b5705b3922fcca51/file_answe

rs/files/018/965/426/original/14_11_2017_-_DPA_Letter_-

_4_Gordon_Tce_-_Eureka_Holdings_Pty_Ltd.pdf?1510673130

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

not answered

refer attached letter

https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-australia/52a6b40ea0886ed73f0f3291b5705b3922fcca51/file_answers/files/018/965/426/original/14_11_2017_-_DPA_Letter_-_4_Gordon_Tce_-_Eureka_Holdings_Pty_Ltd.pdf?1510673130




Civic Centre

165 Sir Donald Bradman Drive

Hilton, SA 5033

Tel 0884166333

Fax 08 8443 5709

Email csu@wtcc.sa.gov.au

Website www.wtcc.sa.gov.au

City of West Torrens

Between the City and the Sea
20 October 2017

David Melhuish
Senior Policy Planner
City of Marion
PO Box 21
OAKLANDS PARK SA 5046

Dear Mr IVletirflish,

I refer to your letter dated 19 September 2017 regarding the City of Marion's Housing
Diversity Development Plan Amendment (DPA) and thank you for providing an opportunity to
comment.

As you may be aware, in June 2015 the City of West Torrens' Housing Diversity
Development Plan Amendment was consolidated into the West Torrens Council
Development Plan. The work that goes into identifying areas that are worthy of character
preservation and those areas that can support higher densities is acknowledged.

During implementation of the City of West Torrens' Housing Diversity DPA an anomaly arose
in relation to building height policy provisions designed to protect character areas adjacent
Urban Corridor Zones. This may be an issue that also requires consideration in the proposed
changes to the City of Marion Development Plan especially in light of the increased role of
relevant authorities other than council when assessing multi-storey development. Please
contact our staff for further details.

While the City of Marion spans a large area, the areas of greatest interest to the City of West
Torrens are those that are in close proximity to the shared council boundary, particularly
those that are intended as Urban Corridor and Suburban Activity Node adjacent the Council
boundaries. Council boundaries do not generally act as a barrier to traffic and parking
impacts, as such our City Assets department have provided the following comments:

It is noted that traffic and parking investigations/analysis of the surrounding local road
network under the maintenance responsibility of West Torrens Council has not been
undertaken to inform the DPA.

Whilst the majority of the local road network of the DPA affected area, adjoining the City of
West Torrens boundary, is disconnected by the tram line bordering Glengyle Terrace,
Council remains concerned with potential traffic and parking implications along the
connected road network specifically Beckman Street- Winifred Avenue. Essentially, Council
/s concerned with the potential parking intrusions and increased traffic volumes of combined
through traffic and local traffic along Glengyle Terrace and Beckman Street, resulting from
this DPA in the longer term.

While it is appreciated that detailed traffic assessments cannot be undertaken, a broad
understanding of the potential change in vehicle volume generation and associated
movement/access strategies that may result from rezoning or other significant changes
needs to be assessed in regards to the implications for Beckman Street and Glengyle
Terrace in proximity to the adjoining DPA area. Such assessments need to extend beyond
the immediate borders of the subject sites and investigate locations that will have a direct
impact due to the proposal.
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This will allow Council to consider the merits of the proposed changes with an appreciation
for the implications on its road infrastructure and services. Any improvements required to the
local road network as a result of the proposed changes shall be funded by
Council/Developer. The City of West Torrens would welcome ongoing interaction with the
City of Marion regarding the requirements for traffic and parking assessments to ensure
effective resolution.

Furthermore, during the Council meeting Elected Members expressed particular concern
that increased population densities along Cross Rd immediately south of the intersections
with the tramline and Anzac Highway, may further exacerbate current and significant traffic
congestion already experienced in this locality, to the detriment of effective traffic flow.

The balance of land altered by this DPA is a significant distance from the West Torrens
Council boundary and therefore unlikely to have a direct impact by itself. However, it may be
worth considering the cumulative impacts of several privately-funded DPA's, Ministerial
DPA's and Council DPA's which are in progress across the wider (inner) south and western
region.

Within proximity to the northern-most part of this DPA's subject area the following DPAs are
among those currently in progress:

1. Ministerial Morphettville Racecourse DPA (approximately 26 hectares)
2. Ministerial IMMC (Sites) DPA which affects 2 parcels of land near City of Marion:

• Marleston TAFE Site (almost 5 hectares)
• Le Cornu site adjacent Anzac Hwy in City of Unley (approximately 3.6 hectares)

3. Underdale and Torrensville Urban Renewal DPA.

We are also aware of several intended, or current, privately-funded DPAs in the Cities of
West Torrens, Holdfast Bay and Charles Sturt. To this end I invite you to contact our
administration to arrange a time to meet. An overview of all proposed zoning impacts can
then be mapped to identify the overall picture.

The City of West Torrens is currently undertaking an Employment Lands Analysis Project
which aims to identify supply and demand for employment land in West Torrens and
consider the context of proximity to, and availability of:

• Federal Government controlled land in the Adelaide Airport precinct, and
• SA Government supported growth at Tonsley and the Northern Food Park.

Once complete, it is anticipated the Employment Lands Analysis project will provide
significant insight into any need to increase supply of industrial and commercial
'employment' lands, or allow more flexible mixed-use zoning (such as Urban Corridor Zone)
in the general area.

Should you have queries on the content of this letter please contact Rebecca Perkin, Team
Leader Strategy on (08) 8416 6327 or email rperkin(a)wtcc.sa,ciov.au

Yours sincerely,

Pauline Koritsa
General Manager Business and Community
City of West Torrens
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Identification of strategic mineral resource areas in South Australia  

 

Shortened forms 
EML extractive minerals lease 

EPA Environment Protection Authority South Australia 

MC mineral claim 

ML mineral lease 

MPL miscellaneous purposes licence 

PM private mine 

RAMP resource area management and planning 

RL retention lease 

SARIG South Australian Resources Information Geoserver 

SRA strategic resource area 

 

Glossary 
Extractive minerals. The Mining Act 1971 defines extractive minerals as sand, gravel, stone, shell, shale or 

clay, but does not include— 

a) any such minerals that are mined for a prescribed purpose; or 

b) fire clay, bentonite or kaolin. 

 

Incompatible land use. Incompatible land uses are those uses that may be particularly sensitive to the dust, 

noise and ground vibrations impacts of extractives production. Sensitive land uses include, but are not 

limited to: caravan park, community centre, consulting rooms, educational establishment, childcare centre, 

hospital, hotel, motel, nursing home, office, residential, recreation area or reserve, tourism activity. 

 

Minerals. The Mining Act 1971 defines minerals as 

a) any naturally occurring deposit of metal or metalliferous ore, precious stones or any other mineral 

(including sand, gravel, stone, shell, coal, oil shale, shale and clay); or 

b) any metal, metalliferous substance or mineral recoverable from the sea or a natural water supply; or 

c) any metal, metalliferous ore or mineral that has been dumped or discarded— 

 i. in the course of mining operations or operations incidental to mining operations; or 

 ii. in other prescribed circumstances; 

but does not include— 

d) soil; or 

e) petroleum or any other substance, the recovery or production of which is governed by the Petroleum 
and Geothermal Energy Act 2000 

 

Mining tenement. A claim, lease or licence under the Mining Act 1971. 

 

Planning system. South Australia’s planning system controls land use and the physical development of the 

state. The legislation related to planning and development matters is contained in the Development Act 1993 

and associated regulations. 
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 Identification of strategic mineral resource areas in South Australia 

 

Introduction 
The identification of strategic resource areas (SRAs) of key economic importance to South Australia will 

continue to support housing and construction affordability for urban development by maintaining access to 

construction materials. 

 

With growing urban development, the South Australian Government has recognised the need to update and 

improve the way the state's planning and mining legislation and regulations interact, and share information at 

relevant stages. Such interaction is necessary to maintain ongoing access to long-life valuable construction 

materials and to minimise potential land-use conflicts between incompatible uses. 

 

The Department of State Development and the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure have 

undertaken the Resource Area Management and Planning (RAMP) project to determine how to best resolve 

these challenges. A project report was publicly released in July 2014 (GHD 2014). This project focused on 

extractive resources in the Greater Adelaide region and major regional centres and will implement 

complementary changes to the mining and planning systems to address complex and competing interests as 

urban areas expand. 

 

This document delivers on a central recommendation of the RAMP project. 

 

Exploring strategic opportunities to better deal with the external impacts that can arise from quarrying 

activities at the early approval stages of extractive operations will help to ensure the future economic 

prosperity of South Australia and the liveability of its communities. 

 

This document will provide critical information to move forward in identifying those resource areas of key 

economic importance to government and South Australian communities. 

 

This document is provided for informational purposes only. It will be made available to other state agencies 

and all local councils for consideration and wider government discussion when identifying strategic priorities 

and areas. 

 

The document is an information tool. It is not intended, nor will it provide statutory protection for the identified 

SRAs. Nor will it preclude the use and development of land for other purposes. It is intended as one of a 

number of documents to assist in informing government in prioritising and identifying future land uses and 

development and extractive mining opportunities. 

 

It is intended that this document be read in conjunction with other planning related documents including 

current development plans, advisory planning documents and guides, council strategic direction reports and 

local strategies. Queries relating to planning policy and extractive resources may be forwarded to the 

relevant areas within the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure. 
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Identification of strategic mineral resource areas in South Australia  

 

Extractive industries in South Australia 
South Australia’s local extractives sector is a significant industry with construction materials valued at 

$171 million during 2014, and it generates broader economic activity in building and construction. Key 

construction materials found in South Australia include sandstone, sand, quartzite, limestone, dolomite, 

metasediments and calcrete. 

 

The contribution our quarries and extractives sector make is crucial to the quality of lifestyle South 

Australians enjoy, whether it is the homes we build that provide shelter and enjoyment, the local roads we 

drive on, or the premises where we carry out our day-to-day business. 

 

Large quantities of construction materials are also consumed each year to build and maintain the state’s 

infrastructure of road, rail and port facilities. 

 

Ensuring ongoing access to high quality, long-life construction materials underpins future growth and 

development in Adelaide. 

 

The mining and resource sector’s land use requirements include having good access to transport and freight 

corridors, maintaining access to any known mineral deposits, and preventing the encroachment of sensitive 

or incompatible uses. 

 

The mining and resources policy of the 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide (Department of Planning and 

Local Government 2010) states the government’s intent to ‘maintain access to known mineral deposits and 

minimise potential land-use conflicts between incompatible uses, particularly residential’ and to ‘preserve 

appropriate separation distances between mining and residential areas and other incompatible 

developments’. Other volumes of the Planning Strategy also contain similar policies. 

 

Interface areas (buffers) would ideally be included within the boundaries of the approved quarries and mines, 

and appropriate controls are implemented to manage air and noise emissions from the site. However, for 

established operations and future operations in close proximity to urban areas, the identification of those 

economically important resources will provide further information for the state government in its overall 

strategic planning for both the protection of important resources and support for urban development. 
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Mining in the Greater Adelaide region 
The Adelaide region has excellent geological resources. Industrial minerals, such as Cambrian marble used 

in soda-ash production, sand for glass manufacture and weathered shale for cement production, are 

important for local manufacturing industries. Copper, lead, zinc and gold mining have been historically 

important to the region and metallic mineral exploration and development is undergoing a revival, with new 

mines established in recent years. 

 

Although this document has a strong focus on the extractives sector, industrial and mineral mines in the 

Greater Adelaide region have also been included for recognition as these resources are experiencing the 

same pressures as a result of land-use conflicts between incompatible uses. 

 

 

 
Aerial view of Kanmantoo copper–gold mine. The mine is located ~45 km southeast of Adelaide within the Mount Barker 
District Council area. (Photo 409531) 
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Why does South Australia need to identify strategic resource 
areas? 
The metropolitan area and regional centres of South Australia have a key economic advantage in the 

provision of lower cost construction materials. Extractives are a high volume, lower price commodity, and 

transportation costs can have a large impact on the final price that consumers pay for these materials. 

 

To maintain supply of construction materials from resource areas at a reasonable cost to end users, it is vital 

that development that is potentially incompatible with existing extractives industry activities is identified 

through the extractive mining lease approval process. At this stage, it is important to consider any planning 

implications with surrounding zoning and envisaged land uses, with the view to minimise potential impacts 

through interface areas (buffers) around future extractive mining operations.  

 

In addition, it is important to ‘identify’ those strategically important resources for the economic future and 

development of South Australia. Reflecting identified and critically important strategic resources areas in 

documents such as the Planning Strategy (the 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide and region plans) will 

assist in informing the South Australian Government with its future prioritisation of urban growth areas and 

strategic planning. 

 

In the absence of the identification of strategically important resources (SRAs) there is potential for urban 

encroachment to lead to the loss of opportunity to extract the resource into the future, increased prices for 

construction materials and a subsequent decrease in housing and infrastructure affordability.  

 

The Productivity Commission’s Public Infrastructure inquiry report released in May 2014 found that ‘the 

exhaustion of existing quarries and/or inability to establish new quarries close to end markets is likely to have 

increasingly significant ramifications, given the considerable growth expected in the populations of major 

Australian cities over the next 50 years’. 

 

It is vital that timely action is taken to recognise the importance of the extractives sector to the future of the 

state. The RAMP report and the identification of SRAs in South Australia will help to minimise conflicts from 

incompatible developments and preserve appropriate separation distances between quarry operations and 

residential areas, reducing future supply and pricing problems. 

 

Giving recognition to our most strategically important resources will contribute positively to the environment, 

the broader economy and our communities: 

 

Environmental improvements 

• Resource operations’ ability to adhere to legislation and industry standards are not compromised through 

the siting of incompatible developments. 

• Planning documentation (i.e. strategic plans, mapping) includes more comprehensive information on 

existing and future resource activities – at state, regional and local levels. 

• Future resource areas are planned for effectively and consistently ensuring ongoing access to 

construction materials. 
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Economic improvements 

• The long-term sustainability of significant resource activities is secured across the state without 

compromising the need for, and investment in, urban development. 

• Investor certainty in the state’s resources and urban development sectors is improved. 

• Material affordability for housing and infrastructure developments is supported. 

 

Community improvements 

• Community health, safety and wellbeing can be maintained to the highest standards. 

• Community concern as a result of sensitive development locating near resource activities and the 

potential for interface issues are reduced. 

• Improved confidence in the regulator (given that, perceived ‘noncompliance’ of resource operations, due 

to siting of incompatible developments, is reduced when effective planning controls are in place to 

prevent it). 

• Effective planning may minimise heavy vehicle movements and reduce congestion on our roads. 

 

 

 
Sellicks Hill quarry and crushing plant. (Photo 408652) 
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What is a strategic resource area? 
A SRA is an area within the Greater Adelaide region or near a major regional centre (Fig. 1) that is of key 

economic value to South Australia due to the quantity or quality of construction materials or mineral 

resources that are extracted or contained within that area. 

 

A SRA is also an area currently experiencing urban encroachment or incompatible development interface 

issues, or is likely to be experiencing such issues in the near future. 

 

To this end, objective criteria have been established to identify these ‘resources’ that are of strategic 

importance to South Australia. Once identified, the Government of South Australia will work with local 

governments and industry members, on an individual basis, to ensure the impacts of quarrying and mining 

are minimised and the long-term future of the resource is enhanced and protected. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1 South Australia showing the Greater Adelaide region and major regional centres. 
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Criteria for determining strategic resource areas 
Criteria used to define SRAs are based on two key issues: 

• the potential for urban encroachment or interface issues between resources operations and the urban 

area 

• an evaluation of the importance of the resources to the state’s economy. 

 

Potential for urban encroachment or interface issues between resources operations and 
urban areas 

The list of quarries and mines in Tables 1–3 have been deemed to be of economic importance in the context 

of the following criteria: 

• Are the surrounding and nearby existing and potential land uses sensitive to the impacts of quarrying, 

mining and associated activities (e.g. noise, dust, vibration)? 

− Sensitive land uses include, but are not limited to: caravan park, community centre, consulting rooms, 

educational establishment, childcare centre, hospital, hotel, motel, nursing home, office, residential, 

recreation area or reserve, tourism activity. 

• Is the potential SRA located within an area or region identified for urban expansion within the South 

Australian Planning Strategy? 

−  For example: planned urban lands to 2038 under the 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide. 

• Do potential land uses represent a significant investment that may result in it being uneconomic to 

extract the resource because the existing uses and infrastructure are too expensive to relocate? 

− For example: construction of buildings, dwellings or other infrastructure. 

 

If the potential SRA is located within an area or region identified for urban expansion within the South 

Australian Planning Strategy then it will be a consideration and decision of the South Australian Government, 

in consultation with local government and industry, to allocate priority to its importance as a resource, its 

importance for future urban growth and/or its importance for some alternative use. 

 

Economic importance 

There are three categories of SRA: 

1. strategic extractive quarries in the Greater Adelaide region 

2. strategic extractive quarries near major regional centres 

3. strategic metallic and industrial mines and quarries in the Greater Adelaide region. 

 

These categories have been developed to reflect the differing size and nature of the resources and their 

location. The delineation of SRAs by the Department of State Development has developed from several 

major projects to evaluate current mining areas and map geological resource potential in the Greater 

Adelaide region and major regional centres (see ‘Further reading and resources’ for more information). 
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Identification of strategic mineral resource areas in South Australia  

 

Strategic extractive quarries in the Greater Adelaide region 
 

 
 
The strategic extractive quarries in the Greater Adelaide region are detailed in Table 1. 

 
  

A quarry must meet ALL of the following criteria: 
• a current mineral tenement in the Greater Adelaide region producing extractive minerals 

(construction materials) under the Mining Act 1971 and any adjacent areas with significant potential 

for further resources 

AND 

• annual production (5-year average) of at least 250 000 tonnes 

AND 

• estimated in-ground resource of at least 2.5 million tonnes. 

 

An EXCEPTION to the above criteria will be made if a quarry can meet the following criteria: 

• annual production (5-year average) of at least 100 000 tonnes or estimated in-ground resource of at 

least 2.5 million tonnes 

AND ONE of the following criteria: 

− the deposit is capable of producing particular high quality materials of limited availability; 

materials considered here are: 

o high quality surfacing aggregates – bituminous sealing grade, asphaltic grade (Department of 

Planning, Transport and Infrastructure prequalified) 

o high performance (low shrink) concrete aggregate 

o coarse construction (concrete) sand 

OR 

− the deposit is the main or only source of the construction material for a region. 
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Table 1 Strategic extractive quarries in the Greater Adelaide region 

SRA Tenement holder Tenement details Commodity Council area 

Anstey Hill P.E. Musolino – Anstey Hill 
Shale Pit 
 
CSR Building Products Ltd – 
Range Road South Pit 
 

Holcim (Australia) Pty Ltd – 
Highbury (Riverview) Quarry 

EMLs 3200, 3201, 3202 

 

 
PM 201 
 
 
PMs 31, 35, 309 

Shale 

 

 
 
 

 
 
Quartzite, dolomite 

Adelaide Hills Council 

City of Tea Tree Gully  

Callington Quarry The Paim Bruges Family 
Trust 

PM 238 

MCs 4134, 4135, 4234 

Metasiltstone District Council of 
Mount Barker 

Golden Grove Extractive 
Industry Zone 

Hallett Brick Pty Ltd 

 

 
Rocla Pty Ltd 
 

 
CSR Building Products 
 

Pondeen Pty Ltd 

PMs 32, 56, 79, 81, 
118, 206 
 
PMs 71, 76* 

 
 
EML 5892 

 
EML 5893 

Sand, clay, shale 

 

Sand, clay 
 
Shale 

 
Sand 
 

Sand, clay, shale 

City of Tea Tree Gully 

Goolwa Quarry, 
Currency Creek 

Goolwa Quarries Pty Ltd EML 5483 Quartzite Alexandrina Council 

Hartley Quarry Futuretop Developments Pty 
Ltd 

EML 6271 Calcrete/limestone Alexandrina Council 

Kanmantoo Bluestone 
(Faulkner) Quarry 

B.D. Faulkner EML 5713 Metasiltstone District Council of 
Mount Barker 

Kapunda Quarry Mantina Earthmovers & 
Constructions Pty Ltd 

EMLs 5632, 6397 Dolomite Light Regional Council 

Light River, Kapunda R.W. Norman and  
S.M. Norman 

 
Wellspring Wilpinna Pty Ltd 

EML 5991 

 
 

EML 5939 

Dolomite Light Regional Council 

Linwood Quarry Boral Resources (SA) Pty 
Ltd 

 
Longfield Pty Ltd 

PMs 3, 4 
 

 
PM 22 
EMLs 5730, 5731, 5732 

MC 3314 

Limestone City of Marion 

Lobethal Quarry Boral Resources (SA) Pty 
Ltd 

PM 87 

EMLs 4603, 5589, 
5770, 6319 

Metasiltstone Adelaide Hills Council 

Maslin Beach Extractive 
Industry Zone 

Rocla Pty Ltd 

 

 
Hanson Construction 
Materials Pty Ltd 
 
Sandscope Pty Ltd 
 
 

Southern Waste 
Resourceco Pty Ltd 
 
 

B.F. Martin Pty Ltd 

PMs 20, 43 

EMLs 5767, 5964,  

 
PM 232 
 
 
PMs 17, 161, 244, 289 
 
 

PM 65 
EML 5217 
 
 
PM 275 

Sand City of Onkaparinga 
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SRA Tenement holder Tenement details Commodity Council area 

McLaren Vale Quarry, 
Noarlunga 

W.W. Oliver 

 
McLaren Vale Properties 
Pty Ltd 

PMs 61, 303 

 
EMLs 5272, 5273 

Limestone City of Onkaparinga 

Monarto Quarries 
(Hartley area) 

District Council of Mount 
Barker 

EMLs 4400, 4401, 
4402, 4403, 4404, 6081, 
6118, 6328 

Calcrete, limestone Alexandrina Council 

Montacute Quarry Holcim (Australia) Pty Ltd PMs 135, 136, 137, 147 Dolomite Adelaide Hills Council 

Mount Compass Sibelco Australia Limited 

 
 

Berry Sands Pty Ltd 
 
Sand & Loam Pty Ltd  
 
Springvale Estates Pty Ltd 

EML 5465 (ML 5327) 

MCs 3359, 3360 
 

EML 5105 
 
EMLs 5521, 5199 
 

EML 5540 

Sand Alexandrina Council 
District Council of 
Yankalilla 

Nain Kara Resources Pty Ltd EML 5686 

MC 4322 

Metasediment Light Regional Council 

One Tree Hill CSR Building Products Ltd 

 
E.W. Ross 

PM 88 

 
PM 133 
EML 4493 

Sand, clay, shale City of Playford 

Para Hills Quarry Boral Resources (SA) Pty 
Ltd 

PM 227 Quartzite City of Salisbury 

Penrice Quarry Adelaide Brighton Cement 
Ltd 
 

 
 
 

D.W. & J.A. Rawlings 
 
Seelander Stone and Sand 
Supplies – Kalimna Road 
Quarry 

PMs 86, 120 

ML 6233 
RL 109 
MPLs 75, 118 
 
 

PMs 101, 102, 104 
 
EMLs 4695, 6138, 6057 

Marble, 
metasiltstone, sand 

Barossa Council 

Reynella Quarry Boral Resources (SA) Pty 
Ltd  
 
Longfield Pty Ltd 

PMs 48, 107 

 

 
PM 222 

Limestone City of Onkaparinga 

Rosedale Quarry Bowjen Nominees Pty Ltd  

 

 
K.E. Jennings 

EMLs 4800, 4801, 
4802, 4805, 4806 
 
EMLs 6440 

Dolomite Barossa Council 

Rowland Flat Extractive 
Industry Zone 

Rocla Pty Ltd 

 

 
Holcim (Australia) Pty Ltd 
 

M.B. Coleman 

PMs 196, 192, 93 

EML 5763 

 
PM 27 
 

EML 6132 

Sand Barossa Council 

Light Regional Council 

Salisbury Quarry Boral Resources (SA) Pty 
Ltd 

PM 2 Quartzite City of Playford 
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SRA Tenement holder Tenement details Commodity Council area 

Sandy Creek Trenel Pty Ltd 
 
 

Sloans Sands Pty Ltd 
 
Berrett J.L. 

 
M.N. Geue 
 

A.R. Giannitto 
 
K.A. Southern and S.A. 
Southern 
 

Burge Corp. Pty Ltd 

EMLs 5328, 5982, 
5983, 5984, 5985 
 

PM 131, EML 5513 
 
PM 274 

 
PM 94 
 

PM 229 
 
PM 113 
 
 

PM 179 

Sand Barossa Council 

Sellicks Hill Quarry  Premier Resources Limited 

 
Southern Quarries Pty Ltd 

PMs 163, 237  

 
EML 5440 

Limestone City of Onkaparinga 

District Council of 
Yankalilla 

Stonyfell/Greenhill 
Quarry 

Boral Resources (SA) Pty 
Ltd 

PMs 1, 6, 7 Quartzite Adelaide Hills Council 

City of Burnside 

Tooperang* W.S. Meyer EMLs 5331, 5864 

MC 4289 

Sand Alexandrina Council 

Victor Harbor Quarry Holcim (Australia) Pty Ltd  PM 197 

EML 4859 

Metasiltstone City of Victor Harbor 

White Rock Quarry Hanson Construction 
Materials Pty Ltd 

PM 188 Quartzite Adelaide Hills Council 

City of Burnside 

* Also qualifies as a SRA under the ‘strategic metallic and industrial mineral mines and quarries in the Greater Adelaide region’ 
category; see Table 3). 
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Strategic extractive quarries near major regional centres 
 

 
 

The strategic extractive quarries near major regional centres are detailed in Table 2. 

 
  

Major regional centres are cities and rural cities located outside of the Greater Adelaide region. These 

are Mount Gambier, Murray Bridge, Port Augusta, Port Lincoln and Whyalla. 

 

A quarry must meet ALL of the following criteria: 

• a current mineral tenement linked to the Greater Adelaide region or a major regional centre 

producing extractive minerals (construction materials) under the Mining Act 1971 and any adjacent 

areas with significant potential for further resources 

AND 

• annual production (5-year average) of at least 80 000 tonnes 

AND 

• estimated in-ground resource of at least 1.5 million tonnes. 

 

An EXCEPTION to the above criteria will be made if a quarry can meet the following criteria: 

• annual production (5-year average) of at least 50 000 tonnes or estimated in-ground resource of at 

least 1.0 million tonnes 

AND ONE of the following criteria: 

− the deposit is capable of producing particular high quality materials of limited availability; 

materials considered here are: 

o high quality surfacing aggregates – bituminous sealing grade, asphaltic grade (Department of 

Planning, Transport and Infrastructure prequalified) 

o high performance (low shrink) concrete aggregate 

o coarse construction (concrete) sand 

OR 

− the deposit is the main or only source of the construction material for a region. 
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Table 2 Strategic extractive quarries near major regional centres 

SRA Tenement holder Tenement details Commodity Council area 

Ardrossan One Steel 
Manufacturing 
(Arrium) 

PM 291 

MLs 4040, 4041, 4042, 4044, 
4045, 4046, 5317 
MPLs 46, 132 

Dolomite - industrial District Council of Yorke 
Peninsula 

Clinton M.P. Kenny and M.T. 
Kenny 
 
Clinton Quarries 
 

S C Heinrich & Co Pty 
Ltd 

 
Southern Quarries 

EML 5766 
 
 

EML5792 
 
EMLs 5901, 6410 
 
 
EML 6407 

Sand (concrete) District Council of Yorke 
Peninsula 

Farrell Flat S C Heinrich & Co Pty 
Ltd 

EML 6198 Siltstone Clare & Gilbert Valleys 
Council 

Klein Point Adelaide Brighton 
Cement Ltd 

MLs 2912, 3028, 3029, 3180, 
3181, 3182, 3183, 3184, 
3185, 3186, 3187, 3188, 
3189, 3190, 3191, 3192, 
3193, 3194, 3195, 3349, 
3350, 3351, 3352, 3354, 
3353, 3355, 3356, 3357, 
3358, 4012, 4013, 4014, 
4015, 5881 
RLs 27, 28 
MPL 11 

Limestone – 
industrial 

District Council of Yorke 
Peninsula 

Kulpara Holcim (Australia) Pty 
Ltd 

PM 251 Sand (concrete) District Council of Barunga 
West 

Kulpara & Wakefield  Kara Resources Pty 
Ltd 

EMLs 6074, 6090, 6179, 
6180 

Dolomite, quartzite District Council of Barunga 
West 

Loxton  Schleins Quarries Pty 
Ltd 

EMLs 4841, 5566, 5831 Limestone District Council of Loxton 
Waikerie 

Mt McIntyre Quarry Boral Resources (SA) 
Pty Ltd  

EML 3243 Basalt Wattle Range Council 

Mintaro  Mintaro Slate Quarries PM 124 Slate Clare & Gilbert Valleys 
Council 

Mt Monster (Keith) R.A. Tenney and S.P. 
Matthews 

 
J. Woodall 

MC 3631 

 
 

PM 173 

Rhyolite Tatiara District Council 

Murray Bridge Quarry Boral Resources (SA) 
Pty Ltd 

PM 174 

EMLs 5149, 5556, 5897 
MPL 136 

Gneiss Rural City of Murray Bridge 

Paringa (Renmark) Ariverrun Pty Ltd 

Scherer Contractors 
Pty Ltd 

EMLs 5765, 5834, 5835, 
5988, 6207, 6254 

Calcrete Renmark Paringa Council 

Port Augusta (Stirling 
North) 

Boral Resources (SA) 
Pty Ltd  

PM 154 Quartzite Creek 
gravel 

Port Augusta City Council 

Port Lincoln McDonald 
Earthmovers Pty Ltd 

PM 181 

EMLs 5111, 5479, 5480 

Granitic gneiss District Council of Lower 
Eyre Peninsula 

Price (Crowell) Premier Resources 
Ltd 

 
Southern Quarries 

PM 243 

 
 

EML 6035 

Sand (concrete) District Council of Yorke 
Peninsula 
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SRA Tenement holder Tenement details Commodity Council area 

Price (Ocsalt) Ocsalt Pty Ltd MLs 94, 95, 483, 484, 493, 
531, 552, 553, 556, 557, 588, 
589, 596, 615, 616, 5043, 
5069, 5070, 5071, 5072, 
5073, 5277, 5278, 5279 

Salt (solar) District Council of Yorke 
Peninsula 

Spalding  Clare Quarry Pty Ltd EML 5705 Dolomite Northern Areas Council 

Tailem Bend  HF Betts & Co EMLs 5993, 6329 Calcrete Coorong District Council 

Truro Topcoat Asphalt 
Contractors Pty Ltd 

EML 6408 Quartzite Mid Murray Council 

Waterloo (Kruse) Kruse Quarries Pty Ltd PM 301 Siltstone Clare & Gilbert Valleys 
Council 

Whyalla (Mt Laura) The Corporation Of 
The City Of Whyalla 
(Boral) 

EMLs 4778, 4779, 4780, 
4781 

Metasiltstone City of Whyalla 

Whyalla (Mt Young)  Quality Sand & 
Landscape Supplies  

EML 4104 Quartzite, sandstone City of Whyalla 
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Strategic metallic and industrial mineral mines and quarries in 
the Greater Adelaide region 
 

 
 

The strategic metallic and industrial mineral mines and quarries in the Greater Adelaide region are detailed 

in Table 3. 

 

Table 3 Strategic metallic and industrial mineral mines and quarries in the Greater Adelaide region 

SRA Tenement holder Tenement details Commodity Council area 

Angas Zinc Mine Terramin Australia Ltd ML 6229 Zinc, Lead, Silver Alexandrina Council 

Bird In Hand Gold 
Deposit 

Maximus Resources MC 4113 Gold Adelaide Hills Council 

Birdwood Clay Pit Adelaide Brighton 
Cement Ltd 

PM 231 

MLs 2917, 2951, 2994, 5280, 
4661, 6182 
MPL 50 
EMLs 4702, 4703 

Cement Shale Adelaide Hills Council 

Dry Creek Salt Fields Port Gawler 
Investments Pty Ltd 
 

Ridley Dry Creek Pty 
Ltd 

PM 77 

 
 
PMs 199, 248 

MLs 234, 235, 237, 357, 358, 
359, 360, 361, 389, 390, 391, 
392, 404, 405, 406, 416, 417, 
418, 421, 429, 439, 440, 441, 
442, 443, 444, 445, 446, 447, 
448, 587, 600, 605, 606, 607, 
608, 617, 618, 702, 5205, 
5206, 5207, 5208, 5209, 
5210, 5908 

Salt (solar) City of Playford 

City of Salisbury 
District Council of Mallala 

Kanmantoo Copper 
Mine 

Hillgrove Copper Pty 
Ltd 

MLs 6345, 6436 

EML 6340 

Copper, gold District Council of Mount 
Barker 

Moculta Shale Quarry  Adelaide Brighton 
Cement Ltd 

MLs 4887, 4888, 4889, 5874, 
5875 

Cement shale Barossa Council 

Mid Murray Council 

 
  

A mine or quarry must meet ALL of the following criteria: 

• a current mineral tenement producing metallic or industrial minerals, exclusively or in conjunction 

with the production of extractive minerals, under the Mining Act 1971, and any adjacent areas with 

significant potential for further resources 

AND ONE of the following criteria: 

− annual production value (5-year average) of at least $2.5 million or in-ground resource sufficient 

for 10 years production ($25 million value). 

− production value less than $2.5 million if operation/resource is integrated with a significant 

manufacturing or export industry within the state. 
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Strategic resource areas on SARIG 
The Mineral Resources Division has developed a SRAs layer that can be viewed on the South Australian 

Resources Information Geoserver (SARIG) <www.statedevelopment.sa.gov.au/sarig>. 

 

SARIG provides up-to-date views of mineral, petroleum and geothermal tenements and other geoscientific 

data (includes the Strategic Resource Areas spatial layer). You can search, view and download information 

relating to minerals and mining in South Australia including tenement details, mines and mineral deposits, 

geological and geophysical data (includes mineral resource potential maps), and publications and reports. 

 

To view the Strategic Resource Areas layer in SARIG, on the Map Layers menu, go to Land Access, Land 

Use, and select Strategic Resource Areas (Fig. 2). To view information about the local government area that 

the SRAs are located in, also select Local Government Areas. 
 
 

 
Figure 2 SARIG screenshot showing the steps to view the Strategic Resource Areas layer.  
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Mineral resource potential in the Greater Adelaide region 
The Geological Survey of South Australia has developed a mineral resource potential mapping system to 

assist land use planning in relation to significant mineral resource and mine operation areas. The mapping is 

particularly relevant to planning of residential and other developments that are incompatible with mining 

operations, but will also assist with a wide range of other land use planning matters. Construction materials 

are a particular focus but industrial, metallic, energy and gem minerals are also considered. 

 

The system categorises areas according to their interpreted mineral resource potential and suggested 

planning response. The mapping has already been used in consideration of mineral resources for the 

preparation of the 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide and in other planning matters. 

 

Thirty-one mineral resource potential maps at 1:50 000 scale are now available as PDFs for most of the 

Greater Adelaide region (Figs 3, 4). The maps are available for download via SARIG; on the Map Layers 

menu, go to Geology, Mineral Resource Potential Maps. Hard copies can be purchased from Department of 

State Development Customer Services, phone +61 8 8463 3000, email 

<Resources.CustomerServices@sa.gov.au>, for $20 plus postage and handling. 

 

Information about operational quarries, mines and prospective mineral areas can also be found on SARIG. 

 

 

 
Figure 3 SARIG screenshot showing the steps to download mineral resource potential maps.   
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Figure 4 Onkaparinga, mineral resource potential, South Australia 1:50 000 Geological Atlas Series Map, sheet 6628-II.  
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Identification of strategic mineral resource areas in South Australia  

 

Updates 
The listing of SRAs in this document will be subject to change as required. If you believe that your quarry or 

mine meets the SRA criteria but it has not been listed, please contact the Department of State Development. 

Evidence of quality of resources, such as test results, may need to be provided to support your claim. 

Contact: 

Senior Policy Advisor 

Resource Land Access Strategy Branch 

Mineral Resources Division 

Tel: +61 8 8463 3508 

Email: Resources.CustomerServices@sa.gov.au 
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The identification of strategic resource 
areas of key economic importance to 
South Australia will continue to support 
housing and construction affordability 
for urban development by maintaining 
access to construction materials.

“ 
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Para Hills Quarry. (photo 414537)



 
 
 
 

 

 

10 November 2017                                                                                    
                                                                                                             
                                                                                           
SAW 97/01371 
 
 
 
Housing Diversity DPA 
Chief Executive Officer 
City of Marion 
PO Box 21 
OAKLANDS PARK  SA  5046 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 
Re: Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment (DPA) 

I refer to the email received from your office on 19 September 2017 seeking our comments on 
the above DPA. 
 
SA Water’s currently provides water and sewerage services to the subject areas. Networks 
augmentation may be required to accommodate the proposed high rise development and 
increased dwelling density. 
 
Our general comments in respect to new developments or redevelopments are provided 
below. We advise that we do not wish to attend at the public meeting. 
 
SA Water Planning  

 SA Water undertakes water security and infrastructure planning that considers the longer 
term strategic direction for a system. That planning seeks to develop a framework that 
ensures resources and infrastructure are managed efficiently and have the capacity to 
meet customer requirements into the future. The information contained in the DPA 
document regarding future re-zoning and land development will be incorporated in 
SA Water’s planning process. 
 

Protection of Source Water   

 Development/s shall have no deleterious effects on the quality or quantity of source water, 
or the natural environments that rely on this water.  In particular, the following conditions 
shall apply: 

- Landfill shall be outside of Water Protection Zones; 
- Landfill area to include leachate collection facilities; 
- Effluent disposal systems (including leach drains) to be designed and located to 

prevent contamination of groundwater; and 

SA Water House 
250 Victoria Square / Tarntanyangga 
Adelaide South Australia 5000 
GPO Box 1751 
Adelaide South Australia 500 
Telephone  +61 8 1300 650 950 
ABN  69 336 525 019 

 



 
 
 
 

 

 

- Industry to be located in appropriate areas, with safeguards to ensure wastewater can 
be satisfactorily treated or removed from the site 

 Development shall avoid or minimise erosion.  
 Development shall not dam, interfere or obstruct a watercourse 
 The Natural Resources Management Act 2004 includes wide ranging powers over source 

water quantity issues. The Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources 
should be consulted, if in doubt, over compliance with this Act. Source water quality 
issues are addressed by the Environment Protection Authority through the Environment 
Protection Act 1993. 
 

Provision of Infrastructure 
 
 All applications for connections needing an extension to SA Water’s water/wastewater 

networks will be assessed on their individual commercial merits. Where more than one 
development is involved, one option may be for SA Water to establish an augmentation 
charge for that area which will also be assessed on commercial merits 

 
Trade Waste Discharge Agreements 
 
 Any proposed industrial or commercial developments that are connected to SA Water’s 

wastewater infrastructure will be required to seek authorisation to permit the discharge of 
trade waste to the wastewater network. Industrial and large dischargers may be liable for 
quality and quantity loading charges. The link to SA Water’s Trade Waste website page 
is attached for your information: Trade Waste Overview 

 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Council’s Housing Diversity DPA. Please 
contact Peter Iliescu, Engineer, Treatment and Network Planning on telephone (08) 7424 
1130 in the first instance should you have further queries regarding the above matter. 
  
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
per Daniel Hoefel 
Senior Manager, Water Expertise 
250 Victoria Square, Adelaide, 5000 
Ph 08 7424 1889 
Fax 08 7003 1889 
Email daniel.hoefel@sawater.com.au 
 

http://www.sawater.com.au/business/trade-waste
mailto:daniel.hoefel@sawater.com.au
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A 

171-150 

 

Mr Adrian Skull 

Chief Executive Officer 

City of Marion 

PO Box 21 

OAKLANDS PARK SA 5046 

 

 

Dear Mr Skull 

City of Marion Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment  

Thank you for providing the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) with the opportunity to comment on 

the City of Marion Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment (DPA). 

The EPA understands that the purpose of the DPA is primarily to more effectively manage infill 

development through rezoning that enables mixed use development, including residential, and through 

the application of new planning policy. 

When reviewing documents such as this DPA, the key interest of the EPA is to ensure that all 

environmental issues within the scope of the objects of the Environment Protection Act 1993 are 

identified and considered. The EPA is primarily interested in the potential environmental and human 

health impacts that would result from any development that may be proposed subsequent to this DPA. At 

the DPA stage, the EPA works to ensure that appropriate planning policy is included in the development 

plan to allow proper assessment at the development application stage. In respect of this DPA, the EPA is 

interested in the potential interfaces that could cause conflict between different types of land uses. 

Interface between land uses 

The DPA proposes a number of changes that could result in sensitive land uses being affected by air and 

noise emissions from nearby land uses. These changes are: 

 Rezoning parts of the Residential and Commercial Zones adjacent Marion Road to Urban 

Corridor Zone to encourage mixed use, medium-rise development. 

 Rezoning locations adjacent the tram and train corridor, along Sturt/Marion roads and 

surrounding the Marion Regional Centre and Oaklands to the Suburban Activity Node Zone to 

support residential development at medium to high densities. 

 Policy amendments to the Local Centre and Neighbourhood Centre Zones to encourage greater 

opportunities for housing (eg. shop-top housing) in these centres. 

The proposed Suburban Activity Node Zone and Urban Corridor Zone and the changes to policies for 
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the Local Centre Zone and Neighbourhood Centre Zone envisage a range of mixed land uses such as 

dwellings, offices, educational facilities, shops, licensed premises, licensed venues, and food outlets. 

The proposed zones are also associated with major roads, and railway and tram lines. The envisaged 

land uses within the proposed zones and nearby land uses have the potential to affect sensitive land 

uses through exposure to adverse air quality and noise. These interface issues can occur within the 

mixed use zones between residential and commercial land uses, and between the mixed use zones and 

nearby residential zones. 

Exposure to air pollution can have adverse effects on human health, including respiratory and 

cardiovascular effects, or in some cases an increased risk of cancer. Sensitive individuals, such as the 

elderly, children or those with existing cardiorespiratory diseases are particularly susceptible to air 

pollution. Some pollutants may also cause environmental nuisance. For example larger dust particles 

can cause annoyance to people by soiling washing or collecting on surfaces, and odours such as from 

food outlets or intensive animal keeping activities may cause nuisance. Persistent exposure to nuisance 

levels of dust and odour can lead to indirect health effects through stress. 

Noise is an inherent part of many activities, but may become annoying if it intrudes into people's 

awareness, disturbs sleep or is heard against their wishes. This noise may disturb a person's everyday 

life or working environment, and may cause adverse health effects when sleep is disturbed. 

The potential for adverse air quality and noise impacts is acknowledged in the DPA and the EPA notes 

that appropriate policy is applied, but only in part. 

Suburban Activity Node Zone  

The Suburban Activity Node Zone is proposed for a number of locations along major road, train and tram 

corridors. 

In respect of addressing potential noise and air quality impacts, the Desired Character statement for the 

Suburban Activity Node Zone identifies that development will create an appropriate interface between 

residential development and incompatible uses outside the zone. This is supported by the EPA. 

In addition principal of development control (PDC) 10 states that new dwelling adjacent arterial roads 

should be provided with appropriate sound attenuation to protect residents from amenity impacts arising 

from nearby traffic. The EPA supports this PDC, but recommends that it be amended to include 

mitigation of air quality impacts also. 

Urban Corridor Zone 

The Urban Corridor Zone is proposed along parts of Marion Road, which is a source of adverse noise 

and air emissions.  

Objective 7 of the Urban Corridor Zone states that noise and air quality impacts will be mitigated through 

appropriate building design and orientation. This is supported by the EPA. 

The Desired Character statement identifies that noise impacts will be moderated through good design 

and noise attenuation techniques. This is supported by the EPA but it is recommended that it be 

amended to include mitigation of air quality impacts. 

The EPA recommends that a PDC similar to proposed PDC 10 (with the addition of an air quality 

element) in the Suburban Activity Node Zone be included in the Urban Corridor Zone. 

Local Centre Zone and Neighbourhood Centre Zone  
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The policies of the Local Centre and Neighbourhood Centre Zones are proposed to be amended to 

encourage greater opportunities for housing. 

The nature of the envisaged land uses within the Local Centre Zone and Neighbourhood Centre Zone, 

particularly in the latter zone which proposes restaurants and includes the Marion Hotel, means that 

there is the potential for noise and air emissions to affect residential land uses. However, the DPA does 

not propose policy to ensure interface issues are addressed in those zones; therefore, the EPA 

recommends that policy be included to ensure that noise and air emissions from incompatible land uses 

are able to be assessed at the development application stage. 

Residential Zone - Marion Plains Policy Area 10  

Marion Plains Policy Area 10 will replace Northern Plains Policy Area 13, and would apply to large parts 

of the City of Marion. 

Due to the large area to which Marion Plains Policy Area 10 would apply there is the potential for 

sensitive development to occur near incompatible land uses. To address that issue, policy has been 

proposed for Marion Plains Policy Area 10. Objective 2 encourages development near industrial or 

commercial development to minimise potential adverse impacts, and PDCs 6, 7 and 8 have requirements 

regarding potential noise sources. This policy is supported by the EPA, although it is recommended that 

PDCs 6, 7 and 8 be amended to include reference to air emissions. 

Road transport corridors and railway lines 

The DPA proposes to apply the Air and Noise Emissions Overlay to areas along road and rail transport 

corridors that would support new residential and mixed use developments, including within the Local 

Centre and Neighbourhood Centre Zones.  

The Noise and Air Emissions Overlay contains planning policies to protect new sensitive development 

from noise and air emissions generated from mixed land uses and major transport corridors. The Noise 

and Air Emissions Overlay, in part, invokes Minister’s Specification SA 78B Construction requirements 

for the control of external sound (February 2013) (the ‘Minister’s Specification’). The Minister’s 

Specification seeks to protect internal living and sleeping areas from noise by applying design 

requirements to new Class 1, 2, 3 and 4 buildings and 9c aged care buildings, and to additions to 

existing buildings within those classes. However, it should be noted that, as the Minister’s Specification 

is applied through the Building Code it only sets noise levels for the interior of buildings, not for outdoor 

areas. This is done through the policy contained in the policy Overlay.  

The Evaluation distances for effective air quality and noise management (2016) recommends an 

evaluation distance of 100m between sensitive land uses and major roads1. If a sensitive land use is 

proposed within the 100m evaluation distance, potential adverse impacts of air quality on sensitive 

receptors would need to be assessed. 

Design techniques to protect sensitive development from air and noise emissions from road and rail 

transport corridors are contained in Reducing noise and air impacts from road, rail and mixed land use - 

A guide for builders, designers and the community (2012), and in the Minister’s Specification where it is 

applicable in areas affected by a Noise and Air Emissions Overlay. 

                                                   
1 ‘Major roads’ are those classified in the Road classification guidelines in South Australia (2008) (Local Government Association 

and Department for Transport, Energy and Infrastructure) as being ‘arterial roads’. 
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In contrast to the Minister’s Specification, the EPA’s Guidelines for the assessment of noise from rail 

infrastructure (2013) (Rail Noise Guidelines) can be applied to railway lines in areas that are outside 

Noise and Air Emission Overlays, and to external recreation areas, not just internal living areas. The Rail 

Noise Guidelines identifies evaluation distances within which the impact of noise and vibration on internal 

living areas and external recreation areas should be predicted and considered in the design of sensitive 

land uses. The Rail Noise Guidelines aim to provide guidance on whether investigation of potential 

impacts will be required. In practice, rail infrastructure and residential areas can be brought closer than 

the stated evaluation distance by effective mitigation of noise at the source, between the source and the 

sensitive development, or at the sensitive development itself. The Guidelines and the Minister’s 

Specification play a complementary role in addressing noise impacts from railways. 

Interface between land uses SAPPL Version 6 

The EPA notes that the Marion Council Development Plan (consolidated 28 April 2016) contains the 

Interface between Land Uses module, which will assist with assessment of noise and air emissions. 

 

For further information on this matter, please contact Geoff Bradford on 8204 9821 or 

geoffrey.bradford@epa.sa.gov.au. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Kym Pryde 

PRINCIPAL ADVISER, PLANNING POLICY AND PROJECTS 

ENVIRONMENT ASSESSMENT 

ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AUTHORITY 

 

Date: 14 November 2017 

 









 
Reference: CPB/225/21/03 
 
Date: 14 November 2017 
 
 
Chief Executive Officer 
City of Marion  
PO Box 21 
OAKLANDS PARK  5046 
 
Emailed to: housingdiversity@marion.sa.gov.au 
  David.Melhuish@marion.sa.gov.au 
 
 
Dear Sir/madam 
 
 
Re:  HOUSING DIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT (DPA) 
   
 
The Coast Protection Board appreciates the opportunity to provide the following comments on 
the DPA. 
 

COASTAL ZONING – GENERAL COMMENTS 

 

The strategy across the state is to establish coastal zones so that: 

 sensitive coastal features are protected from the adverse impacts of development 
 development is not placed in areas at risk of coastal hazards 
 relevant development applications are referred to the Coast Protection Board and 

unnecessary referrals are avoided. 
 
 
The following features should be included within specific coastal zones: 
 
 coastal landforms and habitats (including beaches, coastal dunes and cliffs, coastal wetlands, 

tidal estuaries, saltmarsh and mangrove areas)  
 
 important coastal geological features or other natural features of scientific, educational, 

heritage or cultural importance  
 
 buffer areas for the purpose of separating development from sensitive coastal and marine 

features and habitats 
 
 coastal landscapes of high scenic quality1 
 
 areas exposed to coastal hazards (including flooding, erosion, acid sulfate soils and sand 

dune drift) where there are not adequate provisions to mitigate the hazard (such as a managed 
seawall or levee bank) or confirmed strategies to provide future protection 

 

                                                
1 See the Coastal Viewscapes of South Australia report and mapping at: 
http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/Conservation/Coastal_marine/Adelaides_Living_Beaches/Resources 

Level 4 
81-95 Waymouth St 
Adelaide SA 

GPO Box 1047 
Adelaide SA 5001 
Australia 
DX138 

Ph: +61 8 8124 
4786 
Fax: +61 8 8124 
4920 

www.environment.sa
.gov.au 

mailto:housingdiversity@marion.sa.gov.au
mailto:David.Melhuish@marion.sa.gov.au
http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/Conservation/Coastal_marine/Adelaides_Living_Beaches/Resources
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 coast protection measures such as erosion buffer areas, seawalls and levee banks.  
 
If any of those features are present an appropriate coastal zone (eg Coastal Conservation, 
Coastal Open Space, Coastal Settlement, Coastal Marina) should be selected.  
 
The inclusion of the word ‘coastal’ in the name of the zone ensures that all development 
applications for land within the zone would be subject to referral to the Coast Protection Board 
in accord with Schedule 8 of the Development Regulations.  
  
Land not containing any of the features listed above could be excluded from coastal zones 
provided that any re-zoning does not pose a threat to sensitive adjoining coastal areas. If land 
subject to coastal hazards only can be safeguarded from risk by adequate zone provisions, 
such as minimum site and floor levels, then a non-coastal zone is appropriate. However it is 
better to avoid hazard areas for new development rather than require protection works or 
strategies. 
 
Development in a non-coastal zone landward of a coastal zone does not require referral to the 
Board.  

 

EXPANSION OF COASTAL CONSERVATION ZONE AT HALLETT COVE 

The Board supports and appreciates the intention to add land to the Coastal Conservation Zone 
as proposed in the DPA.  That is in keeping with the coastal zoning strategy outlined above. 
 
Although it is not a matter for this DPA, it would be appropriate in any future work to consider 
further coastal zoning south of that land so that the cliffs there are provided with an appropriate 
buffer. 
 
 
CONTACT 
 
The Board does not wish to be heard in support of its submission at the public meeting.  
However the Coastal Management Branch within DEWNR can assist with any coastal issues 
which the Council wishes to discuss. For further information please contact Tony Huppatz, 
Principal Coast and River Planner, on 8124 4885 or tony.huppatz@sa.gov.au.  
 
 
Yours faithfully 
 

 
 
Tony Huppatz 
Principle Coastal Planner 
Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources 
Delegate 
Coast Protection Board 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Reference: F0000179714 

 

 

Adrian Skull 

Chief Executive Officer 

Housing Diversity DPA  

City of Marion  

PO Box 21  

OAKLANDS PARK  SA  5046  

 

Dear Mr Skull 

 

Re: City of Marion Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment  

 

Thank you for providing the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges (AMLR) Natural Resources Management 

(NRM) Board and the Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources  (DEWNR) with the 

opportunity to comment on the Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment (DPA). 

 

It is understood that the purpose of the DPA is to provide greater housing diversity across the council area, 

particularly in the southern suburbs. The DPA will allow for more coordinated development, particular ly in 

character areas and on steeper allotments, and also facilitate more mixed use areas next to activity centres 

and transit corridors. 

 

The DPA has been reviewed with comments provided in Attachment 1 for Council’s consideration. 

 

If you require any additional information please contact Eilidh Wilson, Senior Policy Officer, on 8226 8547. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

Louisa Halliday 

MANAGER PLANNING & EVALUATION 

On behalf on the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges NRM Board and DEWNR  

 

Date: 14 November 2017

Natural Resources Centre 

205 Greenhill Road 

Eastwood SA 5063 

DX 174, Adelaide 

Tel 08 8273 9100 

Fax 08 8271 9585 

dewnr.amlr@sa.gov.au 

www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/

adelaidemtloftyranges 
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The following changes are supported: 

The proposed rezoning of Hallett Headland coastal reserve owned by Council from Residential to Coastal 

Conservation Zone to reflect the regional significance of the site and support its ongoing conservation. 

Council Wide 

 New Objective 5 promoting generous areas of high quality fit for purpose landscaping  

 New PDCs 15, 30 and 31 promoting the provision of deep soil zones  

 New PDC 11 promoting tree canopies 

 New PDC 28 promoting green roofs 

Local Centre Zone - Policies that promote landscaping 

Residential Zone - Policies promoting minimum area of private open space 

Marion Plains Policy - Policies that promote landscaping, particularly between the main road frontage and 

the building line 

Residential Character Policy Area 15 - Policies that promote protection of existing vegetation and front 

and side gardens 

Southern Hills Policy Area 16 - Policies that promote incorporating existing vegetation wherever possible 

and additional landscaping, and speak against the removal of mature street trees  

Suburban Activity Zone - Policies that promote integrated development of large land holdings, landscaping 

including street trees that shade the footpath and soften the built form, a landscaped public realm, well 

landscaped areas that incorporate deep root plant zone space, WSUD, and a wetland and linear park in the 

Tonsley Precinct 

Urban Corridor Zone - Policies that promote well designed landscaping and WSUD, including stormwater 

harvesting and use for landscaping. 

 

Stormwater management 

Stormwater management plans 

The inclusion of the recent floodplain mapping from the Stormwater Management Plan Coastal Catchments 

Between Glenelg and Marino by the Cities of Holdfast Bay and Marion – July 2014 (Coastal SMP 2014) is 

supported. 

In considering the Coastal SMP 2014, there is one non-structural mitigation measure proposed which could 

have also been included in the DPA: 

Section 11.3.2 of the Coastal SMP 2014 document (pg 92) states that Council’s Development Plan provisions 

for stormwater retention under Item 29 of the ‘Stormwater’ subheading of ‘Natural Resources’ should be 

amended to read the following: 

‘On land north of Seacombe Road, all new buildings and building extensions of 20 square metres or more in floor 

area, shall incorporate on-site stormwater retention systems which ensure that the first 15 mm of rainfall within 

any 24 hour period is retained on site. Where such retention systems rely on the use of infiltration, and testing 

shows that site soils will not permit infiltration of retained stormwater within a 24 hour period, provision of 

additional storage shall be  provided either within an infiltration trench or tank which has sufficient capacity to 

contain runoff from 15 mm of rainfall and discharges over a period of at least 2 hours and no greater than 24 

hours.’ 
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This is intended to control the discharge of stormwater flows from a development s ite in order to reduce the 

volume and peak flow rate leaving the development. Council should consider the addition of these 

amendments either in this or future DPAs. 

 

Stormwater management plan - referencing 

There are some incorrect references to relevant SMPs throughout the DPA. 

The final SMP for the Cities of Marion and Holdfast Bay is titled: 

Stormwater Management Plan Coastal Catchments Between Glenelg and Marino by the Cities of Holdfast Bay 

and Marion – July 2014 (the final document) – not the City of Holdfast Bay and City of Marion Glenelg to Marino 

Coastal Catchment Flood Inundation Stormwater Management Plans 2013. 

There is also no document called the City of Mitcham and City of Marion Stormwater Management Plan 2016.  

The DPA appears to be referring to the Cities of Mitcham, Marion, Unley & West Torrens Stormwater  

Management Plan Sturt River Urban Catchments – the project was started in 2015 and the draft floodplain 

mapping produced in 2017.  This SMP is still in preparation and has not been finalised. 

 

Flooding 

DEWNR’s Fire and Flood Management Unit (representing DEWNR’s role as state flood hazard leader) has 

reviewed the DPA, flood data from the Stormwater Management Plan Coastal Catchments Between Glenelg 

and Marino (July 2014) and the report for Hallett Cove Creeks Stormwater Management Plan in providing 

comments for Council. 

The wording of the proposed new principle of development control, PDC 7, should be improved. It appears that 

b) and c) are essentially the same and appear to be addressed in PDC 6.  If the intent is to provide specific direction 

on finished floor levels for development within the 1 in 100 year flood extent, the following suggestion is made: 

PDC7  

Finished floor levels for development on land subject to a 1 in 100 year average return interval flood event as 

shown Overlay Maps- Development Constraints should be set such that they:  

a) Incorporate a suitable freeboard above the design flood depth  

b) Provide an acceptable level of risk to persons and property  

 

Flooding - overlay maps  

The proposed overlay maps illustrate flood risk based on flood depth only. This is not consistent with best 

practice flood guidance on floodplain management.  

We note the depths defined as low to high risk are relatively low (0.2m and greater is considered high risk in 

the proposed overlay maps). The 0.2m used as a definition of high risk may be good measure of flood depth 

in a residential situation before over floor flooding is likely but is not consistent with Managing the Floodplain 

Guideline 7-3 (AIDR 2017) which defines depths below 0.3m as generally safe for people, vehicles and buildings.  

Flood risk is dependent on a number of factors including expected flood depth, flood velocity, the  function of 

the floodplain at the location in question, as well as a range of flood events in addition to the 1 in 100 year 

flood event. We recommend that Council consider the guidance in Handbook 7 Managing the Floodplain 

(Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience, 2017), particularly Guideline 7-3 (Flood Hazard) and Guideline 7-5 

(Flood Information to Support Land-use Planning) 

https://knowledge.aidr.org.au/resources/handbook-7-managing-the-floodplain/ 

https://knowledge.aidr.org.au/resources/handbook-7-managing-the-floodplain/
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We note that pg 18 of the DPA indicates the flood risk maps in the DPA includes flood mapping from the 

Stormwater Management Plan - Coastal Catchments Between Glenelg and Marino - Cities of Holdfast Bay and 

Marion (July 2014) and the Hallett Cove Creeks Stormwater Management Plan. The overlay maps provided do 

not appear to include the flooding extent information from the Hallett Cove Creeks work. E.g Overlay Map 12 

pg 239 does not show flood mapping where the SMP indicates it has been completed.  

A difference between the 1 in 100 year flood extent in the Glenelg/Marino SMP and the overlays in the DPA is 

apparent. The Coastal SMP 2014 flood mapping appears to exclude flood waters which are between 0-0.025m 

deep (and within modelling error bounds). It is  recommended that Council consider altering their mapping to 

reflect the recommendations of the engineering consultant on the use of the flood mapping data sets. 

 

Water sensitive urban design 

The statements in the DPA with regards to including Water Sensitive Urban Design methodologies within the 

Desired Character Statements are acknowledged and welcomed. Council could consider inclusion of more 

specific requirements for developments to adhere to water quality improvement measures through the targets 

specified in the policy guidelines: Water Sensitive Urban Design – Creating more liveable and water sensitive 

cities in South Australia (SA Gov., 2013). 

General 

It is noted that amongst the ‘Development Constraints’ overlay maps, after Overlay Map Mar/8– Development 

Constraints, the following maps have been inserted (under Development Constraints) when they perhaps 

belong with their relevant section overlays: 

 Overlay Map Mar/8 – Affordable Housing 

 Overlay Map Mar/8 – Noise and Air Emissions  

 Overlay Map Mar/8 – Strategic Transport Routes 

  

Setbacks and green infrastructure 

The DPA proposes or continues (with a slight variation in the case of the Southern Hills Policy Area 16) minimal 

setbacks from secondary roads, side and rear boundaries in the following zones and policy areas:  

 Residential Zone - Marion Plains Policy Area 10, Medium Density Policy Area 11, Racecourse Policy 

Area 13, Regeneration Policy Area 14, Southern Hills Policy Area 16 for sites with an average site 

gradient less than 1-in-8 and Worthing Mine Policy Area 18 

 Suburban Activity Node Zone – Core and Transition Areas, particularly relating to Sturt and Marion 

Roads, and Oaklands and Warradale, Marion, Ascot and Woodlands Stations, and the tram line. Noting 

that this zone promotes medium to high density housing and accommodation with integrated mixed 

use activities up to 4 metres or 16.5 metres high 

While the proposed/continuing setbacks, if implemented, may serve the intended purpose of minimising 

impacts on adjacent low rise residential buildings, they would provide little space for green infrastructure (ie 

green space and greenery) and seem to conflict with other existing and proposed policies promoting the 

retention of existing vegetation and urban greening. 

In particular, they would appear to conflict with Council Wide Zone Interface Principle of Development Control 

(PDC) 36 which promotes deep soil zones along the common boundary of any zone that has a primary purpose 

of accommodating low rise (1-2 storey) residential development, and suggests a 6m setback from a zone 
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boundary to enable medium to large trees to be retained or established to assist in screening new bui ldings 

of 3 or more storeys in height and suggests a 6m setback. 

It is suggested that the setback policies in the above zones and policy areas should be consistent with the 

performance approach in PDC 36 (and likely to be reflected in the Planning and Design Code ) to ensure 

sufficient space for medium to large trees to assist with screening and all the other benefits of green 

infrastructure, including but not limited to increasing property values, reducing the urban heat island effect 

(and in turn energy use and emissions), detaining stormwater, improving air quality, noise abatement, 

supporting health and wellbeing, maintaining or enhancing biodiversity etc.  

Additionally, the following changes are suggested (with deletions struck through and new text underlined): 

Council Wide 

Obj 5 “Development that enhances the public environment, provides activity and interest at street level 

and a high quality experience for residents, workers and visitors by:  

(f) incorporating generous areas of high quality fit-for-purpose green infrastructure including 

landscaping, green walls and green roofs” 

Design and appearance 

PDC 8  states “use of solid and glass” – solid what? 

PDC 11  “Buildings should: 

(a) achieve a comfortable human scale at ground level through the use of elements such 

as …(for example, awnings, verandas , vine-covered pergolas and tree canopies” 

 

PDC 14 “Balconies should be integrated into the overall architectural form and detail of the development 

and should:  

(a) utilise sun screens, pergolas, louvres, green facades and openable walls to control sunlight 

and wind” 

Street Interface 

PDC 15 “Development facing the street should be designed to provide attractive, high quality and 

pedestrian friendly street frontage(s) by:  

(b) providing a well landscaped area that contains a deep soil zone space for a medium to large 

tree(s) in front of the building 

(f) minimising the number and width of driveways and entrances to car parking areas to reduce 

the visual dominance of vehicle access points and impacts on street trees and pedestrian areas” 

Environmental 

PDC 27 “Multi-storey buildings should: 

(a) incorporate roof designs that enable the provision of photovoltaic cells and other features 

that enhance sustainability including landscaping roof top gardens)” 
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 NEW (c) “incorporate rainwater capture for internal or external use”  

PDC 28 Green roofs (which can be a substitute for private or communal open space provided they can 

be accessed by occupants of the building) are encouraged for all new residential, commercial or 

mixed use buildings  

PDC 30 “Deep soil zones should be provided to retain existing vegetation or provide areas that can 

accommodate new deep rooted vegetation…” 

PDC 31 “Deep soil zones should be provided with have access to natural light to assist in maintaining 

vegetation health.” 

 

Coastal 

It is noted that the Coast Protection Board has been included in the draft DPA consultation and will be providing 

a separate response. 

Council’s intention to add Hallett Cove Conservation Park to the Coastal Conservation Zone  as part of this DPA 

is welcome and supported. It would be beneficial to the coastal zoning and future Council planning, to consider 

also including the adjacent coastal land to the south of the Conservation Park so that the cliffs there are 

provided with an appropriate buffer. 

 

Regional Planning 

The Regional NRM Plan takes a landscape approach and considers social and economic influences on the 

management of the AMLR region’s natural resources. It also provides more detail at a subregional level and 

identifies specific priorities for action within each subregion. 

As the DPA is in the Metropolitan Adelaide subregion, it should consider and align with the subregion’s key 

priorities. These are detailed in the  Regional NRM Plan and can be found on the AMLR region’s website: 

www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/adelaidemtloftyranges/home. 

Relevant NRM Plan Priorities include: 

 Reduce the impact of runoff from stormwater and priority watercourses on aquatic health, the coast 

and marine environments 

 connect communities to their environment (both local and more remote) 

 facilitate integrated climate change adaptation of urban communities  

 protect urban watercourses for aquatic health and urban biodiversity outcomes (quality). 

 

As a courtesy, a number of typology references are noted below (with deletions struck through and new 

text underlined): 

DPA Amendment - Amendment Instructions Table 

Hazards – Flooding 

Item 1 – Development Constraints should be located above a design flood level which: (a) provides and acceptable 

level of risk to persons and property. 

Amend the following text – Housing Diversity DPA Marion Council Appendices Appendix A Assessment of the 

Planning Strategy pg 97: 

The DPA proposes to implement the recommendations of recent flood stormwater management plans. 

 

http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/adelaidemtloftyranges/home
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1 Anzac Highway, Keswick SA 5035 
T 08 8404 5642  F 08 8404 5193  

  www.sapowernetworks.com.au 

SA Power Networks ABN 13 332 330 749 a partnership of: Spark Infrastructure SA (No.1) Pty 
Ltd ABN 54 091 142 380, Spark Infrastructure SA (No.2) Pty Ltd ABN 19 091 143 038, Spark 
Infrastructure SA (No.3) Pty Ltd ABN 50 091 142 362, each incorporated 
in Australia. CKI Utilities Development Limited ABN 65 090 718 880, PAI Utilities 
Development Limited ABN 82 090 718 951, each incorporated in The Bahamas. 

Our Ref: REB 112.17 
 
15 November 2017 
 
housingdiversitydpa@marion.sa.gov.au 
 
To David Melhuish, Senior Policy Planner 
 
HOUSING DIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN AMENDEMENT – AGENCY CONSULTATION  
 
Thank you for providing the opportunity to SA Power Networks to comment on the above project. 
 
SA Power Networks may be impacted by proposed zoning changes in its capacity of operator of the State’s 
electricity distribution network or, alternatively, as a landowner/occupier.  Irrespective of the tenure 
arrangement, all of SA Power Networks’ land interests will be directly related to the operation of the electricity 
distribution network. 
 
It is not practical for SA Power Networks to review every DPA to the extent necessary to comment on its 
individual property ownerships/occupations or infrastructure impacts.  Accordingly, this response has been 
prepared to draw attention in a general way to the matters which SA Power Networks believes should be taken 
into consideration in progressing the proposal. 
 
SA Power Networks takes its obligations to meet future electricity demand very seriously.  You will appreciate 
that any infill or green field development will necessarily require a corresponding upgrade of the electricity 
distribution network (which may involve the setting aside of land for a new substation). 
 
Whilst the DPA may flag potential development of this nature, prospective developers and those approving 
developments should give consideration to the current network capacity, the long lead times in meeting any 
increased load demand, and the requirement for developers to contribute towards augmentation of the 
upstream electricity network along with funding direct costs associated with extension/connection of electrical 
infrastructure specifically for their development.  Developers should contact SA Power Networks’ Builders and 
Contractors line directly in this regard on phone number: 1300 650 014. 
 
It is preferred that developers refer to the SA Power Networks Distribution Annual Planning Report for up to 
date augmentation information. This is a public report available at the following link, 
http://www.sapowernetworks.com.au/centric/industry/our_network/annual_network_plans/distribution_an
nual_planning_report.jsp 
 
If requiring further clarification or information please contact Jane Jusup, Real Estate Support Officer on 8404 
5262, thank you again for the opportunity to comment. 
 
Yours sincerely,  

 
Teresa Sergi 
Real Estate Advisor 

mailto:housingdiversitydpa@marion.sa.gov.au
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